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Preface

This work consists of a project I did not see coming at first, which is to say that I started as
a social movements scholar with a planning background who tried to understand political
justice, property-led displacement and the lack of resistance movements in cities and proceeded
to engage with universal theory building around relocation. I have never done this before but
am quite confident that I found my dialectical way through.
Having said that, I clearly admit that I make use of a German academic narrative that
is not limited to 15-word sentences and demands an attentive reader to follow the line of
reasoning: keeping the best for last. Such a narrative is due to the people I read, address and
aim to make sense of. Here, I am explicitly referring to the inspiring but un-systematic oeuvre
of Henri Lefebvre, on the one hand, and the systematic, yet not uninspired, philosophy of Axel
Honneth on the other. Inter-linking moral philosophy and human geography, I also think of
moral geographer David M. Smith, who was a pleasure to read and who has not limited himself
to easily digestible sentences for busy (or inexperienced) readers either. In short, this work is
nothing for people who do not like to read.
While such a comment reflects my reading effort and a certain frustration with an overload
of contemporary Amsterdam research, which I consider over-researched, even here I hope to
succeed in brightening the academic jungle and contributing new insights with my normative
notion of resignation. In sum, I am doing some quite new things in this work when trying
to understand the lack of resistance movements in late capitalist Western cities: i.e. reading
the urban question of distributive justice as (local) struggle for (local) recognition, exploring
the dual character of property rights for a right to space, place and the city, conceptualizing
the 35 year history of Dutch Anti-squat property guardianship and offering a Hamburg case
that not only contrasts with Amsterdam struggles but which is under-researched, and which
is important in order to understand German housing policy experiments today. Hence, I take
up contemporary urban discourses to deepen our understanding of distributive justice and
the good life in cities, which does not require a central morality (of economic or socialist man)
but respect for difference (the other): respect, time and space, I should add.
Since this Preface is followed by a Prologue and Introduction I will not engage with detailed
content here but proceed with name-dropping. Above all this involves my RUG supervisors at
the Faculty of Spatial Sciences, University of Groningen, Gert de Roo and Piet Pellenbarg, who
have been patiently thinking along with me, and Justin Beaumont, who guided me through
this, and who was a strong advocate of my application for this position in 2008 in the first
place. Beyond them I am deeply indebted to Manuel Lutz and Christian Zuidema, my true
daily supervisors. While I am deeply grateful to all of my interview partners, family, friends
and colleagues I wish to highlight a few more names without whom this work would not be
what it is. For my better understanding of Honneth’s philosophy I wish to highlight crucial
discussions with Bert van den Brink (2013) and Titus Stahl (2015), who have paved the way for
a closer reading and understanding of Honneth’s oeuvre, Christian Schmid (2015) for the best
discussion I ever had on the role of space and territorial traps, Inura fellows Kate Shaw, Margit
Mayer and Britta Grell for sharpening my overall focus, and Jacek Pawłowski for invaluable
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discussions that made me think about historical struggles and re-think the notion of struggle
in daily life today.
Next to my faculty and academic relations I owe much credit to the International Network
for Urban Research and Action (Inura), my documentary film crew and ORKZ Groningen. Some
more names involve Candice Dias, Katharina Gugerell, Carla Huisman, Philippe Hanna, Steven
Kelk, Momo, Jaap Draaisma, Virginie Mamadouh, Arie van Wijngaarden, Jeroen van der Veer,
Patrice Riemens, Daniela Wullers, Jasper Overweg, Sander Holloway, Antje Penz, Sebastian
Olma, Anne Vogelpohl, Michael Ziehl, Hannah Kowalski, Franziska Cress, Marc Wegner, Toralf
Kampe and Oliver Kluge.
I am fully aware that this list is incomplete but would simply hope that interested readers get
an idea of the expertise and energy invested in this work.
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Prologue

In this work I engage with German idealist philosophy and critical theory of the Frankfurt
school to better understand the pitfalls of distributive justice and social conflict in late capitalist
cities. For a long time the question of distributive justice has seemed somewhat self-explanatory
or self-evident. Deeply rooted in historical materialism, claims for justice were primarily
explained negatively: highlighting what injustice is. This focus, however, generated problems in
how to sufficiently explain the absence of revolutionary change and particularly the sustained
stability of capitalist social relations.
Conceptualizing subjects as objects, materialist social analysis has shown little interest
in the question of what difference inter-subjectivity would make for self-formation (i.e.
communities of value) and the good life. Frankfurt philosopher Axel Honneth, however, has
done just that, by picking up an early category from Rousseau, Kant and above all Hegel to
positively explain what we want from life (i.e. love, rights, solidarity) – crafting the recognition
paradigm for contemporary social philosophy and critical theory. Acknowledging the increasing
amount of scholarship targeting recognition relations today I value Honneth’s (1995)
Struggle for Recognition as a milestone that is hard to ignore for critical social theorists who are
interested in the moral grammar of social conflict. I will not go into details here but rather point
to Zurn’s (2010, 2015) elegant introduction of Axel Honneth’s oeuvre and explore the spatial
implications of the recognition paradigm throughout my work: aiming at a critical urban
theory of justice.
Acknowledging the recognition Honneth receives from social theory and philosophy
departments around the world, nevertheless, Honneth has not been introduced to urban theory
yet. While inter-subjective struggles for recognition are certainly a qualitative and normative
issue of historical social struggles, as an urban scholar I can hardly evade the question of where
recognition comes from. Linking Honneth (1995) to Lefebvre’s (1991) (social) production
of (social) space– with respect to time, space, energy and technology – a differential picture
of qualitative struggles in daily life emerges, which would need to highlight the role of local
struggle and local recognition in the first place. Without space and place, I argue, Honneth’s
project would be not much more than an intellectual exercise in world history. Since
the spatial implications of social relations are so fundamental, however, similar to Lefebvre,
I put the local in brackets. Even further, close attention to space, place and private property as
a driving force for (local) struggles for (local) recognition in capitalist cities leads me to speak
of property-led urbanization.
Localizing Honneth’s philosophy of recognition, not only in world history but at particular
places and spaces, I discuss primarily two distributive strategies to accommodate struggles
for recognition with housing rights (i.e. as individual-competitive achievement vs. collectiveegalitarian right) that follow different logics of justice. Housing has always been a special good
to capitalist re/production (i.e. commodity) and therefore a contested terrain of social conflict.
Especially in post-war Western Europe, housing has been regulated in ways that mediate
between the two distributive strategies: recognizing various rights to housing that range
from private property rights to tenants’ rights, lease rights, co-ops and even squatters’ rights.
In any case, I argue that (local) struggles for (local) recognition and affordable housing imply
15

specific qualities of local struggle (i.e. energy), which, if unsuccessful, may lead to resignation,
resistance, relocation.
Contextualizing (local) struggles for (local) recognition, self-realization and decent housing
in cities, my major research questions are centred around: How is the right to space, place and
the city recognised and justified (nationally/ legally and locally/ socially)? To what extent can
rights to the city be sold and bought without greater conflict? To what extent is this a theoretical
or cynical question? With the latter question I explicitly address the relationship between theory
and practice and, within practice, the relationship between cynicism and morality. To clarify
the quality of local struggle, whether we see recognition, resignation, resistance or relocation, it
is paramount to investigate how chances for a good life are locally conditioned: i.e. organised,
limited, resisted, substituted or ignored. My comparative analysis of Hamburg and Amsterdam
explores such conditioning of local struggles in the context of (creative) global cities. In both
cases, I argue, especially tenants are under pressure to enable the unfolding of ideological
property rights.
From a tenants’ perspective, we can see two radicalised phenomena that connect to tenants’
struggles and rights. While squatting used to be closely connected to tenants’ struggles in
the past, on the one hand, it shall be interesting to see how this relationship has changed over
time and plays out today. The Dutch invention of Anti-Squat property guardianship, on the other
hand, is closely connected to rent-like agreements but refuses to be recognised as rent. The close
proximity and rejection of tenants’ rights for interim-use, therefore, underlines that Anti-Squat
property guardianship is more than a response to squatting. Hence, I argue to conceptualise
Anti-Squat as a crucial reference point for property-led housing distribution that bears the power
to change future rental agreements significantly. Whether such property-led implications are in
fact agreed upon and lead to (national) legal and/ or (local) social recognition is my very project
in this work. For relocation (voluntary or forced) I will discuss the limits of residential mobility,
which above all would require the freedom of choice and freedom of movement.
The freedom of movement, I suggest, should be understood as spatial expression of social
freedom, which connects to Honneth’s (2011 [2014]) latest book Freedom’s Right, which is
a moral discussion of inter-subjective freedom rights. Searching for a place in this world – to call
home – such a search significantly requires the accessibility (i.e. legal rights) and affordability
(i.e. purchase power) of desired locations, which are limited. The search further requires
commitment to desirable values and the energy to struggle. What a good life looks like can hardly
be defined by central moral institutions (i.e. state, church, property market) but by democratic
procedures (i.e. political rights) deeply rooted in daily local life. The greater the differences,
I would argue, the more recognition for difference can be assumed. Not for nothing, social
freedom can be best realised in big cities. Bringing back the good life to critical theory, in short,
Honneth’s ideal of a life free from pain is above all one thing: an ideal that recognises historical
struggles for recognition – bearing political implications for social class, gender, ethnicity,
sexuality and so on. The notion of struggle and conflict is indispensably connected to historical
social progress and I would hope that we provide one another with sufficient space for further
experiments on the road to emancipatory social change.
16

1.

INTRODUCING AXEL HONNETH
TO CRITICAL URBAN THEORY

The question of distributive in/justice is at the centre of social struggles in late capitalism.
To understand the latest economic crisis and the limits of resistance (not only) in Western
European cities it is important, however, to emphasise historical developments of local struggles
at particular places and spaces, subjective expectations of the good life and normative notions
of ethical life (Sittlichkeit).
The question of justice was revived by Frankfurt philosopher, Axel Honneth ([1992] 1995),
who reframed the making of a social order with a universal Struggle for Recognition. Inviting
social theorists to a renewed reading of Hegel’s moral philosophy – and G.H. Mead’s social
psychology – Honneth widens materialist perspectives with regard to core moral values (i.e. love,
rights and solidarity), self-realisation and the good life. In his seminal debate Redistribution or
Recognition with Marxist theorist Nancy Fraser, Honneth argues that recognition is not limited
to the cultural realm of post-modern identity politics (cf. Fraser and Honneth 2003). Rather,
recognition comprises a grand moral category capable of explaining why we are, who we are,
what we do and what we want: this we see in others (bei sich selbst sein im anderen). Touching
upon a blind spot in Marxist theory, Honneth therefore delivers a missing link for critical
theorists when conceptualising the moral grammar of social conflict and what we want from life.
Acknowledging the reluctance of both scholars to engage with one another, my work aims for
some reconciliation of the two.
For a critical theory of justice, it is striking that Honneth provides a systematic reading
of an early Hegelian category that stresses the relation-to-self and roots the idea of justice in

the individual mind of subjects: seeking recognition of who they are or want to be as human
beings. Touching upon the fundamental process of self-formation and self-realization his
argument centrally implies that self-confidence, self-respect and self-esteem require social
interaction and inter-subjective recognition: we cannot do this alone. Though Hegel’s original
idea was connected to the Greek polis, Honneth (1995) however unfortunately loses sight of
the urban stimulus in Hegel’s theory building and connection to space and place. Along with
the great majority of Western philosophers, he therefore follows the aspatial tradition of idealist
reasoning where the relativist notions of space and place would inevitably disrupt universal
theory building (cf. Smith 1994, 2000).
As an urban scholar I cannot avoid the spatial relations of social life but argue for a close
engagement with Honneth’s philosophy as he provides a crucial stimulus for contemporary
critical theory that is more than timely: when e.g. targeting the increasing alienation from
social goods (i.e. decent housing/homes) or fellow people altogether (cf. Jaeggi 2014). Even
further, thinking of a critical urban theory I link Honneth with Lefebvre (1991) and add
a spatial dimension to the ‘Struggle for Recognition’ with an explicit reference to property rights
(cf. Heins 2009). Only with a spatial perspective that recognises where struggles for
recognition take place can we explain the quality of social struggles at places and spaces in
global history, which may then imply sufficient local recognition of desirable values, or call
for resignation (i.e. lowering expectations of the good life but remain in place), resistance
(i.e. restoring self-confidence with activism), relocation (i.e. struggling for the good
life elsewhere).
Linking Honneth’s (1995, 2014) theory of justice, recognition and freedom with Henri
Lefebvre’s (1991, 1996) Production of Space and the Right to the City, my work touches upon
the fundamental question: who has a right to settle where and why? For such a question, outlined
in more detail below, I look at social conflicts in Western European cities examining the terrain
of conflict as struggle with property-led urbanisation and property-led displacement. In other
words, my theoretical work not only struggles for the recognition of a) philosophers to recognise
the relational role of space (cf. Smith 1994, 2000) and b) critical urban scholars to recognise
the third generation of the Frankfurt School (cf. Brenner 2012) but empirically qualifies local
struggles with property-led urbanisation (i.e. gentrification); where recognition and resignation
are likewise evident: resulting in particular protest in Amsterdam and comprehensive resistance
in Hamburg. In this sense, my empirical and analytical work addresses c) social movement
studies to recognise the relation-to-self (i.e. self-confidence and self-limitations of movements)
and d) Lefebvrian scholars to recognise the moral dimension and dual character of property
rights (cf. Heins 2009).

1. 1. Redistribution or Recognition?
For a critical theory of justice it is striking to highlight the differing normative notions to justice
that have historically led to primarily two competing social philosophies, rather liberalist or
Marxist, that explain social conflict, social struggle and social inequality differently. While
liberal formulations conceptualise social inequality and social struggle competitively and hold
20
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that fair opportunities and hard work (via the achievement principle) may lead to social mobility
and the justice of earned deserts, Marxist theories emphasise egalitarian social standards
and the equality principle: criticizing the systemic re/production of social inequality, uneven
developments and power relations in capitalism. In this sense, both theory traditions connect
normative assumptions of distributive justice – individually and competitively vs. collectively
and cooperatively – relying on the justification of these assumptions; calling for legitimation
and social recognition.
Given the normative notions of justice social theory and moral philosophy have struggled,
however, with a systematic contextualization of a subjective idea of justice. Though the Marxist
critique of the political economy is able to explain the structural weakness of distributive justice
on a greater scale, it has divided material and immaterial arguments of social and economic
inequality from cultural and social differences. Marxist theory is admittedly a critique of
the global capitalist economy, however it is one which avoids a sufficient engagement with
individual needs and moral values, what individuals consider good or just – and why?
Critical theory, especially the Frankfurt School, has aimed to open up the utterly economic
and materialist perspective on distributive in/justice, when empirically exploring the subjective
perspective of social suffering and cultural deformations (cf. Horkheimer and Adorno 2002). As
contemporary head of the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research, Axel Honneth (1995) advances
a critical reading of Marx when going back to Hegel in order to conceptualise the moral grammar
of social relations, social conflicts and justice as a three dimensional Struggle for Recognition.
Next to love, which is the moral core of social relations, Honneth significantly differentiates
between legal recognition (i.e. legal rights) and social recognition (i.e. solidarity) and for this to
be central in formulating a universal idea of justice.
While Honneth is vigorously discussed in social theory today, unfortunately he has not
yet been introduced to urban theory. When Neil Brenner (2012: 19) reiterates the in/famous
Marxist accusation “What’s critical about critical theory?”, which is most prominently put
forward by Nancy Fraser, he has apparently missed the crucial debate of Fraser and Honneth
(2003) Redistribution or Recognition. The debate with Fraser (2003) reveals the core of
the problem. Fraser does not accept Honneth’s approach of conceiving re/distributive justice
as a consequence of struggles for recognition. Insisting on the dual distinction of material/
immaterial arguments, Fraser advocates a critical social theory that prioritises materialist
redistribution claims to counter post-modern thought, which tends to confuse the recognition
of cultural differences with social inequality. Honneth, on the other hand, invites social theorists
to a grand universal debate about the moral grammar of social conflicts and the good life
(cf. Fraser and Honneth 2003).
To be clear, this is not to say that the Marxist critique of the political economy has lost
its relevance. The more interesting question, rather, is why it is important to critically look at
social and economic re/production, re/distribution, politics and identity politics. It is because
people seek social mobility and a good life, a satisfactory socio-economic status, a political
voice and cultural identity in order to relate to who they are and who they want to be as human
beings. Honneth’s critical theory of justice, in short, is critical because it is self-critical: critical of

1.
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atomistic self-realization and critically pointing out the limits when searching for revolutionary
subjects. Reading Honneth and his critics (cf. Brink and Owen 2007, Schmidt am Busch and
Zurn 2010, Petherbridge 2011) reveals that the key to distributive justice, social conflict and selfrealization is likely to be found in the inter-subjective moment of mutual recognition relations
and normative notions to ethical life (Sittlichkeit).
Ever since the first publication of ‘The Struggle for Recognition’ Honneth ([1992] 1995) has
received a number of critical remarks and questions. Remarkably, he has answered all questions
in numerous rejoinders (cf. Honneth 2003, 2007, 2011a, 2013) and none were able to shake his
theory building substantially. Hence, I value The Struggle for Recognition as major theoretical
contribution to moral philosophy and critical social theory of our time that significantly informs
my project around justice in cities and which aims to produce new insights for moral geography
and a critical urban theory today.

1. 2. Localizing struggles for recognition
Like most grand Western philosophers, however, Honneth lacks a spatial dimension.
Moral geographer David M. Smith (1998) has explicitly addressed the reluctance of moral
philosophers to engage with space, since the relational impact of space (and place) would
inevitably relativise universal theory building. With the help of D. M. Smith (1994, 2000) and
Henri Lefebvre (1991, 1996) I will suggest a theoretical framework that pays respect to social
practice as spatial practice, i.e. when local struggles for local recognition do not lead to the good
life but resignation (lowering expectations of the good life) or resistance and/ or relocation
(searching for recognition and the good life elsewhere).
The very aspect of space and relocation is crucial to social mobility, which is closely
connected to the spatial dimension of mobility (i.e. freedom of movement), the history of (civil)
wars, global migration movements and property-led urbanization (e.g. gentrification). In such
powerful constellations, local struggles with relocation may not be voluntary but take the form
of forced displacement. Localizing Honneth’s struggle for recognition, in short, my theoretical
argument seeks to show that it is local mis/recognition of normative values of times and spaces
that provides for an idea of in/justice – and that unsuccessful local struggles for a good life at
places lead to resignation, resistance, relocation.
Recognizing the impact of space and place, I further value David Harvey’s (1982, 2001)
analysis of a spatial fix and crisis-prone capitalist system that re/produces social inequality, and
that does not solve the problem but shifts it geographically. In this sense, it is up to space as
a crucial category for translating social inequality into spatial inequality (i.e. uneven geographical
developments), or social im/mobility into spatial im/mobility, which highlights the un/freedom
of choice and un/freedom of movement. Since the spatial dimension of particular struggles is
fundamental to social developments similar to Lefebvre’s (1991) (social) production of (social)
space, I will put the local in brackets and speak of (local) struggles for (local) recognition.
Addressing spatial inequality and spatial immobility, this is also to take Edward Soja’s (2010)
argument seriously – that social developments are always spatial developments and that we are
spatial beings.
22
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Focussing on the local quality of struggle – or intensity of conflict – next to recognition,
resignation and resistance from a spatial perspective the im/possibility of relocation makes
a decisive difference for social conflicts to develop. Here, the nation state finds itself historically
and territorially trapped (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden 2010) when associating its state territory with
a container that restricts the freedom of choice and freedom of movement for its citizens and
migration. Given the political limits of relocation, however, a great deal of future research would
be needed to better understand the quality of struggle and qualitative degrees of resignation
(i.e. to lower expectations of a good life at particular places, while remaining in place). Here,
solidarity networks (friends, family and other communities of value) come into play, where
subjects would compensate for the lack of market or legal recognition with social recognition
(solidarity) and/ or engage in subversive activism (i.e. informal or illegal practices). In any case,
for social movement scholars too, it is striking to realise the subjective motivation to engage
in public activism: restoring self-confidence through protest, solidarity mobilizations and
resistance movements. Lacking resistance, therefore, can be conceptualised with Honneth’s
(2007) explanation of ideological recognition of powerful values (held by the state, church,
economy), on the one hand, and resignation and/or relocation on the other.
Localizing historical struggles for recognition in cities, for moral geography and housing
research it is further remarkable to recognise the grand motivation that drives the search for one’s
place in this world, which is a place to call home (cf. Smith 1994). Here, adequate recognition of
the property market – to settle where one can afford settling – leads me to speak of property-led
urbanization. The state’s aim of the primacy of private property and the market, nevertheless,
requires ideological recognition on the one hand, or resistance, subversion, resignation on
the other. Whether people can or cannot live with the conditions of the property market, legal
state regulations (i.e. tenants’ rights) or cynical constructions such as Anti-Squat property
guardianship, the missing link remains the recognition of such normative social standards
(i.e. property rights). For the connection between legality and legitimacy, in his new book
Freedom’s Right Honneth (2011 [2014]) is clear when addressing legal recognition (the law) as
a ‘parasite’ that mostly follows social recognition.
With my emphasis of local social recognition, however, I do not wish to idealise locally
recognised values as fundamentally good or socially progressive – in an emancipatory sense.
This is to say that I am well aware of normative notions and local limits, what scholars have
called the local trap (Purcell 2006). Hence, I clearly wish to highlight that local resistance
movements can be likewise socially progressive (i.e. emancipatory) or regressive (i.e. nationalist,
racist, orthodox economic or religious and so on). Here, I think of numerous examples where
the greater social good (e.g. humanity, sustainability etc.) may not find local recognition as
the current refugee crisis in Europe and many other Not in my Back Yard initiatives reveal.

1.

1. 3. The just city discourse and property-led urbanization
As indicated, for a critical urban theory of justice, I clearly hesitate to identify globally valid
indicators that serve a universally just or good city. Embedding Honneth within the course of
(German) idealist philosophy and critical theory of the Frankfurt school it is therefore important
23

to realise the limits of Honneth’s idealism: relying on a civilised discourse (i.e. non-violent),
secular, sober, conscious thought, truth-apt assumptions and rational deliberation. Such
idealism is distorted by moral double standards (i.e. cynicism), manipulation (i.e. deception and
delusion), legal limits (i.e. subversion and civil disobedience), sub- or unconscious behaviour
(i.e. imagination and drugs), the role of religion and the role of space (for relocation) enabling or
restricting the intensification of conflict at places. While protest and resistance are well covered
by Honneth – and the social movement literature – my work therefore stresses the role of space,
place (i.e. territorial traps) and property for im/possible relocation.
Searching for justice and the good life in Western European cities, I look at housing
distribution in Amsterdam and Hamburg with respect to historical constellations of local
struggles. Amsterdam, for example, received academic recognition to meet the needs of a just
city at the end of the 1970s: highlighting post-war struggles for egalitarian social housing
provision (cf. Fainstein 2010, Novy and Mayer 2009). Since the beginning of the 1990s,
however, Amsterdam’s social housing policy has made way for market justice (i.e. deregulation
and privatisation), where the provocative moment of prior Provo movements is absent. This
development I read with regard to state facilitated recognition of a property-led agenda, on
the one hand, and state facilitated resignation regarding the erosion of social housing provision
on the other. In light of past movements and the more recent property-led remake of the city I
would therefore follow Uitermark (2009), who argues the formerly known just city Amsterdam
to be just a nice city today.
By contrast, I would view Hamburg as a case of resistance, where dominant market
recognition of an entrepreneurial city – labelled Hamburg Corporation (Unternehmen
Hamburg) in 1983 – only shifted in 2009 when comprehensive protest movements fundamentally
confronted property-led housing distribution: claiming the Lefebvrian Right to the City. This
is to say that popular inhabitants’ movements contested the history of market distribution or
what Mark Purcell (2008) has called a “capitalist class movement” that has been successful
colonizing central locations of the city with private property rights. As Purcell (2008) also notes,
however, property rights are claims not trumps, which are shot through with moral expectations
(cf. Heins 2009) and which support my argument of the need for local social recognition.
Critical theorist Volker Heins (2008, 2009) has explicitly pointed to the lack of space
and property in Honneth’s philosophy early on but did not go deep here himself. Employing
the Lefebvrian philosophy and D.M. Smith’s (1994, 2000) moral geography, my work, therefore,
aims to advance contemporary theory building that brings together time, space, energy and
technology to contribute to critical urban theory today. Due recognition of rights (i.e. civil,
political and social rights), especially private property rights, have not received adequate
attention so far. In other words, one could argue that the Right to the City can be bought.
Exploring the Lefebvrian implications for the housing question in more detail, I aim to open
up what Manuel Aalbers1 has called the black box of property rights. Hence, I concentrate on
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contemporary urban re/developments in Amsterdam and Hamburg with close attention to local
social mis/recognition of property rights vis-à-vis a socially esteemed, renewed right to the city
(Lefebvre 1996).
Contextualising (local) struggles for (local) recognition, self-realisation and decent housing
in Western European cities, my major research questions are thus centred around: How is
the right to space, place and the city recognised and justified (nationally/legally and locally/socially)?
To what extent can rights to the city be sold and bought without greater conflict? To what
extent is this a theoretical or cynical question? With the latter question I explicitly address
the relationship between theory and practice and, within practice, the relationship between
cynicism and morality. To clarify the quality of local struggle, whether we see recognition,
resignation, resistance or relocation, it is of paramount importance to investigate how chances
for a good life are locally conditioned: i.e. organised, limited, resisted, substituted or ignored. My
comparative analysis of Hamburg and Amsterdam explores such conditioning of local struggles
(i.e. affordability, accessibility) in the context of (creative) global cities. In both cases, I argue,
especially tenants are under pressure to enable the unfolding of ideological property rights.
Looking at the political-economic conditions of Dutch and German social mobility and
spatial mobility, my comparative analysis sheds light on crucial preconditions (i.e. purchase power
and legal rights) that significantly limit social and spatial mobility. Here, it is the achievement
principle at work that does not respond to hard work and does not lead to the justice of earned
deserts (cf. Honneth and Stahl 2013). Honneth makes the achievement principle exceptionally
strong when challenged by Fraser (cf. Fraser and Honneth 2003), while he is not naïve when
speaking of a hegemonic achievement principle. Honneth’s (2011 [2014]) argument is supported
by Piketty’s (2014) seminal study, which analyses the historical achievement of the achievement
principle to work for capital but less so for labour. In light of a hegemonic achievement principle
and inherited property I will therefore stress the notion of self-achievement and self-use of
property to be crucial for moral geography. In other words, it is cynical to speak of equal
chances and freedom of choice – struggling for a good life and find one’s place in this world to
call home – while more than half of the German and Dutch population faces endless struggle
and is effectively excluded from acquiring a mortgage or property (cf. Verdi 2013, WRR 2014).
Even further, in light of liberal desires aiming toward the primacy of property rights,
where the only option to pacify the struggle for decent housing above all implies the purchase
of the home, in both of my case studies, Amsterdam and Hamburg, tenants’ rights are under
pressure to make way for private property and market distribution of housing. In this context,
squatting has not only been criminalised and marginalised but also received an answer
from the market to prevent squatting: Anti-Squat property guardianship. Conceptualizing
the 35-year history of Dutch Anti-Squat property guardianship in the course of property-led
urbanization I address the legitimate limits of ideological property rights that are in need of local
social recognition.
The security aspect of property guardianship, for example, is known as house-sitting in North
and South America, where it does not aim toward profit. The Dutch model, however, goes one
step further when capitalizing the need for affordable housing in contested housing markets.
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Speaking of a free choice to sign such a contract (that comes with duties instead of rights) and
asking rent-like payments while refusing to be recognised as rent, the question therefore is how
such a cynical housing model can disconnect from a moral discourse on decent housing, and to what
extent the model finds local social recognition. I come back to the relationship between “cynicism
and morality” (Vice 2011) in chapter 2 and concluding chapter 8. Given the gap between legal
and social recognition Honneth (2003, 2007), for example, is clear that ideological recognition
can be contested – or disappear – at any moment. In this line, I argue that local mis/recognition
of respective housing rights is up to users in the end, where Anti-Squatters could claim tenants’
rights in court or become squatters again. With a close look at property-led urbanisation and
the dual character of property, I nevertheless conclude that fundamental opposition against
private property might be outdated in Western Europe, while lease rights of land (instead of
private property) and co-operative solutions of collective ownership make a crucial difference
in tackling property-led displacement today.

1. 4. Structure of this work
As indicated above, my work seeks to connect various academic disciplines and discourses
in social theory, namely critical social theory, critical urban theory, moral geography, social
movement studies and housing research. While my greater argument employs a qualitative
perspective on historical social conflicts and justice in cities, my discussion of propertyled housing distribution engages with quantitative data (i.e. property values and rental
developments) on the local and national scale. In this sense, my work consists of two streams.
One theoretical stream highlights the role of space and property for contemporary critical theory
and one empirical stream analyses conflicts over property-led urbanisation (i.e. gentrification)
in Amsterdam and Hamburg. Here, I discuss competing (national) legal vs. (local) social
mis/recognition of four housing options: i.e. private ownership, rent, anti-squat property
guardianship and squatting. My analytical discussion in chapter 7 explicitly corresponds to
these two streams, where part one substantiates my theory building (i.e. localising historical
struggles and qualitative degrees of recognition, resignation, resistance and consequences for
relocation), while part two concentrates on the dual character of property and conceptualises
property guardianship.
Aiming for a critical and urban theory of justice in chapter 2, I discuss my methodological
approach: relying on Frankfurt school critical theory and the second generation of grounded
theorists. Engaging with the Amsterdam just city discourse and the greater philosophical debate
around distributive justice, my motivation clearly results from unsatisfactory explanations of
local conflicts that were unable to explain differing qualities of local struggle and above all lacked
resistance against what is described as unjust. I would therefore hold that my theory building is
deeply grounded in my case studies, constantly comparing Amsterdam and Hamburg, and goes
hand in hand with my discovery of Axel Honneth. Reflecting the selection of my case studies
and qualitative social sciences in general, my work relies on (participatory) observation in both
of these cities and 100 semi-structured interviews. Given the limits of text analysis, I also discuss
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the role of visualization in research outcome: based on my documentary film Creativity and
the Capitalist City – The Struggle for Affordable Housing in Amsterdam (Buchholz 2011).
In my theory chapter (ch. 3) I provide the grounding for what I see as a missing link for
a critical theory of justice: connecting moral philosophy to moral geography. Here, I outline
Honneth’s (1995, 2014) moral philosophy in detail and connect it to Lefebvre’s (1991, 1996)
philosophy of space and D.M. Smith’s (1994, 2000) moral geography. This is to qualify and
localise Honneth’s struggle for recognition not only in history but at particular places and spaces.
Transferring (local) struggles for (local) recognition to current debates that have shaped urban
research and city development in the first decade of the 21st century, I juxtapose the creative
city discourse vs. the just city discourse and discuss their implications in regards to competing
philosophies of justice. While the creative city hype has come to an end and is somewhat
replaced by so-called smart cities my discussion underlines normative notions around creative,
just or smart cities and seeks to stimulate further thinking about the good city.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 form the empirical base of my work, where I describe local struggles with
global city ambitions and property-led urbanisation. Here, Amsterdam serves as prominent
but aging role model of a just city, while contemporary Hamburg movements aim to get there.
In this line, I argue Amsterdam to be a case of resignation (with regard to the silent erosion of
rent control and the social housing tradition) and Hamburg as a case of resistance (fighting for
the Lefebvrian Right to the City).
Chapter 4 clearly aims to address the housing question and serves as bridge between my
theoretical and empirical work. Providing an overview of European housing developments, I
look at four phenomena of property-led housing distribution (i.e. ownership, rent, anti-squat
and squatting) showing the rise of private home-ownership in relation to the erosion of tenants’
rights. I further highlight two categories used by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in
2008, which qualified The Netherlands to proceed in the fast lane while Germany is described
as slow mover. Extending the debate of increased home-ownership and declining tenants’
protection rights I also look at squatting and introduce the Dutch invention of Anti-Squat
property guardianship. Conceptualizing Anti-Squat in the course of property-led urbanization,
I would see my work as pioneer research outlining its origin in 1980 as a response to squatting
and how it has been exported from the Netherlands to Western Europe in the early 2000s. With
its potential to gradually transform and/or substitute rental contracts (that come with rights),
Anti-Squat property guardianship is central to my discussion on property-led housing careers
throughout this work; especially in its cradle Amsterdam and part two of my overall analysis
(cf. chapter 7).
In light of the greater European project of property-led urbanization, as indicated before, I
read urban re/developments in Amsterdam and Hamburg with regard to deviating global and
national interests of local property values, where local mis/recognition of such values makes
a difference. Contextualizing Amsterdam’s housing development (nationally and historically)
in chapter 5, I examine local consequences of the shift in legal recognition of housing standards
– from a social good and social right back to private property and market distribution
(i.e. re-commodification); describing how the stock of social rented housing is gradually
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reduced: serving inhabitants inside the waiting list system, while outsiders may buy
themselves in. The city therefore struggles with competing notions of justice
(i.e. political vs. market justice) and has great difficulties in providing access for people on a low
budget, other than Anti-Squat property guardianship. In line with scholars who have called this
transformative shift a silent revolution, I read Amsterdam’s decline in social housing stock with
the notion of resignation.
In contrast to privatization and resignation in the sphere of social housing in Amsterdam I
consider Hamburg as a case of resistance in chapter 6. Again, I account for the local consequences
of the city’s global city ambitions when exploring the threat and reality of property-led
displacement. Hamburg gentrification, however, has shown greater solidarity mobilizations and
resistance movements formulating a comprehensive critique of property-led displacement in
central locations of the city since 2009. Here, the Hamburg Right to the City alliance stresses
egalitarian just city ideals that are unique in Germany. These increasingly self-confident
resistance movements have articulated local misrecognition of market distribution in new ways
that express local expectations of good housing distribution and have led to a new coalition for
housing in Hamburg and the rediscovery of national rent control in large German cities.
My analysis in chapter 7 can be read as the essence of my work. To meet my theoretical
ambitions of localizing Honneth’s recognition paradigm and accounting for contemporary
property-led urbanization, this chapter is divided in two parts. In part one I comprehensively
analyse the spatial impact of (local) struggles for (local) recognition: leading to local
recognition and a good life or, if unsatisfactory, resignation, resistance, relocation. Discussing
local developments in Amsterdam and Hamburg I show that increasing recognition of
private property is actively facilitated by the state and (mortgage) market – in other words:
recognition is organised. Organizing recognition for a property-led housing career, however, is
closely connected to organizing resignation in the field of social housing (i.e. rent control and
tenants’ rights). Both processes are two sides of the same coin and combined they have major
implications in organizing relocation. Widening the picture, I discuss relocation (voluntary and
forced) within the city and beyond. While forced relocation within the city (i.e. gentrification)
can be dramatic, I extend my framework to international migration movements (i.e. refugees)
for whom the struggle around relocation is even more dramatic.
While part one closely focuses on my analytical categories (i.e. resignation, resistance,
relocation) discussing private property implicitly, part two makes the role of property explicit.
Reiterating the dual character of property, its use and exchange value, I analyse Anti-Squat
property guardianship with regard to social and legal recognition. Along with a first outline in
chapter 4 and the local perspective in its cradle Amsterdam (ch. 6), part two of chapter 7 delivers
novel research and the first comprehensive analysis of this housing model. Refusing to be
recognised as rent (or hotel), I argue, it is not fully clear what it is but the housing market makes
it possible. While market proponents cynically speak of a free choice to sign such contracts,
Hamburg’s experiences with the Dutch model and the contrasting Leipzig model indicate that
this is not the case. Anti-Squat, in short, is all about the flexibility for relocation, where it is clear
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that my house is somebody else’s castle. In other words, I also argue that housing becomes a job,
where Anti-squatters are property guardians, caretakers and cleaners but not tenants.
For a legal perspective it is interesting to note that judges have so far always ruled contextbased, in favour of local owners or users (as tenants), which supports my argument for local
recognition. Particular conflicts and local struggles, however, have not yet led to comprehensive
protest movements which would affect the legal procedure regarding free market distribution,
the freedom of contract and the future of tenants’ rights. In any case, I argue that fundamental
resistance against private property as the central institution for capitalist city development
has lost its momentum, while a critical engagement with the dualistic structure of property
seems timely. Here, I especially highlight co-operative solutions for collective ownership, which
above all require social commitment to communities of shared values for alternative models to
flourish. Former squatting initiatives such as the German tenement syndicate and the newlyformed Amsterdam Soweto make a significant change here.
In my final chapter (ch. 8) I summarise what we struggle with (i.e. ideological property rights),
what we want (i.e. a good life and a place called home) and how to get there (i.e. co-operative
housing solutions). I conclude that idealistic discussions about the good life in good cities are
likely to be contradicted by cynicism, manipulation, subversion etc. in daily life, while the im/
possibility of relocation significantly affects how local conflicts develop. For the distribution of
decent housing, this would imply that it is necessary to rethink the ideological notion of housing
as an achievement, investment or privilege (i.e. private property) and re-focus on the social
dimension of housing in terms of social values, social goods and egalitarian right (i.e. homes).
Similarly, Anti-Squat proponents would need to face the cynicism that comes with the juridical
invention of user’s allowances and explain what this model is all about, if not a rental agreement.
In any case, I welcome Honneth’s neo-idealist turn for contemporary critical theory to be fruitful
and timely: bearing the power to tackle the cynicism of our time.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

The outset of this research was originally designed to critically review discourses on justice,
urban social movements and local democracy in order to contribute to the just city literature
(cf. Fainstein 2010, Soja 2010, Marcuse et al. 2009, Harvey [1973] 2009). Constantly comparing
various candidates for a comparative case study in Western Europe (and beyond), I soon developed
a concept that addressed the responsivity of institutional policy makers towards urban social
movements for just housing distribution in advanced capitalist cities. In light of the dominant
creative city discourse and emerging just city discourse (cf. chapter 3.6) Amsterdam was soon set
to be a good example (cf. Uitermark 2009, 2011, Novy and Mayer 2009). Engaging more closely
with both discourses in theory and in the field, however, I was increasingly unsatisfied with
the differing normative notions to justice: or rather how to embrace so-called market justice
(Lane 1986). When discovering Fraser and Honneth’s (2003) political-philosophical debate
“Redistribution or Recognition” to reframe the question of justice as a struggle for recognition,
my project finally made sense. In this chapter, I wish to show how I got there.
Taking up the hand that Honneth gives to social theorists (cf. Celikates 2013) I was soon
convinced that qualitative social sciences would provide the necessary means to meet this
qualitative challenge. The context-dependency of city case studies should especially meet
the requirements to explain differing qualities of local struggle and differing normative
values that inhabitants recognize to be good (or just) for them at a particular times and
spaces. Hence, I would argue that qualitative social sciences provide us with adequate
methodologies to explain particular qualities of (local) struggles for (local) recognition.

Honneth (1995) has widened the philosophical debate when addressing subjective needs and
values that rely on inter-subjective exchange and mutual recognition. While his project clearly
embraces social struggle and resistance movements for self-realization and a good life my project
adds a spatial dimension to the quality of disrespect and local struggle in daily life, which do not
necessarily lead to a good life or resistance but should also be read in light of resignation and
possibilities of relocation (cf. chapter 3.9).
With this in mind, my overall research agenda involves a critical engagement with
the academic literature to acquire a deeper understanding of the theoretical, conceptual and
policy context under research. Aiming to accommodate a critical theory of justice in cities, I
engaged with moral philosophy, critical social and urban theory, social movement studies
and housing research. For critical urban theory, the rationale is closely tied to legal rights that
condition the urban: political rights (i.e. democratic rights), social rights (i.e. housing rights)
and the civil right of private property. My primary focus, therefore, traces different qualities
of social struggle and geographical scales of recognition along private property rights, which is
contrasted by the idealist concept of the Lefebvrian Right to the city. In other words, I ask, to what
extent can rights to the city be bought and sold without provoking greater conflict? Regarding
the limits of property-led urbanisation and crucial preconditions, that is the affordability
(i.e. purchase power) and accessibility (i.e. legal rights) of desired locations, I further ask: to
what extent is this a theoretical or cynical question?
With a theoretical or cynical question, I address the theory/practice relationship in critical
social theory, where critical urban theory needs to connect social theory to spatial practice.
Looking closer at spatial practices in daily life however – with regard to limited chances,
limited choice, manipulation, hypocrisy, subversion and resignation – I pay further attention
to the critical relationship between “cynicism and morality” (Vice 2011) in daily life. Aiming at
a moral discourse on justice in cities, I would therefore follow Samantha Vice (2011) and argue
that a cynical stance is important to identify, since it disengages from ideals about the good life
in cities and is “destructive of, or contrary to, goods [such as homes] that we reasonably value”
(ibid: 179) – bearing the risk “to lose faith in morality itself ” (ibid: 180). With closer attention
to cynical disengagement, distance or separation from a moral discourse, I would therefore
address cynical attitudes with intellectual or moral resignation in a good life.
Rage or despair are just as possible and why the cynic adopts cynicism rather than gives in to
these emotions will often depend on idiosyncratic, pragmatic, or aesthetic considerations.
It is easy to see, for instance, that the cynical stance would be protective and more enduring.
Anger and despair can be exhausting, debilitating and embittering, while cynicism has
the advantage, it might be thought, of seeing reality as it is and accommodating it, often
with a stylish and witty sophistication (Vice 2011: 174).

While a cynical stance also embraces scepticism, pessimism or nihilism more generally, for
my purposes, above all, I wish to highlight the crucial notion of disengagement from idealist
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reasoning and a moral discourse. The limited body of contemporary research on modern
cynicism is primarily concerned with cynicism in public life and its corrosive effects on civic
virtues and the quality of politics (cf. Vice 2011, Bewes 1997, Goldfarb 1991, Heins 1990). For
modern cynicism I also wish to reference the historical roots of classical cynicism: “a philosophical
movement that remained in existence from the beginning of the fourth century B.C. until
the end of Roman times” (Navia 1996: 4). Celebrating their disengagement and disregard of
ordinary social conventions Navia (1996), for example, speaks of a “philosophical sect” of Greek
and Roman philosophers; while each one of them was influenced by the philosophical currents
of his day, so each one of them developed “his own brand of cynicism” (ibid.). But also here such
classical cynics “either designated themselves as ‘Cynics’ or were so named by others” (ibid.).
The latter is important to my discussion of modern cynicism (cf. Bewes 1997), how it harms
morality (cf. Vice 2011) and causes problems of legitimation (cf. Heins 1990), since advocates of
Anti-Squat property guardianship would not call themselves cynical whereas I do. This is to say,
“the cynic’s attitude is grounded in certain beliefs, which may very well be tacit or unarticulated”
(Vice 2011: 173).
In this line, one more distinction of cynical disengagement is needed as Vice (2011) points
out: a) the aloof cynic (e.g. vacancy managers) and b) the affected cynic (e.g. property guardians).

2.

[D]isengagement distinguishes cynicism from other related traits, like bitterness.
Cynics have a general view of the human world; they remain aloof from the truths they
bring to our attention. In contrast, the embittered have a view of the world as it affects
them; they are personally and unforgivingly affronted by the state of it. A consequence
of cynics’ disengagement is that there is a kind of weightlessness about them: In
spite of the unhappy truth that (only) they see, their disengagement ensures that its
only noticeable effect is withdrawal or indifference or a kind of hard-hearted clarity
(Vice 2011: 173, emphasis added tb).

I will come back to this distinction in my concluding chapter 8. To be sure, this research
project consists of a long breath when addressing normative notions of distributive justice in
cities – in theory and practice. Nevertheless, I hope to succeed in connecting a philosophical
discourse to property-led developments and local struggles in contested housing markets
(i.e. Amsterdam and Hamburg). Here, the Dutch invention of Anti-Squat property
guardianship does not only disqualify squatting but has the power to change future rental
agreements substantially. The challenge, therefore, is to connect a qualitative justice
discourse to quantitative housing research. Beyond extensive reading and research in the field
(i.e. interviews and observation) I draw from online publications that range from institutional
websites (e.g. municipalities, research institutes etc.), academic email lists (e.g. RC 21, social
movement scholars, cities in transition) and activist email lists, websites and blogs (e.g. krakenpost, reclaiming spaces, indymedia etc.).
Following along the road of qualitative social sciences and the second generation of grounded
theorists, I first seek to embed my project in the course of critical (social) theory, with emphasis
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on the Frankfurt School. Here, I especially stress the issue of normativity for scientific research.
Second, I engage with contemporary grounded theory, which allows for flexible use, and which
has influenced (i.e. altered) the selection of my case studies while proceeding. Third, I describe
the collection of first-hand information from institutions, professionals, academics and activists
when conducting 100 semi-structured interviews in Amsterdam and Hamburg. Fourth, I discuss
my approach of (participatory) observation and visualisation, when sharing my observations
and selected interviews with a broader audience in my documentary film “Creativity and
the Capitalist City – The struggle for affordable housing in Amsterdam” (Buchholz 2011). Here,
I argue that the discussion of local developments outside Amsterdam has benefitted my research
perspective and constant comparison. This is especially true for Hamburg, where Amsterdam
characteristics were especially appreciated.

2. 1. On normativity and the role of critical theory
Researching local struggles that aim at social or spatial justice in capitalist cities is quite an
ambitious approach, since fundamental issues of re/production and re/distribution would
apply that may no longer be evolutionary but revolutionary to economic and social life. In this
line, a critical review of the political economy can hardly be left aside but needs to be part of
the greater picture. Therefore, few methodological vis-à-vis philosophical remarks are required,
how to reflect on the role of critical research, the role of the researcher and the university in
a wider context.
Realising power relations in society (i.e. social inequality) and space (i.e. uneven spatial
developments) is an inevitable step for critical research that aims to explain social conflict
in daily life. The issue of normativity, critique, objectivity or truth has a long philosophical
tradition in the course of science. In his “Conflict of the Faculties”, Immanuel Kant has divided
the academic world into four faculties, where he differentiates between the higher faculties
(i.e. theology, law and medicine), and the lower faculty (i.e. philosophy). Following Bourdieu’s
(1988: 121) reading of Kant, the higher faculties share close ties with state institutions to
impose a strong and lasting impact on the people. Here, the higher faculties reproduce
given power relations by working towards the given social order, training later government
authorities (judges, doctors, professors), while philosophy may contest them. The lower faculty
of philosophy and social sciences in general consist of a critical distance, because they are
committed to epistemology and knowledge alone (ibid.). In this line, philosophy is able to
develop its own reason, raise questions of legitimacy and is likely to produce knowledge that is
oppositional to a ruling social order.
Addressing the “Homo Academicus”, Bourdieu (1988) has developed Kant’s argument
further when discussing normative notions of academic research and the habitus (i.e.
socialisation and education) of the researcher (cf. Bourdieu 1987, 1998). Above all, the Homo
Academicus involves critical academic self-reflection – to classify the classifier (Bourdieu 1988:
9) – and links to questions of normativity as discussed in the “Positivist Dispute in German
Sociology” in 1961 (Adorno et al. 1993). Here, Theodor W. Adorno has made a grand argument
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for critique and theory as primacy in sciences (cf. Dahrendorf 1993) accusing Karl R. Popper of
a positivist approach.
According to Adorno (1993), the search for a neutralised emphatic claim for truth is
misguided. Such a search would, by implication, exclude controversy and criticism from
the subject of study and set up a research agenda in a no-man’s land of thought, which does not
exist (ibid.). Max Weber’s postulate of value free reasoning and attempt to uncover the Marxist
critique as ideology, therefore, was a counter-ideology but remains ideology (cf. Wyly 2011).
According to Adorno (1993: 138), Weber’s rationality rather posed a purposive rationality
(Zweckrationalität) to differentiate between the purpose and the means. If the purpose
(of specific policies, plans and programs), however, is not part of the rationale, socio-economic
power relations remain untouched. When claiming non-partisanship to a ruling, order Weber’s
theory then is subject to partisanship (ibid.). In other words, the claim for non-normativity
(Wertfreiheit) is a normative claim.
Adorno’s argument is even stronger, because Popper does not oppose it (cf. Dahrendorf
1993). Though Popper (1993: 112) holds that we know a lot and maintains the possibility of
objective truth – critiquing historical as well as sociological relativism – he does not want to
be associated with a “naïve” conception of scientific objectivity (ibid.). What is important here
is that, according to Popper (1993: 114), the goal of objectivity cannot be served by individual
researchers but is produced collectively by discourse over time. Dismissing normative
standpoints would mean to hollow out and destroy the human nature of the researcher (ibid.).
Scientific research, therefore, can hardly be conceptualised with Max Weber or Descartes’
neutral “view from nowhere” (Wyly 2011: 901). It always involves an individual biography
(habitus) and may follow a certain tradition or school (e.g. Chicago School, Frankfurt School
etc.). If researchers treated their subject with too much distance, for Adorno (1993: 128), this
is not scientific progress since they would not add anything of their own. In his prologue of
the Phenomenology of Spirit Hegel sneers at elitist academics, who are on top of things, because
they are not part of them (ibid.).
This is to say that my work is significantly informed by critical thinkers and self-critical
social theorists. Critical theorists would basically hold for two normative assumptions: a) that
human life is worth living ergo should be made worth living and b) that the means for this
purpose do exist (cf. Behrens 2002). For the development of critical theory we may basically
speak of three generations of critical theorists (i.e. Horkheimer/ Adorno, Habermas, Honneth)
but not one school of thought. Here, I follow Joel Anderson (2011) who links critical theory to
the tradition of social philosophy, philosophical anthropology and political theory that has its
roots in the Frankfurt School.

2.

The original Frankfurt School generation came of age in the struggle to understand the nonrevolutionary consciousness of the majority of German workers (despite their ‘objectively
revolutionary’ situation), and then faced, as mature theorists, National Socialism’s crimes
against humanity. The second generation came of age in the face of (revelations of) Nazi
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atrocities, and participated in the transformations around 1968 as mature theorists.
The third generation came of age during the upheavals of the late sixties and the new
social movements of the seventies, and faced as mature theorists the fall of the Berlin
Wall, the resurgence of European nationalism, and the acceleration of globalisation
(Anderson 2011: 45-46).

In this line, the first generation was fully occupied with a comprehensive critique of
the achievements in the course of enlightenment which were frustrated by capitalism,
nationalism and anti-Semitism (cf. Horkheimer and Adorno 2002). The second generation –
led by Habermas – criticised such pessimism (or negativism) and aimed to pave the way for
more rational principles of social relations. The third generation – led by Honneth – basically
continues the search along Hegelian reasoning but criticises Habermas’ functionalist approach
and limited explanatory power of language and communication. Downplaying class struggle
and the very notion of struggle, Habermas’ “theory tends to remain blind to the whole sphere of
social suffering” (Deranty 2009: 102). Honneth’s (1995, 2014) idea of social criticism does not
so much rely on the pitfalls of reason but the history of inter-subjective struggles for recognition
(cf. Anderson 2011).
“Against the grain of all his predecessors …Honneth declares his intention to fulfil
for the first time what was always one of the key ambitions of the Critical Theory
programme, one however which the various functionalist arguments accepted by
earlier theorists had so far always defeated: namely, the methodological ambition
whereby not only the empirical but even the conceptual guidelines of critical
social theory would be found in the experiences of social suffering and injustice”
(Deranty 2009: 100-101, emphasis added tb).

In this sense, I value Honneth’s (1995, 2014) neo-idealist turn for contemporary critical
theory to move one step forward when going back to the Hegelian roots of Marx (cf. Jaeggi and
Loick 2014). Connecting social philosophy with social psychology, Honneth clearly connects to
the legacy of Frankfurt critical theory (cf. Zurn 2010, 2015) and, I argue, touches upon a blind
spot of the Marxist critique: i.e. what we want from life. On top of Honneth, even Habermas’
communication paradigm makes some sense again. Regarding the conflict of Fraser and
Honneth (2003) I would therefore seek for some reconciliation of the two schools of thought:
stressing a critical theory of justice that is critical of atomistic self-formation and stressing
normative political notions of social relations in daily urban life.
Arguing for theory and critique as the primacy in science is not to say, however, that I will
not employ empirical data in my work. On the contrary, empirical data certainly contributes
a critical argument (cf. Wyly 2011, Plummer and Sheppard 2001). Although I seek a critical
distance from positivist research agendas I do engage with available quantitative data (i.e.
official statistics, rental developments, property prices, waiting lists, income distribution etc.)
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to make my argument stronger. For replication, I cite properly and even share my observations
with an interested audience via my documentary film (see last section below). In short, I clearly
welcome Wyly’s (2011) argument that a post-positivist perspective may not lead to religious,
creationist or metaphysical assumptions. It is not a coincidence that questions for social justice
are often answered by one of the many churches. And because this is the case, and that justice is
partly co-opted by a religious discourse, I would hope that the secular philosophical discussion
in this work is convincing.

2.

2. 2. Constant comparison
and the second generation of grounded theory
With regard to the above discussion around the positivist dispute (not only) in German
sociology (cf. Wyly 2011, Plummer and Sheppard 2001), in this section I want to embed my
research in the tradition of qualitative social sciences, grounded theory and comparative
case study analysis (cf. Bryant and Charmaz 2007, Pickvance 2001). For the contrast between
qualitative social science and quantitative research Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2006: 6) speak of
a “historical push-pull relationship” to collect evidence from social reality and contribute to
theory development. In “Making Social Science Matter” Bent Flyvbjerg (2001) calls for social
scientists to revise their standards of acceptable research methodologies and to give up fruitless
attempts to emulate natural science.
For qualitative case study research, Bent Flyvbjerg (2006) has identified five misunderstandings
in academia summarising the central arguments of positivist researchers who are critical about
the control of data, context-dependency, subjectivity, difficulty of generalisation and replication.
“These five misunderstandings indicate that it is theory, reliability, and validity that are at issue;
in other words, the very status of the case study as a scientific method” (Flyvbjerg 2006: 221,
emphasis added tb).
The major challenge for critical social sciences has traditionally been that predictive theory
in social science does not exist. Here, Flyvbjerg (2006: 223) is clear when he states “social science
has not succeeded in producing general, context-independent theory and, thus, has in the final
instance nothing else to offer than concrete, context-dependent knowledge”. Such an argument
suits my approach of spatialising Honneth’s (1995) struggle for recognition: relating social
struggles in world history to the quality (or intensity) of conflict at places. In other words,
the context-dependency of city case studies closely relates to my argument of local struggles for
local recognition in the first place. Flyvbjerg’s argument gains even more strength when he quotes
former critics who have arrived at a similar conclusion which resembles the phenomenology of
human learning:
After all, man is, in his ordinary way, a very competent knower, and qualitative commonsense knowing is not replaced by quantitative knowing …This is not to say that such
common sense naturalistic observation is objective, dependable, or unbiased. But it is all
that we have (Campbell 1975 cited in Flyvbjerg 2006: 224).
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Similarly, Hans Eysenck, who originally regarded the case study as nothing more than
a method of producing anecdotes, later realised that “sometimes we simply have to keep our
eyes open and look carefully at individual cases—not in the hope of proving anything, but rather
in the hope of learning something!” (Eysenck 1976 cited in Flyvbjerg 2006: 224).

The second generation of Grounded Theory
The dominant positivism of scientific research in the 1960s (see above) must be seen as connected
to the emergence of Grounded Theory. Here, Glaser and Strauss (2006) have confronted
positivist researchers with a systematic qualitative analysis to demonstrate the credibility of
qualitative social sciences in producing theory (cf. Charmaz 2014). First published in 1967
Glaser and Strauss’ (2006) original version of Grounded Theory primarily derives from two
competing schools in US sociology, the Columbia University positivism (Barney Glaser) and
Chicago school pragmatism (Anselm Strauss). Their project was led by a highly technical
abstraction and extensive coding of empirical data (i.e. interviews, observations, interaction
etc.) that almost ignores the content itself. In the 1990s, the rigorous sampling and coding
has ironically resulted in an accusation of grounded theory to be a positivist methodology
itself (Charmaz 2014: 12). This has led to a second generation of grounded theorists
(cf. Charmaz 2000, Bryant and Charmaz 2007) and a constructivist turn that critically reflects
the role of the researcher (habitus) and subjective motivations for social interaction in the field.
The constructivist turn, therefore, acknowledges that the “researchers’ own standpoint,
historical locations, and relative privileges shape what they can see” (Bryant and Charmaz 2007:
44). Such an approach connects to the above discussion of normative values and the habitus (i.e.
socialisation and education) of the researcher (cf. Bourdieu 1987, 1998), where I would hold
a middleclass, split German biography that has experienced the last 10 years of the GDR and
later moved on West to the planning departments of Dortmund (GER) and Groningen (NL).
Following Charmaz (2000, 2014), the strength of grounded theory primarily lies in its
abstracting of subjective experiences into theoretical arguments. It provides the opportunity
for new theory development, analysis of common patterns and better understanding of
particular social contexts. Constant comparison and analysis forms the empirical foundation
of grounded theory’s iterative process (cf. Bryant and Charmaz 2007). The critical evaluation
of emerging constructs against on-going observations allows for the researcher to change
the direction of data collection (altering questions, sites or types of observation). In line with
Charmaz, my research therefore relies on a pragmatic use of analysis, not explicitly coding but
categorising and interpreting social conflict and local struggle. Close attention to the central
driving force of contemporary urban re/developments (i.e. private property) makes me speak of
property-led urbanisation.
As indicated above, my project started to advance just city theory-building and first developed
a framework that analysed the responsivity of urban policies towards urban social movements. I
could have left it here and publish a somewhat unique grounded theory that stresses responsivity
towards social movements to be crucial to urban policies that claim democratic legitimacy.
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Constant comparison and further reading, however, have left me unsatisfied with the differing
normative notions of justice at places. Here, Honneth’s (2003) point of recognition opened what
I considered a black-box: rooting claims for re/distributive justice in the subject’s mind and
reframe it as an inter-subjective struggle for recognition.
While Glaser’s interest clearly emphasises the discovery of a grounded theory, which
is rather disturbed by existent theory and extensive reading, I would defend Charmaz’
(2000, 2014) constructivist turn, which basically holds that research is always constructed and
link it to the phenomenological tradition and action research (cf. Dick 2007). In other words,
my discovery of Honneth’s (1995) struggle for recognition, deeply grounded in German idealist
philosophy and critical theory, was a) clearly enlightening to understand the moral grammar of
social conflicts and b) affected the construction of my research design. In favour of connecting
to contemporary critical theory – and advancing the just city discourse – I therefore dropped
ambitions to coin a new term (i.e. responsivity of politics).
Picking up on Honneth’s aspatial philosophy – aiming to localize struggles for recognition
not only in history but at particular moments and places – the spatial implications of resignation,
resistance, relocation clearly derive from constant comparison between Western European cities
and due respect to the differing quality of local struggles in Amsterdam and Hamburg. For
further advancement, the category of resignation and exhaustion would especially deserve more
attention (cf. Neckel and Wagner 2014) when aiming to understand the lack of resistance in
property-led displacement processes (i.e. gentrification). This, however, exceeds my resources at
the moment and should be part of future research.

2.

Finding reliable cases for comparative analysis
To be clear, grounded theory’s advantage of allowing the altering of the research design was
crucial to the selection of reliable cases. Here, Amsterdam was soon set as a role model for
the creative and just city, where I basically follow Novy and Mayer (2009), who asked: As just as it
gets? Throughout my research, various other cities were considered to be part of comparative case
study analysis. The leading criterion being a contested housing market, where inhabitants not
only struggle but also mobilise solidarity to resist displacement. In this sense, various advanced
Western European cities would have qualified for local struggles with property-led urban
regeneration. Here, I think of Barcelona, Berlin, Copenhagen, Venice, Hamburg or Düsseldorf.
While Venice could have served a paradigmatic case, where the right to the city has long been
sold and rented out to tourists while protest is absent, Barcelona, Berlin and Copenhagen
basically met my research interest in urban movements but are frequently researched. For
Hamburg only few scholarly English articles exist and even less so for Düsseldorf.
The advantage of Düsseldorf seemed to be that the city is comparable to Amsterdam by
size and relevance as the political, economic and cultural centre of North-Rhine Westphalia
(NRW), which again is comparable to the Netherlands. More importantly, however, Düsseldorf
developments seemed to closely follow Hamburg tensions; regarding the limits of affordable
housing and urban movements fighting for the Lefebvrian Right to the City. During my field
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research in Düsseldorf in 2010/ 11, however, urban movements somewhat tended towards
non-movement (i.e. resignation). Even Green party members, who were in favour of protest
as an argument in the Düsseldorf housing council, analysed the movements to be particular or
marginal, so they can be ignored by policy makers (cf. Interview Frey 2011, Voelker 2011). At
that moment I could not really deal with the resignation of movements as research outcome,
since Amsterdam movements were also only particular movements. In Hamburg this was clearly
not the case and therefore a turning point was to focus on Hamburg as a case of resistance:
comprehensively mobilising for the Lefebvrian Right to the City since 2009.
In any case, opting for a Dutch-German comparative case study is to opt for similar conditions
regarding the legal regulations of the national economy and the state (legal recognition) that
may still play out differently at the local scale (local mis/recognition). In Pickvance’s words:
The idea is to choose societies which have most features in common but which show
variation among them in the independent variables whose effects are of interest. The hope
is that the effects that are observed are those of the independent variables of interest
(Pickvance 2001: 14).

The independent variable under research is the contemporary paradigm of a private
property-led housing distribution. Both of my cases share a contested housing market
(where demand exceeds supply) but reveal differing dependent variables of institutional
intervention and urban movements to target affordable housing. Urban movements, however,
can be considered more of an “uncontrolled variable” (ibid.), which is crucial to democratic
procedures and local recognition of just housing distribution.
To difference between extreme, critical and paradigmatic cases (Flyvbjerg 2006: 230):
extreme cases often reveal more information, because they activate more actors and more basic
mechanisms in the situation studied. Critical cases mark a turning point in the development
of a given phenomenon. Paradigmatic cases, then, highlight more general characteristics of
the societies in question and may operate as a reference point for a new school of thought
(cf. Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986). In short, the explanatory power of comparative case studies
relies on the selection of reliable cases. This can be done randomly or strategically. As indicated,
my approach is information-based and strategic. In order to put forward an argument about
the limits of legal recognition – regarding local struggles with property-led urbanisation – both
cases are centred around the neoliberal paradigm of property-led housing distribution that
raises the question of accessibility and affordability. In this line, my comparative case study
approach consists of two contrasting cases: the critical case of Amsterdam and rather extreme
case of Hamburg.
The case of Amsterdam is a critical case revealing the dual existence of competitive vis-à-vis
egalitarian housing distribution, where half of the market consists of social rented housing that
is locked-up by a waiting list system, while the other half follows the contemporary paradigm
of property-led market distribution. With regard to the paradigm shift in favour of property40
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led urbanisation in 1989 I interpret the Amsterdam case as critical – with regard to two
competing systems at work – but do see a paradigmatic tendency. This is to highlight Flyvbjerg’s
(2006: 232) argument that “no standard exists for the paradigmatic case because it sets
the standard”. Hamburg, on the other hand, is somewhat of a paradigmatic case, where (social)
housing is market-based, temporary and declining (i.e. expiring). A lack of state intervention in
market distribution has resulted in dramatic struggles and comprehensive resistance movements
(since 2009) that come close to an extreme case (cf. chapter 6).
As indicated before, Amsterdam serves as somewhat of a role model for a creative and
(formerly) just city. The housing market is stuck between two competing systems of housing
distribution, which makes it a critical case for contemporary and future accessibility and
affordability. Emphasising market-dynamics and decreasing state regulation (tenants’
protection), the Amsterdam case focuses on the struggle with increasingly precarious residency,
temporary rental contracts, Anti-Squat property guardianship and (formerly) civil squatting.
In this line, Amsterdam serves a critical case where local recognition of market-led housing
distribution may depart from national legal recognition. This is especially evident for shifting
the legal recognition of civil squatting (squatting ban in 2010) in favour of Anti-Squat property
guardianship (cf. chapter 4, 5 and 7).
When entering the Amsterdam housing market for my PhD research in 2009 I personally
experienced the struggle for affordable housing in the city, which is basically to avoid spending
50% of my disposable income on housing costs. Here, I experienced what Malthe Stiggard
(Interview 2010) calls “the devil in this”, the sublet online platform www.kamernet.nl where one
has to be quick (or lucky) to get a hold of a decent room for a reasonable price (cf. Buchholz
2011). I received a sublet rental contract for six months at Generaal Vetterstraat just inside
the ring (Old South) and moved twice within the same house. The run-down property served
as a workspace for artists, who also lived there, which I consider somewhat of an open secret in
the art scene. The rental contract was renewed by the landlord every six months while awaiting
future demolition. Though limited to only six months the owners may have feared that tenants’
protection could apply, so in 2011 they contracted vacancy manager Zwerfkei to end the use
of the building in four weeks. The subsequent displacement of the former art community is
rather ironic, since Zwerfkei’s property guardians can be expected to hold a similarly flexible
profile (i.e. student or artist) as before. Interestingly, the Generaal Vetterstraat was also the site,
where Amsterdam squatters first openly addressed their struggle for housing in public in 1965
(cf. Duivenvoorden 2000). After eight months of residence in Amsterdam in 2009/10 I did not
lose touch with the city but have been visiting frequently ever since.
As indicated above, I first researched Düsseldorf as a reliable case for comparison with
Amsterdam and expected Düsseldorf movements to follow Hamburg movements: to shift
social recognition away from property-led housing distribution towards the Lefebvrian Right
to the City, which did not happen. Though my field research in Düsseldorf 2010/11 did not
meet my strategic interest I would not consider it lost time, since it has benefitted my deeper
understanding of German housing regulations, while Hamburg always remained the crucial
reference point – or predecessor – for comprehensive resistance movements in Germany today.

2.
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Hamburg tensions and public protest remained particular until 2009, when urban
movements united under the umbrella of the Lefebvrian Right to the City. The manifesto Not
in Our Name and successful art-squat of the Gängeviertel in 2009 clearly marked a turning
point in the struggle with increasing housing costs and property-led displacement. I have visited
the Gängeviertel early on in 2009 and also participated in a meeting of the Right to the City
alliance in 2010. In 2011, I have been part of a Right to the City congress held in Hamburg, where
I presented my documentary film (Buchholz 2011). The film was well received and has led to
three more Hamburg screenings thereafter (Kunstverein, Centro Sociale, Gängeviertel). Sharing
my Amsterdam research with a Hamburg audience crucially benefited my work, providing
feedback and discussion1. It provided me with the self-confidence to decide that Hamburg is
a reliable case for a comparison with Amsterdam.
Given this background information and research history, I claim local expertise for both
cases. Both cases require due attention to political constellations (i.e. global city ambitions and
local struggle) over time. In the following, I will shed some more light on my methods, my
interview partners and discussions informing my work.

2. 3. Interviews, observation and visualisation
Regarding the methodological framework outlined above, I will now turn to the methods that
enabled this work: i.e. semi-structured interviews, (participatory) observation and visualisation.
Interviews are a common and straightforward approach to address questions under research
and can be conducted structured, semi-structured, low- or non-structured (cf. Robson 1995,
Silverman 2000, Hesse-Biber and Leavy 2006, Crang and Cook 2007). For this work I mainly
followed a semi-structured interview approach that relies on a strategic idea but leaves space for
response, revision of questions and additional remarks. Only during public events, presentations
or activist settings I have adopted a low- or non-structured approach to conduct microsite
interviews and clarify the issues at hand.
In sum I have conducted 100 semi-structured interviews: Amsterdam (59), Hamburg (30)
and additional (11). Most of the interviews were conducted face-to-face on site and a handful
by email. I asked for permission to record them on Dictaphone or film beforehand and
transcribed them after. The imbalance of interviews is basically due to a greater effort to study
Amsterdam, while I had fewer questions to understand Hamburg developments growing up in
its metropolitan region. For better contextualisation of the German case, my Hamburg research
is further informed by additional interviews in Düsseldorf, Berlin and Leipzig. For Amsterdam,
my analysis is complemented by additional interviews in Rotterdam, The Hague and Groningen.
In sum, I have conducted 11 additional interviews that focus on the key issues of interim use,
temporary contracting and Anti-Squat property guardianship (cf. chapter 7.7).
In some cases we have agreed to confidentially use the information for research
purposes only (cf. Interview Schrader 2012) or use first names or nicknames of activists
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(cf. Interview Momo 2010). Informants stem from a) the institutional realm (local authorities,
political parties, housing associations and tenants’ organisations), b) professional private
businesses (especially Anti-Squat vacancy managers, creative start-ups and property owners)
c) academics (from Hamburg, Amsterdam and beyond) and d) activists (community initiatives,
residents, artists and movement activists). Arrangements were made formally by email or
informally on site.
Aiming to identify reliable sources and elite individuals in the institutional or professional
realm, I relied on established contacts of prior events, academic contacts at the local universities
and the local tenant organisations (cf. Interview van Perlo 2010, Chychla 2013), who proved
to be fruitful sources for further snowballing. Snowballing is a widely used methodology that
builds upon initial contacts to help identify further interviewees (cf. Berg 2004, Lofland and
Lofland 1995). The Hamburg snowball basically started rolling at a student conference on
Hamburg’s urban growth (Wachsende Stadt) in 2006. Here, I first met housing professor, Dirk
Schubert, and artist Christoph Schäfer, who both held a critical position on the urban growth
paradigm and who I later interviewed for my PhD research again (cf. Interview Schubert 2013,
Schäfer 2013). Amsterdam snowballing initially started during a conference on the creative city
in 2003, where I kept contact with the organisers (i.e. Inura Amsterdam) ever since.
Searching for reliable information, I draw upon elite individuals who have provided me with
valuable insights, because of the position they hold in social, political, economic or academic
realms (cf. Marshall and Rossman 1995). The great advantage of elite interviews is that elites
can provide an overall view of an organisation and relations to other organisations. The major
problem is accessibility, because elite individuals do not talk to everybody (ibid.). Especially
during the controversial debate of the squatting ban (2009–2010), elite interviewees such as
liberal party member of parliament, Brigitte van der Burgh (VVD) or former Amsterdam
mayor, Job Cohen (PvdA) remained distant to my interview request. In such cases, I relied
on official documents by the party or city administration or conducted interviews with local
representatives: e.g. Amsterdam vice mayor for housing, Maarten van Poelgeest (Green Party),
Martien Kuitenbrouwer (PvdA Amsterdam West) or Joost Okkinga (VVD Amsterdam West).
The political sensitivity of research is explicitly addressed by Beaumont et al. (2005), where
the authors point towards normative values that can hardly be detached from any research.
For my research focus on Anti-Squat property guardianship I wish to highlight my efforts when
succeeding to interview elite individuals involving the CEOs of several Dutch companies. Above
all, the chairman of the association of Dutch vacancy managers (Vereniging Leegstandbeheerders
Nederland, VLBN), Fons Schrader (cf. Interview Schrader 2012) and the chairman of the quality
certificate (Keurmerk Leegstandbeheer, KLB) Jan ten Hopen (cf. Interview ten Hopen 2012)
have provided me with crucial background information to get a hold of the greater picture.
The scope of context is further widened through interviews with the European market leader,
the CEO of Camelot Europe (cf. Interview van Gestel 2010), Camelot Germany (cf. Interview
Linde 2011), CareX Groningen (cf. Interview Hofstee 2012) and Urban Resort Amsterdam
(cf. Interview Draaisma 2013). In fact, the latter two interviewees made me differentiate interimuse vs. vacancy management, since Hofstee (2012) and Draaisma (2013) insisted on their deviant
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interim-use approach, which contrasts with the vacancy management approach of the majority
of companies.
Due to increasing competition and lack of regulation in this interim housing market, I also
wish to highlight that crucial information was kept confidential for business purposes only
(cf. chapter 5.5 and 7.7). As stated before, readers may find selected interviews in my
documentary film on Amsterdam, which includes my interview with Joost van Gestel, CEO of
Camelot Europe (cf. Buchholz 2011).

Observation and Visualisation
Besides interviews and extensive reading, observations complement my research since there
is a difference between what respondents say and what they do (cf. Robson 1995). Here,
the Amsterdam West VVD representative (Interview Okkinga 2010) e.g. explained the marketliberal agenda of his party (VVD) –comparing homes with cars and other commodities–,
while local recognition of five years vacancy made him relativise his property claim regarding
the squat of an old tram depot (cf. Buchholz 2011).
Observation techniques range from complete observer, observer as participant, participant
as observer, and complete participant (cf. Hesse-Biber and Leavy 2006, Robson 1995). Except
for the complete observer, who remains invisible and operates with hidden recorders behind
one-sided mirrors and the like, I practised all other three types of observation. The emphasis of
observer as participant clearly is on observation and limited participation. Examples are rather
formal discussion rounds or conferences organised by city authorities (e.g. Hamburg’s Leap over
the river Elbe, Amsterdam Future City Vision 2040) or tenants’ organisations (e.g. Amsterdam:
Bewoonbaar of Onbewoonbaar). My primary approach, however, was the participant as observer
method. Here, the researcher participates fully in activities, while his identity is known and
accepted. In one case the activist art gallery Schijnheilig (hypocrite gallery) invited me to
a spontaneous meeting with Amsterdam mayor van der Laan, where the mayor took the time
to personally explain that the new Anti-Squat legislation is an owner’s law; trying to convince
them to accept an Anti-Squat contract or be evicted the week after. This occasion was right on
my subject and only happened because I was close by and accepted by the activists as participant
observer. The third method is to go undercover as complete participant. Here, the researcher
does not reveal his identity and seeks to “‘pass’ as an authentic member of that setting” (HesseBiber and Leavy 2006: 251). This approach I chose for street demonstrations and the like, where
my academic motivation was secondary anyway.
In any case, my role as observer was clearly pointed out when a camera was involved, whether
for purposes of still life (photography) and most obvious when an additional cameraman was
present at interviews, events or activism in Amsterdam 2009/10 (cf. Buchholz 2011). The use
of a camera clearly relates to the increasing importance of visualisation today. Here, Whatmore
(2003) emphasises the contrast of spoken words vis-à-vis written words, since coding interviews
and observations into text, she argues, it is clear that something is lost. This is to say, that my
documentary consists of more than 6,000 words, which basically connects to the length of an
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academic article. At the same time, it should be obvious that an additional visual dimension
enriches the contextualisation of the case substantially.

2.

Viewing may even, on some occasions, precipitate a revision of understandings of self, of
others and of the relations between the two …to enlarge viewers’ capacity for ‘generous
imaginings’ of others, but also for confronting, re-imagining, and grappling with a new,
less complacent sense of self (Austin 2007: 181).

To make a film – rather than to write a text – further corresponds to Mike Crang’s (2005)
question: “Is there nothing outside text?” Most types of media-related fieldwork tend to be
treated as production, not as research, something to be relegated to anthropology, sociology
or art departments. Here, not only Makagon and Neumann (2008) have shown why this is
problematic, since visual methods can:
[P]rovide an alternative to the hegemony of a word-and-number based academy; slow
down observation and encourage deeper and more effective reflection on all things
visual and visualisable; and with it enhance our understanding of sensory embodiment
and communication, and hence reflect more fully the diversity of human experiences
(Prosser and Loxley 2008: 4).

Unlike other social sciences such as anthropology and sociology, human geography has only
recently begun to explore the potential of film as research output. In Autumn 2011 Papachristos
et al. (2011) published a first video abstract2 in the online version of the journal City &
Community discussing their article on gentrification. This approach is accompanied by journals
like Geography Compass3 and Liminalities4, who invite authors to publish video articles. Even
further, beyond established journals that have opened up for visualisation and video, a journal
for academic video Audiovisual Thinking5, hosted by the University of Copenhagen, has started
a peer-reviewed publishing process for academic videos in 2010. In addition, the Association
of American Geographers (AAG) has called for film and papers: “Visualising the Visceral:
Film as a research output” in 2011. In short, I clearly see the publication of my documentary
(cf. Buchholz 2011) in this new school of academic output and am happy to have delivered
the second visual publication at the Faculty of Spatial Sciences, University of Groningen
(cf. van Hoven and Logtmeijer 2007).

2

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/%28ISSN%291540-6040, accessed 11.11.2011

3

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1749-8198, accessed 11.11.2011

4

http://liminalities.net/edpolicy.htm, accessed 11.11.2011

5

http://www.audiovisualthinking.org/about/, accessed 11.11.2011
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In terms of content, my aim was to approach a given subject from a specific angle and to share
my observation of a situation that has taken place at a specific moment and place. The result
is a historical document that portrays the contemporary struggle for affordable housing and
high peak of 30 years of civil squatting in Amsterdam. Aiming for authenticity and fidelity
(cf. Nichols 2010), all interviews, settings and activism were shot on location, no sets were
constructed, no actors involved. In short, with the publication of “Creativity and the Capitalist
City: The struggle for affordable space in Amsterdam” (Buchholz 2011) I aim a) to portray local
facets of creative city policies in Amsterdam that serve as somewhat of a role model for a global
discourse on urban renewal around the creative class b) increase greater understanding for
the critical inter-relationship of creativity and affordability c) engage with visual methodologies
for academic research d) reach a greater audience, that is beyond the academy and people who
read e) to receive (more) feedback on my work and give something back6.
In this context, I would argue that the visualisation of my Amsterdam interviews and
observations benefitted my grounded theory approach of constant comparison when discussing
the applicability in other European cities. Besides six screenings in Amsterdam and four
screenings in Hamburg further presentations in London, Vienna, Minsk, Novi Sad and many
other cities in Germany and the Netherlands have provided me with feedback and self-confidence
that this research makes sense. I have further uploaded one discussion at Amsterdam Cavia
from 2011 for free distribution online7. Next to Dutch and German subtitles the documentary
has been translated into Italian, Polish, Japanese, Belarusian and Greek.
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http://vimeo.com/album/96873/video/31918194, accessed 01.12.2011

7

https://soundcloud.com/creativecapitalistcity/ccc-amsterdam-cavia, 20.11.14
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Conclusions
In this chapter I have outlined my research design and methodological approach in detail. With
regard to positivist research, I have sought to hold a critical distance from positivist research
agendas – stressing the role of normativity, philosophy, critique and theory to be central – but
nevertheless engage with secondary quantitative housing data to make my argument stronger.
Embedding my work in the tradition of critical (social) theory and qualitative social sciences,
I have connected my research to a specific school of thought (i.e. the Frankfurt School),
where Axel Honneth may count as third generation. Making use of qualitative arguments and
second generation grounded theory, my work is informed by 100 semi-structured interviews
and (participatory) observations in the field. Visualising my Amsterdam observations in
a documentary, many screenings have provided me with feedback that Amsterdam and
Hamburg are not only reliable cases for comparison but that they allow for a wider argument
on local struggles with property-led urbanisation, distributive justice and affordable housing in
European cities.
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3.

LOCALISING HONNETH
FOR A CRITICAL URBAN THEORY
OF JUSTICE

In this chapter, I want to introduce Honneth’s philosophy to critical urban theory. I will do so
by paying predominant attention to the distinction between the competing notions of legal
recognition (legal rights) and social recognition (solidarity). I will work with his framework
concentrating primarily on the mis/recognition of property rights vis-à-vis a renewed Right
to the City (Lefebvre 1996). Recognition or misrecognition of private property rights, I argue,
constitute the basis of justice or injustice, housing distribution, users’ rights and who has
a right to settle at places. Hence, the role of space and place are decisive for just developments
at places vis-à-vis resistance, social movements and the contestation of an ideological private
property discourse.
For critical social theory it is intriguing how Honneth is able to link struggles for recognition
to disrespect and the emergence of resistance movements: restoring self-confidence. Like most
grand Western philosophers, however, Honneth lacks a spatial dimension. For critical urban
theory, therefore, I will develop his argument further and give it a spatial dimension. With
the help of moral geographer David M. Smith (1994), I seek to connect the universalism of
moral philosophy with the relativism of (social) spatial realities. With Henri Lefebvre (1991,
1996) I will suggest a theoretical framework that pays respect to social practice as spatial
practice, e.g. when local struggles for local recognition do not lead to the good life but resistance
or resignation (i.e. lowering expectations of the good life) and/or relocation (i.e. searching for
recognition and the good life elsewhere).
The very aspect of relocation is crucial to social mobility, which is closely connected to
spatial mobility, the history of (civil) wars, global migration movements and property-led

urbanisation (gentrification). In such powerful constellations, struggles around relocation may
not be voluntary but take the form of forced displacement. Localising Honneth’s (1995) struggle
for recognition, in short, my theoretical argument seeks to show that it is local mis/recognition
of normative values at times and spaces that provides for an idea of justice; and that unsuccessful
(local) struggles for (local) recognition lead to resignation, resistance, relocation.

3. 1. Social conflicts and struggles for recognition
Since Immanuel Kant, it is widely accepted that the individual mind is at the centre of human
self-understanding and the understanding of others (cf. de Roo et al. 2012). While sociology’s
greater reference point for social conflicts would embrace Marxist class struggle or Max Weber’s
distinction of political, economic and social inequality (cf. Dahrendorf 1958) Honneth’s point of
departure is the individual subject or victim that follows Kant’s philosophy of respect and Hegel’s
early category of recognition, which has been further advanced by George Herbert Mead. With
Hegel and Mead, Honneth touches upon the inter-subjective sphere and states:
The reproduction of social life is governed by the imperative mutual recognition, because
one can develop a practical relation-to-self only when one has learned to view oneself,
from the normative perspective of one’s partners in interaction, as their social addressee
(Honneth 1995: 92).

Placing the individual mind at the centre of his theory, Honneth therefore embeds morally
motivated struggles in (inter-subjective) collective attempts “to establish, institutionally
and culturally, expanded forms of reciprocal recognition” (Honneth 1995: 93). Honneth’s
theory derives from further investigations of Frankfurt critical theory and is closely tied to
Habermas. Re-reading Hegel, however, Honneth aims to set Habermas “back on his feet”
(Honneth 2003: 242). With a close eye on inter-subjectivity in communication relations, “it
was to a large extent the perception of a truncated version of philosophical anthropology
in Habermas … and a disembodied account of the self that put Honneth on his own path
towards an alternative, anthropologically grounded critical social theory” (Deranty 2009: 114).
Honneth further discusses Michel Foucault’s work and John Rawls’ liberal theory of justice
(cf. Brink and Owen 2007). Especially with regard to Rawls’ ([1971] 1999) theory of justice,
which is centred around a veil of ignorance, and which was criticised for divorcing the question
of justice from the values that define who we are and what we consider just, Honneth does
just that. Looking behind the Rawlsian veil of ignorance, Honneth (1991, 1995) conceptualises
the individual (victim’s) perspective (cf. Heins 2008, Forst 2011). Drawing upon the early
Hegelian Philosophy of Right, which addressed the struggle for recognition in the institutionalised
spheres of the family, society and the state, Honneth (1995: 94) follows the basic idea but
introduces three forms of inter-subjective mutual recognition: emotional bonds (love), legal
equality (legal rights) and social esteem for shared values and achievements (solidarity).
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Such an account requires a model of human agency as constituted in and through relations
with others, where one’s formation as an ethical subject and agent is dependent on
the responsiveness of others with respect to care for one’s needs and emotions, respect
for one’s moral and legal dignity, and esteem for one’s social achievements. In the absence
of such responsiveness, Honneth argues, one cannot develop the practical relations

3.

to self – self-confidence, self-respect, and self-esteem – that are crucial to one’s status
(Brink and Owen 2007: 4).

The following table 1 is to qualify Honneth’s (1995: 129) framework and vocabulary
providing an overview of the overall structure of recognition relations. I will work with these
categories but primarily highlight two distinctive forms of recognition, which can also be read
as legal recognition (rights) and social recognition (solidarity).
Honneth’s main point is that a capitalist society and any social order require individual
respect and social approval. The very institutions of capitalist society (i.e. property rights, user’s
rights, the achievement principle and moral work ethic), where hard work enables for social
mobility (to climb up the social hierarchy), therefore require care, respect and social esteem:
i.e. mutual recognition.
It would be wrong to speak, with Luhmann and Habermas, of capitalism as a ‘norm-free’
system of economic processes since the material distribution takes place according to
certainly contested but nevertheless always temporarily established value principles having
to do with respect, with the social esteem of members of society. It is not hard to see
that these considerations will have far reaching consequences for defining what have been
traditionally termed ‘distribution struggles’ (Honneth 2003: 142).

For the development of contemporary critical theory Honneth’s reading of Hegel is of
greater value, because it conceptualises subjective motivations for collective inter-action,

Table 1: Structure of recognition relations
Mode of recognition

Emotional support

Dimension of personality Needs and emotions
Forms of recognition
Relation-to-self
Forms of disrespect
Threatened component
of personality

Primary relationships
(love, friendship)
Self-confidence
Abuse and rape
Physical integrity

Cognitive respect

Social esteem

Moral responsibility

Traits, abilities
and achievements
Legal relations (rights)
Community
of value (solidarity)
Self-respect
Self-esteem
Denial of rights, exclusion Denigration, insult
Social integrity
‘honour’, dignity

Honneth 1995: 129 (edited tb)
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social conflicts and normative progress. Bringing back the good life to critical theory Honneth
(2003: 262) nevertheless holds on to a thin or “weak idea of the good” (cf. Walzer 1994, Smith
1998); articulating the motivational ground of social struggles for self-realisation that form
the core of modern socialisation.

3. 2. Recognition and power relations: ideological recognition
For historical materialism and Marxist analysis it may be provocative that Honneth reframes
the structural re/production of social inequality and displaces the materialist redistribution
claim as a subsystem to the struggle for recognition (cf. Fraser 2003). Honneth, however,
understands the capitalist market not so much as a system of economic exploitation but as
a functionalist, normative institution that promises the realisation of subjective interests and
freedom (cf. Honneth 2003, 2011, Celikates 2013). From this perspective, like Habermas (1973),
Honneth (2003: 263) speaks of a surplus validity (Geltungsüberhang) or promise of a system
that requires legitimisation. Accordingly, he describes the uneven developments of social reality
as antithetical or “paradoxes of capitalism” (Hartmann and Honneth 2006) with regard to
the market’s promise of autonomy, equality, achievement and romantic love.
A characteristic of this perspective is that critical theorists like Axel Honneth do not
investigate power relations top-down but aim for a normative reconstruction of the legitimating
moral infrastructure rooted in subjects and communities of value (cf. Taylor 1994). To be clear,
recognition theory is clearly linked to disrespect and misrecognition of a ruling social order
(see also next section below).
This approach owes its entire critical impulse to its point of departure in social phenomena
of lacking or insufficient recognition. It seeks to draw attention to practices of humiliation
or degradation that deprive subjects of a justified form of social recognition and thus of
a decisive condition for the formation of their autonomy (Honneth 2007: 325).

As third generation of the Frankfurt School, Honneth challenges earlier Marxist components
of critical theory (i.e. the labour paradigm) and rational functionalism of Habermas
(cf. Schmidt am Busch and Zurn 2010, Anderson 2011, Deranty 2009, 2013, Jaeggi and Loick
2014). Following Deranty (2009) Honneth’s Critique of Power reads much like an explicit
critique of his teacher; addressing Habermasian distortions to conceptualise a norm-free
domain of social reproduction (i.e. the economy and the state) and of a power-free domain of
social integration (i.e. the family and the public sphere).
Not only are these fictions highly debatable at the theoretical and empirical levels, they
are also extremely damaging for the scope and validity of critique … As Honneth writes,
the institutions of the economy and the State are never just embodiments of purely
objective, instrumentally rational considerations, they are framed within ‘politicalpractical principles’, which themselves depend upon (distorted) communicative processes.
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The same can be said of economic and administrative institutions. What falls out of view,
in the end, is the centrality of struggle in the organisation of society. Injustice is explained
in functional terms (Deranty 2009: 97).

Emphasising the moral dimension of disrespect, bodily experiences and the mindset
Honneth therefore aims to correct his predecessor when outlining the moral grammar of social
conflict and set Habermas back on his feet (Honneth 2003: 242). Conceptualising the victim’s
perspective with recognition relations – for historical social progress to happen – Honneth
argues that “some socially generalized media, like money or political power, can in fact
coordinate social interactions relatively automatically, but they depend on some belief in their
legitimacy that can weaken or disappear altogether at any moment” (Honneth 2003: 255).
In line with the empirical research interest of the early Frankfurt School, Honneth therefore
conceptualises experiences of social suffering and damages to a good life (cf. Adorno 2005,
Deranty 2009). Adorno was rather pessimistic about the question of recognition and people, who
do not sufficiently reflect the structural weaknesses of a system that frustrates the understanding
of equality, difference and justice in the first place. Adorno therefore identified two categories:
the “happily oppressed” (people with jobs, homes, cars etc.) and “unhappily oppressed”. Due to
his reading of Adorno and Honneth, Bert van den Brink (2007: 90) states:

3.

Both the happily and the unhappily oppressed are victims of power-relations that are based
in the socio-economic basis of society, on the one hand, and the identitarian mode of
thinking that is its result, on the other. Either latently or manifestly, people suffer from
the distorted images of human worth they have internalized with the help of consumer
society, the culture industry, false gurus, charismatic politicians and psychotherapists …
Because they [the happily oppressed] think that commonsense and morality are on their
side, they may see it as their duty to lend a hand in the correction of those – the unhappily
oppressed – who claim to know about their desperate state. If at all, only members of this
latter group will come to rebel against their predicament (ibid.).

Like his Frankfurt colleagues, therefore, Honneth is sceptical about an alienated
perspective to power relations, as if they were not man-made or socially approved. “For all
the writers in Critical Theory before Honneth, the hypothesis of a deactivation of class
struggle was an unquestionable, factual aspect of modern society…that tend[s] to rob
dominated classes of the resources that would enable them to represent and express their
experiences of injustice in an acceptable way” (Deranty 2009: 99-100). Remaining distant to
particular power constellations, Honneth claims that recognition can take the form of ideology
(Honneth 2007: 326) i.e. nationalist, racist, sexist and so on. He therefore disconnects
emancipatory values from historical struggles for recognition and the good life when he states:
“Because we live in an era that regards itself as being morally superior to past ages, we are certain
that the esteem enjoyed by the virtuous slave, the good house-wife, and the heroic soldier was of
purely ideological character” (Honneth 2007: 326, emphasis added tb).
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The value of Honneth’s theoretical turn, therefore, is to realise the normativity of moral
values individuals may consider good (or not bad), which implies qualitative recognition for
social hierarchies, power relations and uneven developments that do not necessarily lead to
open conflict, protests or resistance. Struggling for recognition of his theory Honneth concludes:
We must ask, therefore, whether we can continue to speak of a ‘moral grammar’ or ascribe
an emancipatory meaning to the struggle for recognition once we have realised that
recognition as such implies neither freedom from domination nor the absence of power
(Honneth 2007: 350).

When further challenged to differentiate between recognition and power Honneth (2007)
argues with the normative power of the achievement principle and that “practices of recognition
don’t empower persons, but subject them” (Honneth 2007: 323). In this sense: “The achievement
principle is also the one normative resource bourgeois-capitalist society provides for morally
justifying the extremely unequal distribution of life chances and goods” (Honneth 2003: 148).
In other words, Honneth’s (2007) implicit conceptualisation of power relations is due to the fact
that recognition can take the form of an ideology, which would justify capitalist work ethics
along the achievement principle as justice of earned deserts. To deconstruct this recognition
as powerful ideology is central part of historical struggles for recognition. “Paradoxically”,
David Harvey also acknowledges, “a strong and powerful social democratic and working class
movement is in a better position to redeem capitalism than is capitalist class power itself ”
(Harvey 2007a: 153).
Critics have called Honneth’s implicit conceptualisation of power relations affirmative, neoidealist or social democratic (cf. Fraser 2003, Brink and Owen 2007, Schmidt am Busch and
Zurn 2010, Thompson 2014). Especially with regard to state power, Honneth’s idealistic notion
of a democratic welfare state which is illegitimately corrupted by nationalist and capitalist
interests (Honneth 2011: 610), is at risk of underestimating the global historical development
of power relations – i.e. repressive state institutions such as the police, army, secret services etc.
–that work to preserve a ruling social order (cf. Thompson 2014). In this line, Peter Marcuse
points at something like a self-interest of state power, where “power is the ability to have
others do one’s bidding, against their own interest and for the benefit of the holder of power”
(Marcuse 2009: 94). Though Honneth is fully aware of the National Socialist state in Germany and
other fascist regimes in history, Honneth’s idealistic reconstruction of democratic achievements,
especially in his new book Freedom’s Right (Honneth 2011 [2014]), presents the re-emergence
of nationalist and capitalist imperatives as a dilemma, when the state withdraws from public
expectations and democratic procedures; leaving civil society rather helplessly behind (ibid:
459). Addressing illegitimate or cynical power relations, however, the author himself seems
somewhat helpless at points, when idealising the social-democratic state of post-war Europe.
Further criticism would basically imply that Honneth based his idealist philosophy
on the premise of individual self-realisation at the beginning of modernity, where social
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developments can either be satisfactory or pathological. Such a philosophy of history assumes
that there is a possibility for a life “free from pain” (Honneth 1995: 130). It further suggests that
all members of modern society would accept the individualistic notion of autonomy that lies at
its core. For modern pluralistic society, however, that is not necessarily true.

3.

In a pluralistic world, in which people, insofar as this is possible, autonomously decide
to embrace certain life-goals and life-practices and therefore reject others …we make
ourselves needlessly vulnerable to the impossibility of social harmony if we conceive of
ethical life as presupposing undistorted and unrestricted relationships of recognition
(Brink 2011: 172).

This is to say, there are other philosophical strands, more collectivist, Marxist or
communitarian that struggle with one another: politically, intellectually and socially. David
M. Smith (1994), for example, discusses various philosophical traditions with respect to
the relativism of geography (i.e. time and space) as well as rights and membership (cf. Walzer
1983, 1994, Sandel 2007). Honneth, in short, is accused of implicit political notions in his theory
building, which he has rejected so far (cf. Brink 2007, 2011, 2013).
For my work, I need to add to the criticism that Honneth’s theory is thoroughly aspatial or
implicitly Eurocentric (cf. Heins 2008). Along with the great majority of Western philosophers
he does situate his theory in the course of modernity and Western philosophy but does not realise
the significance of territorial boundaries, where struggles for recognition take place. Idealising
historical achievements of institutionalising the equality principle in Europe (Honneth 2003:
260) the global picture, I argue, would not allow for such optimism. Honneth therefore is lacking
a relational spatial dimension (cf. Heins 2008), where struggles for equality reveal a different
quality have been avoided (i.e. resignation) or taken on elsewhere (i.e. relocation). This, of
course, is my very project when aiming at a more coherent just city theory, and when localising
struggles for recognition at places (at the end of this chapter). I will now outline the deeper
dimension of disrespect and the role of social movements.

3. 3. Disrespect, resistance and social movements
While the social movement literature does not investigate power relations inter-subjectively (or
psychologically) but primarily focuses on the existence of social conflict (i.e. political, religious
and economic power) Honneth, as indicated above, proceeds differently. For social movement
scholars, social movements mirror a wide range of social contestation and movements’ struggles,
as “organized public effort making collective claims on target authorities” (Tilly 2005: 4). In this
sense, social movements carry out, resist or undo social change (cf. Roth and Rucht 2008, della
Porta and Tarrow 2005, Hamel et al 2000) and re-shape the urban (cf. Castells 1983).
Due to pluralistic social interests and deviations from the norm, social movements not only
critically reflect upon ruling social ideologies (i.e. via the state, church and property market)
but problematise them for a wider public. If social movements are equated with turmoil,
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rebellion or social upheaval they can be traced back to the uprising of slaves in ancient times
(cf. Rucht 2000). Demanding social progress and equal rights throughout history, social
movements have critically contributed to the course of enlightenment and modern political
revolutions. In this respect the nature of social movements and the nature of a democratic order
have the same roots (ibid.). Civil society can only be poorly conceived without the controversial
stimulus of social movements.
“[S]ocial movements exist, develop, and relate to civil society, and are not necessarily
limited to, or bound by, the rules of the game and the institutionalization of dominant
values and norms. This is why social movements are the sources of social innovation while
political parties or coalitions are the instrument of social bargaining...Without social
movements, no challenge will emerge from civil society able to shake the institutions of
the state through which norms are enforced, values preached and property preserved”
(Castells 1983: 294).

Social movement scholars thus stress the role of activism and political movements for
civil society to flourish (cf. Mayer 2000). Whereas Castells, Rucht and Mayer bring forward
a perspective on civil society that is contested for social progress to happen, policy makers tend
to marginalise movements’ actors on the political stage. The exclusion of oppositional social
movements, protests and activism points at unidirectional power relations between the state
and civil society that indicate a warning not to idealise the role of the state. An activist civil
society, strongly rooted in social movements, may thus be inconvenient to ruling governments,
since it does not hesitate to address the question of power but fulfils a critique, control, and
democratisation function that is central to democratic practice (cf. Purcell 2008). For social
movements to have a local impact on political decision-making, local commitment to struggle
and space is inevitable (cf. Nicholls et al. 2013, Beaumont and Nicholls 2007).
For Honneth (1995), the individual experience of disrespecting social conventions is central
to moral experiences and the struggle for recognition. Through protest and resistance, he argues,
individuals crucially restore self-confidence, self-respect and self-esteem. Capturing the victims’
perspective and personal notions of in/justices has clear advantages for critical social theory
(cf. Heins 2008).
“For the victims of disrespect …engaging in political action also has the direct function of
tearing them out of the crippling situation of passively endured humiliation and helping
them in turn, on their way to a new, positive relation-to-self ” (Honneth 1995: 164).

An individual perspective of justice also leads us to re-think the normative values individuals
and groups consider good. For a normative discussion of legal rights and socially esteemed values
(solidarity) it would be crucial to address the question, what is social about social movements?
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To what extent do scholars connect emancipatory values to social movements and social
progress? Here, not only Honneth warns of an idealisation of social movements (cf. Roth 2000,
Mayer 2012). “The social movements today demanding recognition of their value convictions
include not only peaceful groups like feminists or marginalized minorities, but also racist and
nationalist groups such as Farrakhan’s Nation of Islam and German skinheads” (Honneth 2003:
121). This normative distinction is important, since one may also speak of a creative class
movement that is quite successful in renewing social esteem for social inequality promoting
the “New American Dream” (Florida 2003) or what Purcell has called a “capitalist-class social
movement that has had great success claiming and codifying property rights” (Purcell 2008: 88).
For my work the role of social movements – mobilising for social change – is central
to the mis/recognition of property-led urbanisation in Western European cities. Though
contemporary movements are rather fragmented (cf. Hamel 2000, Mayer 2000) in their struggle
to oppose one powerful economic argument (and work ethic), it will be an empirical question
as to what kind of institutional (legal) recognition vis-à-vis social (local) recognition they can
mobilise in Amsterdam and Hamburg (cf. chapter 5, 6, 7).
One thing I have not addressed so far is the role of subversive strategies undermining power
relations and legal regulations in daily life. Subversive practices in social life clearly contrast
with the picture of open protest, resistance and public mobilisations for social change. This
point is made strongly by Rothfuß (2012) when discussing the Brazilian experience ofsocial
inequality in the favelas of Salvador da Bahia. Here, as with Scott (1985: 325), he speaks of
“pragmatic resignation” to struggle with social inequality and the power relations preserving
it (cf. Rothfuß 2012: 224). Though Honneth (2003: 243) is aware of subversive strategies in
social life – referring to the work of Michel Foucault and Judith Butler – he does not sufficiently
discuss the deeper dimension of subversive practices, the role of humour, cynicism and other
forms of moral double standards that are characteristic of struggles for recognition in daily life.
I will come back to the issue of resignation in my case studies, overall analysis and conclusions.

3.

3. 4. Market justice, the achievement principle and creative
class struggle
Before I will address rather structural implications for the use of private property serving
more egalitarian ideals of political justice below, I seek to substantiate Honneth’s recognition
thesis – at least the lack of popular resistance1 – towards market led developments. Here, it
is the achievement principle at work or what Yale’s Robert E. Lane (1986) has coined as
“market justice”. Following neoclassical economics, Lane is clear about the benefits of a free
market and the power of the achievement principle that leads to productivity and the justice
of earned deserts. According to Lane, for a fair market procedure two preconditions must
be met: a) open opportunities (i.e. political equality) to enter the market and b) the market

1

In Western Europe
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must be responsive to hard work (Lane 1986: 395). If the public realises this work ethic, this is
a “powerful argument for inequality of income” (ibid.). Guaranteed incomes, on the other hand,
would “erode work efforts” and “violate the justice of earned deserts” (ibid: 398).
In his section about American perceptions of market justice and political justice,
Lane (1986) quotes a number of surveys that support his thesis of liberal market justice
(cf. Sandel 2007). This may mirror the emergence of neoliberal thinking of the 1980s and
“the belief that the market follows natural laws” (Lane 1986: 385). The state, on the other hand,
is described as punisher (police and court), whereas the achievement principle of the market
would enable people “to recognize the play of a self-interest justified only by the recognition
of all parties of certain rules of the game …In this sense, then, the harmony of interest takes
the place of justice, and claims of justice will be muted” (Lane 1986: 395).
For the US, Kluegel et al. (1999) have shown that a popular ‘opportunity syllogism’ justifies
distributive inequality. Opportunity syllogism is the “belief in the widespread availability of
opportunity and encourages people to deduce that individuals are responsible for their own
economic fates, and conclude that inequality in general is fair” (Kluegel et al. 1999: 253).
The achievement of the achievement principle has also been investigated in Claus Offe’s (1976)
study “Industry and Inequality”:
The model of distribution contained in the idea of the achieving society is remarkable for its
peculiar ambivalence. Its social and political intention doubtless derives from the tradition
of egalitarian thought: it challenges all social privileges and all caste-type barriers to
social mobility that cannot be functionally justified; in addition it aims at the extensive
development of the forces of human productivity and of industrial welfare; finally it strives
for an explicitly individualistic form of social status distribution, since the individual is
meant to be the only reference point for distribution processes (Offe 1976: 41).

This is in line with the social mobility argument, in which it is possible to overcome
social status subordination and climb up the social hierarchy (i.e. the American dream):
“On the other hand the achievement principle does not operate merely as a norm which
ensures equality, but just as much also as a legitimating principle to justify social inequality”
(Offe 1976: 41). Furthermore, Offe distinguishes four functions fulfilled by the achievement
principle (ibid: 43): a) compensatory function (compensating prior qualifications/education
costs), b) principle of equivalence (equal pay for equal work regardless of gender, sex, age, ethnic
or religious discrimination), c) productivity principle (due to wage theory workers benefit
through wages, work harder, are more productive and receive higher wages) and d) allocative
function (individual achievement benefits the production).
As indicated earlier, for Honneth (2003) the achievement principle is a strong source
producing legitimisation of the social order. He makes this point exceptionally strongly, when
challenged by Marxist social theorist Nancy Fraser (cf. Fraser and Honneth 2003). With
Durkheim, however, he emphasises the central precondition of equal chances to join the game
and succeed in the competition (cf. Honneth 2011: 352). He is also aware that his idealism
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is disrupted by the history and reality of capital and state interests, where a “hegemonic
achievement principle” (ibid: 447) values, for example, creative labour more than industrial
labour, or the financial economy more than the real economy, frustrating public expectations in
social mobility after all. Only recently French economist Thomas Piketty (2014) has shown how
a hegemonic achievement principle has worked extremely well for capital but less so for labour
for more than 200 years.

3.

When the rate of return on capital significantly exceeds the growth rate of the economy (as
it did through much of history until the nineteenth century and as it is likely to be the case
again in the twenty-first century), then it logically follows that inherited wealth grows
faster than output and income. People with inherited wealth need save only a portion
of their income from capital to see that capital grow more quickly than the economy as
a whole …[which is] incompatible with the meritocratic values and principles of social
justice fundamental to modern democratic societies (Piketty 2014: 26).

In short, the achievement of the achievement principle is decisive for a social hierarchy
and the persistence of class-based society, since the achievement principle provides the basis
for individuals to improve their social status (i.e. social mobility) and no longer depend on
their family background but on their own abilities, achievements and education. “The crucial
question, of course, is whether, in the end, people think that they get what they deserve”
(Lane 1986: 386).

Creative class struggle and social inequality
In the following section I will stick to the competitive idea of market justice and connect it to
the contemporary concept of the creative city and creative class. The creative city concept only
recently revived legitimisation of the achievement principle and served as a justification for
existing social inequality (Florida 2002, 2003; Peck 2005, 2007). In the bigger picture, the creative
city concept shall serve as a counterpart to the just city (outlined below) and bring back the class
indicator to contemporary urban developments.
In line with earlier works (cf. Andersson 1985, Landry and Bianchini 1995), Richard
Florida’s (2002) creative class concept centrally involves the global shift in industrial labour
and advocates the “New American Dream” (Florida 2003). Built upon the relevance of human
capital and mental labour ‘creative class’ is the shorthand I use to describe the roughly one-third
of U.S. and global workers who have the good fortune to be compensated monetarily for their
creative output” (Florida 2005: 4). According to Florida, it is the creative class that stimulates
economic growth and that “rising inequality stems mainly from the very nature of the emerging
creative economy” (Florida 2003: 10). He explicitly embeds his concept in the tradition of
the achievement principle and provides policy makers with a city ranking, where the most
creative regions are also the most unequal and vice versa (ibid.).
The recently published “Handbook of Creative Cities” (Andersson et al. 2011) gathers
the key proponents of the human capital discourse and the emergence of human creativity (or
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creative capital) as a tool for economic development. I will not go into its details here but focus
on the renewed legitimisation of social inequality for an achieving capitalist society. Florida
was certainly not the first scholar to address the role of creativity for economic progress (cf.
Andersson 1985). In the preface to Landry and Bianchini’s (1995) “The Creative City”, Peter Hall
describes the need for creativity as a necessary step in Britain and Europe, because the economy
of the 1990s was in crisis:
Hardly any part of the urban economy, any more, is completely free from the threat of
overseas competition and offshoring. Business services and software, just as much as
engineering, can be relocated in South India or the Pearl River Delta. This fact prompts
the drastic question: What, if anything, could now provide the basis for urban economic
revival?

For Hall, one possible answer was to re-think the global city competition and shift
the Western economy into a wider range of services, which were hardly thought to be part of
the serious economy so far (ibid.). This idea responds to the changing economy re-arranging
industrial labour on a global scale. It focuses on soft indicators of advanced capitalist cities, such
as knowledge, design, services, culture, entertainment and real estate to be a productive part in
the global division of labour. After clusters and networks, creativity has become one of the key
concepts in urban renewal and is “probably the single most important urban development
strategy at the present time” (Peck 2011).
The revival of the class concept is not new and is criticised for being elitist. The role of
creativity is argued to be a “vehicular idea” (McLennan 2004, Peck 2012) that may soon be
replaced by another vehicular catchphrase as the discourse around smart cities already shows
(cf. Caragliu et al. 2011). Florida’s urban analysis is noted to be a “feel good policy” (Peck 2011),
which merely re-describes socio-economic class relations in the name of creativity.
It says, it is the creative class who are the winning one third of the society and the losing
two thirds must learn to live like the winners. And so it does nothing other than to tell
the working class or the serving caste they should pull themselves up by their bootstraps.
That is in the end a recipe for more of the same. It legitimizes inequality (Peck 2011).

Struggling with the creative class, Jamie Peck (2005) and David Harvey (2007b) remind
the reader of the Schumpeterian notion of creative destruction.
The creation of the neoliberal system has entailed much destruction, not only of prior
institutional frameworks and powers (such as the supposed prior state sovereignty over
political-economic affairs) but also of divisions of labor, social relations, welfare provisions,
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technological mixes, ways of life, attachments to the land, habits of the heart, ways of
thought, and the like (Harvey 2007b: 23).

The reversion of common property rights won through years of class struggle (i.e. the right
to a state pension, welfare, health care and social housing) into the private domain, for Harvey
“has been one of the most egregious of all policies of dispossession pursued in the name of
neoliberal orthodoxy” (Harvey 2007b: 36).

3.

3. 5. Recognition of rights:
property rights and Lefebvre’s Right to the City
On the road to egalitarian ideas of social justice, fundamental rights, housing rights and
concepts of a just city, one more step is necessary to introduce the legal framework of rights.
Working with Honneth’s categories of legal recognition (i.e. civil, political and social rights)
and social recognition (i.e. socially esteemed rights such as the Lefebvrian Right to the City)
for an urban discussion, adequate recognition of private property rights is inevitable. Although
power relations are frequently criticised in urban studies, the role of property rights does not
receive adequate attention. In other words, liberal proponents could simply argue that the Right
to the City can be bought and that the means to do so lie in the achievement principle and
hard work.
Honneth does not engage with property rights so much but primarily values them as
a fundamental civil right that protects the private realm from state intervention serving
the subjects’ freedom (Honneth 1995: 115). Along with Hegel, he stresses the free will of
individuals, who materialise their free will through private property and enjoy the exclusive
use of things protected by private property rights. Addressing the exclusive use value of private
property, Honneth (2011: 134-136) fails, however, to discuss the distributional dimension of
its exchange value, which is crucial to trade and capital accumulation (cf. Harvey 2009). Here,
Volker Heins (2009) has pointed at this distinction and has argued that critical theorists have not
paid explicit attention to property rights at all but concentrated on powerful interests, cultural
deformations and social suffering. According to Horkheimer and Adorno (2002: 123), liberty
and property both wither away in the “civilization of employees …all have become employees”.
As Heins (2009) also notes, however, power and property are crucially inter-linked, as financial
power and capital derives from property, and state power partly also originates from property
via tax collection.
It is not for nothing that Hegel did not view the relations between ‘master’ and ‘servant’
simply as an abstract model for the better understanding of power relations in general. On
the contrary, he regarded the need to overcome the historically specific relations between
slaves and slave owners as the central premise for the development of ‘self-consciousness’
and hence of bourgeois society as such (Heins 2009: 581, emphasis added tb).
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In this line, property rights are tied to bourgeois civilisation and moral expectations that
have abolished the feudal practices of slave ownership and trade. Modern property rights
are organised around many aspects of social life, not only land and food but also healthcare,
education, housing and more recently water (cf. Swyngedouw 2005). In his seminal book
The People’s home? Michael Harloe (1995) stresses the question mark and reminds the reader
that housing (like food production) is a very central good to capitalism2. Unlike health care or
education “the private market provision of housing for the mass of the population as a capitalist
commodity …has been a core element in the capitalist organization of society and the economy
from the earliest years” (Harloe 1995: 3).
To some extent, however, history tends to repeat itself when the focus on (and exploitation
of) labour power re-focuses the body and the mind, as the discussion around human trafficking,
sex work, the trade of body organs and intellectual property indicates (cf. Heins 2009, Penalver
and Katyal 2010). Throughout the course of academic debate – from Locke via Hegel down to
Marx – Heins points out:
[P]roperty is always two things at once: it is the guarantor of freedom and selfrealization but also the source of potentially illegitimate social power …Property is an
economic institution which is shot through with moral expectations. As such, it sits at
the point of intersection between struggles for recognition and struggles for redistribution
(Heins 2009: 579).

In this line, the property discourse reveals a high degree of ambivalent recognition of rights
between a) a user’s right and privilege and b) as a legal right and reference point for distribution,
trade and exchange. While on the one hand, property titles are closely connected to the user’s
sphere of individual autonomy and the achievement principle, on the other hand, forms of
unequal distribution are closely tied to social recognition and social esteem. The dualistic
structure of private property rights is pointed out by various scholars (cf. Penalver and Katyal
2010, Heins 2009, Harvey 2009, Harris 2002). Here, legal scholars Penalver and Katyal (2010)
differentiate between the conflictive and stabilising potential for a social order, owner’s and
user’s interests, legal and social requirements, symbolic and substantive changes in the evolution
of property rights and that “violations of property rights differ in morally significant respects
from other sorts of legal wrongs”(ibid: 9); especially physical integrity.
With regard to socially esteemed achievements and distributive justice, the ties of
achievement and property have long been broken (cf. Heins 2009), as for example inherited
property significantly distorts the achievement principle because the individual’s work effort
is lacking (cf. Piketty 2014). A lack of achievement may also signal a lack of social esteem

This is to say that social housing serves a certain function and may not be confused with claims like the right to
housing or the right to the city.
2
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for the financial trade (and the stock market) that makes money (and mortgages) work and
accumulates capital without a greater work effort. According to Piketty’s (2014) study Capital in
the 21st Century capital accumulation and private property are not necessarily bad in themselves,
if responsive to achievements, skills and productivity. “[T]he key question is to decide whether
it is justified, whether there are reasons for it?” (Piketty 2014: 19).

3.

The ambivalence and mis/recognition of property rights requires a differentiated discussion
of use and distribution, which may lead to a re-vitalisation of the Marxist distinction between
use value and exchange value. To make the distinction crystal clear Marx wrote:
The commodity is a use value, but as a commodity it is simultaneously not a use value. It
would not be a commodity if it were a use value for its owner, that is, a direct satisfaction of
his own needs. For its owner it is on the contrary a non-use value, that is merely the physical
depository of exchange value or simply a means of exchange …The commodity is a use
value for its owner only so far as it is an exchange value. The commodity therefore has still
to become a use value …a use value for others (cited in Harvey 2009: 155).

The recognition of property rights as legal rights is important since regardless of good will
and long time inhabitance private property titles usually succeed in the struggle (and resistance)
around urban renewal, rising property values and property-led displacement of low income
people (primarily tenants) in gentrification processes (see next section and part two of chapter
7). While the use/exchange value distinction of property is decisive, the quality of property
also plays a significant role (cf. Harvey 2009, Harloe 1995). In this logic, common social goods,
such as food, water, housing, healthcare, education etc. may represent the best investment
possible, since every single individual will need to rely on its use (or consumption) for social
reproduction. The distribution, exchange and speculation of common goods, therefore, are
especially shot through with social expectations.
In his book Property and Justice Harris (2002) further distinguishes between a) binding
rules that regulate access to particular possessions and b) the right to exercise control over
possessions. Both categories clearly carry the normative notion to whom these rights will be
granted, under which conditions and at which price. The right to full control over property,
therefore, can be restricted beforehand, meanwhile, after, or not at all (ibid.). In any case, state
protection and social esteem of local inhabitants is crucial for the recognition of property rights.
Universal conceptions of property rights that are distributionally blind frequently run into
conflicts of social misrecognition (cf. Heins 2009).
For the evolution of legal property rights and deviations from the norm Penalver and Katyal
(2010) therefore raise questions of justification and emphasise the need for a flexible legal system
that responds to social expectations over time.
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Property law has a greater tendency than many other areas of law to become ossified
and out of date, and therefore has a greater need for occasional ‘shocks’ to the system.
Although we do not dispute the value of stability in property entitlements, both for
the individual and the market as a whole, the long-term health of this system depends
on its ability to respond dynamically to changing economic and social conditions
(Penalver and Katyal 2010: 16).

In the greater picture, I would argue, universal property rights primarily serve owners, who
own more than they are capable to use themselves and therefore require state or other protection,
such as private security or live-in property guardians (cf. chapter 7.7 and 8). Addressing
the distributive dimension, Adam Smith was quite clear when he wrote: “Civil government,
so far as it is instituted for the security of property, is in reality instituted for the rich against
the poor, or of those who have some property against those who have none at all”(Smith
1776: 408 quoted in Davy 2009: 234). There is a centuries old controversy around the moral
implications of property rights, whether property rights are human rights, or not (cf. Garnsey
2007). For an urban perspective and critique of real estate developments (cf. Brenner et al. 2012)
property rights are central, since they seem to provide the only legal right to settle and to stay
put. Regardless of prior commitment or long term inhabitance, economically privileged people
may appropriate space by their very purchase power (or mortgage limit) and buy themselves
in. The recognition of this legal right, however, is contested as the struggle with property-led
displacement in gentrified neighbourhoods indicates (cf. chapter 5 & 6). The Lefebvrian Right
to the City here delivers a remarkable contrast to private property rights, when proposing
a “renewed right to urban life” (Lefebvre 1996: 158), a right that cannot be individually owned
and which is based on the use-value of things.

Lefebvre’s Right to the City
As indicated, Lefebvre’s Right to the City offers a different vantage point to look at private property
rights and fundamentally challenges capitalist urban reality. This vision, one might argue, would
turn the world upside down. “It is impossible to envisage the reconstitution of the old city”,
Lefebvre (1996: 148) writes, “only the construction of a new one on new foundations, on another
scale and in other conditions, in another society” would bring about significant change. His
argument is linked to continuous social struggles in the capitalist production of space (Lefebvre
1991) and the benefits of urban life, which does not view the contemporary hegemony of
neoliberal urbanisation as if there was no alternative. In any case, I would follow Mark Purcell,
who argues property rights are “claims, not trumps. They must be continually re-claimed and
re-won through political struggle” (Purcell 2008: 88). This may also count for a renewed right
to the city.
The notion of a right, however, is problematic. The term is contested in academic as well
in activist debates, because of its proximity to existing legal rights. If this right is neither an
individual right nor a human right, it is not fully clear why Lefebvre termed the notion of
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a right. For Lefebvre (1996: 158), the Right to the City is more of a “cry and demand” to benefit
from urban life, which implies all the qualities, services, infrastructure the urban has to offer
(cf. Marcuse 2009, Schmid 2012). For Lefebvre, such a set of rights aims more broadly
at civilisation:

3.

These rights, which are not well recognized, progressively become customary before
being inscribed into formalized codes. They would change reality if they entered into
social practice: right to work, to training and education, to health, leisure, to life. Among
these rights in the making features the right to the city, not to the ancient city, but to
urban life, to renewed centrality, to places of encounter and exchange, to life rhythms
and time uses, enabling the full and complete usage of these moments and places, etc.
(Lefebvre 1996: 179).

Since Lefebvre’s (1991, 1996) work was translated into English in the early 1990s urban studies
have re-focused on the city’s productive forces, the inhabitants. From a critical perspective, local
inhabitants are not seen as mere consumers or cost factors but as the ones who make the city
and develop its space. In line with the Marxist notion of workers, who generate wealth, the core
focus here is on inhabitants who are expected to centrally produce their urban environment and
who should, therefore, participate and benefit from the production of space and valorisation of
their habitat (cf. Mitchell 2003, Harvey 2008, Mayer 2012, Schmid 2005, 2012, Purcell 2008).
With regard to private property rights and the possible ownership of more resources than
one can use (especially more than one home) Lefebvre contrasts the users’ perspective of
inhabitants, who would self-use their property, when stating: “Olympians of the new bourgeois
aristocracy no longer inhabit. They go from grand hotel to grand hotel, or from castle to castle
…They are everywhere and nowhere” (Lefebvre 1996: 159). While Lefebvre then continues
to speak of a fascination with such a lifestyle, for a recognition-based critical urban theory, I
argue, it would be central to critically address and de-construct this very fascination with, and
recognition of, such a lifestyle (cf. chapter 8).

3. 6. The Just City, the Commons and democratic procedures
Having outlined the core arguments of the creative city earlier, I now want to introduce more
egalitarian arguments to distributive justice and the just city debate, as counterpart to my theory
building. Lefebvre’s Right to the City certainly inspired and reinvigorated further thinking on
urban justice culminating in the contemporary just city debate. Both discourses, the creative and
the just city, involve the argument of social inequality as central reference point. The conclusions
they draw, however, differ substantially. The overall debate of this section, therefore, remains
a discussion around the normative notions of distributive justice and develops towards
democratic procedures and the question of spatial scale in the next section. Regarding the limits
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of legal distributive justice – and competing values of social recognition (i.e. solidarity) – special
attention will be given to the concept of the commons.
After David Harvey’s Social Justice and the City ([1973] 2009) and amid the Right to the City
discourse (Lefebvre [1968] 1996) a number of books have come out Recapturing Democracy
(Purcell 2008), Searching for the Just City (Marcuse et al. 2009), Cities for people, not for profit
(Brenner et al. 2012) contributing to egalitarian aspects of social justice in space, e.g. Seeking
Spatial Justice (Soja 2010). The Just City discourse, therefore, can be associated with a critical
materialist discourse that takes up the Marxist critique of the global economy and aims at equal
distribution of common social goods (i.e. land, water, education, health and housing).
One author, who was somewhat overshadowed by the dominant Harvey and Lefebvre
reception, however, is moral geographer David M. Smith (1994, 1998, 2000). This is to say that
Smith welcomes the work of his Marxist colleagues but aims at an argument for social justice
that is connected to moral philosophy.
The Marxism which Harvey was about to embrace, and which was to captivate much of
the discipline’s avant-garde, had little interest in the specification of social justice, so blatant
was the injustice of capitalism taken to be, and so evident the superiority of socialism
(Smith 2000a: 1150)

Relying on Rawls ([1971] 1999), Walzer (1983) and Habermas (1990) Smith, too, is deeply
sceptical about neoclassical theory building and the markets’ promise to realise social welfare
for the benefit of all. He is critical of the limited achievements in the name of market justice and
“dependence of the distribution of life chances being generated on the pre-existing distribution
of income, wealth and other resources” (Smith 1994: 281). With regard to private property rights
and the need for housing he speaks of a “bizarre system that can, in effect, deprive people of this
basic necessity of life” (ibid: 280). From a moral point of view the insufficient market provision
of decent housing is hard to defend. Recognising human needs and human differences Smith
(1994) stresses human similarities – despite differences – which I will refer to with the concept
of the commons.
Regarding the limits of legal justice Peter Marcuse (2009) reminds us of legal instruments
that would be capable of serving a more just distribution – i.e. that winners compensate losers
– but which would leave the structural preconditions that re/produce social inequality, power
relations and economic interests untouched. Marcuse (2009) therefore advocates Commons
Planning. With Commons Planning he aims at a greater discourse distributing central
resources among the people, where land use serves as a key figure. Among other aspects
Marcuse suggests, “land use decisions need to be considered in the light of common welfare
of the city as a whole …private property must be endowed with a social purpose …economic
growth should not be equated with the common good” (Marcuse 2009: 97). Urban scholars
who do not pay sufficient attention to the role of planning – organising conflictive land use via
inclusion and exclusion – lack an idea of structural inequality and the relevance of the commons
(cf. Davy 2009, Gualini 2015).
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The controversy how to distribute common goods best –such as land, water, fish etc. –has
a long history and is connected to the evolution of property rights. According to Garrett Hardin
the tragedy of the commons results in overexploitation of common resources by self-interested,
utility-maximizing individuals rather than provision for the use and benefit of all. Users are
assumed to be short-term, profit-maximising actors who have complete information and are

3.

homogeneous in terms of their assets, skills, discount rates and cultural views (cf. Ostrom 2012).
In practice, however, empirical research has falsified Hardin’s neoclassical economic assumptions
and emphasised that the tragedy can be overcome, if the users would simply communicate and
co-operate (cf. Ostrom 1990, 2012).
In her latest book The Just City Susan Fainstein (2010) addresses the problems of
contemporary urbanism with more justice and equitable distribution. Fainstein continues
her search for local reforms within the context of a global capitalist economy: for more
equity, diversity and democracy. She prefers the liberal notion of equity instead of equality,
since equity implies fairness (cf. Rawls 1999), which is more broadly accepted than equality,
she states. “It has the power to gain wider political support than terms that explicitly target
the better-off ’’ (Fainstein 2010: 36). Fainstein is clear about her reformist approach advocating
the more just city: “To the objection that a humane capitalism is an oxymoron, I have no answer”
(Fainstein 2010: 6).
The equitable distribution of common goods such as housing is central to Fainstein’s
concept. Despite structural, macro-economic obstacles, she argues, meaningful reform
can be achieved at the local level. Here, she tends towards the procedural contract theory
of John Rawls and the visible outcomes of in/justice but does not so much engage with
property rights and the structural forces that re/produce, secure and urbanise injustices
(cf. Soja 2010, Marcuse et al. 2009).
By contrast, Edward Soja’s (2010) book “Seeking Spatial Justice” pays prior attention to
the social production and urbanisation of in/justice. Though his purpose too “is not to attack
property rights and private property ownership in themselves, or to call for a revolutionary
transformation into collective ownership as the only solution to the problems involved”, he
advocates “a fresh look at the subject of public versus private space and to explore the possibilities
for developing new strategies to achieve greater socio-spatial justice” (Soja 2010: 46). In my
reading, Soja also seems to aim at the use/exchange value distinction of property, as discussed
above, but does not make it explicit (cf. Buchholz 2011a).
Introducing a triple dialectic, Soja’s conceptualisation primarily relies on the work of
Lefebvre (1991, 1996), Harvey ([1973] 2009) and Young (1990) “linking dynamically and
dialectically the social and the historical dimensions of individual and societal development,
with the spatiality of our sociohistorical being” (Soja 2010: 70). Recalling theories of social
justice, Soja points to the Greek polis, and then to the American and French revolutions, to
promote liberty, equality and solidarity. In contrast to Fainstein (2010), Soja criticises John
Rawls’ “fundamentally aspatial and ahistorical notion of justice” (Soja 2010: 76), which only
seeks to negotiate static forms of social inequality and their unfair outcomes, rather than to
address the global structural processes that produce them. With reference to Lefebvre he insists
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on the global phenomenon of uneven neoliberal urbanisation and the competitive role cities
play when accommodating the accumulation of capital. Lefebvre’s idea that the survival of
capitalism depends fundamentally on the production of (predominantly urban) space is one of
his strongest assertions.
Moving closer toward a strategic spatial consciousness and thus a spatial theory of justice,
it becomes evident and challenging that these socially produced geographies…can be
changed or transformed through human agency…Human geographies are not merely
external containers, given and immutable. Their changeability is crucial (Soja 2010: 104).

As indicated before, similar aspatial theory building is also evident in Honneth (1995, 2011),
where he implicitly relies on the course of Western modernity, frequently refers to European or
even Western European achievements (especially political equality) in modern history but does
not fully realise the spatial limits of his universal theory building (cf. Heins 2008). In line with
Soja (2010) and others, however, spatial thinking makes a crucial difference to the quality of
struggle and expectations of social mobility, which are connected to spatial mobility (i.e. freedom
of movement), and which should be more central to Honneth’s project when outlining historical
struggles for recognition and the good life. This being said, I will now turn to the quality of
struggle, democratic procedures and the local trap.

Democratic procedures and the local trap
For social progress today the empirical reference point for distributive justice is often associated
with struggles for democratisation. Hence, I briefly want to interlink democratic social theory
with Honneth’s (2011 [2014]) notion of democratic ethical life (Sittlichkeit). For a substantial
overview of democratic traditions, Purcell (2008) has written an in-depth study around
the various forms of democratic theory I do not wish to reproduce here but recommend a closer
reading of his excellent book Recapturing Democracy and point to table 2 below.
For my purposes, that emerge from an idea of justice and which I address with Honneth’s
(1995) struggle for recognition, I primarily want to address the tamed liberal view regarding
the formal interplay of free elections (democracy) and free markets (capitalism) that is evident
in liberal democracy today (cf. Purcell 2008). With Purcell I seek to stress two things that are
central to liberal thinking of governance, which conflict with democratic ideals. First, the liberal
emphasis of an atomised individual and self-interest that is central to liberal democracy and
that goes hand-in-hand with capital interests and private property rights. Second, the role of
the state, which can be associated with a facilitator of democratic practice and enable/ensure
electoral votes but which still plays a powerful role (cf. Young 2002).
In his discussion of the modern democratic state Honneth (2011 [2014]) basically takes up
these two points, which threaten his idealised reconstruction of an ideal state. With Durkheim
and Dewey, he refers to the modern state as intellectual organ (Honneth 2011: 567) and neutral
mediator (ibid: 596) negotiating conflicting interests. Regarding political reality, he is quite clear
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when he speaks of a contemporary perverseness of state power, which no longer serves as a means
to enable social freedom but is more an end in itself (ibid: 572). From a moral standpoint, he
then describes the neo-liberalisation of the state in the 1990s with regard to “para-constitutional
procedures” (ibid: 604) that are harmful to democratic progress and the realisation of a good
life, which is a democratic ethical life. In the footsteps of Habermas (1973), he therefore sees
anti-democratic developments as morally unjustified: lacking democratic legitimisation.
The conflict between capitalism and democracy is also central to Chantalle Mouffe’s (2000)
book The Democratic Paradox. Here, she argues that the economy is increasingly thought to
be part of the private sphere and therefore may not be subject to democratic (state) control.
Such a conflict is evident in daily life when public or collective user’s interests are secondary to
private owner’s rights. Reducing liberal democratic practice to a minimum of political rights and
periodic elections, however, signals an impoverished democratic procedure, which is the least
democratic concept of the ones in table 2 above (cf. Purcell 2008, Harvey 2007a, Fraser 2003,
Young 2002).
While Mouffe (2000), Young (2002) or Purcell (2008) argue for direct or radical
democratisation, Honneth (2011 [2014]), however, does not follow all the way. Honneth
has quite some trust in the historical achievements of Western modernity and the potential
of a deliberative democracy. Since his longing for reconciliation and consensus reads quite
strongly, he would probably not accept the agonistic pluralism and dissent of radical democracy.
Emphasising historical struggles for recognition, Honneth (2011: 612 ff.) simply points toward
the public sphere as the relevant arena for social struggles to take place and democracy to
flourish. He does not seem to see the greater potential of moral dissent, to oppose one another
not as enemies but opponents (Mouffe 2000), which would have the power to decentralise global
values of the good.
For the spatial dimension of democratic procedures, it is further important to note what
Mark Purcell (2006) has called the local trap. With local trap he refers to an idealisation of local
democratic decision-making that does not necessarily contain emancipatory social values. While
it should be clear that democratic decision-making involves and benefits the ones affected –in
contrast to hierarchical top-down decisions –their normative implications remain to be defined.
Addressing scale, this is to say that it can be futile to negotiate local solutions democratically
on pre-defined grounds, since EU or national regulations impact local or regional decisionmaking significantly. Recalling Honneth’s (2011: 604) notion of para-constitutional procedures
of, for example, the EU commission, indicates a powerful, anti- or post-democratic tendency to
corrupt local democratic decision-making significantly (cf. Kochenov et al. 2015).
In other words, local democratic decision-making may not necessarily lead to desirable
outcomes considering the pre-conditions and decisions at a higher scale (cf. Boudreau 2003,
Purcell 2006), which are likely to frustrate the social expectations in democratic procedures after
all. Accepting Purcell’s (2006) warning not to idealise the local scale but consider the various
normative notions of democratic procedures, for my project I still need to embed competing
normative notions of the good at the local level. If we accept Honneth’s grand moral philosophy
of an inter-subjective struggle for recognition (i.e. love, rights, solidarity) and connect Honneth
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(1995) to Lefebvre’s (1991) Production of Space for a critical social and urban theory that aims
at explanatory power in daily life, the local scale is the relevant scale, where socially esteemed
values struggle for recognition in the first place. With respect to the quality of struggle I will
therefore proceed to localise Honneth’s struggle for recognition in time and space.

3.

3. 7. Localising struggles for recognition:
Lefebvre’s (social) production of (social) space
Following Honneth’s philosophical invitation to re-address the question of distributive justice
as a universal struggle for recognition, as an urban scholar I cannot escape the relational
and relativist spatiality of particular local struggles in global history (cf. Smith 1994, 1998,
de Roo et al. 2012). This is to say, to what extent social conflicts take place or do not take
place – where, when and why? Especially when acknowledging research ambitions3 that search
for further dimensions to the recognition paradigm, I suggest adding spatial thinking to
the overall struggle.
Here, especially the work of moral geographer D.M. Smith (1994, 2000) is helpful when
attempting to connect geography to moral philosophy. Smith (1994, 1998) is clear about
the tension between philosophy’s universalism and geography’s relativism and basically holds
that both disciplines can enrich one another.
There was a debate in geography, years ago, about the uniqueness of place, which some saw
as denying the possibility of generalization. The response was that places being different
did not mean that they have nothing in common. The same is true of people, as individuals,
as members of classes, races or genders, and as members of locality-based communities
or nationalities. That they are different in respects significant to their members’ sense
of identity does not mean that this necessarily transcends or negates people’s common
humanity (Smith 1994: 293).

Stressing common human needs – while respecting differences – Smith then goes on to
conceptualise how a social order is manifest in space: where people seek their place in this world
(ibid.). With Habermas (1990) and Hegel’s notion of ethical life (Sittlichkeit) Smith e.g. explicitly
refers to inter-personal relations that rely on mutual recognition when he states: “We should
not be prepared to do to distant others what we would not do to ourselves and our own kind”
(Smith 1994: 294, emphasis added tb).
Smith is eager to stress that the greater relational picture of local struggles and universal
categories are helpful to counter inequality and social suffering at particular times and spaces.
Considering a variety of scientific routes to understand socio-spatial realities, he argues that
relativist and relational spatial explanations can benefit a universal idea of social relations
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(cf. de Roo et al. 2012). For this matter also “Walzer (1994) makes a distinction between
a ‘thin’, minimalist or universal morality, captured by such grand values as justice and truth,
and a thick, particular or local morality” (Smith 1998: 11). Such an approach should be
fruitful to strengthen Honneth’s recognition thesis that admittedly also relies on a thin or
“weak idea of the good” (Honneth 2003: 262).
As indicated above, for a relational theory of space I rely on Henri Lefebvre. When designing
a theory of space Lefebvre ([1974] 1991) aims to bridge Hegel’s idealism with Marx’s materialism
to theorise space as a dialectical, relational entity produced by historically contingent social
practice (cf. Elden 2004, Schmid 2008, Stanek 2008). Drawing upon a Hegelian reading of Marx,
Lefebvre’s work thus shares a crucial point of departure with Honneth’s project and, as I seek
to show, is capable of enriching the overall struggle for recognition with a spatial dimension.
To be sure, Honneth’s discussion of the individual relation-to-self can certainly explain
social suffering from misrecognition at times in history and is further capable of explaining
the restoration of self-confidence when mobilising for resistance movements. But it does not
necessarily explain why, where and how intensified struggle is avoided at specific moments and
places. This is primarily due to his lacking notion of differing qualities of struggle (regarding
the energy to struggle) and his general ideal of a “life free from pain” (for an explicit critique see
Brink 2011). Even further, if one accepts Honneth’s (2007) argument to disconnect struggles for
recognition from a superiormorality and an emancipatory interest, this does still not sufficiently
explain the lack of protest and resistance at particular moments and places. To fill this gap for
critical social and urban theory (i.e. lacking resistance in case of disrespect) I argue that the role
of resignation and the role of relocation are of crucial relevance.
Focusing on local mis/recognition and taking up Honneth’s (2007) implicit conceptualisation
of power, which is ideological recognition, I therefore suggest three spatial options to be
central for subjects desiring self-realisation and the good life. Especially with regard to local
misrecognition of socially esteemed values at times and spaces this implies three options:
a) resignation, which is denied recognition that is painful and results in (passive) suffering,
marginalisation (or isolation): lowering expectations of self-realisation and the good life
at a specific place; yet remaining in place b) resistance, which is restoring self-confidence by
(actively) engaging in protest activism and social movements and finally c) relocation, which
is to avoid the intensification of struggle in one place; struggling for recognition and the good
life elsewhere.
In any case, I would argue, struggles for recognition are likely to remain struggles: not
free from pain (cf. Brink 2011). My central argument, therefore, would be that it is true
that people share different normative values (due to socialisation and education), what they
consider good for them, how much they can suffer and when to resist. There is a certain point
of disrespect, however, where subjects (aiming to realise a good life at a certain place) start
to resign, resist or relocate (see figure 3 in the next section below). Each of these options has
distinct spatial implications, which would need to link an idea of social freedom (Honneth 2011
[2014]) with spatial freedom, which is the freedom of movement, and which is limited. Taking
up the Lefebvrian theory, in short, I will introduce spatial thinking to Honneth’s struggle for
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recognition and address the question of commitment to struggle as a question of commitment
to space and place, which above all highlights local struggles for local recognition and the crucial
role of resignation, resistance, relocation.

Henri Lefebvre’s (social) production of (social) space

3.

Considering Lefebvre’s (1991, 1996) philosophy and space as a social product that is imbued with
normative social values people consider good for them, a spatial dimension to the struggle for
recognition is not only helpful but necessary. Western philosophy in the Cartesian tradition has
significantly denigrated space (Merrifield 2006: 104) and regarded space as an abstract category –
not explicitly defined – that is subjected to history and the role of individual (mental) and social
developments in the course of time. As D.M. Smith (1998: 9) notes: “It is rare for a philosopher
to cite work in geography, or to indicate any awareness of our discipline’s existence, never mind
its content”. In this light, Lefebvre’s work is still exceptional, still struggling for philosophical
recognition. In his latest book Honneth (2011) cites Lefebvre’s Critique of Everyday Life only
once in a footnote. Even further, while Hegel’s original idea of struggles for recognition was
connected to the Greek polis Honneth unfortunately has lost sight of this crucial stimulus for
his theory building.
Unsatisfied with the abstract and mere descriptive usage of (container) space in idealist
philosophy Lefebvre’s ([1974] 1991) dialectical materialist approach is ground-breaking when
generating a unitary spatial theory based on Hegel, Marx and Nietzsche (cf. Elden 2004,
Merrifield 2006, Schmid 2008). Discarding container space Lefebvre notes: “To speak of
‘producing space’ sounds bizarre, so great is the sway still held by the idea that empty space is
prior to whatever ends up filling it” (Lefebvre 1991: 15).
The notion of production derives from Hegel, who Lefebvre somewhat polemically
summarises as follows: “In Hegelianism, ‘production’ has a cardinal role: first, the (absolute)
Idea produces the world; next, nature produces the human being; and the human being in turn,
by dint of struggle and labour, produces at once history, knowledge and self-consciousness”
(Lefebvre 1991: 68). In Hegel and Nietzsche, Lefebvre finds a first relevant reference point for
a primarily state-ruled concept of space.
Only Nietzsche, since Hegel, has maintained the primordiality of space and concerned
himself with the spatial problematic – with the repetitiveness, the circularity, the simultaneity
of that which seems diverse in the temporal context and which arises at different times. In
the realm of becoming, but standing against the flux of time, every defined form, whether
physical, mental or social, struggles to establish and maintain itself. Yet Nietzschean space
preserves not a single feature of the Hegelian view of space as product and residue of
historical time (Lefebvre 1991: 22).

Though emphasising Hegel as crucial reference point, Lefebvre primarily relies on Marx,
who was critical of Hegel’s idealism. For Lefebvre, the philosopher Marx cannot be understood
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without Hegel, whom Marx starts with and comes back to in his late writings (cf. Elden 2004).
Not in favour of a materialist reductionism, Lefebvre argued “a Marxist dialectician would
prefer an ‘intelligent idealism to a stupid materialism’” (cited in Elden 2004: 35). Such critical
reflection also informs my project when engaging with Honneth’s (1995, 2011) Hegelian reading
and idealism – while giving due respect to the Marxist critique of the political economy.
Lefebvre’s understanding of production is neither rigidly separated into the material
production of objects and goods nor the mental production of ideas. His dialectical understanding
of production is due to his Hegelian reading of Marx and comes close to Nietzsche’s sense of
creation (cf. Elden 2004: 44).
By taking ‘production’ in its widest sense (the production of oeuvres and of social relations),
there has been in history the production of cities as there has been the production of
knowledge, culture, works of art and civilisation, and there has been, of course, production
of material goods and practico-material objects (Lefebvre 1996: 102).

The production of space, then, is a relational concept that consists of three simultaneous
moments – perceived, conceived and lived space – which are intrinsically tied to social reality
and daily life. Given earlier philosophical notions of mental, physical, natural or social spaces
that were never defined, Lefebvre’s theory is fully centred on social space. This becomes
clear when he puts the social in brackets, since space is socially produced and reproduced,
transformed, given meaning or disrespect at any moment. It is further exemplified, when he
writes “every society …produces its own space” (cf. Lefebvre 1991: 31). Lefebvre’s point is also
made strongly by Christian Schmid (2008: 28), who states: “Space ‘in itself ’ can never serve as
an epistemological starting position. Space does not exist ‘in itself ’ it is produced”. In this sense,
space is a not a simple object but an integral element of social practice, which is spatial practice
(cf. Soja 1996, 2010).
(Social) space is not a thing among other things, nor a product among other products:
rather it subsumes things produced, and encompasses their interrelationships in their
coexistence and simultaneity –their (relative) order and/or (relative) disorder. It is
the outcome of a sequence and set of operations, and thus cannot be reduced to the rank of
a simple object (Lefebvre 1991: 73).

The (social) production of (social) space therefore includes perceived materiality, some
concept of imagination (conceived knowledge) and feelings (lived experience). The crucial
point for a theory of space here is to realise the relation of materiality to social practice.
“The materiality in itself …has no existence when viewed from a social perspective without
the thought that directs and represents them, and without the lived-experienced element,
the feelings that are invested in this materiality” (Schmid 2008: 41).
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When outlining differentiated approaches to a conceptualisation of space, Lefebvre stresses
the role of subjectivity and the simultaneous inter-relationship of three moments (perceived,
conceived, lived space) that come together to constitute space. Here, it is also important that
these three moments are likely to be in conflict with each other, since a) subjective perception
and spatial practice is not unlikely to deviate from b) plans by architects, politicians, owners etc.
developing a representation of space and c) the lived experience in daily life and appropriation of
representational spaces by inhabitants (cf. Lefebvre 1991: 33-42).

3.

The perceived-conceived-lived triad (in spatial terms: spatial practice, representations of
space, representational spaces) loses all force, if it is treated as an abstract ‘model’. If it
cannot grasp the concrete (as distinct from the ‘immediate’), then its import is severely
limited, amounting to no more than that of one ideological mediation among others
(Lefebvre 1991: 40).

Only when considering differences in social life, I argue, and moreover lived experiences
i.e. resistance to ideological representations of space as well as subversive appropriations and
artistic transformations, may we get a coherent picture of struggles for recognition in space.
With his relational concept of social space, Lefebvre can even embrace and conceptualise
our contemporary understanding of virtual space in contrast to material space. Virtual space,
in this respect, may serve as an extension of mental and certainly physical space to constitute
the social space that is relevant for the subject to find due recognition (love, rights, solidarity).
Imagination and technology (computer, mobile phones and the internet) are crucial for this
virtual extension. Here, Stuart Elden notes:
Our mental interaction with the world, our ordering, generalizing, abstracting, and so
on produces the world that we encounter, as much as the physical objects we create. This
does not simply mean that we produce reality, but that we produce how we perceive reality
(Elden 2004: 44).

New technology (i.e. the internet) and social media (e.g. facebook) today significantly
extend the social space for social recognition – bearing the power to transcend a territorial
or urban experience. With regard to a good life at particular moments and places, this implies
that technologically extended (virtual) social spaces can a) be realised as an extension of social
recognition to benefit a better life at a certain place and b) make it possible to temper miserable
urban experiences, local struggles and local misrecognition but still remain in place. While
in the first case this would indicate an even better life with even more social recognition, in
the second case this may indicate some form of resignation (a less bad life), which is compensated
by modern technology. In any case, such a development is due to the quality of struggle, the energy
of the subject (i.e. commitment to struggle, achievements and place), availability of technology
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and other resources (i.e. purchasing power) and the availability of options for relocation (i.e.
freedom of movement). The implications of social energy, modern technology and the means
of affordability are most crucial to struggles for recognition at particular moments and places –
and have the power to change contemporary and future urban experiences significantly.
To be clear, I do not wish to idealise or fetishise a territorial or urban experience but accept
technologically extended social space as social reality and lived experience. My point is that
the power of technology today indeed enables one to re/think universal struggles for recognition
without a place specific urban experience, and thus may run counter to my argument for
territorial local recognition. Technology, in this sense, serves the alienation of human encounters
and human experiences, while satisfying the need for social recognition regardless of where we
are (as long as we are connected to the World Wide Web). Nevertheless, technologically enabled
social recognition can ruin an urban experience. This is already evident through the expansion
of online consumption, which has a significant impact on commercial urban city centres, where
shops are vacant and the quality of urban life has decreased. With respect to human encounters
and lived urban experiences, I therefore tend to read contemporary technological developments
with the notion of resignation and alienation.
Having outlined Lefebvre’s production of space I wish to cross-reference the greater impact
of his philosophy for contemporary social and critical urban theory (cf. Elden 2004, Merrifield
2006, Goonewardena et al. 2008). While his original work dates from 1974 it was translated
into Spanish in the late 1970s (cf. Castells 1977, 1983) and into English only in 1991. With
Harvey (2008), Marcuse (2012), Brenner (2012), Soja (1996, 2010), Purcell (2008) and others he
has found an influential readership and scholars who have incorporated Lefebvre’s philosophy
substantially. Later, Lefebvre has similarly impacted German readers (cf. Holm and Gebhardt
2011, Belina and Michel 2007, Schmid 2005). For the French discourse, it needs to be noted that
Lefebvre had an ambivalent relationship with French philosophy and vice versa. Nevertheless,
his concept of social space can be found in Bourdieu (1991).

3. 8. Making sense of Honneth and Lefebvre:
(local) struggles for (local) recognition
Reading Honneth’s (1995) Struggle for Recognition with regard to Lefebvre’s (1991) Production
of Space, my reading does not ask for a fourth category to supplement the three-dimensional
struggle for recognition but aims for an integrated perspective so that social practice is spatial
practice. Edward Soja even goes one step further when he states, “we are spatial beings”
(Soja 2010: 71). Recognising the spatial impact of social struggles, how social struggle is always
a qualitative struggle in and over space – where, when and to what extent social struggles
are openly carried out (or not carried out) – social mis/recognition with a spatial notion is
local mis/recognition. The relational notion of the local, in this respect, does emphasise
the role of urban space and the local scale as the smallest scale of an urban experience
(e.g. home, neighbourhood, local community or city).
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Here, Honneth’s (1995: 122) category of a community of value is helpful to connect
the overall struggle for recognition to space and spatial scale. Individuals, in this sense, seek
mutual recognition (of who they are or want to be) and communities of shared values – be it
family, friends or other social constellations of solidarity – who collectively appropriate certain
spaces and where they find sufficient recognition. In case of local misrecognition, they may
suffer and resign (i.e. lower expectations of an urban experience and the good life but remain
in place), resist the ruling social order (i.e. restoring self-confidence when opposing ideological
recognition in place), or relocate after time.
Recalling Hegel’s categories of the family, society and the state I therefore tend to emphasise
the home as the locus of socio-spatial re/production (family, friends), where the preconditions
for the struggle for recognition are formed. A home may be the smallest spatial entity to
accommodate a community of shared values under one roof. These shared values, the community
considers good or just, however, are not necessarily connected to an emancipatory interest and
can be nationalist, racist, orthodox economic, religious or sexist etc. Here, it is also important to
note that not all members of the community (e.g. family) equally share certain values. Only at
a greater scale, when subjective values leave home (e.g. grown-up children leave the family), may
they become contested or fully flourish – encountering a greater community of different values
in a different neighbourhood, city, region and so on.
It is only at a greater scale, therefore, that core moral values of the community are more
likely to face misrecognition and struggle with competing values: i.e. emancipatory values
and/or powerful values of the state, church, property, race, gender, sexuality and so on. Again,
confronted with struggles for recognition at the local level, in case of disrespect of values at
places, the subjects may resist, resign or relocate. In any case, the social esteem of normative
values (and achievements) that is desired by the community of value is significantly attached to
spatial scale and local mis/recognition in the first place. Only with a spatial concept of (local)
struggles for (local) recognition can differing moral values in cities and movements between
cities be explained (i.e. spatial practice).
Local recognition of socially esteemed values, therefore, has much to do with a spatial
manifestation of local identities (e.g. socially, culturally, economically), which can then be
scaled-up to take the form of regional, national and international recognition of local standards.
With international recognition of local values (that are characteristic of specific places or cities)
I would conceptualise the creative and global city competition, where cities seek to attract inter/
national investments in order to compete with other cities for capital and (creative) labour
power (cf. Sassen 2001, Florida 2002). International recognition clearly implies recognition of
local standards that bring about a quality of life that is recognised beyond the local, regional or
national context.
For pragmatic reasons I rely on international recognition, which can be European or
inter/continental. For global recognition of shared values, however, I clearly shy away from
the universalist notion of globally recognised values – especially with regard to contrasting
religious or secular values, since this may easily be contested. Accordingly, I tend to conceptualise
global recognition as an ideal of globally shared common human values and struggles, which
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would ideally apply to human rights. In other words, applying spatial thinking to universal
struggles for recognition, global recognition would probably come closest to Honneth’s (1995)
idealist project though he does not pay attention to that fact.
With national recognition of local developments, I conceptualise the national and legal
context, which determines local social relations in cities, and which inevitably draws from local
struggles and local recognition. Here, Honneth (2011: 221) is clear when he writes that legal
rights (i.e. law) mostly follow social recognition as a parasite. In sum, I am aware of a need for
further differentiation and future research but would see my work as a first step to introduce
Honneth’s (1995) philosophy to critical urban theory. In light of the global city discussion I will
therefore refer to international and national mis/recognition of local values and local struggles
(cf. chapter 5, 6 and 7.1).
To further illustrate the power of local recognition and disrespect I would also point
to Machiavelli’s ([1879] 2007) The Prince, where the holder of power is advised to have his
residence in the capital, at the territorial centre of the power, to receive due social recognition.
This principle has not changed over time as the latest political revolutions e.g. in the course
of the Arab spring (2010–2014), Syria or the Ukraine have shown. Here, too, the powerful
leader had not left the capital until it was evident that local social misrecognition had overcome
formerly ideological recognition. In other words, without the spatial manifestation of a social
order on territorial grounds, geo-political strategies (aiming to realise competing normative
values) would not be much more than an intellectual exercise in history.
Regarding power relations and ideological recognition away from revolutionary
constellations, the question would further be: how do subversive strategies play out in daily
life? Does a squatted house disturb the capitalist production of space and property market
significantly? Subversive practices inevitably rely on local recognition or disrespect of a local
community and its values, which may depart from the legal order. Hence, I would indeed argue
that competing (local) struggles for (local) recognition confront one another in daily life and
translate into locally recognised values – rather secular or religious, rather rich or poor, mixed
or segregated etc. – with visible symbols of who lives where (i.e. a holy cross, garden gnome,
national flag, anarchist flag etc).
Locally recognised values at places can be detected on maps after political elections, in public
space and in daily life on the streets. As indicated above, politically esteemed values upheld by
its inhabitants – vis-à-vis the values preached by the church, state, city administration – are
crucial to newcomers of a city, district or neighbourhood. What they imagine their good life to
be they see in others. In this line, it should make a difference whether one opts for a middle class
neighbourhood, consisting of for example white, Christian middleclass families who mostly
value their jobs, cars, children, their weekend and their good night’s sleep, or a rather young,
single, multi-ethnic district that is more experimental, vegan, queer, politically ambitious,
night-active and so on. Although such a picture is not black and white, of course, ethical notions
of diverse normative values are central to moral geography, what kind of social composition is
desired – and where to belong.
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3. 9. Local qualities of struggle:
resignation, resistance and im/possibilities of relocation
While Honneth’s philosophy – though abstract, universalist or idealist – is appreciated to give
social theory a hand (cf. Celikates 2013, Fraser and Honneth 2003) I aim to make it fruitful
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for urban theory. This is to say, to not only rely on the inter-subjectivity of universal struggles
for recognition in history – in an abstract sense – but to focus on global history and the quality
(i.e. intensity) of social struggles at particular moments and places. Based on my reading of
Honneth (1995, 2003, 2007, 2011, 2013) and Lefebvre (1991, 1996, 2003) for a critical analysis
of contemporary urban re/developments (i.e. property-led urbanisation), I suggest to focus on
(lacking) commitment to struggle and place. With regard to commitment to values and place,
however, I wish to distance myself from religious, nationalist or racist concepts of blood and soil
but focus on a civilised discussion, where people seek a place in this world to call home. This is
to say that I do not wish to idealise local struggles for local recognition (i.e. local commitment)
to be inevitably progressive or good in an emancipatory sense. Here, I clearly accept Purcell’s
(2006) warning of the local trap when realising evident regressive tendencies of local resistance
movements, which is characteristic of so many Not In My Back Yard initiatives. A lack of
commitment to space and place, on the other hand, is characteristic of Florida’s (2002) highly
mobile creative class, which travels the world but no longer inhabits.
In short, I read commitment with regard to the Lefebvrian (1991: 12) “time–space–energy”
triad, where the energy to struggle is of crucial importance to local (social) recognition of values
at places (regarding local solidarity vs. legal rights). Energy significantly relies on the individual’s
education, socialisation, technology and other resources (i.e. purchase power and legal rights).
Regarding the increasing commodification of social relations and technological innovations
over time (i.e. trains, plains, internet etc.) that are crucial to a good life in a globalised, world
I further wish to stress the role of technology, affordability and membership (e.g. citizenship)
being crucial to the Lefebvrian triad (see figure 3 below).
Figure 3: (Local) Struggles for (local) Recognition

Own drawing, tb
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Having discussed the role of resistance and social movements earlier (see disrespect section
above), I now want to focus on the less visible notion of qualitative resignation and the crucial
role of relocation. Before investigating the role of relocation, however, I wish to stress that I do
not attach an internal hierarchy to the socio-spatial implications of unsuccessful (local) struggles
for (local) recognition. Resignation or resistance especially may apply interchangeably before
considering (possible) relocation. In any case, given the capitalist social order – producing and
reproducing social inequality – (local) struggles for (local) recognition and a good life are likely
to remain struggles; even with a new quality of struggle at other places. Before relocating (which
is to avoid the intensification of local struggle taking on the struggle elsewhere), the subjects
may therefore either a) engage in resistance and, if necessary, later resign or relocate or b) not
engage in resistance and resign or relocate in the first place. The question towards the latter
case is, whether given resignation leads to marginalisation or isolation. Hence, a qualitative
distinction is needed, whether resignation is evident in kind or degree.
Resignation in kind would basically imply endless struggle, physical and mental exhaustion,
which relates to the frustration of fundamental values at places (subjects consider good for
them). Hence, a lack of alternatives results in endless suffering, burnout, exhaustion or
suicidal tendencies (cf. Neckel and Wagner 2014). For qualitative resignation it is decisive if
this is an individual or collective struggle. Here, I think of situations where a critical mass of
others likewise faces misrecognition (i.e. exclusion, marginalisation) but nevertheless limits its
activism with regard to ideological recognition.
At this point, Eberhard Rothfuß’ (2012) book is helpful, since he also connects to Honneth
and Lefebvre. Rothfuß analyses deeply institutionalised patterns of social inequality in Brazil
highlighting various facets of subversive practices in daily life: i.e. delays in time, humour,
defamation, minor theft, sabotage and many others (cf. Rothfuß 2012: 226-227). Recalling
Scott’s (1985) Weapons of the Weak Rothfuß emphasises collective patterns of disrespect that
must not lead to greater resistance mobilisations for social change but result in subversive
practices, which signal an “attitude of pragmatic resignation” (Scott 1985: 325). In this context,
Scott also speaks of a remaining minimum of “ideological support” (ibid.) for the ruling social
order. “The conformity of subordinate classes rests primarily on their knowledge that any other
course is impractical, dangerous, or both” (Scott 1985: 320).
Scott’s (1985) account resonates with Honneth’s (2007) argument on ideological recognition,
where he also stresses pragmatic notions for making sense of social reality and ethical life (beyond
a legal order). Nevertheless, where Scott identifies subversive forms of resistance in resignation,
for Honneth (2011) resignation is somewhat pathological, a phenomenon he considers difficult
to grasp as an analytical category – discussing it as a qualitative issue of social suffering – which
is best described in novels and films. For moral philosophy, Honneth (2011: 517) therefore
associates unfulfilled promises of the system (Geltungsüberhang) with social pathologies;
occasionally referring to John Dewey’s notion of a certain apathy towards institutional
politics (knowing it will not bring out social change). Addressing moral double standards
and subversive practices in social reality, however, I see a great need for qualifying subversive
strategies, the role of humour, imagination and the role of subconscious behaviour (the use
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of alcohol, anti-depressants and other drugs) that run counter to conscious social struggles
when creating a subversive sphere of social interaction and adding subconscious or unconscious
notions to social life. Drugs, in this sense, can be conceptualised with qualitative resignation,
which is to refuse to take on (local) struggles for (local) recognition consciously: temporarily
relocating one’s consciousness but remaining in place. Beyond collective patterns of resignation
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(leading to subversion), Scott’s (1985: 325) notion of pragmatic resignation may also apply to an
individual experience at places. Even in the case of individual isolation, however, the question
remains: to what extent the social space is extended beyond material space (via social networks
and technology in virtual social space). To what extent can technologically assisted social
recognition restore sufficient self-confidence and compensate for a miserable urban experience?
Similarly, the question applies to what extent an urban experience is transcended with regard to
time, space, energy, imagination and/or the use of drugs. In other words, the territorial relevance
of local disrespect is crucial to urban experiences in daily life, to what extent the individual
may suffer (i.e. losing energy) and/or substitute the lack of local recognition with technology
(social media) or imagination (with the help of books, music, drugs, god). Here, I tend to read
such local struggles with an urban experience with pragmatic resignation – in degree – and
connect it to the impossibility of relocation (to struggle for the good life elsewhere).

Im/possibilities of Relocation
Moving on – beyond resistance, subversion and resignation – the possibility of relocation is
somewhat of a privilege; enabling the avoidance of intensifying (local) struggles for (local)
recognition – seeking the good life elsewhere. The ability to relocate, however, strongly relies on
the capability to do so: i.e. commitment, energy, accessibility and affordability of other places.
For accessibility, I rely on Walzer’s (1983) notion of membership, which centrally involves
citizenship (to be accepted or have the right to go there), and which involves political borders
that restrict the freedom of movement (cf. Smith 1994: 50). Possibilities of relocation, therefore,
are conditioned by the intensity of local struggle (in case of civil war or powerful oppression),
the commitment to local struggle (i.e. energy) and alternative locations (i.e. accessible or
affordable choices) as a necessity to stay alive.
The realisation of a good life (or social mobility) to increase the subject’s social and economic
status at particular moments and places is implicit here. Without the very notion of voluntary
vs. forced relocation – and the spatial condition of un/freedom of movement – we cannot
understand historical struggles for recognition at places and a) the dynamics and movements
in cities (i.e. property-led housing careers and displacement), b) the competition between cities
and c) the global history of political, economic, social migration (i.e. refugees). Emphasising
the role of space and relocation of (local) struggles for (local) recognition, this is to recall David
Harvey’s (1982, 2001) analysis of a spatial fix (i.e. temporal extension and spatial expansion) and
a capitalist system that produces and reproduces crisis, and which does not solve the problem
but shifts it geographically. In this line, global capital enjoys the freedom of movement, while
the state and members of the state are territorially trapped (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden 2010). I will
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discuss the crucial role of relocation in cities (i.e. property-led displacement) and international
migration movements (the struggle of refugees) at length in part one of chapter 7.
Recognising the im/possibility of relocation, in short, is crucial for a critical theory that
aims at explanatory power in theory and practice. Interestingly, Adorno has once noted that
recognition is momentary, context dependent and cannot be universally stabilised (cf. Brink
2007: 80). Though Horkheimer and Adorno, too, have not paid explicit attention to the role
of space, a particular spatial dimension to their biography –i.e. a political, philosophical and
Jewish struggle for recognition –is evident, since Horkheimer and Adorno both escaped from
intensified struggle in Nazi Germany. Opting for an exile destination in the US (1933 –1949),
especially the relevance of a critical stage in time and space is evident, when Horkheimer
and Adorno relocated to the US and returned to the site of struggle in post-war Germany
(cf. Wiggershaus 1994). With regard to commitment to local struggle, for Horkheimer and
Adorno, the return to Frankfurt 1949, the space of struggle, is especially remarkable.
Summing up, local struggles with relocation certainly rely on a mix of subjective expectations
shaped by socialisation and education, which are further conditioned by the state, church
and property market. Having argued that local recognition towards central institutions of
the capitalist social order –especially the achievement principle, the justice of earned deserts,
the commodified form of social goods and therefore private property –provides the moral
infrastructure of in/justice in cities, I now seek to provide an empirical account of competing
housing distribution systems that aim to accommodate (local) struggles for (local) recognition.
Hence, I will explore the local limits of property-led urbanisation in global cities (i.e. Amsterdam
and Hamburg) and pay closer attention to desired, not yet legal rights to the city (i.e. the one
Lefebvre had in mind). Utilising the theoretical approach developed so far I primarily seek to
explain if, and if so, how, property-led urbanisation is implemented without greater conflict
(i.e. resistance), what is cynical about such an approach and how resignation can be qualified.
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have introduced Axel Honneth’s (1995) contribution for a critical theory of
justice (i.e. critical theory of recognition). Exploring the moral grammar of social conflict, I
have outlined primarily two contrasting philosophical strands: more individual, competitive,
liberal vis-à-vis more collective, egalitarian, Marxist. Both of which crucially inform
the concepts of a creative city or the just city. With such a philosophical framework I have
discussed the Lefebvrian production of space and the Right to the City. With Lefebvre, Smith
and Heins I have touched upon the role of space, place and property, which are lacking in
Honneth’s aspatial theory building. Localising struggles for recognition, my project therefore
seeks to connect Honneth’s philosophy to social and urban theory, which is to identify
differing qualities of (local) struggles for (local) recognition, which is to say, where struggles for
recognition (i.e. love, rights, solidarity) take place. For a good life at places, it centrally involves
the question, which normative values people recognise to be just or good – and in case of
misrecognition – when to resist, resign or relocate.

3.
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4.

HOUSING CAREERS
AND HOUSING RIGHTS IN EUROPE

Following my discussion of primarily two contrasting philosophical strands for justice, more
individualist and competitive (relying on the achievement principle) or more collectivist
and egalitarian (relying on the equality principle), for housing distribution these competing
philosophies significantly condition two normative concepts of housing provision: a) housing as
a commodity, achievement, career and b) housing as a common social good and social right. In
order to bridge my theoretical ambitions and to contextualise my empirical work, in this chapter
I will provide an overview of property-led developments in Europe.
Emphasising increasing inter/national recognition of a private property-led agenda – that is
central to housing distribution in capitalist cities – the chapter shows a dominant trend to increase
the rate of private home-ownership (i.e. privatisation) in Europe. This comes at the expense of
a declining rental sector and tenants’ rights (i.e. deregulation). In the competitive logic, social
rented housing is re-conceptualised as the last resort (i.e. residualisation) for people who are
unable or have been unsuccessful in making a career in the housing market. Low-income people
today thus need to rely on solidarity networks (i.e. friends and family), temporary solutions and
contracts that involve few or no housing rights.
Comparative housing research has divided analytical approaches to housing provision into
two schools that stress similarities or differences (cf. Malpass 2008). While the convergence
school is associated with scholars like Harloe (1995) the divergence school can be associated
with Kemeny (2001, 2006). For my work, particular differences are taken into account but
search for convergence and a theoretical argument that seeks to explain the limits of property-

led urbanisation, the silent erosion of tenants’ rights and the quality of struggles for affordable
housing in Western European cities. Aiming to pave the way for similarities and differences at
the local level (i.e. Amsterdam and Hamburg), I will especially highlight Dutch and German
national housing regulations. Above all, I will make use of an IMF working paper and two
categories that describe Dutch property developments to proceed on the fast lane, while
Germany is a slow mover (cf. Hilbers et al. 2008).
With regard to local mis/recognition of housing standards – that involve resignation,
resistance, relocation – I argue that resignation can be detected in the tenants’ sector. Here,
especially the Dutch development of Anti-Squat property guardianship is interesting to look
at. Anti-Squat is the market’s answer to the threat and reality of squatting that bears powerful
implications for the erosion of tenants’ rights in the course of property-led urbanisation.
Relocation thus connects social mobility to spatial mobility, which may take the form of
a voluntary move (in the course of a property-led housing career) or forced property-led
displacement. For resistance movements – claiming the right to housing and the city – I will
provide an overview of housing rights and squatting activism in Europe.

4. 1. Promotion of private home-ownership
Central to contemporary housing provision is the concept of a housing career, where housing is
conceptualised as an achievement and investment, closely tied to private home-ownership, and
where inhabitants are re-conceptualised as housing consumers. In line with a career in the labour
market, a housing career connects improvements in housing standards to achievement and
income in the life cycle of a household (cf. Rossi 1955). Hence, residential mobility is connected
to the achievement principle and ideally directed upwards (cf. Helderman et al. 2004). From a life
cycle perspective, a household’s move is due to the dissatisfaction with the present situation,
while factors for the likelihood of a move would include age, income, household composition,
family expansion, a larger home or a safer neighbourhood (ibid.). The liberal life cycle approach
has difficulties, however, in explaining increasing individualisation of households with regard to
patchwork families and economic realities. Economic constraints (i.e. affordability) significantly
impact the life cycle of a household, where a housing career may develop upwards, sideways
or downwards. Life cycle events are thus closely related to social class, financial resources,
institutional constraints and prevailing market conditions (cf. Kendig 1984).
A housing career further suggests starting young and/ or implies limited resources
(i.e. purchase power, waiting time, local solidarity) to struggle (or achieve) housing rights in
the course of the life cycle that is responsive to hard work. Relocation, in this sense, is central
to the struggle of settling down and due to affordability. According to this logic, I would argue,
precarious arrangements such as temporary accommodation (i.e. interim-use or Anti-Squat
property guardianship) may count as the first step to be able to enter a contested housing market
on a low budget. In this context, however, private ownership provides the only answer to end
the struggle with a property-led housing market.
Due to the fordist crisis of the 1970s and the subsequent emergence of neoliberalisation
in the US and UK (cf. Harvey 2007a, Brenner and Theodore 2002) the British introduction of
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the right to buy basically marks the neoliberal policy shift in 1980 (cf. Whitehead and Scanlon
2007). With the exception of historically established, large-scale owner-occupied markets in
Southern Europe (e.g. Spain, Greece, Italy) the policy shift is evident throughout Europe. In
the Netherlands and Germany it was likewise implemented around 1989 (cf. VROM 1989,
Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2007). A working paper by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
comments on the prospects of the privatisation as follows:

4.

While rental markets in Europe are being liberalized, the pace of liberalization in
many countries is slow and, overall, these markets remain highly regulated. A number
of countries have introduced greater flexibility in rent increases and the duration and
terms of contracts. Ireland led the pack by removing almost all restrictions on rent
contracts by the late 1980s. Germany, on the other side, has introduced few reforms in

An alternative way to test the boom hypothesis is to assess whether the link between
the rental market, although it started allowing greater flexibility in rent increases in 2001

monetary variables and house prices has been stronger in countries that have
(Hilbers et al. 2008: 24).
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In order to test whether the dynamic interaction between house prices and monetary
variables is different in countries which have experienced relatively strong real house

price increases we re-estimate the dummy variable augmented panel VAR in (3) but

now specified in order to separate the countries with particularly high real house price
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Table 2. Real House Price Index (1985=100)
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Over the past decade, average property prices have increased sharply in almost all European
countries, except for Germany where the reunification extended the market supply and slowed
down the market activity. Here, cities are partly shrinking (cf. Oswalt 2005). Not unexpectedly,
the IMF study shows countries that have experienced the greatest increase in property prices (i.e.
Ireland, Spain, NL) are those that show the sharpest swings in real property prices (Hilbers et al.
2008). For the Netherlands – as a member of the fast lane – this implies that between 2008–2013
property prices dropped by 20% (CBS 2014: 40). While the credit crunch of 2008 marks a turning
point and is considered to be the largest economic crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s
(cf. Krugman 2010, Aalbers 2011) most European countries have experienced a major crash
before, when real house prices dropped 50% (RICS 2009: 10). European housing markets thus
are prone to volatility. For the EU council (2010: 8) this reads as follows:
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Shortage of adequate housing is a long-standing problem in most European countries. Over
the last decade, worsening affordability, homelessness, social and housing polarisation and
new forms of housing deprivation have been an increasing concern for public policy. With
the crisis and rise in unemployment, some countries report more defaults on housing loans
and repossessions. Low incomes and high costs are also responsible for increased evictions.

4.
1. WONINGVOORRAAD

In other words, the project of greater social recognition for a property-led housing career
is contested.Ontwikkeling
Nevertheless, itwoningvoorraad
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welfare and social rented housing in the 1980sas follows: “[A]nywhere we look at the dynamics
of the housing market, we see the share of owner-occupation on the rise. Everywhere,
the (social) rented sector is on the defensive”. Shifting housing provision from the supply
side towards the demand side thus indicates a shift in favour of property subsidies, income
Figure 6: Development of Dutch owner-occupiers (in %) 1985–2009
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tax credits etc. (ibid: 196), which contributes market mechanisms, capital accumulation and
real estate speculation. The supportive liberal argument being that such recognition serves to
reduce market distortion (ibid.) and therefore increases market justice. In short, if privatisation
continues Kemeny (2006: 13) concludes: “the choice for most households in such a rental system
is between profit-driven rental dwellings with high rents and weakened rights to retain their
contract on the one hand, and home ownership on the other”.

4. 2. Residualisation of social rented housing

Figure 7: Increase of housing costs from household consumption in 27 EU states
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This analysis leads to three conclusions:
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Consumption for housing related purposes in Europe

In his seminal book “The People’s Home?” Michael Harloe (1995) stresses the question mark
and reminds the reader that housing – like food production – is a very central good to capitalism
(see the increasing share of housing costs in Europe in figure 7 below). Harloe emphasises the fact
that housing is an asset against which money can be borrowed and that the mass provision of
de-commodified housing is an exceptional phenomenon of abnormal times. This is to indicate
a situation of great lack – after the world wars – and the unwillingness or inability of private
developers
toResearch
provide housing.
In normal
times,
de-commodified
housing is the exception and
RICS
– The Housing
Sector in
Europe
– Household Consumption
long-term
and
during
the
crisis
the re-commodification is what is aimed for (ibid: 7).
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Mass provision of social housing is especially true for the Netherlands and Germany after
1945 and did not aim at the poor but at the overall population. Both states, however, have also
institutionalised the workers’ co-operative model, where Dutch or German house seekers have
self-organised and set up non-profit co-operatives, associations or collectives (cf. chapter 7.9).
In a comprehensive comparative study, Whitehead and Scanlon (2007, 2008) have compiled ten
case studies on “Social Housing in Europe” which underline the national context dependency
of what social housing is. Here, the authors make clear that due to national characteristics it
is impossible to provide one common definition of social housing or even compile strictly
comparable data. They, therefore, offer a pragmatic definition:
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Social housing serves different client groups in different countries – in some it is
a tenure of the very poor, while in others it houses low-waged working families or even
the middle classes while the very poor are accommodated elsewhere. In a few there is
a wide range of income groups. Even so, it is true to say that the social sector generally
houses a disproportionate number of single-parent families, the elderly, and the poor
(Whitehead and Scanlon 2007: 6).

Lacking a common definition of social housing in Europe EU, welfare regulations for
instance define social housing provision as a service of general economic interest (SGEI)1
dedicated to the accommodation of the marginalised and the poor. The EU council (2010: 9)
states: “Social and public housing are a key element in housing policies, and often the main
solution for homelessness. However, excess demand is widespread. In several cases, this is
due to a policy shift towards private housing”. In short, most definitions aim at affordability
while social housing definitions vary between a) the carriers i.e. non-profit organisations
and local authorities e.g. in the Netherlands and Sweden, b) constructers of dwellings e.g.
in Austria and France, c) prices i.e. whether or not rents are below market rates for example
in Ireland and England or d) the relevant subsidy system e.g. in France and Germany
(cf. Whitehead and Scanlon 2007).
The Dutch system therefore relies on non-profit housing associations, which supply social
housing according to income and waiting time. Rent control is extended to the private market
and managed through a points system that regulates rents according to size and standard of
the dwelling. The market value by location has not played a dominant role so far, but this is
changing. Rent (or point) increases are defined by parliament. Financially burdened tenants may
seek to reduce over-priced rents by calling the national rent control commission (huurcommissie)
and/or by receiving housing allowances (huurtoeslag) on a low income (cf. Interviews van
Perlo 2010, van der Veer 2012). Due to neoliberalisation the system is under pressure from
deregulation and rent increases since 1989 (cf. chapter 5). In October 2014 the Dutch union of

1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2004/com2004_0374en01.pdf, 10.02.12
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tenants (Woonbond2) criticised the 9% rent increase of the last two years for being the largest
rent increase in 20 years.
The German system is market-based and relies on a “lock-in period” (Droste and KnorrSiedow 2007), where market-rents are subsidised by the public sector for a certain period of
time. Social housing was not residual (i.e. designed for the poor) but served as a model for
market housing (ibid: 92). Regardless of public or private construction, tenants can request
a housing permit (Wohnberechtigungsschein) to qualify for state-subsidised social housing or
receive housing allowances (Wohngeld) depending on income. The lock-in period amounted up
to40 years in the 1980s, while ranging between 15-30 years today. After its expiry, owners are
free to rent out or sell at market prices. Due to international developments and the increasing
global city competition, the system has been under pressure since 1989. According to recent
research, Germany holds approximately 1.5 million social housing units in 2012, while
ca. 100.000 units expire per year. In sum, Germany lacks four million social housing units
(cf. Pestel Institute 2012). Only a few cities, mainly those with highest house prices
(i.e. Munich and Hamburg), have maintained or renewed social housing production
(cf. ibid: 101 and chapter 6). Table 8 below dates from 2007 but, due to a lack of recent research,
still provides an overview of the social housing sector in Europe.
Table 8: Housing tenure and size of social sector in Europe

Netherlands
Austria
Denmark
Sweden
England
France
Ireland
Germany
Hungary

Owner occupation %

Private rental in %

Social rental in %

Number of social units

54
55
52
59
70
56
80
46
92

11
20
17
21
11
20
11
49
4

35
25
21
20
18
17
8
6
4

2.400.000
800.000
530.000
780.000
3.983.000
4.230.000
124.000
1.800.000
167.000

Whitehead and Scanlon 2007: 9

In any case, it is important to note that “social democracy failed to develop …a radically decommodified model of social rented housing …providing housing as a right of social citizenship
for all” (Harloe 1995: 527). Even when in power, social democrats have not advocated universal
but particular social rented housing provision (which is evident in Germany and the Netherlands).
They have done so to overcome a shortage in time and enable the market distribution thereafter.
From a real estate perspective on the other hand, rent control and social housing may count

2

92

http://woonbond.nl/nieuws/3595, 10.10.2014
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as an indicator of a “softer type capitalism” that distorts the housing market (RICS 2009: 16).
Summing up, I therefore wish to recall David Harvey’s (2009: 176, 184) definition of rent:
Rent is a simple payment to the owners of private property, but it can arise out of
a multiplicity of conditions …Rent functions as a rationing device which sorts land uses
into locations usually, it is presumed, via competitive bidding. All actors in the housing
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drama are affected by it at some stage; it provides a common standard in terms of which
all actors must measure their aspirations if they are to achieve their disparate objectives.

In other words, social housing rents vis-à-vis market housing rents mirror differing interests
in the use (or exploitation) of private property. Considering the dualistic dimension of private
property (cf. chapter 3.5) owner occupancy is tied to the user’s privilege (i.e. use-value) but
at the same time serves as an instrument to join the game of market distribution, capital
accumulation and real estate speculation (i.e. exchange-value). The distinction of use and
exchange value, therefore, is crucial for home-owners who a) ‘occupy their home’ and owners
who b) own more than one home. I will come back to this distinction in part two of my analysis
(cf. chapter 7) and overall conclusions (cf. chapter 8).

4. 3. Circumventing tenants’ rights: Anti-Squat property guardianship
Contextualising struggles with property-led housing distribution, which are struggles with
affordability and relocation, I will now introduce the Dutch invention of Anti-Squat property
guardianship. Despite its 35 years of existence (1980–2015) the history of Anti-Squat is still
unwritten and will concern me throughout this work. Starting as a response to prevent squatting
(see next section below) Anti-Squat is a rental phenomenon that refuses to be recognised as
rent. Contemporary Anti-Squat functions as an alternative to squatting, and has far-reaching
implications for low-cost housing provision and legal rental agreements in general. In this section,
I seek to briefly describe the broader phenomenon and European implications; exploring local
specifics, experiences and struggles with Anti-Squat arrangements in my case studies, especially
in its cradle Amsterdam (cf. chapter5.5). Beyond that, I provide a comprehensive historical
analysis regarding market, state and social mis/recognition of Anti-Squat (cf. chapter 7.7).
Above all, Anti-Squat property guardianship must be seen as a response to squatting,
though the agencies prefer the term vacancy manager (Leegstandbeheerder) today. Anti-Squat
works by paying predominant attention to owners’ interests, while interim-use and low-budget
accommodation is somewhat of a side effect. In the Netherlands this phenomenon3 was originally

3

Anti-Squat is an increasing phenomenon especially after the squatting ban of 2010
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called Anti-Kraak by live-in guardians (Kraakwachten); similarly in Germany (Hauswächter)4
and in the UK. Anti-Squatters are property guardians, caretakers and cleaners but not tenants.
They are offered temporary “user’s allowances” (in Dutch bruikleen) but not rental contracts or
any legal rights to stay put. The user’s allowance can be cancelled by the owner at any time and
requires the user to relocate in four weeks.
Anti-Squat has its origin in Amsterdam in 1980, where Eyk Backer was a real estate broker
who sought to protect vacant properties from squatters and accommodate students at the same
time (cf. Interview Schrader 2012). Today, Backer is the CEO of the Amsterdam based agency,
Zwerfkei, one of approximately 70 Anti-Squat agencies (cf. van Eijck & Naafs 2014) that manage
more than 50.000 Anti-Squatters in the Netherlands (cf. Buchholz 2011). Due to the economic
success but lacking the co-operation of the agencies, who keep their data confidential for
business purposes, I would estimate the number of Dutch live-in guardians to have at least
doubled today. While property guardianship was more of a job in the early days of the 1980s
– or included free accommodation in return – the business model has changed in the 1990s,
when Ad-hoc started to collect rent-like payments, although not calling it rent. In this line–as I
will discuss at length in part two of chapter 7 – Anti-Squat property guardianship opens a door
to the greater project of deregulating tenants’ rights: aiming at recognition of new housing
standards when creating a new market.
Although private property protection is a central task of the national state, the phenomenon
of private security is not entirely new. While House-Sitting, as it is called in Canada or
the US5, is more of a not-for-profit enterprise (including elements of barter economy) the Dutch
solution, however, represents a commercial model of interim-use that capitalises the need
for affordable housing in contested housing markets. Consequently, Camelot’s Bob de Vilder
(cf. Interview 2012) stresses the freedom of contract and that users are free to sign the contract
(i.e. freedom of choice), which is rather cynical. Making use of users for property protection –
using them as “business cards of the agency” (Interview van Gestel 2010), while the building
is still available for rent on the market – Anti-Squat takes advantage of a contested market
situation that has not so much to do with freedom but limited choice and limited budget.
In contrast to the US model of House-Sitting, which sometimes only involves a registration
fee (as low as 10–20 US dollars for users per year), Dutch property guardians pay a users’
allowance, which amounts up to 235,- EUR per month (cf. Interview Schrader 2012). The users’
allowance is a distinctive legal feature of property guardianship which reflects a property-led
housing strategy and more demand than supply of affordable housing. The users’ allowance is
highly problematic, since it touches on blind spots of the Dutch legal framework and violates
basic personal rights, such as the sanctity of home and privacy rights. While the Dutch tenant’s
association (Woonbond) is highly alert and critical, the 2010 formed Dutch Union of Precarious

In Germany (Leipzig) a similar approach exists, called “Wächterhäuser”, which is not so much about security
aspects but maintenance and aims for monument preservation
4

5
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Dwellers (Bond Precaire Woonvormen, BPW) aims to abandon Anti-Squat property guardianship
altogether. Addressing duties instead of rights (e.g. strict restrictions of use and the violations
of privacy rights) the issue of use is widely contested. While managing vacancies, the agencies
seek to occupy a building with a minimum amount of guardians, who are not permitted to have
parties, partners, children, pets, to paint the walls, no candles or smoking etc.
So far, Anti-Squat is not a mass phenomenon, however, and the agencies are quite careful
with their profiling of potential property guardians: checking not only their personal and
financial backgrounds but also criminal records. In a nutshell, average property guardians are
young, single, student or artist – at the beginning of a career – who are flexible enough to
deal with precarious working or living conditions and relocation within four weeks. Regarding
the different forms of property-led urbanisation (i.e. home-ownership, market rents or social
rented housing), I suggest to attach Anti-Squat property guardianship to the bottom segment of
a housing career; where it is still unfolding and has yet to find full legal recognition and greater
social recognition (cf. chapter 7.7).
For Europe, primarily two Dutch companies, Ad-hoc and Camelot, claim to be the market
leader of property guardianship. Camelot (established in 1993) was the first agency to expand
its services6 employing more than 200 people and holding 18 offices in Belgium (since 2001),
UK (2002), Ireland (2006), France (2007) and Germany (2010). In France, Camelot has even
managed to lobby for a national law, which is designed for property guardianship of vacant
buildings. Ad-hoc (established in 1990) manages ca. 4.500 properties in Europe and employs ca.
150 people in 17 offices7 in the Netherlands, in the UK (since 2006) in Germany (since 2011).
In Germany, however, property guardianship – or temporary use as such – is not very
well developed: legally, economically and culturally. The primacy of regular rental contracts,
which cannot be cancelled by the owner and contain adequate tenants’ rights are (still) in place.
Although Camelot has opened offices in Düsseldorf, Berlin and Hamburg, so far the business
approach is still underdeveloped. Besides marginal experiences in Hamburg the Berlin
municipal property fund (Liegenschaftsfond), however, has started to work with Camelot more
comprehensively. Furthermore, in Leipzig we can see a guardianship model that works quite
differently. In some sense, therefore, German property guardianship remains an issue to local
recognition of rental (or users’) standards by local state authorities and particularly property
owners. Although in a Camelot seminar in Essen/Ruhr a German lawyer insisted that a users’
allowance would also work for the German legal context, the regulations of both the German
tenants’ laws and building codes are not easily compatible with property guardianship. In short,
first German experiences underline the significance of a legal perspective regarding rental
agreements but allow for local exceptions (cf. chapter 7.8).

6

http://uk.cameloteurope.com/28/1/company-history/company-history-since-1993.html, 01.07.13
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http://adhoc.eu/great-britain/about-ad-hoc/, 01.07.13
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4. 4. State of the art of Squatting in Europe
Next to state or market-led housing provision, however, in this work my focus shall not be
restricted to institutional forms of social rented housing provision but will also include more
radical claims. While the rise of private home-ownership comes at the expense of a declining
social rented sector it also touches upon substantial housing needs and rights in light of
unfulfilled expectations of self-realisation in a housing career and homelessness. As a radical
counterpart to property-led urbanisation (resistance), in this section I seek to provide a brief
overview of European urban movements claiming the right to housing and the right to the city.
With its strong emphasis on central locations, differences in society and appropriations of
space – beyond private property rights – squatting can be seen as a crucial approach to contest
private property rights. For squatting, primarily two ideological arguments contrast with
each other: a) the right to and protection of private property and b) the right to housing and
the city. While the liberal property discourse would hold that there is no such thing as a right to
housing but a career in housing, which responds to hard work and leads to the justice of earned
deserts (i.e. private property), the egalitarian argument implies a universal right to basic human
resources (i.e. the commons) and housing for all (cf. UN Habitat 2008, Dellenbaugh et al. 2015).
Legal rights to housing can be found in international agreements such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights and the revised European Social Charter (cf. FEANTSA 2008). It can further be found in
most national legislations of European member states, in which the constitution or laws refer to
the right to housing. While such universal references remain somewhat vague in practice, only
in France can the right to housing be legally enforced in court since 2007. In sharp contrast,
Luxembourg and Hungary, on the other hand, have no legal definitions of a right to (decent)
housing (ibid: 12). In 2013 the right-wing Hungarian government even outlawed sleeping in
public and enshrined the criminalisation of homelessness in the national constitution8. In such
a polarised context, I see differing legal recognition of housing rights in Europe, where private
property rights play a key role.
Similar to the right to housing, the Right to the City also takes different forms and
interpretations. Not designed as a legal right but more as a cry and demand, it was formulated as
a radical counterpart to the logic of private property rights (cf. Lefebvre 1996 and chapter 3.5).
Nevertheless, it has been picked up and reinterpreted by NGOs as a guideline for democratising
urban developments (cf. UN Habitat 2008). After its publication in 1968, the Lefebvrian idea
has been quickly translated into Spanish and, for example, served as a major argument for
peasants in South-America when re/claiming land. After translation into English in the 1990s
(cf. Lefebvre 1991, 1996) the idea has stimulated a North American Right to the City alliance
(cf. Soja 2010) and later also inspired European urban movements, especially in Istanbul and
Hamburg since 2009 (cf. chapter 6.4).
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In general, squatting can be defined as using land or a dwelling without the consent of
the property owner (cf. Mayer 2013, Martinez-Lopez 2012, Davis 2007). For squatting in Europe,
Hans Pruijt (2013) differentiates five forms of urban squatting: deprivation-based squatting,
squatting as an alternative housing strategy, entrepreneurial squatting, conservational squatting
and political squatting. These categories pay due attention to the characteristics of activism,
mobilisation patterns, local and national state regulations and social recognition. While these
categories are helpful to describe the various motivations of squatters, I primarily see a socioeconomic motivation and a spatial dimension to the struggle. In this sense, all of Pruijt’s (2013)
categories have normative political implications for the socio-economic struggle and its sociocultural outcomes.
By legal definitions, squatting in Europe is mostly considered to be the illegal violation
of property rights. Social recognition may depart from legal recognition of private property
protection and the other way around. In some European countries squatting has only
recently lost its legal recognition as the squatting bans in Spain 1995 (cf. Martinez-Lopez
2012), The Netherlands 2010 (cf. Buchholz 2009) and UK 2012 (cf. Manjikian 2013)
indicate. Before 2010, Dutch legal recognition has followed popular social recognition
and the movements’ claims of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s to tie property rights to vacancy
and use. Here, Pruijt (2003) recalls a sentence by the Dutch Supreme Court in 1971, which
later formed the basis for squatting and vacancy legislation in 1981 (cf. Draaisma and van
Hoogstraten 1983). This implies that squatters’ housing needs and rights surpass private
property rights, if the owner does not use the property and the property was vacant for more
than one year. Due to such pragmatism it was possible to handle squatting in a civil manner
and by civil code instead of criminal code. However, legal recognition of civil squatting has
departed from (local) social recognition for ideological reasons, as the Dutch case also shows
(cf. Buchholz 2009, 2011, 2015). Here, Amsterdam’s vice mayor for housing, Maarten van
Poelgeest (Interview 2010) is clear about shifting ideological recognition when explaining
the squatting ban in 2010:

4.

Before, the right wing blamed the left wing to always have their blinders on but this
time it is the right wing following some ideological point without thinking about reality.
They are against [squatting]. It’s a principle for them. Now they had the chance to ban it.
So they did it.

Historically, we may speak of several urban movements and more comprehensive squatter
waves in post-war Europe (cf. Birke and Holmsted-Larsen 2007, Holm and Kuhn 2011,
Sqek 2013). Though the Netherlands, Germany, Italy and Spain in the late 1960s–1990s show
clear examples of urban movements’ attempts to openly politicise urban struggles around
affordable housing, since the mid 1980s these movements have lost popular support (cf. Katz and
Mayer 1985, Mamadouh 1992, Mudu 2004, Sqek 2013). This was partly due to the legalisation of
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squats, a changing welfare regime (i.e. social housing provision) and the new character of social
movements (cf. Mayer 2000, 2006, Kuhn 2014).
Besides the more recent Occupy movements in 2011-12, I agree with new social movement
scholars, who analyse contemporary social movements to be fragmented, when focussing
on particular issues and their local environment (cf. Mayer 2000, Roth 2000). Further,
I also agree with Purcell (2008) that we rather see a capitalist class movement that is quite
successful at implementing private property rights. This argument is also in line with Neil
Smith’s (1996) broader analysis of revanchist urbanism after the social-democratic era
(cf. Aalbers 2010, Uitermark and Duyvendak 2008). In response to the UK squatting ban in
2012 (cf. Manjikian 2013), Dutch sociologist Hans Pruijt has argued that social-democratic
politics today are reframed and “blamed on soft, leftwing politics from the 1960s and 70s …So
it’s a revenge against what happened in the past”.9
Though squatting in the Netherlands still serves housing needs, greater social recognition
of squatting seems to shift towards collective spaces and social centres. Particular struggles
for collective spaces can be identified throughout the more recent history of European social
centres (cf. Mudu 2004). Prominent European examples of squatted centres range from
Copenhagen’s Ungdomshuset (cf. Birke and Holmsted-Larsen 2007), New Yorck in Berlin
(cf. Holm and Kuhn 2010), Can Vies10 in Barcelona, Rote Flora in Hamburg (cf. Holm and
Gebhardt 2011) or Schijnheilig11 in Amsterdam (see next chapters). Even if evicted at one
place, local social recognition was mobilised to reclaim spaces in the city. Though no squatters’
initiative can seriously escape the socio-economic/sub-cultural discourse and co-optation by
a property discourse (cf. Uitermark 2004b) these centres contest the primacy of ideological
property rights in cities.
For conflicts to be noticed, injustices to be recognised and solidarity movements to emerge,
however, it is necessary to be aware of the struggle with property-led urbanisation in the first
place. This is not always the case, as individuals may perceive their miserable situation as
individual failure, just as (neo)liberal thought suggests. In such cases, people may resign or
opt for subversive practices (i.e. stealth squatting), which is to help themselves for housing in
a clandestine way – not politicising their social situation in public.
“Most forms of stealth squatting or other forms of deprivation-based squatting, whether
carried out by homeless people themselves or by advocate activists opening up buildings for
destitute would-be squatters, are not part of transformative progressive social movements”
(Mayer 2013: 2).

9
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With respect to resignation or resistance especially the Spanish situation is interesting to
look at. Due to the financial crisis in 2008, widespread unemployment and the absence of social
rented housing, many Spanish middle class households could no longer meet their mortgage
payments. Here the New York Times12 reported in 2012 “most of the evictions take place quietly,
with embarrassed families dropping the keys off at the banks”. The Spanish housing struggle
was not very well covered by mass media, which is likely due to a reluctance to increase social
recognition of squatting. “But in some working-class neighbourhoods, there are weekly clashes
with the police and bank officials, as housing advocates and volunteers try to resist the evictions
…no one tracks the number of squatters”, the New York Times notes (11.11.2012) and quotes
Rafael Martín Sanz, the president of a real estate management company, who says: “The joke is
that half of the people touring apartments …are actually just picking out apartments they want
to squat in”.
While the contemporary refugee crisis has changed European perspectives on vacant
property and conditions of use, squatters’ practices have significantly changed especially (but
not only) in Germany. Instead of accommodating themselves or claiming social centres,more
recent squatting activism has largely focused on the accommodation of refugees, which is partly
also the case for the Netherlands (cf. chapter 7.5). In the greater picture of primarily German
experiences I would argue, however, fundamental opposition to private property has lost its
momentum – as the increasing engagement of (former) squatters’ initiatives with the German
tenement syndicate (Mietshäusersyndikat) demonstrates. Here, critical engagement with
the dualistic character of property leads to the purchase of a building, while a legal twist makes
the resale an impossible thing. I will discuss the prospects of the syndicate idea in more detail at
the end of part two in chapter 7.
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have connected the greater struggle for recognition in cities with the struggle
around a property-led housing career. Here, I have emphasised European housing developments
and national characteristics of the Netherlands (fast lane) and Germany (slow mover) that
impose significant pre-conditions on local struggles. Common to European housing policies
is the idea of market-led housing distribution – as a career – relying on the primacy of private
property rights. In this line, national policy makers favour the increase of home-ownership
(i.e. privatisation) leaving social rented housing as a last resort for the poor (i.e. residualisation).
For the Dutch invention of Anti-Squat property guardianship, I have argued that Anti-Squat
not only aims to prevent squatting but should be seen as a greater threat to hollowed-out
tenants rights when capitalising on the need for affordable housing with interim solutions that
come with duties instead of rights. For resistance movements claiming housing rights, I have
highlighted that squatting in Europe may no longer rely on national legal recognition but on
particular local recognition, which is decisive. I will now turn to the local scale and explore
the quality (i.e. intensity) of struggles for recognition and property-led housing distribution in
Amsterdam and Hamburg.
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5.

RESIGNATION IN AMSTERDAM?

In light of the greater European project to residualise social rented housing and increase
the rate of private home-ownership, in this chapter I pay close attention to the local scale,
where Amsterdam tenants struggle with the implementation of a property-led housing career in
the fast lane. In the greater picture of Dutch housing provision Amsterdam, however, turns out
to be somewhat of a slow mover and serves as a critical case that (still) consists of two competing
housing strategies: a) egalitarian social rented housing and b) competitive market-led housing
distribution. Given the fact that both strategies are in place today reveals an ambivalent picture
for the just city, on the one hand, and the creative city on the other. Instead of greater resistance
movements (defending social rented housing), however, I read contemporary Amsterdam
developments with a mix of recognition, resignation and intensifying struggle.
Various scholars have labelled Amsterdam a creative (cf. Peck 2011, 2012), ideal
(cf. Gilderbloom et al. 2009) or just city (cf. Fainstein 2010, Novy and Mayer 2009). They
have done so with different emphases on normative values and achievements in time. When
the city invited Richard Florida in 2003 to outline the role of the creative class in the global city
competition, it soon became clear that existing urban policies already embraced a predominant
focus on soft socio-economic location factors, service industries, tolerance or the breeding
places art-squat policy (cf. Buchholz 2011, 2015).
Amsterdam was labelled a just city with regard to an egalitarian housing provision that had
its high-peak at the end of the 1970s (cf. Uitermark 2009, 2011). Shifting recognition of housing
in the 1980s (i.e. emerging neoliberalisation) gradually led to a picture of injustice for higher-

income households, who leave the city or cannot enter. Consequently, social rented housing in
central locations of the city was contested. The Dutch paradigm shift of the 1990s (cf. VROM
1989) – to liberalise and re-direct housing to market distribution – has found a highly regulated
housing market (strong tenants’ protection, points system etc.) which was considered to be
stuck. Egalitarian housing provision, therefore, contrasts global city ambitions with a dynamic
property market in Amsterdam.
In its housing vision for 2020 Amsterdam wants to have it all and seeks to be a city for
everybody: i.e. global top city, undivided, affordable, sustainable and emancipatory city
(cf. Gemeente Amsterdam 2009). The crucial question is, how do these global ambitions play
out locally and to what extent they conflict with one another in daily life. Local mis/recognition
of conceived images (or plans), official policies and neoliberal restructuring patterns (i.e. urban
renewal, deregulation, privatisation) in the Lefebvrian sense meet spatial practice and lived
experiences (protest and resistance) to produce a differential picture of the city. Nevertheless,
it can also lead to continuous struggle, subversive practices, clandestine activism, resignation
and/or relocation.
In short, regarding the city’s goal of a global top city and dynamic housing market, I first
discuss creative city ambitions, urban growth and global city competition. Secondly, I focus
on what has been called a silent revolution in social housing: still serving low-income insiders
but limiting access of low-income outsiders. Organising recognition for market distribution
and a property-led housing career, thirdly, I seek to show that social expectations in egalitarian
housing provision are systematically frustrated, leading to the resignation of movements
defending social housing. Fourthly, I address particular resistance and continuous struggle for
affordable housing in the city. Here, I discuss the role of Anti-Squat property guardianship as
being somewhat inevitable in order to access and live in Amsterdam on a moderate budget.

5. 1. Global city ambitions and creative city competition
Amsterdam has a good reputation as a creative city in the global city competition. The city
scores highly with regard to its public infrastructure, its institutions for higher education and its
social and cultural environment. Amsterdam is valued as an open city, which is socially diverse
and tolerant regarding migrants, gays, soft drugs, squatting etc. Amsterdam’s metropolitan
ambitions do not aim tocompete with New York, London, Paris or Tokyo but rather Madrid,
Milan, Copenhagen, Berlin and Barcelona (cf. Gemeente Amsterdam 2011: 20). Amsterdam is
the most popular city in the Netherlands, ranks high in tourism and is the national leader in
providing office space (cf. Stichting Atlas voor Gemeenten 2012).
The structural vision for 2040 embeds the city in the context of increasing urbanisation
worldwide and conceives of Amsterdam as a prosperous business hub and knowledge city in
Europe (cf. Bontje et al. 2011). Today, the metropolitan region covers ca. 2,2 million residents
and planners expect a modest growth of up to 2,5 million in 2040 (cf. Gemeente Amsterdam
2011: 89). The structural vision emphasises Amsterdam’s role as the economic engine of
the Netherlands – focussing on economic power and environmental sustainability, a more
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Potentieel
De motor achter dit proces is de vestiging van menselijk kapitaal – vaak hoger opgeleiden – in buurten
die tot voor kort nog niet geambieerd werden door
deze doelgroep. Met de vestiging van dit ‘menselijk
kapitaal’ groeit ook de behoefte aan uitwisselingsmilieus in de buurt en een sterkere fysieke link met
het stadsleven.

7.7

Hoogbouw en ondergrond
concentrated use of the core city, improved connections to the metropolitan region whilst
7.7.1 Hoogbouw
nurturing water and landscape.
Een van de middelen tot intensivering is het plegen
Figure 9: Amsterdam structural vision 2040

van hoogbouw in de stad. De visie op hoogbouw
is weergegeven op onderstaande kaart en is in de
hoofdstukken van de vier bewegingen afzonderlijk
toegelicht (paragrafen 3,5, 4.6, 5.7, 6.6). Daarnaast

5.

Visie hoogbouw

Gemeente Amsterdam 2011: 117
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hoogteaccenten aan het IJ
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OV knooppunt Schiphol
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The historic and tourist centre (coloured in red in the map above) is preserved as a UNESCO
zone langs infrastructuurbundel
OV knooppunt CS
scheggen van Amsterdam
world heritage site. The A10 city highway ring (coloured in white) defines the urban core
infrastructuurbundel,
knooppunt
today. New spaceszone
forlangsre/development
haveOVbeen
identified primarily in the North and South
buiten gem Amsterdam
Axis (Zuidas) near Schiphol Airport (coloured in purple), which will be the site of major
Visie en beleid: Wonen en werken
infrastructural
developments, public transport and housing construction117until 2030. In order to
increase dynamics of urban restructuring, Amsterdam has applied – but discarded – a bid for
the Olympic Games in 2028 (cf. O+S Amsterdam 2009). Going North (Noordwaarts), the city
has developed a master plan in 2003 to bridge the river IJ and realise new Northern waterfront
developments (coloured in yellow) that are under construction today. The North-Western
harbour area (coloured in orange) offers even more space for further development in the future.
Next to the structural vision for 2040, the city administration has developed a housing vision for
2020 that emphasises that the city is for everybody, which looks as follows.
Early creative city formulations are due to the changing global economy and emerging
city competition of the 1980s, which may serve as an early reference point to re-think
the social welfare state rolling out more competitive neoliberal market policies (cf. Brenner and
OV

OV
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Table 10: Amsterdam housing vision 2020
Emancipatory
City

Undivided Affordable Renewed Top Caring Sustainable
City
City
City
City City
City

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

NEW
New construction
social housing
New middle class housing
New luxury apartments
New social housing
in the region
New policy:
housing and care
Offices for start-ups
Short stay
Sustainable construction

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

SHIFT
Privatising social housing

X

X

X

IMPROVE
Renovation
Bigger apartments
Neighbourhood renewal
Social milieus
Sustainability/Energy
efficiency
Homes for the Elderly

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

DISTRIBUTE
Extended families
Breeding places
Management
Home owner subsidies
Housing
supply agreements
Student housing
Start-up mortgages
Social property (MGE)
Experiments
Housing costs
Emancipatory mortgages

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

Gemeente Amsterdam 2008: 85 (translated tb)

Theodore 2002, Musterd and Ostendorf 1998). Similar to other cities, the emergence of a postindustrial city profile has had consequences for urban re/development. As in other port cities
(e.g. Boston or London), the Amsterdam inner city docklands were abandoned in the 1970s
(cf. Kloosterman 2012).
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In 1983 the city administration set up a first committee to redevelop the IJ riverbanks,
which led to a proposal of waterfront developments for housing, offices, financial and cultural
services in 1989. Rem Koolhaas’ subsequent master plan, however, was rejected in 1994, because
financial institutions such as ABN AMRO sought the close proximity to the airport and the 1985
built World Trade Centre in the South of the city. The South Axis (Zuidas) near the ring road
offered much more space (270 hectares) for commercial development and a global financial
business district (cf. Feddes 2012, Oudenampsen 2008).

5.

For the redevelopment of the harbour and the Eastern docklands, the city administration
revised the concept in 1995 and split the master plan into pieces. Each island was given its
own identity (Java, Borneo, Sporenburg and KNSM), while as many warehouses as possible
were being preserved (cf. Lebesque 2006). The islands were designed as high-quality residential
areas, which accommodate approximately 10.000 residents today. Almost half of all apartments
built were sold as private condominiums (Java 34%, Borneo 41%, KNSM 46%, Sporenburg
58%) (cf. Kloosterman 2012: 77). The waterfront development is complemented by prestigious
architecture: a new public library, conservatory, hotel, cruise ship terminal, music hall and new
film museum.
One program that is frequently mentioned when addressing creative city policies is
the breeding places program (broedplaatsen beleid) in Amsterdam (cf. Buchholz 2011). Initiated
in 1999, the policy has received great international attention and several publications for its
approach to absorb ideological conflicts around squatted properties within an institutional
framework (cf. Uitermark 2004a, Shaw 2005, Peck 2005, 2012). For my purposes it shall be
sufficient to highlight that the policy is also centred on conflicting property interests in the former
docklands and squatted warehouses. Breeding places director Jaap Schoufour (Interview 2010)
puts the emergence of the program as follows:
It is based in fact on the squatting movement, which popped up in the 1960s, 70s, 80s
…These squatting groups were wiped out of the warehouses at the end of the 90s in
Amsterdam, so when Amsterdam decided to develop the IJ riverbanks around the central
station, this area of former harbour, industrial plants. In these warehouses all kinds of
cultural and creative initiatives settled. And they were wiped out and they addressed
themselves to the city council by saying: ‘Look, you can wipe us out. We know, we will lose
this battle, but beware we contribute to this city as well. Even economically we contribute
to the city’.

According to economic geographer Jamie Peck (2005, 2012), the creative city policy is more
of a vehicle or veneer of a policy that was already in place before the publication of Florida’s
(2002) rise of the creative class (cf. Buchholz 2011). Breeding places program director Schoufour
confirms this when he says:
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Richard Florida’s story has been introduced, also in Amsterdam. And of course Florida
stresses the need and future perspective of a creative city; that it has an economical meaning
in an increasing way for Western European cities. So everybody was a bit inspired by his
book and theories, and in Amsterdam politicians and opinion leaders said: ‘Interesting
story, but luckily we do already’” (Interview Schoufour 2010).

When the Wall Street Journal discovered the North as the new hotspot for emerging
gentrification in 2011 the North is associated with New York’s Williamsburg or “Amsterdam’s
Berlin: still poor in parts perhaps, but sexier all the time”1. Such a picture is contrasted by socioeconomic analysis, where Amsterdam’s North has been labelled a problematic neighbourhood
that “deserves more attention” and investment in many respects (cf. Council North 2012).
Several urban renewal programs from the local district to the national scale, target the urban
regeneration in the North. Located just on the other side of the central station, the physical
water barrier of the river IJ and former harbour industry served no upscale property values
in the past. When shipbuilding collapsed and Shell announced its intention to restructure and
relocate its facilities in 1999, however, this was a crucial moment for shifting attention and
redevelopment (cf. Dembski 2013). Beginning in 1999 a number of steps were taken to redevelop
the Northern district and have led to the publication of a master plan ‘Going North’ in 2003
(cf. Stadsdeel Amsterdam Noord 2003).
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One of the first new developments was to realise the posh Overhoeks neighbourhood
in 2007, which is followed by the area of Buiksloterham (cf. Dembski 2013). Contemporary
redevelopment plans are coordinated by the central city of Amsterdam and district North under
the umbrella of Noordwaarts (Going North)2. A new North-South metro-line is recently under
construction and expected to be finished in 2017 (cf. Gemeente Amsterdam 2011).
While the North certainly offers potential development sites for urban growth, the Southern
Axis ‘Zuidas’ serves even larger business interests as a construction site for a new business district
in the global city competition. Due to ABN AMRO’s decision to shift its bank headquarters near
the airport in the South, a master plan for the South Axis was published in 1998. With reference
to similar redevelopments such as London Canary Wharf or Paris La Défense, two billion Euros
will be invested (cf. Oudenampsen 2008) to develop 4.2 million square metres: 38% offices, 29%
residential, 33% amenities. In 2030 Zuidas is expected to have more than 200,000 daily users,
including 25,000 permanent residents, 80,000 employees and 30,000 students (Zuidas 2009: 11).
In the Zuidas vision3 this reads as follows:

5.

One of Zuidas’ greatest strengths is that it will not become yet another ‘cloned’ international
business district. It is firmly embedded between some of the most prosperous residential
districts in Amsterdam …By exploiting this location to create a commercial and residential
environment of the highest quality, Zuidas will complement the existing city centre, both
physically and emotionally, whereupon the districts will gradually meld into each other in
every respect ... At the same time, approximately 30% of the stock will be in the affordable
(starter) segment with some social housing (Zuidas 2009: 75).

Different from the early and heavy conflicts around the new market (Nieuwmarkt) demolition
plans to make way for the subway around 1980 (cf. Uitermark 2009), the development of
the South Axis did not create much tension because it did not change the fabric of the city
(cf. Oudenampsen 2008). In the North, however, property-led renewal plans have encountered
a considerable number of inhabitants’ commitment to their homes and resistance against urban
regeneration (see below).
In fact, urban renewal received greater national recognition in 1997 and was directed to
the big Dutch cities to attract higher income households and strengthen their economic
position (cf. VROM 1997). Here, policy makers assumed that an improved infrastructure and
housing stock benefits a social mix and social cohesion. The policy memorandum has received
much criticism for its approach, which was to change the social structure through physical
intervention (cf. Kleinhans 2003), and led to a gradually changed policy memorandum ‘What
people want, where people live’ in 2000 (VROM 2000). The dilemma of state-led gentrification,

2

http://www.amsterdam.nl/wonen-leefomgeving/bouwprojecten/noordwaarts/noordwaarts/, 01.09.13

3

http://www.amsterdam.nl/zuidas/english/menu/zuidas-development/zuidas-vision/, 01.04.2014
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1 Probleemwijken volgens de VROMindicatoren

however, remains. “Residents, whose dwelling is to be demolished or heavily upgraded, are
forced to move if they cannot pay a higher rent or buy a new house in the same location”
(Kleinhans 2003: 476).
Social mixing with higher-income residents is somewhat of the bottom line of Dutch urban
renewal, privatisation and demolition of social housing (cf. BAVO 2008). In 2007 the national
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O+S Amsterdam 2007: 3

While the New West district holds the biggest budget for demolition of social housing,
3
a lack of resistance may, on the one hand, indicate local recognition but can also be
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interpreted as continuous struggle or resignation with implications for relocation, on the other
(cf. part one of chapter 7). In the North and East4, however, protest activism and resistance
to urban renewal is mobilised at a greater scale. Many particular struggles – especially inside
the A10 inner city ring – demonstrate local conflicts with a state-led gentrification agenda
(cf. Uitermark et al. 2007, Aalbers 2010, Huisman 2014a). I will come back to the particular
resistance and continuous struggle of low-income inhabitants near the end of this chapter.

5. 2. The silent revolution in social housing

5.

When researching housing conditions, the connection between the labour market and housing
market is crucial to contemporary urban developments. Here, a working paper at the Utrecht
School of Economics emphasises research indicating that Amsterdam’s labour market offers
a large amount of job opportunities, which the housing market can hardly accommodate
(cf. Hassink et al. 2012: 29). The inaccessibility of the housing market for newcomers,
therefore, hampers economic growth and an upward development of the job market (ibid: 32).
The economic logic here implies that social mobility (on the labour market) requires spatial
mobility (relocation) as a precondition for the former to happen. In other words, (ideological)
recognition for a career in the competitive spheres of work or housing suggests, to move where
one’s labour power is appreciated and settle, where one can afford settling. While acknowledging
the fact that the labour market, too, increasingly provides temporary contracts, a subsequent
conclusion is to flexibilise housing contracts as well (cf. Hassink et al. 2012, Kattenberg 2012).
Today, the Amsterdam housing stock is still considerably regulated and is considered to be
stuck. It still serves the affordability of inhabitants inside the market but significantly restricts
the accessibility of outsiders (cf. Kadi and Musterd 2014). Several policy advisors and think tanks
of the city administration (e.g. Woonmanifest, Vitale Stad, Wonen 4.0) point to such a problem in
the creative city competition. Here, Amsterdam is described as an escalator (roltrap), that does
not work, which signals that a career in the inter/national labour market does not provide for
a career in Amsterdam’s housing market (cf. Hassink et al. 2012, Hoj 2011).
The market is not only inaccessible for lower incomes but also for people with higher
incomes, who seek to buy themselves in. The market can be considered stuck with regard to
social housing and tenant protection because social housing occupies the top locations in the city.
In the competitive market logic this is perceived to be unjust. In this line, the right to central
locations of the city cannot be bought but is (still) protected through egalitarian indicators
such as points, waiting time and tenants’ rights. The major challenge for urban politics and
planning, therefore, is to balance the competing logics of justice (tenants’ rights vs. property
rights) thereby balancing the affordability for residents inside and organising the accessibility of
the market from the outside.
ue to the international and national popularity of the city, the university, the (cultural)
economy and middle class families coming back to the city, Amsterdam does not meet

4

For the North (cf. de Wit and Flinthoff 2010) for the South East/ Bijlmermeer (cf. Aalbers 2011).
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the demand on the supply side. “The private market offers dwellings for about 1.200 Euro, while
the social rent is on average 400 Euro. “There is demand for both”, reports Jeroen van der Veer,
policy advisor of the Amsterdam council of housing associations (AFWC) (cf. Interview van
der Veer 2012). In order to realise its modest growth and a more dynamic housing market,
Amsterdam will need to invest in the construction of 70.000 new housing units until 2040 (cf.
Gemeente Amsterdam 2011: 87).
“Since the city is so popular there is a fight going on and the problem is that the people who
have the best resources, either education or money, will have better chances in this fight.
Therefore, we have to make sure that people with less income, or less resources, have an
equal chance within the struggle for a good place in this arena”, Bastiaan van Perlo (2010)
from the tenants’ organisation Amsterdam (HA) states.

After the break with the post-war egalitarian housing provision in 1989, the national
government gradually withdrew from the provision of social rented housing (cf. VROM 1989,
VROM 1999, Vermeijden 2001) aiming to establish a decentralised structure of market-oriented
– though not-for-profit – housing associations and an increase of (owner-occupied) private
home-ownership. The overall number of Dutch home-owners has increased from 28% in 1947
to 58% in 2010 (cf. MBZK 2010). While national figures for owner occupancy have reached
60% in 2012, which leaves 31% of social rented housing, and 9% unregulated rents (see below),
Amsterdam, however, shows a different picture: “Owner-occupancy used to be a dirty word in
social democratic Amsterdam. This is no longer so” (Interview van der Veer 2012).
The rental market in post-war Netherlands was characterised by universal provision and
strict rent control. Primarily two egalitarian indicators regulate the housing provision: waiting
lists and a points system. Regardless of waiting time and municipal or private ownership,
the price is due to a points system – not market prices – to determine the rent. The points system
is (still) central to Dutch rent control but is increasingly contested. Real estate agents have for
example labelled the point system to stem from the medieval times (cf. Hassink et al. 2012).
In favour of market justice, former housing Minister Donner (2011) has introduced a reform
of the points system to serve free market rents in 2011. “The 15/25 points increase of Minister
Donner means that owners can reach the 142 point margin faster” (Interview van der Veer
Table 13: Amsterdam ownership development in relation to NL
Owner occupied (in %) Unregulated rent (in %) Regulated rent (in %)
Amsterdam (1997)
Amsterdam (2012)
Metro region Amsterdam (2014)
Netherlands (2014)
modified after www.afwc.nl, 01.04.2014
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14
31
58
60

30
21
10
9

56
48
32
31
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2012). While the 15 point increase aims at all tenants and all locations the 25 point increase is
especially designed for central locations, i.e. inside the A10 city ring. So far, Amsterdam housing
hasnot known any differentiation by location (cf. Uitermark and Bosker 2014). “The tendency at
the moment is that central locations are more and more becoming available for the people with
money” (Interview van Perlo 2010).
Since 1994 the city has introduced a number of policies for urban renewal, new construction
and to differentiate the supply side. Since 1997 Amsterdam housing associations have started to

5.

sell their housing stock (cf. AFWC 2012). In line with EU regulations, social housing provision
is restricted to serve poor households (residualisation), who cannot meet market prices (cf.
Whitehead and Scanlon 2007, Meusen and van Kempen 1995). State subsidised housing may
therefore not be supplied to households who make more than 33.614 EUR (cf. FETPH 2012)5.
Though the economic crisis has stopped a positive income development, the discourse in favour
of market justice continues.

Figure 14: Amsterdam housing stock in relation to income (2011)

Gemeente Amsterdam 2011: 91

In the competitive logic of housing distribution, housing consumption is connected
to income and property values, which have led to a discourse addressing a skewed incomeratio, where inhabitants pay too little. The argument of a skewed income-ratio (Scheefwonen)
developed in the 1990s can be found in urban policies at the national and local scale (cf. ABF
Research 2013a, Gemeente Amsterdam 2009). After national budget cuts for housing production
of more than two billion Euro, all housing associations are obliged to earn their money via
the market (cf. AFWC 2012). The underlying analysis finds too many Dutch households with

5

From a Dutch perspective a threshold of 43,000 Euro would be reasonable (cf. FETPH 2012).
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a skewed income-ratio paying less than 26% of their income6 for good quality social rented
housing (cf. ABF research 2013a). Connecting a career in the labour market with the housing
market (income-ratio), the policy aims at increased recognition for property values in central
locations of the city, which is in conflict with the city’s goal of an undivided city (cf. Uitermark
and Bosker 2014). The skewed income-ratio is exceptionally evident in Amsterdam, where
the social housing sector was and still is exceptionally strong (see figure 14 above). Regarding
a predominant recognition of property values and a skewed income-ratio (Scheefwonen) 84year-old Amsterdam North inhabitant, Han Wanders, describes departing local recognition as
the “cruellest joke of his life” (Interview Wanders 2013).
The most obvious reason for a “quiet revolution in social rented housing” (Dieleman 1996),
however, must be attributed to the state-led stimulation to buy (cf. Aalbers 2004), which
I interpret to be the central part of the project when organising recognition of private homeownership. A second reason is that relocation is not forced but assisted and requires 70%
agreement of the tenants anyway (cf. Interview van der Veer 2012). Though Huisman (2014a)
has a valid point when she argues that urban renewal is conceived to be without alternative,
Kleinhans and Kearns (2013) have shown that displacement through forced relocation or forced
eviction is the exception. I will pay close attention to the state project organising recognition of
private home-ownership vis-à-vis organised resignation in the field of social rented housing in
part one of chapter 7.

5. 3. Resignation of SASH movement
Though local struggles with privatisation led to particular protest activism (see next section),
in the greater picture of the overall city larger mobilisations against the re-commodification
of social rented housing are the exception. In this line, the silent revolution in social housing
(cf. Dieleman 1996) was silent because of extensive efforts by the national government to support
home-ownership, give assistance with relocation and the agreement of the higher bodies of
the Amsterdam tenants’ association and national tenants’ union (Woonbond) to decrease
the social rented housing stock. This agreement to the policy shift is criticised for disconnecting
local struggles from social reality by grassroots tenants’ organisations, such as the ‘Initiative for
Affordable Housing’ (IBW-N) in Amsterdam North (cf. Interview van Zijl 2012). The tenants’
organisation Amsterdam (Huurdersvereniging Amsterdam, HA) was part of the agreement to
raise the owner occupancy rate up to 35% in 2014. Here, HA speaker van Perlo states:
Although we are in favour that all income groups are mingling in different parts of the city,
which is better than creating a concentration of the poor, the idea is also being used to
demolish big parts of the city in the North and in the West to resurrect new houses with

6
In 2005 low-income households in Amsterdam paid 29% of their income for rent, while high-income households
paid 16% (Gemeente Amsterdam 2008: 26).
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a better quality and of course with a higher price. But you are still demolishing affordable
housing (Interview van Perlo 2010).

Though resignation in degree is hard to detect for sociologists – involving subjective forms
of suffering e.g. depression, cynicism, humour, subversive activism etc. (cf. Scott 1985, Rothfuß
2012) – resignation in kind is more obvious. As a clear indicator of resignation (in kind) the end
of the SASH campaign – Stop the Demolition of Social Housing – in 2012 may count. SASH
(Stop Afbraak Sociale Huisvesting) was a nation-wide campaign that addressed tenant struggles
against demolition and gentrification for 10 years. SASH was founded as an “action committee
of inhabitants for inhabitants”7 in Amsterdam in 2002. The major motivation was to mobilise
greater recognition for housing as a fundamental right, which limits housing costs to a maximum
of 25% of the inhabitants’ income. For the first SASH demonstration in Amsterdam 500 people
participated on May 17th 2003. Here, the movement’s demand was addressed to former Mayor
Cohen with a petition8 to defend social housing:

5.

For years, many people in Amsterdam struggle for affordable housing. The waiting time
is 12 years now. This problem will not be solved with today’s policy. Waiting time will
increase and rents will rise ... Social housing disappears through merging, renovation
or demolition. Until 2010 approximately 75.000 social housing units are planned to be
demolished …Liveability does not increase, if you make space for people with more
money ... Money does not indicate to be a better resident. This is an intimidation for so
many Amsterdammers.

Acknowledging the demoralising effects of the policy shift, ongoing demolition and
increasing waiting lists, SASH soon reached out for national mobilisations in 2005, 2006
and 2008, while Amsterdam was the political platform for demonstrations. 2005 may count
as the high peak of the movements with 800 protesters, while numbers decreased thereafter
(i.e. 400 people in 2008). After mobilising 150 people in 2011, the network resigned after ten
years in January 2012. Resignation in kind is further qualified by the fact that several interview
requests for more details about the end of SASH remained unanswered.
In sum, I would argue, various reasons have contributed to the unsuccessful mobilisations
of tenants and subsequent resignation of SASH; i.e. increasing struggles but a rather qualitative
housing shortage, increasing options to buy and assistance with relocation. For qualitative
resignation (in degree) it isinteresting to note that the individualisation of households has
taken hold when facing rising property values in Amsterdam (cf. O+S Amsterdam 2014:
19). “The average number of persons per dwelling increases in the last years after decades of

7

http://www.sash.nl/sasha.html, 02.02.15

8

http://www.sash.nl/petitie%20demo%2017mei%202003.htm, 02.02.15
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declining household size” (Interview van der Veer 2015). From the AFWC perspective universal
protest mobilisations against demolition was an “ageing phenomenon” anyway. According to
the AFWC policy advisor Jeroen van der Veer (Interview 2012), “SASH was an organization at
the edge of politics mobilizing for anti-demolition demonstrations. In fact, it was not a giant
movement against the decrease of the social housing sector. Most young people are not in social
housing anymore”. This last point would support my argument that resignation in the field of
social rented housing is organised, when frustrated by increasing waiting time, which leads
younger generations to recognise market distribution and a housing career.

5. 4. Particular resistance and continuous struggle
Struggling with a property-led housing regime, the Dutch squatting ban in 2010 has further
frustrated a rational deliberation of arguments and good experiences – regarding two decades
of civilised squatting –, when introducing the ideological protection of private property. This is
to say that one powerful argument for property protection has triumphed over the pragmatist
approach of legal recognition (or toleration) that was favoured by all urban bodies at the local
scale. This includes the big four Dutch cities, the association of all Dutch municipalities,
the churches, heritage foundations etc. (cf. Buchholz 2009). For Amsterdam West social
democrat (PvdA), Martien Kuitenbrouwer (Interview 2010), the conflict plays out as follows:
The Dutch social democrats are in favour of squatting as long as it doesn’t do any damage
or it’s non-violent and that sort of thing. In the city of Amsterdam, the social democrats
even voted against the law that said that squatters should be evicted early on …Squatting
is a way of keeping politicians like myself on the ball to see what’s their point and you have
a dialogue. So, I think it is good for innovation. You may not always agree, but it is power
and counter power. So, I think that is very healthy in a democracy such as Amsterdam
(Interview Kuitenbrouwer 2010)

For committed activists the response to the squatting ban was rather defiant, when
emphasising the fact that “we do not squat because we are allowed to do so but because it’s
a social necessity and housing is a right”, as student squatter Wessel (Interview 2010) summarises
the conflict. Facing the squatting ban, “the only thing that will change is that we do less paper
work and more political work …squatting will be re-politicised”, Schijnheilig activist Lonneke
adds (cf. Interview van der Velden 2010).
For effective resistance against property-led urban renewal in Amsterdam, however, my
argument is that more coherent resistance is basically absent, while particular resistance is
evident in different parts of the city. Regardless of the squatting ban of 2010 and an eviction
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wave that leaves ca. 50 squats9 (from formerly ca. 250 long term squats10) in Amsterdam, local
recognition of squatting nevertheless prevails (cf. chapter 7.3). With a warning about selfcentred movements’ free spaces (cf. Uitermark 2004b), Momo, a member of the squatting group
KSU East, calls for critical self-reflection:
There are a lot of people are running around in the squatters movement thinking they’re
the Spanish anarchists and they’re going to win some revolution soon. So, I think that

5.

this is a delusion. And there are more delusions like this. And if people could get rid of
this delusion and become 21st century politicians, then we could work more effectively…I
don’t really have the illusion that we can change anything with direct action, but I
believe that we can motivate and educate people. It’s like a propaganda operation, if
you want, so that will, as a side-effect, provide housing for the people that perform it
(Interview Momo 2010).

The limits of resistance to property-led urbanisation are further reflected by a new initiative
Soweto11 that is closely connected to squatting activists in Amsterdam East, which is critical of
private property ownership but which focuses on a co-operative engagement with collective
property rights. Soweto chairwoman Carla Huisman (Interview 2014) puts it as follows:
Some squatters are very pessimistic about the overall situation and see most of the squats
gone in the near future, so they welcome our initiative. There has been too little focus
on how to preserve squats in the last 20 years. I think legalizing buildings can add value
and that a combination of squats and new models of ownership expand the scope of
possibilities. The problem with co-optation remains in any case. And if it does not work,
you have a proper reason to get angry, because you tried to be reasonable and it still does
not work.

Soweto tried to legalise squats in Amsterdam East since 2007, i.e. the old space of Joe’s Garage12
at Pretoriusstraat, and further approached Celebesstraat, Linnaeusstraat, Steve Bikoplein and
Tugelaweg – all located in the East – but “could not afford the price and re-investment that was
necessary”, Huisman states. Campaigning for seven years, Soweto has reached an agreement

http://www.parool.nl/parool/nl/4030/AMSTERDAM-OOST/article/detail/3719523/2014/08/16/Uitstelrenovaties-goed-voor-krakers.dhtml, 02.02.15

9

10

http://krakengaatdoor.nl/node/2.html, 02.02.15

11

https://soweto.nl/en, 02.02.15

12

http://www.joesgarage.nl/, 02.02.15
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with the city council and Eastern district in 2014 to buy an old school at Pieter Nieuwlandstraat
(cf. Interview Huisman 2014). I come back to this new approach when analysing the difference
the Soweto model makes for property relations (cf. chapter 7.9).
While my documentary sheds light on squatting activism in the West and East of the city
(cf. Buchholz 2011), from a more distant perspective local mobilisations especially in the North
and East have managed to attract greater recognition in the city. The activism in the East is
remarkable, since here squatters revive the relationship between squatters’ and tenants’
struggles – sharing close contacts with the local tenants’ associations. KSU East activists have
further targeted a major urban redevelopment site Oostport (Eastern Port), which was waiting
for a new use for years, squatting a former animal shelter Op de Valreep13 (2011–2013). Here,
it is especially worth noting that Valreep activists publicly mobilised for resistance against
the eviction and chained themselves to the building. After the eviction of Gallery Schijnheilig14
in 2011, de Valreep 2013 was the second eviction where squatters would defend their space.
Ever since the squatting ban in 2010 Amsterdam’s police evicted 850 squats between 20102015, the newspaper Volkskrant reports15 in March 2016. To date, squatters seriously resisted
evictions only three times: Gallery Schijnheilig in 2011, Op de Valreep in 2013 (see below) and
The Snake House16 in 2015. While civil squatting of the 1990s and 2000s basically implied that
occupied buildings were not defended against eviction, while relocating and squatting anew, I
would nevertheless speak of a new quality of conflict and activism after the squatting ban 2010.
Beyond the defence of social centres, the struggle of illegal immigrants has involved a squatted
church to provide shelter for refugees in winter 2012/13. I will come back to the struggle of
refugees in Amsterdam in chapter 7.

Resistance in Amsterdam Noord
As indicated above, I argue that contemporary resistance movements are particular resistance
movements in different parts of the city. If contemporary resistance movements were organised
more coherently (or strategically) they were to be found in Amsterdam East and North. For
the gentrification discourse in the North the centre of protest in 2012 was the van der Pekbuurt.
This neighbourhood is home to 5.000 people and consists of a social mix of an elderly white
working class and younger families with a migrant background. According to Ymere’s process
manager for urban renewal, Bouwmeester (Interview 2013), the neighbourhood is one of
the poorest in the Netherlands, so inhabitants “deserve more attention” and an upgrade of their
neighbourhood (cf. Council North 2012). Such recognition, however, neglects the fact that new
investments will lead to higher rents (cf. Kleinhans 2003).
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http://valreep.org/about/, 02.02.2015

14

http://schijnheilig.org/about-us/, 02.02.15

15

http://www.volkskrant.nl/binnenland/krakers-zijn-jullie-daar-nog~a4261494/, 12.03.16

16

http://dutchstories.com/de-slang-a-farewell-to-revolution/, 12.03.16
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The conflict around affordable housing is highlighted by a campaign of the Socialist party
(SP), who put up posters that highlight a 69% rent increase and members of the ‘Initiative
affordable housing North’ (IBW-N), who informed the local council about some of Ymere’s
new rental contracts that ask for 64.628 EUR for 36 square metres at Bremstraat 4 (cf. Council
North 2012). The rent has therefore tripled with regard to the old contract of 230 EUR,
Han Wanders of the IBW-N states (cf. Interview Wanders 2013). In addition, the IBW-N has
pointed out that the implementation of Minister Donner’s points increase in 2011 has already
allowed for increased rents (ca. 74/123 EUR more). Once an apartment has reached more

5.

than 142 points, rent control is no longer in place and the apartment is considered liberalised
(cf. Interview van der Veer 2012).
In order to increase the chances for re-development, housing association Ymere also works
with flexible user’s allowances (Bruikleen) that are typical for Anti-Squat property guardianship
(see next section below). This strategy of undermining tenant protection and later privatisation,
however, has led to considerable tensions in the neighbourhood, where inhabitants demonstrate
their commitment to their homes. Ymere’s (2007) regeneration plans were rejected on
the local level in 2012, where a petition17 to stop demolitions, signed by almost 1.000 people,
reads as follows:
We, the tenants, politicians, cultural and monumental heritage councils and supporters
of van der Pekbuurt, we see the van der Pek neighbourhood as a magnificent part of
Amsterdam and monumental character, where inhabitants live with pleasure. Demolition
will be disastrous for the neighbourhood and social cohesion, thus the tenant organization,
majority of the local district council, local administration, cultural and monumental
heritage councils oppose demolition plans. We urge Ymere to no longer ignore the needs
of the inhabitants and local politics and to give up demolition plans.

The greater struggle for affordable housing in Amsterdam North is summarised by long term
inhabitant, Jos de Rooij, as follows. De Rooij, who is in his sixties, has lived in the neighbourhood
since 1976 and shows much sympathy for resistance and squatting when he states:
I think that this is the only option to make Ymere understand. We have negotiated for years
now but Ymere aims at big money they can realize here. If they don’t listen to us, there is
not much we can do, except for squatting. Some people may say that squatting is illegal
but for us it’s the only option to get heard. During negotiations they would not listen but
insisted on their plan to demolish the neighbourhood. I believe that the human being is
good and I hope to stimulate the good in Ymere …I don’t think this is a particular problem.
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This is not the only neighbourhood facing urban renewal. It is a national and European
problem to demolish affordable housing (Interview de Rooij 2012).

Eventually, the neighbourhood mobilisation to resist demolition in the North was
successful. It has put renewal plans under reconsideration and led the central city’s housing
alderman Freek Ossel to state: “Renewal plans can only be carried out in a respectful manner”
(Council North 2012). In a next step of mediation, Ossel has involved the national tenants
organisation (Woonbond) to negotiate conflicting interests with respect to historical, architectural
qualities, Ymere’s finances, and today’s and future residents.
Though the IBW-N does not hold a radical position and affirms social mixing with higher
income households, they insist, however, that the local city council should give priority to
inhabitants that live there today. The involvement of the national tenant organisation Woonbond
has been criticised for jumping scales and weakening the local struggle in the greater picture.
The inhabitants argue that deregulated rents and rights, privatisation and overall demolition of
social housing in Amsterdam necessarily lead to displacement of low-income tenants. When
the Green-Left party asked the right-liberal VVD if they were in favour of displacement,
the VVD delegate argued that this was not a future trend but reality in the North today.
According to the VVD North, housing associations should focus on their core business,
which is to provide housing and leave the distribution to the market (cf. Council North 2012,
Interview Okkinga 2010).
Summing up, due to intense efforts to organise recognition of a property-led housing career
(i.e. private home-ownership) and assistance with relocation, the above protest activism remains
rather particular and has not led to greater resistance defending social rents and rights, as
the resignation of SASH demonstrates. Though the Lefebvrian ‘Right to the City’ was introduced
at a squatted community centre (Blijvertje) in Amsterdam East in 2009 – prominently outlined
by Mark Purcell and Justus Uitermark – the Lefebvrian idea has not played a role for Amsterdam
movements thereafter and only recently reappeared for one demonstration in October 201518.
Though promising, it is too early to say what difference this will make.

5. 5. Struggling with affordability and accessibility of housing: Anti-Squat
Regarding my discussion around resignation and particular resistance, I will now turn to
the notion of struggle, focusing on struggles around relocation and Anti-Squat property
guardianship. While the stimulation of home-ownership would aim at middle class households,
the young generation (i.e. starters) especially faces the difficulties of implementing a housing
career. Starters may not qualify for a mortgage or social rented housing, since they have not
built up 7–10 years waiting time (cf. Interview van Perlo 2010). To begin a housing career in
Amsterdam, starters are therefore confronted with ca. 20% of the market: the free market, black
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market, student containers, temporary contracts and users’ allowances (Anti-Squat) that require
a maximum degree of flexibility for relocation.
In other words, despite purchase power, affordability for newcomers, outsiders or starters
comes at the expense of housing standards and tenants’ rights. Affordability can be basically
achieved due to a) commitment to hard work (career) and qualification for a mortgage b) local
solidarity or love relationships (sharing costs and space) or c) is basically absent in the central
city; requiring waiting time for social housing or extra commuting time to the edge of the city
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(e.g. nearby satellite towns Almere or Lelystad). While waiting time would certainly express
commitment to the city, such local commitment, however, hardly applies to a limited contract
(be it two or four years). It may also not apply to university students (or limited projects of all
kind) unless the person holds a deeper motivation (commitment), which would involve the loyal
ties of solidarity, friendship or love relationships. For students especially, fraternities play a role
in that they explicitly promote the benefits of their network for housing provision, when joining
their club (cf. Interview Overweg 2012). To embed Anti-Squat at the very bottom of a housing
career – starting with no rights and gaining rights later – I will briefly outline the conditions for
low-income people that do not qualify for social housing or a mortgage.
Each year ca. 33.000 people enter the Amsterdam housing market from outside
(Hassink et al. 2012: 20). The majority being rather young (i.e. students) seeking a future career
or simply job opportunity. Not registered for social rented housing and not (yet) able to purchase
a home, these people rely on the free or black market, friends and family, hotels, hostels, couchsurfing, campus contracts, temporary sublease contracts, Anti-Squat user’s allowances and
(formerly) civil squatting. While the regulated rental market provided 11.883 free apartments
to insiders (enlisted on waiting lists) in 2010 (cf. Hassink et al. 2012: 20) the online platform
kamernet.nl provided a total of 15.790 temporary accommodations in 2012 for market outsiders19.
The Amsterdam student association ASVA20 announced a shortage of more than 10.000
rooms in 2013.
Sublease contracts are a very popular way to enter contested housing markets – not only
in Amsterdam. Sublease contracts are used by students and professionals for mobility reasons
to relocate for jobs, university, internships and work of all sorts. Minor knowledge about
Dutch rent control and tenants’ rights are further capitalised with highly illegal conditions. In
the domain of sublease contracts, basically any conditions are imaginable (i.e. the landlord keeps
a key, no guests allowed, no smoking, no candles etc.), which respond to a contested market
situation. Due to the temporary nature of labour and/or education today flexibility is central
to enter the Amsterdam housing market, as Malthe Stiggard, an art student at the Rietveld
Academy notes:
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http://blog.kamernet.nl/nl/tag/jaarcijfers/, 01.10.13
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“I moved a lot while I was here in Amsterdam. Not more than in Copenhagen, the housing
situation is more or less equal, I guess. In Amsterdam I moved 5 or 6 times in 2 –2.5
years and that’s too much. I started out to live in a hostel or on people’s couches. This was
very difficult in the beginning and this is what everyone faces when they come here to
Amsterdam”.

The young generation may count as the main target group, which is confronted with shifting
recognition of housing standards: facing the bottom segment of a property-led housing career.
Regardless of age, however, I argue (low) income to be the relevant category to (not) meet
market conditions. The biggest Dutch network for temporary room supply and “the real devil in
this” as Malthe Stiggard describes it, is kamernet.nl:
Whenever there is something posted there, it’s sent out to thousands of people and you’ve
got to call within half an hour or you’re not getting the place. And even then you still have
to be lucky. These are the conditions if you look for something online. The best way, I
heard, is to ask everyone you meet on the street.

According to kamernet.nl, the price development of single rooms in Amsterdam shows
an average of 531 Euro in 2012, which is 20% more since 200821. With regard to the national
average of 415 Euro per single room, the Amsterdam market indicates the top end of Dutch
cities with prices 28% above average22. These are the conditions at the bottom segment in order
to access the housing market in Amsterdam, where social rented housing is locked in by waiting
time, and where Anti-Squat agencies like Camelot usually state it is a free choice to sign a users’
allowance (cf. Interview de Vilder 2012). Lower prices, however, come at the expense of housing
standards, privacy and user’s rights.
Anti-Squat property guardianship has its roots in 1980, where real estate agent Eyk Backer,
founder of Zwerfkei, and his associate Fons Schrader realised that live-in guardians would
secure vacant properties from squatters and provide affordable accommodation at the same
time (cf. Interview Schrader 2012). In Amsterdam we see the greatest variety and all major
Dutch players that are managing vacancies today (i.e. Camelot, Ad-hoc, HOD, Alvast etc.). Jaap
Draaisma, founder of Urban Resort, would estimate the overall number of property guardians
to be somewhere around 20.000 in Amsterdam (cf. Interview Draaisma 2013). This number
is somewhat ironic since 20.000 used to be the estimated23 number of Amsterdam squatters
in the 1980s (cf. Draaisma and van Hoogstraten 1983). Draaisma’s company, Urban Resort,
also works with temporary contracts, though not with users’ allowances (Bruikleen) but fixed
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contracts of 2–5 years. In fact, Draaisma refuses to be associated with the vacancy management
approach of Camelot and others because he does not protect vacancy but makes adequate use of
space (cf. Interview Draaisma 2013). I will discuss the difference between temporary contracting
and Anti-Squat property guardianship in part two of chapter 7.
Though detailed information is usually said to be confidential (for business purposes
only) Backer’s agency Zwerfkei has published an internal company questionnaire on social
characteristics of the Amsterdam Antikraker24. Though not independent, systematic nor
representative, I will discuss some of the findings that relate to my own observations and
qualitative interviews. One of my key interviews with a property guardian was conducted at
a Zwerfkei site (cf. Buchholz 2011). Here, artist Malthe Stiggard (30) lived in the former Air
India office near Dam square and described his living situation as “caretaker” of the building:
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Everything is pretty organized here, because I have to keep it tidy, in case the owner drops
by or somebody wants to view the building. My contract says I have to make the bed every
morning. I have to keep it clean. I have to put my laundry in a laundry basket. I can get
kicked out on a very short notice but I heard from other people who live with the same
company that they are quite helpful to find a new place. But you have to be a bit ready to
re-structure your living situation, which is also why I have a lot of things in moving boxes.

The Zwerfkei Anti-Squat questionnaire consists of 64 respondents and finds predominantly
young residents. The average live-in guardian here is 27 years old. Two thirds are male, one
third female. Basically all have been or are enrolled in one of Amsterdam’s universities and
live Anti-Squat for four years. Typically, their accommodation consists of non-homes, vacant
office buildings, former schools etc. Interestingly, most of the respondents state they have chosen
property guardianship in order to build up waiting time (via woningnet.nl), which qualifies
them for social rented housing and which runs counter the AFWC argument that young people
do not aim at social rented housing anymore (cf. Interview van der Veer 2012).
The analysis further suggests the recognition of Anti-Squat as a temporary solution
in the course of a life cycle and housing career, where users expect little and leave
the Anti-Squat framework after graduation, starting a job, buying a home or expecting children
(cf. Heldermann et al. 2004). According to the Zwerfkei survey, one third of the respondents
argue with the impossibility to find adequate, affordable housing in Amsterdam. If
accommodation is affordable, they state, it is located in undesirable neighbourhoods or refer
to small size apartments in bad shape. In this context, property guardianship is recognised to
be the better option. The idea of a housing career in Amsterdam is further supported when
two thirds of respondents answer that they are committed to Amsterdam and seek their future
in the city.
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While such a picture describes the struggle of the young generation, older people, too, rely on
Anti-Squat, for example after a divorce or simply if they need to make a move on a low-budget.
“According to Camelot ¼ are students, ¼ graduates, ¼ working and ¼ aged 40plus” (Interview
Heijkamp 2012). Regardless of age, therefore, low-income is decisive for the conditions of
Anti-Squat vacancy management (living in non-homes). The Union of Precarious Dwellers
(Bond Precaire Woonvormen, BPW) formed in 2010 has received several hundred complaints
so far. “We found over 50 rules in all of the contracts that are in conflict with 20 different
laws i.e. privacy, domestic peace, right to housing, human rights” BPW speaker Abel Heijkamp
(Interview 2012) states.
Though Malthe Stiggard holds that the company is quite helpful in finding new
accommodation when a contract is cancelled (cf. Buchholz 2011), companies are not obliged
to do so. Among others, the case of Gabrielle has shown the reverse picture when vacancy
manager Alvast cancelled her contract in April 2014. After living as a property guardian for
six years at African Square in Amsterdam West, Gabrielle’s contract was cancelled at shortnotice and without an alternative. The BPW supported Gabrielle by legal means and organised
a solidarity demonstration at the headquarters of housing association Rochdale. Claiming its
rights to the property and the legitimacy of the subsequent eviction, Rochdale went to court
and Gabrielle lost the case facing a fine of 11.000 EUR (250 EUR per day that she illegally
occupied the property)25. This court case is somewhat exceptional but is no precedent for
universal legal recognition. This is to say that judges rulings are context-based, which can be in
favour of tenants’ rights or property owners’ rights. For a detailed discussion of legal recognition
regarding users’ allowances, interim use and property guardianship, see part two of chapter 7.
Gabrielle also participated in the BPW campaign ‘Inspections no more, change the locks on
your door!’ in April 201226, where the union of precarious dwellers (BPW) accuses Anti-Squat
inspectors of violating privacy rights when entering the homes of the tenants unlawfully. In
the greater picture, however, resistance remained particular since only a handful of precarious
residents could be mobilised to resist the conditions they are presented with. From a sociological
perspective, it is hard to say whether this would indicate resignation or recognition but it most
likely reflects the precarious housing situation, the lack of alternatives and the continuous
struggle around relocation. For now, the agencies are still quite careful with their profiling
focussing on flexible singles, students and artists.
Having outlined free market conditions for market-outsiders (starters) in Amsterdam, it
should have become clear that access to housing primarily relies on income (asking ca. 500
EUR per room), while social housing (offering apartments starting at 400 EUR) is locked in
requiring at least seven years’ waiting time (see above). Struggling for a good life in Amsterdam
relocation, therefore, is central to market-led housing distribution, while accessibility on a low
budget is crucial.
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have outlined Amsterdam’s creative and (formerly) just city ambitions that are
in conflict with one another. In its housing vision for 2020 Amsterdam wants to be a city for
everybody – a global top city, undivided, affordable and emancipatory – but reveals a system of
insiders and outsiders that primarily responds to purchase power, waiting time and the energy
to struggle (i.e. local commitment). Social rented housing is still in place but locked-in: serving
people inside the system, while outsiders can buy themselves in. The city therefore struggles with
the normative notions of justice and has great difficulties in providing access for people on a lowbudget, other than Anti-Squat property guardianship. Amsterdam is a case where the revolution
in Dutch housing policy proceeds silently, because it gradually frustrates future expectations
in social housing (resignation), while recognition for home-ownership is increasingly
organised. Amsterdam, therefore, is a critical case for resignation, particular resistance and
continuous struggle.

6.

RESISTANCE IN HAMBURG?

As indicated in chapter 4, German social housing is market-based and does not lock-in social
housing to create a protected market segment but relies on a time-based lock-in period,
where social housing expires after e.g. 15 years (cf. Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2007). Similar
to Amsterdam, the Hamburg housing market must be considered stuck although it is not
occupied by extensive social housing. Here, I argue, inhabitants are fully stuck with a dynamic
property market, where low-income inhabitants struggle with increasing property values
(i.e. gentrification) and mobilise for their right to the city. In this context, the Hamburg case
reveals exceptional urban movements and comprehensive resistance against the propertyled displacement of low-income inhabitants from central locations that have led to greater
recognition for affordable housing in Hamburg and Germany.
In this line, I will first embed Hamburg in the global city competition and provide
the background of the paradigm shift from a port city to the Hafencity. Aiming at urban
growth and new housing production, secondly, I will outline the city’s major renewal project
the ‘Leap over the river Elbe’. Here, I will discuss the latest urban renewal approach of
the International Building Exhibition (Internationale Bauaustellung, IBA) 2006–2013, which
was to realise ‘improvement without displacement’ in Hamburg Wilhelmsburg. Thirdly, I will
focus on the wider city context of housing struggles with increasing rents, resistance against
gentrification, squatting and the emergence of a Right to the City alliance that is unique in
Germany. Finally, fourthly, I will discuss how urban politics and planning have responded
to the Right to the City movements when rediscovering social housing production and rent
control, setting up a coalition for housing in Hamburg in 2011.

In what follows I will discuss the contemporary Hamburg situation, drawing on primarily
German sources such as official statistics, policy documents and self-conducted interviews. In
sharp contrast to Amsterdam, only a few scholarly articles are available in English that discuss
urban re/developments in Hamburg for an international audience (cf. Friedrichs 1998, Läpple
2000, Grossmann 2008, Wiegandt 2012, Novy and Colomb 2013).

6. 1. Global city ambitions: from port city to Hafencity
The Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg (Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, FHH) is one of three
city-states in the Federal Republic of Germany. With ca. 1.8 million inhabitants, Hamburg is
the 2nd largest German city and one of the wealthiest cities in Europe (cf. Friedrichs 1998).
Hamburg has historically prospered as major port city, which ranks second in Europe
(after Rotterdam) and is within the top 20 worldwide. Due to increased efficiency, automation
and containerisation in the global division of labour, Hamburg harbour industries have also
become less labour intensive. The recession of the 1980s has hit the harbour significantly,
when “port-dependent jobs declined by approximately 20% from 142.524 to 112.321 between
1991 and 2001, thus dropping from a share of 18% of jobs in Hamburg to a share of 12%”
(Grossmann 2008: 2068). As a river port city, Hamburg certainly lacks the competitive features
of modern global port cities, which would require direct accessibility to the sea and sufficient
depth of the water for increasingly larger container ships (cf. Grossmann 2008, Petrin 2005,
Läpple 2000).
Nevertheless, with 240.000 employees the logistics branch leads Hamburg’s labour market
figures (including port and airport dependent services) and is complemented by the chemical
industry, food industry, IT technology, music, media and services of all kind (cf. Secretariat
of Hamburg Metropolitan Region 2011). Though city politicians realise that Hamburg is
a “city with a port” and not “a port with a city”, as Dieter Läpple (2000: 90) puts it, mayor
Scholz (2013b) hesitates to give up on the future of the harbour. The crucial question for
further investments in a river port therefore is: what are the benefits for the overall city if jobs
are no longer the prevailing argument? Even if the river port should lose its role – handling
large container ships in Rotterdam, Antwerp or Bremerhaven in the future – Hamburg would
still remain a major player in European logistics with its city port and major railway hub
(cf. Grossmann 2008).
With the publication of the Masterplan for the harbour city (Hafencity) in 2000 (see figure 15
below), the first steps of urban renewal have been taken and are expected to be finished in 2025.
Similarly to Rotterdam and Amsterdam, the port-dependent industries increasingly conceded
political pressure to make way for urban redevelopment in central locations of the port territory
(cf. Petrin 2005). The newly built Hafencity expands the central downtown area by 40% and
provides housing for 12.000 residents (cf. figure 15). In 2013 the official website1announced that
ca. 2.000 residents have bought (55%) or rented (45%) an apartment so far. In this development,
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Development (cf. HCU 2009). The HCU opened its doors in the Hafencity in 2014.
For the creative city competition, Hamburg draws parallels with a range of global cities
reaching as far as Seattle or Toronto (cf. FHH 2002). Here, the city stresses its metropolitan
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region of 4.3 million people (cf. Secretariat of Hamburg Metropolitan Region 2011). With special
attention to the port and airport, Hamburg also strongly associates itself with the European
Airbus corporation ranking third in the global civil aerospace production after Seattle and
Toulouse (ibid). For the European city competition, comparative lines are drawn to cities like
Barcelona, Copenhagen, Vienna, Munich, Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Zurich (cf. FHH 2002,
Ossenbrügge et al. 2002).
While the Hafencity does result from changing requirements of global port cities it was
the Social Democratic mayor, Klaus von Dohnanyi, who first addressed the contemporary
global city competition in the early 1980s. Here, the mayor emphasised entrepreneurial city
ambitions in a speech entitled ‘Hamburg Corporation’ (Unternehmen Hamburg) in 1983. In an
interview with Capital manager magazine, mayor Dohnanyi emphasised the role of soft location
indicators and new technologies in 1986.
The impact of science and technology will increase and accelerate economic development
in the coming decades. In the future, not only those locations will prosper, who lead in
science and technology but who pay due respect to the quality of life, housing, leisure
and culture. When attracting the creators of new industries and services it is inevitable
to meet such location standards, because creative minds have incorporated them anyway
(Dohnanyi 1986 cited in Twickel 2010: 29, translation tb).

Today’s urban growth narrative has been effectively triggered by McKinsey consultants in
2000. Here, McKinsey consultants published a Hamburg vision of 2020 that promoted economic
growth and population growth of up to two million inhabitants. Scholars have criticised
the economic motivation of this city vision – initiated by a private think tank – put in place
top-down and only legitimised in public thereafter (cf. Schubert 2006, Petrin 2005). According
to a population prognosis of 2004, a future growth of 65.000 people seems realistic until 2020
(cf. Overmeyer 2010). The 2001 elected Christian Democrat (CDU) Senate, however, picked up
the McKinsey vision to develop a city vision of urban growth (Wachsende Stadt) emphasising
“smart growth” that meets the needs of contemporary and next generations (cf. FHH 2002).
While the Hafencity was mentioned early on, the port as such, however, was not mentioned in
the first 20 pages (cf. FHH 2002: 21).
Instead, the CDU Senate emphasised the creative city competition and given achievements
of technology and infrastructure, where residents and entrepreneurs are highly mobile
(cf. FHH 2002: 10) choosing their location in the city – and between cities. In light of “turbulent
technological, organisational and spatial changes of the world economy”, an accompanying
survey to the Senate’s urban growth program has highlighted “moments of creative destruction”
(cf. Ossenbrügge et al. 2002: 9) and the necessary fusion of regional economic policies with
a global city profile. Due to demographical change, city politics aim to tackle the German
shrinking cities phenomenon (cf. Oswalt 2005) emphasising selective growth and in-migration
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of creative talents to benefit Hamburg developments as a prosperous island of economic and
population growth (cf. FHH 2002).
For urban growth and selective in-migration the assisting survey identified five groups
that deserve special attention (cf. Ossenbrügge et al. 2002: 23-24): a) potential suburbanites
(i.e. households with children) b) starters (i.e. young single households) c) re-urbanites
(i.e. suburban households with grown-up children) d) transnational elites (i.e. highly qualified
individuals, with or without family, who seek employment in leading positions) e) work-migrants
(i.e. poorly qualified migrants and refugees seeking wage labour). Interestingly, the life cycle
approach of a housing career is criticised as being contradicted by increasing individualisation
and flexibilisation resulting in one-person households and patchwork families.
Though one would expect the CDU Senate to favour selective in-migration of skilled
workers and higher-income households, in fact the Senate welcomed any population growth,
since the federal state budget provides member states with subsidies of 3.000 EUR per
person per year (Länderfinanzausgleich). Even if costs for social transfers or local subsidies
(i.e. for children, schools, universities or other public services) would increase, the Senate
has calculated a surplus of 690 EUR per person per year (cf. FHH 2002: 13). By this logic,
population growth alone leads to an increased public budget. Though the financial crisis has
shaken urban growth ambitions it provides further support to foster urban redevelopment
with regard to housing and soft location factors in the creative city competition
(cf. FHH 2010, Overmeyer 2010).
Creative city ambitions have strategically incorporated the urban growth narrative of
the Senate in 2002 and culminated in a workshop entitled Talent city Hamburg in 2008. According
to a recent study on the city’s creative potential, Hamburg ranks first in Germany with regard to
media, music and publishing and third regarding art, culture, literature and architecture after
Berlin and Munich. In summary, Hamburg has approximately 65.000 employees in the creative
industries and ranks second after Berlin (cf. Overmeyer 2010: 11).
Overmeyer’s (2010) study describes the field of tension between urban re/development and
property values very well. While the Hafencity, on the one hand, serves an upper middleclass and
established sectors of the creative industry (i.e. music, media, publishing, research and design),
on the other hand, it is important to pay attention to the precarious working and living conditions
of sub/cultural producers in the Western inner city districts, such as St. Pauli, Schanze, Ottensen
and Altona. Here, the housing market is contested (or stuck), social rented housing limited
(and expiring) leaving few perspectives to escape the cycle of increasing property values, if not
contesting the property logic altogether. Since artists, social and cultural initiatives centrally
contribute to urban upgrade and renewal they have often become victims of their own success in
gentrification processes (cf. Overmeyer 2010: 13-14). I will describe the conflict around urban
growth, increasing property values, gentrification and growing resistance in Hamburg – with
respect to egalitarian just city ambitions – in section three below.
In line with the market-liberal agenda of the CDU Senate 2001–2011 a relaxation of
the property market would primarily require new housing construction – rather than
rent control. Though the Hafencity demonstrates new developments and new thinking
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targeting central locations of the city port, the available space is not sufficient to alleviate
pressure on an upscale housing market. While the head of the property owners association
is satisfied with the development around the Hafencity and new centre for Hamburg Altona
(cf. Interview Stüven 2013) he acknowledges the unavailability of central locations for new
construction; pointing at peripheral locations, for example former military barracks (ibid.).
Hence, the port (with its size of one tenth of the city territory) and Southern Elbe islands are in
the centre of urban renewal and central to Hamburg’s “Leap over the river Elbe” (FHH 2004).

‘Leap over the river Elbe’ to Hamburg Wilhelmsburg
When a conference on the future of the South (Zukunftskonferenz, Zuko)3 addressed the move
of port industries to the West in 2001/2002 the urban transformation was analysed to be
contradictory – administratively, politically and historically – but nevertheless was discussed
to be inevitable and already in progress (cf. Zuko 2002). The conference crucially contributed
to the publication of the Senate’s urban growth program (cf. FHH 2002) and subsequent
“Leap over the river Elbe” (cf. FHH 2004). Planning authorities have set up renewal plans
in 2005 (FHH 2013a: 267) while the IBA 2006–2013 served as an accelerator to reach
(and re-develop) Hamburg Harburg in 2020–20504. Since 2008, Wilhelmsburg has been part of
the central city district (Hamburg Mitte).
At the centre of attention, the river Elbe embraces the so-called Elbe islands with port
related industries and its three working class districts Veddel (Northern part of the Elbe island),
Wilhelmsburg (central part) and Harburg (Southern part of the island) (see figure 16 below).
The ‘Leap over the river Elbe’ is a historical step for the central city of Hamburg, which has long
marginalised the disconnected, industrialised Southern Elbe islands. Plans to connect the Elbe
islands with the subway system are 40 years old. Ironically, the new built Hafencity has received
a subway connection before anyone lived there (cf. Interview Schubert 2013). Wilhelmsburg
and Harburg used to be Prussian cities that were annexed to Greater Hamburg – along with
Altona, Wandsbek, Bergedorf – by the National Socialists in 1937 (Groß Hamburg Gesetz). In
the course of industrialisation, the port and chemical industries attracted major work migration
from Southern and Eastern Europe to the Elbe islands. Wilhelmsburg’s population, for example,
increased from 6.000 in 1880 to 35.000 in 1939 with a high peak of 56.000 inhabitants in 1961
(cf. FHH 2013a: 267). Providing the so-called guest workers with simple accommodation at
first, city politics, however, have not considered a longer stay of guest workers in Hamburg. Even
with the construction of modernist mass storey housing of the 1960s and 1970s German society
proved to be reluctant to embrace social integration (cf. Gatermann and Habermann 2013).
The economic recession of the 1980s hit the port significantly (cf. Läpple 2000), leading
to the decline of shipbuilding industries and led, for example, to the squat of the HDW wharf
in 1983 (cf. Gatermann and Habermann 2013). The lack of recognition for the quality of life
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http://forum-wilhelmsburg.de/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/weissbuch_zusammenfassung.pdf, 09.12.13

4

http://www.harburg-vision.de/vision-2020-50, 09.12.13

Figure 16: Hamburg as-built plan 2013+ for the future of the
Elbe islands
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Figure 16: Hamburg as-built plan 2013+ for the future of the Elbe islands
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(FHH 2013b)
FHH 2013b

of (migrant) workers led to several attempts of the central city to install heavy industries or
a dumpsite, which was followed by a dioxin scandal in 1984. In 1994 the planned realisation
of a waste incineration plant led to larger protests and resistance (ibid: 29). Though this latest
protest was successful, local struggles are centred on the installation of a coal power plant in
Moorburg today. The shifting attention in seeing the value of the Elbe islands, therefore, was
indeed due to the beginning of the neoliberal era when the central city aimed at urban growth
and no longer viewed the island as a problem but a resource (cf. Birke 2013).
The redevelopment of the Elbe islands – and Wilhelmsburg in particular – is the second
biggest urban investment project next to the Hafencity of Hamburg today. With more than
133

50.000 inhabitants on 35 sqkm Wilhelmsburg is characterised by its industrial past and working
class population, where 56.8 % have a migrant background, from which 32.7 % did not hold
a German passport in 2011 (cf. Statistik Nord 2013). The Southern Elbe districts are the only
ones scoring double figures with regard to unemployment: the average unemployment rate
overall in Hamburg being 7.8%. In Wilhelmsburg 10.7% are registered unemployed, 24.3%
received social transfers in 2011 (cf. Statistik Nord 20135). In comparison to the overall city
Wilhelmsburg consists of more families, less singles and can be considered rather young
(for more details see table 17).
Table 17: Hamburg Wilhelmsburg in relation to the overall Hamburg (2011)

Inhabitants
below 18 years in %
above 65 years in %
Single households in %
Households with children in %
Number of dwellings
Single family homes in %
Average apartment size in sqm
Social housing units
Social housing expiring in 2017

Wilhelmsburg

Overall Hamburg

50.731
21,2
14,0
48,0
23,7
20.956
15,5
68,0
6.498
1.853

1.760.017
15,6
18,9
53,6
17,4
896.940
21,1
72,6
98.495
26.498

FHH 2013a: 266

For housing, Wilhelmsburg consists of 15 diverse neighbourhoods ranging from the 1890
built Reiherstieg neighbourhood, the 1930s Hermann Göring settlement, the 1970s mass storey
housing developments of Kirchdorf South or village-like structures with single family homes in
Moorwerder. It further offers much potential of (former) harbour territory or industrial brownfield
sites for urban redevelopment. Aiming to stimulate investments and accelerate redevelopments,
the city of Hamburg applied for a range of prestigious projects such as the cultural capital of
Europe 2010, the Olympic Games 2012, the International Garden Exhibition (IGS) 2013 and
the International Building Exhibition (IBA) 2013. All of these were targeting urban renewal
on the Southern Elbe islands. Although only the latter two were successful the contemporary
Senate leaves little doubt to apply for the Olympics again (cf. FHH 2011).

6. 2. IBA’s promise of improvement without displacement
Before entering the greater field of tension – i.e. struggles with gentrification in the centre of
Hamburg: St. Pauli, Schanze and Altona – , I wish to outline the IBA approach of ‘improvement
without displacement’ in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg. International Building Exhibitions
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http://www.statistik-nord.de/uploads/tx_standocuments/JB12HH_Gesamt.pdf, 10.12.13
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(Internationale Bauausstellung, IBA) have served as visionary instruments to urban planning
in Germany since 19016. Financed by a special investment programme, Hamburg 2010, set up
in 2004, IBA was provided with 120 million EUR for the period 2006–2013. According to IBA
project coordinator René Reckschwardt, the initial investment has led to further investments
of more than one billion Euro of private and public money (cf. Interview Reckschwardt 2013).
While private developers were primarily concerned with housing and office construction, public
investments were carried out by the city (i.e. schools, housing and infrastructure), federal state
(i.e. railway infrastructure) and the European Union.
The experimental character of the building exhibition was committed to two mottos:

6.

“improvement without displacement” and “housing means staying”. The central aim was to stop
50 years of decay in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg and attract the middle class back into the district
(cf. IBA Hamburg 2013).
Through its ‘Cosmopolis’ and ‘Metrozones’ themed projects, the IBA Hamburg aims
to demonstrate where and how cities can grow in the future without displacing
the existing population. Unlike the situation in more historic districts such as St. Georg,
Ottensen, or Winterhude, high-quality new districts can be developed in what were
previously some of the city’s neglected spaces, known as metrozones, where there is still
enough space for mixed residential neighbourhoods with different types of housing.
The IBA is against new social ghettos – whether they be public housing or luxury enclaves
(IBA Hamburg 2013: 10).

According to the final speech of Hamburg mayor Scholz (2013a) at the closing of the IBA in
October 2013, the mayor was positive about the achievements of the IBA regarding the future
of housing and to create a “new consciousness” for the long “forgotten island”. Though
emphasising that urban redevelopment takes time, the mayor highlighted the construction
of 1.724 apartments that have been newly built, converted or modernised. 50% are publicly
funded and 30% are social housing for 30 years (cf. IBA Hamburg 2013). The mayor also
announced an additional construction of 5.000 housing units in Wilhelmsburg and a follow-up
holding of the IBA, which will no longer prioritise the built but rather social infrastructure
(i.e. education and culture) and the self-organisation of the district in the future.
The public housing corporation SAGA GWG, Germany’s largest public housing corporation,
and private GAGFAH own most of the mass storey housing stock in Wilhelmsburg. GAGFAH
used to be a public housing corporation that was privatised in 2005 and is owned by global
investment fund Fortress today (cf. Birke 2013: 23). Both corporations hold high shares of
publicly subsidised social housing. About 30% of social housing, however, will expire in

IBA’s very name may be slightly misleading, since this ‘exhibition’ depicts the final part of a long-term building
programme that aims at structural transformations and future urbanism. http://www.iba-hamburg.de/story/
format-iba.html, 11.11.2014
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Hamburg and Wilhelmsburg in 2017 (see table 17 above). This fact alone – along with a lack of
maintenance by GAGFAH – has raised much critique by tenants and activists demanding decent
and affordable housing (cf. Habermann and Hohenstatt 2013).
In a recently published book entitled “Wilhelmsburg corporation” (AKU Wilhelmsburg 2013)
urban renewal ambitions of the IBA and International Garden Exhibition (IGS) are criticised
for increasing local struggles in light of gentrification. Since the beginning of urban renewal
in 2007, the activist task force of AKU Wilhelmsburg (Arbeitskreis Umstrukturierung, AKU),
a member of Hamburg’s Right to the City alliance7, has publicly intervened in the struggle for
affordable housing. I will discuss the greater network of the Right to the City alliance and their
ideals in the next section (see below).
The IBA was criticised for its selective focus on the white middle class and students, its
prestigious projects, contradictory environmentalist ambitions (e.g. cutting 5.000 trees for
energetic architecture), a lack of public participation, instrumentalisation of artists and
enabling gentrification in the long run (cf. AKU Wilhelmsburg 2013). The IBA self-consciously
and self-critically addressed the conflictive potential of a city-wide gentrification debate but
rejected direct displacement in Wilhelmsburg. All of the former 1.700 inhabitants of the “Global
Neighbourhood” (Weltquartier) were given the chance to return to their homes, 84% were
provided substitute apartments or preferential treatment and relocation was paid for. In absolute
numbers, 1.350 inhabitants have returned to their homes (cf. IBA Hamburg 2013: 6).
AKU critics have claimed the outcome came about as a result of their critical observations
and public mobilisation, while the IBA points at its very own ambitions. Here, IBA project
coordinator, René Reckschwardt, emphasises IBA negotiations with public housing corporation
SAGA GWG, where the IBA insisted on a 30 year lock-in period for social housing in
the ‘global neighbourhood’, which contrasts with the contemporary deal in Hamburg and
preference of SAGA GWG to provide only 15 years of subsidised social rented housing
(cf. Interview Reckschwardt 2013, Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2007). It is difficult to say whose
impact was decisive and it is rather likely to be a combination of the two, i.e. IBA ambitions and
critical public attention. Even critics, however, recognised the “left-liberal language” of the IBA
(cf. Gatermann and Habermann 2013: 34).
With regard to property values, the IBA is clear about rising rents in Hamburg (see figure
18 above) while connecting this development to housing improvements and the greater logic of
market-led housing distribution. Gentrification is rejected as a popular buzzword in Hamburg
that is not yet evident in Wilhelmsburg (cf. Interview Reckschwardt 2013). When speaking to
the housing advisor of the Hamburg planning authority BSU (Behörde für Stadtentwicklung und
Umwelt), Johannes Mezler, he defends the IBA position of ‘improvement without displacement’
and differentiates between a) increasing rents and the direct displacement of sitting tenants, who
can no longer afford their homes and b) the exclusionary displacement of social groups in urban
renewal areas when apartments become available and more expensive due to other motivations
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Figure 18: Price development of privately owned, new built apartments 2004–2013
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Fig. 2: Price
of privately owned, new-build apartments in Hamburg (2004–13)
IBA Hamburg
2013: development
5
Umland = surrounding region

of resident relocation (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). In both cases, however, the socio-economic
status or social class of residents is decisive (not) to be able to afford urban improvements
(cf. Marcuse 1985, Slater 2012). According to the BSU (cf. Interview Mezler 2013), the first
2 Property
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especially in the 1890 built Reiherstieg Quarter, which is charming and already targeted by
students, he states.
The activist task force, AKU Wilhelmsburg, stressed the second fact, when showing a 18%
rent increase when apartments are newly available on the market – and accused IBA advisor,
US sociologist Saskia Sassen, of lacking substantial information when rejecting tendencies of
gentrification. The IBA and Sassen (2013) both justify renewal efforts with regard to the need
of investment in a deprived neighbourhood; primarily pointing at even more expensive
redevelopments in central Hamburg (see figure 18 above) or the unparalleled “brutality of New
York’s gentrification” (Sassen 2013). Here, AKU argues, it is not helpful to hint at worse conditions
elsewhere but aim for the better8. Regarding the critique of public participation, however, the IBA
self-critically admitted that its participatory approach may be better described as a “multiplier”
communicating urban renewal9 (cf. Interview Reckschwardt 2013). The instrumentalisation of
artists, finally, concerns a greater point of critique, which I will discuss along with the political
commitment of artists, social and cultural initiatives in Hamburg in the next section.

6. 3. Urban growth and growing resistance
In what follows, I aim to widen the picture of urban regeneration and urban growth, when
pointing out how property-led redevelopments have met comprehensive resistance movements.

8

http://akuwilhelmsburg.blogsport.eu/2013-09-antwort-und-einladung-an-saskia-sassen/, 10.12.13

9

notes of the 65th IBA/ IGS meeting regarding public participation, 22.05.2012 (cited in AKU Wilhelmsburg 2013: 55)
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AKU’s critique of urban renewal in Hamburg Wilhelmsburg already indicated local struggles
with gentrification. This critique, however, is not a particular critique of local struggles with
gentrification but must be seen as part of a city-wide discourse around property-led displacement
and inhabitants’ rights to the city that is unique in Germany (cf. Holm 2010). Even further, local
misrecognition (i.e. protest and resistance) of property-led housing distribution have found
greater (national) recognition for rent control (Mietpreisbremse) in large German cities.
As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, Hamburg is a rich city. Hamburg is home
to 859 income millionaires and, due to a wider definition of material wealth, counts about
42.000 millionaires among its population (cf. Haarmeyer and Zand-Vakili 2013). Hamburg is
the wealthiest city in Germany and one of the richest in Europe (cf. Friedrichs 1998). The wealth
of the city is contrasted by 230.000 inhabitants who receive social welfare and for whom, among
other things, rent is paid for. In total, public expenses for accommodation of the poor amounted
up to 605 million EUR of the city budget in 2010 (cf. Bündnis für das Wohnen in Hamburg
2011). Beyond that ca. 10.000 people are considered homeless, from which ca. 1.000 sleep on
over Germany, there is a prevailing trend for
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the street (cf.AllHinz
& Kunzt 2013).
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discussion above). In this sense, Friedrichs (1998: in187)
speaks of a “split city”, which is still
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manifest today (cf. Interview Schubert 2013).

1. Why are rents rising in
Wilhelmsburg?

1

respectively) the Hamburg average of € 11.89 per
square metre.

Figure 19: Average net rent increase in EUR/sqm between 2006–2012

IBA Hamburg 2013: Fig.
3 1: Rent development (average basic net rent in €/m2)
2012: for the period 1.1.–30.6.2012
2011: deviation from the last report as a result of new calculations based on the whole year
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housing market (= new lets) during the respective year.
This rent should not be confused with that for existing
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In his discussion Friedrichs (1998) also mentions the poor city districts such as St. Pauli,
Barmbek North or Hamm. For St. Pauli, Sternschanze or Ottensen, however, property prices
are in full swing (see IBA discussion above and figure 19 below). According to the city’s
(BSU) housing advisor Mezler, the entire territory of Hamburg’s metrozone 2 may count as
upgraded and gentrified today (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). While rents have increased between
2006–2012 by 45.5% in overall Hamburg the St. Pauli district meets that average with 42.1%
(Wilhelmsburg 34.7%) net rent increase (see figure 19).
Although legal rent increase is tied to the market prices of the last four years and restricted
to a maximum increase of 20% by §5 of the economic criminal code (Wirtschaftsstrafgesetz10),
when new available on the free rental market, this law is mostly violated by private landlords
and not executed by authorities in the last few years, Hamburg tenant advocate Chychla
(Interview 2013) states. Regardless of legal restrictions and the comparable local rent index
(Mietspiegel), rents are basically determined by the property market, also BSU housing expert
Mezler (Interview 2013) states. This is especially true for the inner city districts, where there is
more demand than supply.
Instead of assisting the struggle of precarious households to stay put, however, the lock-in
period for social housing subsidies in Hamburg has even been reduced from formerly 30
years to 15 years (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). Furthermore, approximately 30% of ca. 100,000
social housing units will expire in Hamburg in 2017 (cf. FHH 2013a: 266). Accordingly, tenant
advocate Chychla estimates a lack of at least 40.000 social housing units in Hamburg, which is
a modest estimate, he states (cf. Interview Chychla 2013). Others would double this estimate,
he says, or even call for a socialisation of housing, as the Right to the City Alliance claims (see
below). With regard to limited social housing provision and an extensive market-rental segment,
I wish to highlight that even middle class households cannot escape upscale market-rents, since
owner-occupancy is limited to households, who can afford respective property prices (cf. IBA
Hamburg 2013). As the below table indicates, in large German cities this is mostly not the case
and owner-occupancy is often unaffordable. With 22%, the Hamburg owner-occupancy rate has
not changed substantially in since 1998 (cf. Statistik Nord 2008).
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Table 20: Hamburg comparison of owner-occupancy rates in Germany in 2008

Hamburg
Munich
Berlin
Germany

Owner-occupied in 2008 (in %)

Rented in 2008 (in %)

22
23
13
46

78
77
87
54

HWWI 2010: 15

10

http://dejure.org/gesetze/WiStG/5.html, 11.11.2014
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With respect to rent control, it is further interesting to note that legal instruments to regulate
property-led housing distribution – and gentrification – are not absent but rely on political
will, Chychla states (cf. Interview Chychla 2013). By legal means, planning authorities have
intervened in central districts such as St. Pauli only in 2012 and St. Georg in 2008 when enacting
a preservation charter (Erhaltungssatzung) according to §172 building code (BauGB). With
a preservation charter, planning authorities aim to protect the social mix of existing inhabitants,
especially vulnerable, low-income inhabitants (cf. Vogelpohl 2013). The charter aims to prevent
real estate speculation or further privatisation, merging of apartments and luxury modernisation
(cf. FHH 2013a: 60). For an in-depth discussion of this instrument in gentrification processes
I refer to the work of Vogelpohl (2013) and will now outline how the public discourse around
gentrification came about.

6. 4. Hamburg’s Right to the City alliance
Struggling with free property-led housing distribution, St. Pauli may count as the centre of
contemporary protest and resistance movements in Hamburg. Here, prestigious waterfront
plans have led to frequent movements and heavy conflicts with the inhabitants of the (former)
working class and red-light district. In the wake of neoliberal policies in the 1980s, local
struggles and subsequent squatting activism at Hafenstrasse were a first sign of resistance against
mayor Dohnanyi’s ‘Hamburg Corporation’. Resistance proved to be successful in 1987 when
for example the Hafenstrasse was taken over by a co-operative, which is still in place today
(cf. AG Grauwacke 2004, Blechschmidt 2007). In the 1990s, when the St. Pauli waterfront was
again targeted for redevelopment as a ‘chain of pearls’ (i.e. luxury waterfront developments,
condominiums and office construction), St. Pauli inhabitants again mobilised for resistance.
Organising a bottom-up participatory process as “collective production of desires”, inhabitants
favoured a public park that grants open access to the Elbe waterfront in 1995. This park was
called Park Fiction and became reality in 200511.
Local struggles around central locations in the city developed gradually and led to another
prominent squat, Rote Flora, in 1989 (see below) and conflict around the eviction of a trailer park
Bambule in 2001. Although these conflicts marked crucial reference points for local resistance
movements in Hamburg they nevertheless remained particular struggles. Closely focusing on
the role of property for urban developments, however, led the inhabitants to realise the creative
city competition, systematic valorisation of property values as well as the threat and reality of
property-led displacement in the former working class districts (e.g. St. Pauli). In 2008 local
activists formed the first anti-gentrification initiative called ‘It shall rain caviar’12 through which
the academic concept of gentrification (cf. Glass 1964, Marcuse 1985, Smith 1996) arrived in
Hamburg daily life.
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http://park-fiction.net/park-fiction-introduction-in-english/, 10.12.13

12

http://www.esregnetkaviar.de/, 12.12.13
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In early 2009, social tensions increased in St. Pauli when demolition plans of the BernhardNocht-Quarter (BNQ serving as acronym of the investment project) were made public, to
be replaced by luxury apartments. Inhabitants reacted by mobilising for a No-BNQ protest.
The conflict was fuelled by additional struggles around the local community centre, Centro
Sociale, and temporary art space, Frappant, highlighting that particular struggles have a common
cause. In a subsequent workshop the activists not only opposed gentrification but addressed
their struggle with Henri Lefebvre’s ([1968] 1996) concept of the Right to the City. In June
2009 various initiatives from across the city organised the first Right to the City demonstration
that mobilised 1.500 people. In September 2009 the Right to the City alliance was founded
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(cf. Füllner and Templin 2011). For an overview of urban movements claiming the Right to
the City, see table 21 below.
Just before the foundation of the Right to the City alliance, crucial energy for activism
was set free in August 2009 when Hamburg saw its first successful squat in 20 years. Here,
some 200 artists and activists took the Right to the City into their own hands when occupying
the historical Gängeviertel, a 19th century timber-framed ensemble consisting of 12 houses right
in the city centre (cf. Gängeviertel e.V. 2012). The former city-owned property had been sold
to a Dutch investor and was scheduled for demolition to make way for the standard brand
of up-market architecture13. After three months of local activism and greater recognition by
the media and the public, the city paid 2.8 million EUR to pacify the conflict and institutionalise
the art-squat (ibid.).
In some sense, the squat of the Gängeviertel symbolised the counter-hegemonic power of
creativity, when triggering greater critique and providing new energy for the emerging Right
to the City movements. The Not in Our Name manifesto (cf. NION 2010) was launched in
October 2009 and received 2.600 supporting signatures in only six days. It was soon widely
spread, reprinted and embraced by friends and enemies14 in renowned local and national
newspapers (i.e. Hamburger Abendblatt, Die Zeit15), international academic journals
(i.e. City) and even received positive feedback by Richard Florida in November 2009
(cf. Novy and Colomb 2013). Here, Florida basically points at the artists’ dilemma in
gentrification processes when becoming victims of their own success. He therefore suggested
providing artists with better options to become property owners themselves16. I will discuss
alternative solutions with property engagement (i.e. co-operative solutions and the German
tenement syndicate17) in part two of chapter 7.

13

http://wiki.rechtaufstadt.net/index.php/Introduction_to_Recht_auf_Stadt_Hamburg, 19.12.13

14

http://nionhh.wordpress.com/2009/11/03/klarstellungen-zum-manifest/, 12.12.13

15

http://www.zeit.de/2009/46/Kuenstlermanifest/seite-1, 12.12.13

16

http://nionhh.wordpress.com/2009/11/06/richard-florida-zu-not-in-our-name-marke-hamburg/, 12.12.13

17

http://www.syndikat.org/, 13.12.13
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Table 21: Hamburg movements for the Right to the City
Hamburg Movements for the Right to the City
2008

First anti-gentrification campaign: It shall rain caviar

2009
2009, June 12

Struggle around Bernhard-Nocht-Quarter in St. Pauli: launch of No-BNQ
th

2009, August 22nd

Demonstration ‘The city belongs to everybody’ with 1.500 people
Squat of historical Gängeviertel (12 houses) by 200 artists

2009, September 15th Right to the City Network founded
2009, October 29th

Publication of Manifesto ‘Not in Our Name, Marke Hamburg’

2009, December 18th Right to the City Parade with 4.000 people
2010, October 23rd

Right to the City Demonstration with 5.000 people

2011, June 2-5

Right to the City Congress with 60 workshops and 600 participants all over the city

2013, December 21st Rote Flora, Refugees and Right to the City Demonstration with 10.000 people
2014, April 2014

Launch of ‘Plan Bude’ campaign to re-build the Exxon houses

2014, August 27-31

Hamburg squatting days

2014, October 27th

Altona Manifest for radical democratization supported by 19.464 people

own table (cf. Füllner and Templin 2011, Twickel 2010)

The manifesto was finally signed by more than 5.500 people, where “the music DJs, art, film
and theater people, the groovy-little-shop owners and anyone who represents a different quality
of life” reject the spectacle of creative class city marketing, event management and festivalisation,
in short, the entrepreneurial city or “the city as a brand” (NION 2010). The protest, commitment
and solidarity of Hamburg’s sub/cultural producers with their neighbourhoods is remarkable,
since one could assume that they would benefit from the contemporary hype around the creative
city. Hence, city politicians were eager to divide the protagonists and address them individually
by asking for example Ted Gaier (2009) member of the avant-garde post-punk band ‘Die
Goldenen Zitronen’ (Golden Lemons) ‘What can we do for you?’ Gaier briefly answered ‘Leave
my neighbours alone’.
To date, the Right to the City alliance consists of more than 60 urban initiatives as diverse
as ordinary gardening clubs, tenants’ activists, the art squat initiative Gängeviertel or restricted
anti-capitalist squatters from the Red Flora. United under the umbrella of the Right to the City
the initiatives stress their right to centrality and difference in a plural city, scandalising vacancy
and real estate speculation – and partly to promote squatting. Since 2010, activists from
the Gängeviertel have run an online vacancy detector (Leerstandsmelder)18 and held a conference
on how to address vacant property in spring 2013 (cf. chapter 7.6).
For St. Pauli, shifting recognition of property values in the ‘business improvement district
St. Pauli’ has led to the formation of an activist network called ‘SOS St. Pauli’ in 201119. Several
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demonstrations with 5.000–10.000 protesters in 2013 were focussed on the defence of affordable
housing in St. Pauli (symbolised by the 1960s Exxon houses), the accommodation of refugees
(i.e. the Lampedusa group) and possible eviction of the squatted centre Red Flora. Similar to
Park Fiction (1995–2005), in April 2014 local inhabitants started a campaign (Plan Bude20)
that focuses on the redevelopment of St. Pauli around the so-called Exxon houses –calling
for a participatory process from the grassroots and 100% social housing. Claims for radical
democratisation are further evident through a successful vote to socialise the city’s energy
supply and an Altona Manifest21 (signed by 19.464 people) aiming at the decentralisation of
democratic decision-making processes.

6.

As indicated above, the Gängeviertel was somewhat of a paradigm shift: being the first
tolerated squat in Hamburg for 20 years. The last reference point is marked in 1989 by Red
Flora22 (Rote Flora), a former theatre and contemporary social centre. The Flora is Hamburg’s
oldest and Germany’s only squat to openly defend its squatted status (cf. Blechschmidt 2007).
Squatted in 1989, city authorities struggled to recognise its place and impact on the city. The city
sold the building in 2001 and bought it back in 2014, when the owner announced plans to
re-develop the Flora into a 6-storey commercial concert hall. The Flora, however, was always
clear about political ambitions – being “risky capital” (Holm 2010) – and demanded to get
deleted from zoning plans – establishing a blind spot for the property market23. Accordingly,
the activists would not leave the building without greater struggle, conflict and damage
to the ruling order and its architecture. In fact, Hamburg has seen more than 20 squats in
the last five years (2009–2014),24 which signals increasing self-confidence of urban movements
(to target vacant properties) that is unique in Germany. All of these, however, have been
evicted within 24 hours. I will come back to the Flora and legal issues of squatting in Germany
in chapter 7.
To illustrate a dramatic situation of recent housing struggles and Right to the City
mobilisations, in early January 2014 police authorities announced a state of emergency in
central Hamburg (i.e. St. Pauli, Sternschanze and Altona). Considering the property-led
business as usual, lacking regulation or rather control, and increasingly more self-confident
urban movements, police authorities installed a restricted danger zone for the entire Western
inner city. This policing instrument is in conflict with democratic constitutional values, since
it neither requires political nor juridical justification. In effect, several units of riot police were
patrolling the Western central city districts criminalising 80.000 people. The US embassy in
Berlin even warned on January 7th 2014:
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http://planbude.de/, 11.11.2014
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http://www.altonaer-manifest.de/buergerbegehren-chronik.php, 11.11.14
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http://florableibt.blogsport.de/english/, 21.12.13
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http://m.roteflora.de/html/standpunkte.htm, 11.11.2014
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http://squattingdays.noblogs.org/termine/chronologie-von-besetzungen-in-hh/, 11.11.14
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The restricted zone (‘Gefahrengebiet’) gives police officers extra authority to stop,
search, and ban people from the area. It includes the red light district of the Reeperbahn,
the Old Town, St. Pauli, and Altona Nord, including the Sternschanzen area (Rote Flora
district). Police require that all persons in public areas carry their passport or ‘Ausweis’. If
stopped without proper identification, persons may be detained by police without further
justification25.

Due to international attention and another large demonstration of 5.000 people organised
by the Right to the City alliance the restricted zone was given up by police authorities after
10 days. While such tendencies of radicalisation may signal somewhat of a high-peak for an
urban conflict the resistance movements, however, have led to a new debate around housing
distribution, tenant protection and rent control in Hamburg and large German cities.

6. 5. Coalition for Housing
Connected to the more recent protests of the Right to the City alliance (since 2009)
and wider Hamburg movement history a new deal for housing in Hamburg must be seen
(cf. Bündnis für das Wohnen in Hamburg 2011). For tenant advocate Chychla (Interview 2013)
urban movements played a significant role for negotiations and to rethink the city’s housing
policy. Although Chychla disconnects his position from more radical movements’ claims
(e.g. the communisation of housing) he states:
The Right to the City movements have to 80% adopted claims raised by the tenant
association and articulated them in a drastic way. Raising our demands in a drastic way has
had the positive effect that the voice of tenants has been finally heard. Four to six years ago,
interest groups demanding rent control were not taken seriously. In that time the counter
argument still was ‘that rising rents are more of an illusion and that we are living in a liberal
state, where everybody can do what he or she wants’. Recent developments in Hamburg and
national parliament rethinking housing policies and rent control have been significantly
pushed by these movements (Chychla 2013, my translation tb).

Contemporary struggles are also recognised by the housing advisor of the BSU planning
authority, Mezler (2013), who differentiates between the long standing tenants’ movements and
younger protest movements claiming the Right to the City. The BSU planning authority, however,
holds an ambivalent position towards a dramatic situation of the housing market. While Mezler’s
housing steering group does not see a dramatic situation, the political representatives of the BSU
are social democrats (SPD), who have won elections in 2011 promising affordable housing, and
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who have negotiated substantial rent control (Mietpreisbremse) for contested housing markets
in large German cities at national scale.
Hamburg tenants’ organisations are clear about a dramatic situation in the provision of
affordable housing, since social housing has rapidly decreased from ca. 350.000 in 1985 to ca.
100.000 in 2013 – and the expectation of further decline by 30% in 2017 (cf. Interview Chychla
2013, FHH 2013a). From a real estate perspective the number of affordable housing units is
usually doubled when including the 30 housing co-operatives in Hamburg, which also hold
130.000 units of affordable rental housing (from a total of ca. 700.000 rental housing units).
For such a picture, however, free market proponents withhold that the co-operatives serve only
50–60% of their members today, which implies respective waiting lists and a stop to accept new
members at the moment. The public housing corporation SAGA GWG also has a waiting list of
30.000 people seeking affordable housing (cf. Interview Chychla 2013).
If market-led housing distribution continued this would foster gentrification, urban
segregation and the “split city” (Friedrichs 1998) displacing low-income inhabitants to
the periphery of Hamburg. The promise of affordable housing provision, therefore, was a crucial
reference point for the Social Democrats to win elections in 2011 and 2015. In light of critical
public attention, primarily five instruments are at stake to regulate (or relax) a tight market: new
construction, housing allowances, building regulations, rent control and flexible interim use. In
the following I will briefly outline new construction, rent control and lack of flexibility regarding
the use of non-homes (i.e. office buildings).
The 2011 formed ‘coalition for housing’ clearly favours new construction (cf. Bündnis
für Wohnen in Hamburg 2011). The new coalition gathers key players for housing
(i.e. city government, property owners, housing corporations, co-operatives and tenants’
associations) and is committed to build 6.000 new apartments per year. The new deal further
rejects the practice of the highest bidder and defines a mix for new construction consisting
of one-third privately owned condominiums, one-third free market rents and one-third social
rented housing. The city-owned SAGA GWG plays a key role when aiming to realise 1.000
social housing units per year (ibid.).
For Hamburg’s social housing policy and the SAGA GWG this deal is a paradigm shift,
as SAGA GWG has not invested in new construction of social rented housing since the late
1980s. Here, the BSU housing advisor justifies the absence of public housing construction
with the maintenance of the existing housing stock, “which was not feasible to achieve in three
years but which required three decades”(Interview Mezler 2013). For tenant advocate, Chychla
(Interview 2013), on the other hand, the hesitant position towards new production of social
housing in the last decades rather reflects a certain fear to actually reach a relaxed housing
market, which would not allow for profits in the market. Lacking at least 40.000 social housing
units, the tenant association thus advocates the construction of 8.000 new housing units, from
which at least 3.000 social housing for the next 10 years. With regard to the economic crisis
Chychla (2013) even speaks of a historical chance for new construction, since interest rates
for credits have reached a historical low point – comparable to the founding period of 1871
(Gründerzeit) –, where Germany saw a huge effort of new construction.
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So far, more than 10.000 construction26 permits have been issued in 2013, while the Senate
is eager to speed up bureaucratic processes for construction permits. Ironically, this has also led
to a number of projects where investors ‘forgot’ the 30% social housing margin and planning
authorities ‘forgot’ to control (cf. Tiedemann 2013, Interview Schubert 2013). New Hamburg
ambitions for affordable housing production – facilitated by the state – therefore need to be seen
in light of a lean state, lacking staff and lacking control of existing housing regulations.
While flexibility is evident when granting building permits, all interviewed experts agree,
however, that interim use of vacant office buildings does meet German housing standards.
Especially with regard to the Dutch solution of property guardians, tenant advocate Chychla
critically observes the Camelot approach, which has entered the Hamburg market but struggles
with the local and legal recognition. According to Chychla (Interview 2013), Camelot manages
only a few properties and ca. 300 property guardians in Hamburg. Neither the property owners
association, the BSU planning authority, nor city-owned Sprinkenhof AG (managing commercial
real estate) state to have had contact with Camelot (cf. Interview Stüven 2013, Mezler 2013,
Vieten 2014). While the BSU has addressed the transformation of abandoned office buildings
into homes in the past, the BSU perspective, however, is exclusively focussed on the provision
of housing and decent homes, which is in conflict with interim accommodation in non-homes,
Mezler states (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). I will discuss legal and social issues of mis/recognition
regarding Anti-Squat property guardianship in Germany and the Netherlands in detail in part
two of chapter 7.
Summing up, the Hamburg case does not allow for a success story of distributive justice
served by a property-led housing market. Though the city is not at all occupied with social rented
housing the market is still stuck. Here, social housing is limited and even decreasing, when
a further 30% are expiring in 2017. For the Amsterdam comparison it is interesting to note that
Hamburg also knows a discourse around a skewed income-ratio (Fehlbelegungsabgabe), where
residents earn too much and pay too little for social rented housing. This discourse took place in
the 1990s, where central locations were freed from social housing. The policy was abolished in
2002 (cf. Interview Schubert 2013). While ideological recognition of property values in central
locations is good business for property owners, it has fostered urban segregation and led to
heavy conflicts over who has the right to the centre of the city in Hamburg.
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Conclusions
In this chapter I have discussed the role of Hamburg in the global city competition. Hamburg
is a rich and split city, where social inequality is manifest in spatial segregation. The contrast
between the Hafencity and the Elbe Islands (especially Hamburg Wilhelmsburg) should
indicate this. Struggling with the local consequences of global city ambitions, the threat and
reality of property-led displacement, however, has led to resistance movements formulating
a comprehensive critique of gentrification in Hamburg. Since 2009, the Right to the City alliance
stresses egalitarian just city ideals that are unique in Germany. Hence, I read the Hamburg
case as a case of increasingly self-confident resistance movements, who stress local expectations
in housing distribution that has led to a new coalition for (social) housing in Hamburg and
greater rent control in large German cities. The up-scaling process and connection between
local struggles for local recognition and national legal implications is central to my discussion
around the recognition of housing standards in chapter 7.
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7.

LOCAL MIS/RECOGNITION
OF PROPERTY-LED URBANISATION
IN AMSTERDAM AND HAMBURG

This analysis follows my argument to pay close attention to the role of property in urban redevelopments and the re-commodification of common social goods, especially housing, after
the world wars in Western Europe (cf. Harloe 1995, Brenner and Theodore 2002, Harvey
2005). It basically asks how property-led urbanisation meets the needs of inhabitants who
struggle for recognition (i.e. love, rights, solidarity) and decent housing in cities. Reframing
the question of justice as historical struggles for recognition of desired values at places, I further
recognise D.M. Smith’s (2000) argument that evident injustices in this world have not exactly
motivated further research to get a more elaborate hold of the moral grammar of social justice:
“so blatant was the injustice of capitalism taken to be, and so evident the superiority of socialism”
(Smith 2000: 1150).
With an explicit focus on advanced capitalist cities in Western Europe, however, questions of
good living conditions and social rights are at stake today. This is to recall historical struggles for
recognition (i.e. social movements) of political and social rights (e.g. housing rights), which can
be addressed through the question of contemporary recognition of desirable values at concrete
places. In other words, the broader question reads: How do we want to live? Which role do we
want housing to play in the 21st century? Which standards would that imply in order to settle
down? Who has a right to which city?
In this line, my analysis traces specific forms of recognition that Marc Purcell (2008: 88)
has described as a “capitalist-class social movement that has had great success claiming and
codifying property rights” but also Florida’s (2003) argument of a creative class movement that

aims at new legitimacy and social esteem for social inequality promoting the “New American
Dream”. With regard to the “hegemonic achievement principle” (Honneth 2011: 447) that works
for capital but less so for labour (cf. Piketty 2014), I would therefore ask: what is new about this
dream? Here, my reading highlights crucial implications for the justice of earned deserts vs.
inherited deserts (i.e. inherited property and membership to communities of value).
With regard to competing normative notions of distributive justice, in chapter 3 I have argued
to differentiate primarily between (national) legal recognition and (local) social recognition
of living standards, which involve fundamental rights: civil rights (i.e. freedom and private
property rights), political (i.e. democratic rights) and social rights (i.e. housing rights). While
Honneth (2011 [2014]) conceptualises the right to private property as a subjective freedom right
against the state, Volker Heins (2009) has pointed at the deeper dimension of private property,
the use/exchange value distinction, emphasising moral expectations in the use of private
property. Following Honneth (1995, 2011) and Heins (2009), I have therefore taken a rightsbased approach and read struggles for recognition as historical struggles for rights, whether this
be legal rights (i.e. private property rights) or socially esteemed (not yet legal) rights to housing:
such as the Lefebvrian (1996) Right to the City. For analysis I will therefore pay close attention
to historical developments of socially esteemed values at times and spaces, where qualitative
social struggles play out differently at different spaces and where (national) legal recognition has
followed (local) social recognition, to a certain degree, or not.
In the centre of analysis are property-led urban developments and the concept of a propertyled housing career, where the right to the city can be bought and where above all private homeowners are able to pacify the struggle for decent housing with the ownership of their home. For
mortgage-based home-ownership, I argue that the struggle does not end here but is prolonged,
capitalised and re-directed when shifting the struggle for affordable housing from (local) state
distribution to (mortgage) market distribution. Targeting the rental market, tenants’ rights and
rent control are under pressure of deregulation and/or privatisation to make way for profitable
housing developments in central locations. From a tenants’ perspective, therefore, basically
five options apply: a) to recognise private home-ownership and pacify the struggle for housing
(e.g. with a mortgage) b) face eroding tenants’ rights and struggle with rising rents (resignation
in degree) c) resist rising housing costs and mobilise solidarity movements d) engage with
alternative solutions and continue the struggle with the help of communities of shared values
(e.g. co-op membership) or e) relocate from the site of intensifying struggle taking on the struggle
for the good life elsewhere.
Drawing from local struggles in Amsterdam and Hamburg, I argue, local recognition of
normative housing standards (i.e. housing as a career, achievement, investment vs. common good
and social right) is organised. This may also count for the organisation of resignation, resistance
and relocation. In any case, I argue, it is central for contemporary critical urban theory to realise
that organising recognition for a housing career closely connects to the project of organising
resignation in the field of tenants’ rights, as the Dutch case exceptionally reveals (in the fast
lane) (cf. chapter 4 and 5). While alternative options (e.g. resistance or collective membership
models) and continuous struggle may still apply, it is decisive to note however, that struggles
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with relocation are not only a consequence but are a pre-condition in contemporary struggles
for affordable housing. Relocation, understood as residential mobility along a property-led
housing career – or to live where one can afford living –, may still count as a contested concept
in Western Europe as the cases of Amsterdam and Hamburg demonstrate.
From a tenants’ perspective, we can further see two radicalised phenomena that connect to
tenants’ struggles and rights. While squatting used to be closely connected to tenants’ struggles
in the past, on the one hand it shall be interesting to see how this relationship has changed
over time and plays out today. The Dutch invention of Anti-Squat property guardianship, on
the other hand, is closely connected to rent-like agreements but refuses to be recognised as rent.
The rejection of tenants’ rights for interim-use, therefore, underlines that Anti-Squat property

7.

guardianship is more than a response to squatting. Hence, I argue to conceptualise Anti-Squat
as a crucial reference point for property-led housing distribution that bears the power to change
future rental agreements significantly. Whether such property-led implications are in fact
agreed upon and lead to (national) legal and/or (local) social recognition is my very project in
this chapter. For relocation (voluntary or forced) I will discuss the limits of residential mobility,
which above all would require the freedom of choice and freedom of movement and shed some
new light on existing discourses that focus on relocation and displacement (cf. Kleinhans 2003,
Kleinhans and Kearns 2013).

Overview on chapter structure
Following along the road of distributive justice and property-led urbanisation, my analysis is
divided in two parts. In the first part I discuss the mis/recognition of private property implicitly
and concentrate on my conceptual framework and crucial categories of recognition, resignation,
resistance and relocation. The second part makes the role of property explicit when focusing on
the dual character of property, Anti-Squat property guardianship and co-operative ownership.
For consistency, however, I will first briefly summarise the competing scales of recognition
(i.e. supra-local, inter/national) that confront local values with global city ambitions.
Focusing on local struggles with a property-led housing career in Amsterdam and Hamburg,
in part one I argue that recognition, resignation, resistance and relocation are organised at different
scales. Discussing the organisation of recognition and resignation as two sides of the same
coin, for (lacking) resistance movements I will pay attention to different points in time and
historical struggles in both cities. For an urban discourse, I will highlight the role of relocation:
differentiating between voluntary and forced relocation. Addressing the gentrification discourse
and residential mobility in cities, I will connect to contemporary research (cf. Kleinhans and
Kearns 2013) that aims to balance the discussion of displacement; offering a complementary
reading of struggles around relocation with respect to local mis/recognition of local values.
In the next step I will widen the gentrification debate beyond cities, explaining international
migration movements and the struggle of (illegal) refugees in Amsterdam and Hamburg.
While private property relations structure my discussion of social consequences in
and between cities implicitly, part two makes my recognition-based reading of property151

led urbanisation explicit. Here, I address the local limits of universal property rights
(cf. Purcell 2008, Heins 2009), which draw upon a dualist structure and three dualisms
a) the use and exchange value distinction (to stress conditions of use and tackle speculative
vacancy) b) the building and land distinction (to emphasise achievement in contrast to inherited
property) and c) resident and non-resident membership distinction (to stress long-term
commitment to values and collective ownership).
With such a dualistic structure, I read (local) struggles for (local) recognition and disrespect
of vacant private properties as evidence for local expectations in the use of private property
(cf. Heins 2009) that can be in favour of civil squatting regardless of legal misrecognition.
Secondly, and most importantly, departing local misrecognition of vacant properties may not
only lead to squatting but has received a market answer to protect private property. Here, Dutch
Anti-Squat property guardianship may serve a niche today but has fundamental implications
on the future of tenants rights. Lacking academic research of the 35-year history of Anti-Squat,
I will therefore conceptualise the Dutch invention of property guardianship with regard to
(national) legal and (local) social mis/recognition. Finally, I discuss alternative models and
co-operative solutions (i.e. Hamburg syndicate and Amsterdam’s Soweto) that are less vulnerable
to market mechanisms and displacement when engaging with property differently.
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7. 1. Scales of recognition
Though I argue (local) struggles for (local) recognition are fundamental for social relations,
which only later enter the arena of greater struggles for recognition (bottom-up) – following
an up-scaling process of local, regional, national, international recognition – I wish to begin
this analysis (top-down): i.e. with the greater scale of international recognition of local values.
With international recognition of local values that are characteristic to contemporary cities
I conceptualise the creative and global city competition, where cities attract inter/national
investments to compete with other cities for capital and (creative) labour power to benefit
capitalist production for the world market in places (cf. Sassen 2001, Florida 2002).
Inter/national recognition of local socio-economic standards, therefore, has implications
for the supra-local appreciation of local qualities of life: recognised beyond the local or national
context. Here, I rely on international recognition, which can be European, inter/continental
or global (cf. chapter 3.8). With national recognition of local developments, I conceptualise
the national and legal context, which determine social relations in cities. Local recognition, then,
embraces the neighbourhood, district, city or regional scale, where struggles for recognition are
evident in the first place. For an explicitly urban discourse and for spatial sciences I am aware of
a need for further differentiation – and future research – but would see my work as a first step
to make the “recognition paradigm” (Zurn 2010) fruitful for critical urban theory. Accordingly,
I will work with three categories: international, national and local recognition.

7.

International recognition
As I have shown in chapters 5 & 6, Amsterdam and Hamburg both seek greater recognition
of local values and urban achievements when engaging in the global city competition. Both
cities have disconnected from industrial (or labour intensive) production – as creative city
ambitions signal – and likewise redeveloped the Eastern parts of their harbours for housing and
services: i.e. the Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam and Eastern HafenCity in Hamburg. While
Hamburg seeks to maintain its international position within the top 20 global port cities (and as
major railway hub for North-Eastern Europe), the port of Amsterdam, however, does not meet
greater future perspectives in light of nearby competitors like Rotterdam, Antwerp or Hamburg.
Amsterdam rather aims at finance and international business (i.e. Zuidas), which involve
the settlement of multi-national corporations, banks and the 1985 built World Trade Centre
(WTC) near Schiphol airport. Here, it is worth mentioning that international players such as
the (formerly) private bank ABN AMRO resisted earlier planning objectives by local planning
authorities to move their headquarters near the central train station but chose the South Axis
(Zuidas) near the airport (cf. Feddes 2012, Oudenampsen 2008). Differing appreciations of local
infrastructure – a train station vs. an airport – clearly signal differing expectations and different
scales for a recognition-based analysis.
With reference to similar re/developments such as London’s Canary Wharf or La Défense in
Paris, Amsterdam Zuidas planners have been eager to emphasise that Zuidas will not become
“yet another ‘cloned’ international business district” but is “firmly embedded between some
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of the most prosperous residential districts in Amsterdam” (Zuidas 2009: 75). International
recognition for good business in Amsterdam is further indicated by the city’s ambiguous
reputation as an international tax haven (cf. van Dijk et al. 2006), which is an overall Dutch
phenomenon but particularly benefits companies based in Amsterdam’s South Axis Zuidas
(cf. Geerten 2011). While such recognition1 contradicts the city’s international reputation as
a just city, Amsterdam nevertheless serves as a European role model for creative culture with its
architecture and canals (UNESCO world heritage), its social-liberal values (i.e. multi-cultural,
gay-friendly, liberal drug policy) and social mix, where approximately half of the population
is non-native Dutch (cf. O+S Amsterdam 2014), making English the second language in daily
life. For housing, Amsterdam has received international (academic) recognition for its social
housing policy, its sublease ground policy (erfpacht) and former approach to civil squatting
(cf. Fainstein 2010, Uitermark 2009, Novy and Mayer 2009).
As indicated above for Hamburg, international recognition of local qualities have long been
centred on the port and involved the crucial debate as to whether Hamburg is a “port with
a city” or a “city with a port” (Läpple 2000: 90). In favour of the latter, the re-development of
the Eastern harbour for housing has been taking shape since 2000 (cf. chapter 6.1). International
ambitions are further demonstrated through prestigious architecture for example Hamburg’s
new concert hall (Elbphilharmonie) that seeks comparisons with similarly expensive projects in
Sydney or Copenhagen (cf. Interview Stüven 2013). Hamburg is one of the wealthiest cities in
Europe and seeks to strengthen its international reputation for global investments carrying out
the International Building Exhibition (IBA) 2006–2013, the International Garden Exhibition
(IGS) 2013 and an application for the Olympic Games in 20242. With grand projects of greater
value and international recognition, in fact, both cities have considered applications for future
Olympic Games (cf. O+S Amsterdam 2009). Regarding the public finances of such mega events,
however, both cities struggled with local social misrecognition of such a task and withdrew
their application.

National (legal) recognition
For national recognition, Amsterdam and Hamburg both may count as economic centres in
the national picture. Amsterdam is the political, economic, cultural centre and most popular
city of the Netherlands (cf. Stichting Atlas voor Gemeenten 2012). It is one of the four big
cities in the Netherlands (along with Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht), the national leader
in providing office space and serves as an escalator (roltrap) for a career in the Netherlands
(cf. Hassink et al. 2012). For the profile of the city, it is interesting to note that Amsterdam’s
association with the city agglomeration Randstad is decreasing while emphasising its very own
city branding and international reputation.
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Hamburg is the second largest German city after Berlin and draws parallels to
similarly contested housing markets such as Frankfurt, Cologne, Stuttgart or Munich
(cf. Interview Mezler 2013). Hamburg ranks first with regard to media, music and publishing
in Germany and third regarding art and culture after Berlin and Munich (cf. Overmeyer 2010).
National recognition of Hamburg further increased after the German unification, where
the national territory expanded to benefit Hamburg’s role in Northern Germany.
Beyond such national (socio-economic and cultural) characteristics, however, I aim to link
recognition of national relations with legal recognition of national laws. Here, locally recognised
values may conflict with legal standards and lead to local resistance movements mobilising for
the Right to the City in Hamburg since 2009 (cf. chapter 6.4). In this line, Hamburg resistance
movements have successfully fought for rent control at the local scale, which was later applied
to large German cities (Mietpreisbremse) at the national scale in 2014. Such a development
supports my argument that national recognition relies on local struggles and local recognition
in the first place, which is only later up-scaled to reach greater (supra-local or legal) recognition
(cf. chapter 3.8). For further legal implications regarding property, rent or squatting please see
my discussion in the previous chapters and for an explicit analysis of the legal framework of
Anti-Squat property guardianship in part two of this analysis.

7.

Local (social) recognition
Local recognition is characterised by a plurality of desirable values and different levels of
abstraction in each city. Here, one may differentiate between more aggregate claims about
what is good for a city or rather decentralised district or neighbourhood claims. The smallest
unit of local recognition claims can be conceptualised with the inhabitant’s home, block or
neighbourhood (cf. chapter 3.8). Local recognition may therefore embrace the city scale as
a whole but can be captured even more precisely at the district or neighbourhood scale. Local
struggle and/or disrespect of Amsterdam’s creative city ambitions are expressed for example, by
cultural entrepreneur Arnold van Manen in Amsterdam West:
[E]verything now gets according to the big city examples of New York or whatever.
You have to have a lot of money to develop something here. Prices are sky-rocketing in
Amsterdam. What used to be possible ten years ago, with little money but a lot of ideas, is
almost impossible now …We have to make the people aware that the city needs a creative
spot, because if there is no creativity, if everything is office buildings and everything
goes to the people who can pay 250 €per m², then the whole atmosphere will change in
Amsterdam. Amsterdam is known throughout the world as a place where everything must
be possible and there is a sort of nice atmosphere in Amsterdam and that goes down. That’s
very hard to struggle with (cf. Interview van Manen 2010).

Similar perceptions of a divide between global city ambitions and local needs are voiced
in Hamburg. Here, political filmmaker Margit Czenki refers to competing concepts of justice
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and highlights the commitment to local social values, where Hamburg residents are “stubborn”
when holding on to social ideals (cf. Interview Czenki 2013). In this line, artists have openly
criticised their instrumental role for the property market, where:
[A]rtists are expected to follow the funding money and interim-use opportunities like
donkeys after carrots into development areas that need life injecting into them ... We say:
A city is not a brand. A city is not a corporation. A city is a community. We ask the social
question which, in cities today, is also about a battle for territory …We claim our right
to the city together with all the residents of Hamburg who refuse to be a location factor
(Not in our Name 2010: 324).

To be sure, local recognition or disrespect is based on normative values practised at
the local level, which are not necessarily progressive or emancipatory. This is to say that local
misrecognition of social values can take the form of Not In Our Name (NION) in Hamburg
but can also be read with Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY) protest initiatives. For the latter, I
think of popular NIMBY movements, who would oppose greater infrastructural projects or
who may argue that ‘We do not have anything against refugees but why accommodate them
in my neighbourhood?’ The latter, in fact, is a bigger German discussion in 2014–16, where
national politicians are eager to stress that xenophobia (expressed by the nationalist PEGIDA
movements) is not a German but a local/regional phenomenon of Saxony or Dresden.
Local recognition or disrespect of normative values in spaces and places, in short,
fundamentally recall the relationship that social practice is spatial practice (cf. Lefebvre 1991,
Soja 1996, 2010 and chapter 3), which is decisive for so many daily life practices and social
orders shaped by cultural practice and political, territorial borders. Prominent examples involve
state territories more generally, federal political frameworks, special economic zones for special
labour conditions or tax benefits, il/liberal cultural and religious practices, drug policies or
the execution of death penalties. While such a list is open-ended – basically touching upon all
aspects of political, social, economic and cultural geography – I will now pay close attention
to the local differences Amsterdam and Hamburg make when confronted with the project
of organising recognition for property-led urban renewal, on the one hand, and organised
resignation, resistance, relocation on the other.

7. 2. Organising recognition and organised resignation
Regarding two competing philosophies of justice – rather liberal, individualist and competitive,
where housing is a commodity, an achievement an investment (i.e. private property) vs.
egalitarian, collectivist, co-operative notions, where housing is a common, social good
(i.e. social right) – I argue, recognition for housing distribution is organised. Here, the role of
rights is central to a recognition perspective, which involves legal legislation and state policies
vis-à-vis socially esteemed (not yet legal) rights, which would involve the right to housing
(as in France) or the Lefebvrian right to the city put forward by urban movements.
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Even further, I argue, organising recognition of a property-led housing career is closely related
to the project of organised resignation in the field of social rented housing; resembling two sides
of the same coin. Organising recognition on the one hand vis-à-vis organised resignation on
the other, however, has crucial implications: i.e. the im/possibility of resistance and relocation.
With this in mind I will now proceed to analyse the project of organising recognition,
resignation, resistance and relocation paying close attention to the historical developments of
(local) struggles for (local) recognition.

Organising recognition of a property-led housing career
As indicated in chapters 4 and 5, the liberalisation of Dutch housing policies took shape in 1989
when the social democrats agreed to privatisation plans (cf. VROM 1989). This “regime shift”
(Salet 1999) came close to a “revolution in social housing” (van Kempen and Priemus 2002)
although it was a “quiet” one (Dieleman 1996). The policy evaluation of the regime shift in 1989
has led to a shifting recognition of housing values at the national scale and was accompanied by
a 2000 published memorandum “What people want, where people live?” (VROM 2000).
The aim to shift recognition to what housing is for is not only implicit in the title. In this
memorandum, especially post-war social, economic and technological achievements are
recognised as drivers for a new housing policy that emphasises deregulation and market
distribution. The memorandum makes it clear that the 1901 Dutch housing policy is obsolete
(VROM 2000: 7ff.), while the ideological shift is identifiable when “inhabitants” (Bewoners) are
now recognised as “housing consumers” (Woonconsumenten), who do not want be housed but
to self-determine their individual preferences and pay the price. Although the memorandum
notes that inhabitants are not only housing consumers but also “housing producers”
(VROM 2000: 13), the overall rationale fully focuses on housing consumers.
Recognising housing as a consumer good (i.e. commodity, private property) has later
motivated a national redevelopment program for “districts of special attention” (VROM 2007)
that again clearly addresses a recognition perspective: aiming at the need to transform low
performing neighbourhoods and the legitimacy of urban renewal (cf. chapter 5). Acknowledging
Dutch social housing supply – primarily conditioned by waiting time – the memorandum
basically finds that Dutch middle class households do not want to wait for housing but have
the purchase power to buy themselves in (cf. VROM 2000).
Central to the state project of organising recognition for private home-ownership is
a mortgage tax deduction system (Hypotheekrenteaftrek), which provides generous conditions
for middle class households (or so-called housing consumers), who qualify for a mortgage.
Here, it is important to note that the shift towards private property developments is mortgage
based, so the house (or apartment) is not owned by the resident but by the bank. According
to the national statistics office CBS, 83% of all Dutch home-owners rely on mortgages3 from
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the bank, which is backed up by the state with a national loan security (Nationale Hypotheek
Garantie, NHG).
Until 2011, future home-owners were encouraged to borrow up to 130% of a mortgage
loan – since 2011 this is 110% – and to deduct up to 51% of their mortgage payments from
their income tax (cf. Aalbers 2011, FETPH 2012). Aiming at an increased home-ownership
rate, the national government therefore subsidises higher-income households (who qualify for
mortgages) and guarantees 30% of the mortgage (NHG) to the bank if a lending household
defaults. Due to the bursting of the real estate bubble and the global financial crisis, Dutch
property prices fell 20% between 2008–2013 (CBS 2014: 40), so 20–34% of Dutch households
own a home4 where the contemporary value of the property in 2013 is clearly below their
mortgage deal (cf. van Steen and Pellenbarg 2014). This especially affects younger households
(below 45 years), who were encouraged to start a housing career and buy their homes. Though
IMF and OECD research indicated the Dutch mortgage debt will grow 5–10 times faster than
the GDP, which may count as the world’s largest mortgage debt (i.e. 632 billion EUR in 2011),
the system remains in place (cf. FETPH 2012: 46).
Organising recognition for a property-led housing career in the Netherlands in the fast lane
(cf. Hilbers et al. 2008 and chapter 4.1) has required fundamental shifts in housing distribution
that reveal exceptional support for property owners. This can be seen in the discourse around
the skewed-income-ratio (Scheefwonen) for tenants, mortgage incentives (Hypotheekrenteaftrek)
and state insurance (NHG) for owners, the liberalisation of the points system and the semiprivatisation of housing associations. While most of these measures have led to an increasing
recognition of a property-led housing career in the 1990s and 2000s, the newly installed
Anti-Squat legislation in 2010 is another indicator in favour of a property-led agenda
(cf. part two of this analysis).
Next to a stimulation to buy (cf. Aalbers 2004),the parallel discourse around a skewedincome-ratio (Scheefwonen) further supports the picture of building up economic pressure
on the social rented housing stock and the rolling back of state regulations for social housing
provision. Connecting the income-ratio to social housing costs basically reveals that residents
pay too little (or earn too much) and could pay more. Such an economic perspective on housing
goods and housing consumers effectively shifts housing to the private realm, while increasing
the market share of housing costs. Here, it is interesting to note that a similar discourse of
a skewed-income-ratio has also taken place in Hamburg in the 1990s (Fehlbelegungsabgabe),
which was abolished in 2002. For HCU housing professor Dirk Schubert (cf. Interview 2013),
this instrument is politically motivated and serves to “free central locations from social
rented housing”.
As indicated in chapter 4, the German case (slow mover) does not meet the Dutch increase
of private home-ownership (in the fast lane) (cf. Hilbers et al. 2008).German post-war social
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housing provision was always market-based and subsidised by the state for a specific period
of time (i.e. lock-in period) of 30 years (cf. Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2007). This logic did not
change substantially although Hamburg has only recently reduced the lock-in period of subsidies
to expire after 15 years (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). In other words, no substantial changes were
required, since property values and market distribution were in place anyway. The German
system did not lock up a market segment but subsidised market rents for a period of time.
With 22%, Hamburg held the second lowest owner-occupancy rate in Germany (after Berlin)
in 2008, which has not changed until today. For large German cities this development is not
exceptional or surprising, since mortgage conditions are different and property prices are high
(cf. HWWI 2010).

7.

In a nutshell, the liberalisation of German social housing policies took shape in the wake
of a social housing scandal (Neue Heimat) in the 1980s (explained in next section below),
the German reunification in 1989 and a federal program that further promoted private homeownership (Eigenheimzulage) in the 1990s. Responding to high property prices in the inner
city, however, middle class households made use of state incentives for private property
ownership in suburban locations. Suffering from suburbanisation, Hamburg has especially
benefitted from the German reunification in 1989 and subsequent in-migration of new residents
that compensated for the suburban population decline. Nevertheless, all three events have
significantly impacted Hamburg city development.
As I have discussed in chapter 6, recent efforts of the Hamburg International Building
Exhibition, IBA (2006–2013) – organising recognition for urban renewal under the umbrella
“improvement without displacement” and “housing means staying” – the IBA made the municipal
housing association SAGA GWG accept new 30-year contracts, instead of 15 years for social
rented housing. Such a new deal should be seen with regard to recognition of social tensions
and comprehensive urban movements which criticised market-led developments since 2009
(see resistance section below). Similarly, urban movements have had significant impact on
the formation of a 2011-formed city coalition for housing (cf. Bündnis für das Wohnen 2011)
aiming to cushion market distribution and committing the municipality’s housing association
SAGA GWG to new housing construction with a ‘mix of thirds’: i.e. one third owner-occupied,
one third free market rents and one third social rented housing. Recognition for property-led
urban renewal is thus organised differently in both cases. While Hamburg authorities respond to
critique and resistance (increasing the lock-in period) Amsterdam re-developments rest upon
generous state support for mortgage lending, while frustrating future expectations in social
rented housing.

Organised resignation in the field of social rented housing
As stated above, I interpret the promotion of private home-ownership as the other side of the same
coin, where organising recognition of a private property-led housing career is connected to
organised resignation in the tenants’ sector. The Dutch case demonstrates this exceptionally
well. In light of national housing policy changes described above (cf. VROM 1989, VROM 2000,
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VROM 2007), the privileged treatment of home-owners (i.e. distributive injustice), who pay
25% of their income on housing vs. 35% for tenants (cf. ABF research 2013b), has motivated
the formation of an initiative called “Foundation for Equal Treatment of Public Housing”
(Stichting Gelijke Behandeling Volkshuisvesting5) in September 2011.

Already in 2006, prominent academics from TU Delft (e.g. Hugo Priemus, André Thomsen

and others) wrote a letter to the Dutch Equal Treatment Commission. Though the commission
confirmed “unilateral government action” the initiative’s focus on housing and social class,
however, is not covered by the Equal Treatment Commission’s focus on discrimination of gender,
age, sexuality or religion. Consequently, the proposal was rejected. As a response, the FETPH
foundation translated its analysis into English and sent it to the European Commission in 2012.
The FETPH initiative’s central argument focussed on a business climate for housing, where
the shift of housing subsidies – from the supply to the demand side – is evident, and where
tenants pay the price. Observing a systematic implementation of advantages for home-owners
and unequal treatment of tenants, the authors argue that housing is a social good and must
re-gain its very function to accommodate people instead of capital (cf. FETPH 2012).
While the national relationship of tenants (formerly ca. 60%) vs. owner-occupiers (formerly
ca. 40%) shows a reversed picture of ca. 60% owner-occupiers between 1985–2009 (cf. MBZK
2010: 7 and chapter 4), the case of Amsterdam, however, offers a different picture. In Amsterdam
today basically half of the housing stock still consists of social rented housing, ca. 15% are
market rents and ca. 35% are owner-occupied (cf. chapter 5). Increased pressure on privatisation
and demolition of social rented housing, however, has not fuelled comprehensive resistance
movements but something that I would address with a freeze attitude. This freeze attitude I
interpret with regard to resignation in degree, when tenants inside the system silently hold on
to social housing and avoid the politicisation of their struggle in public. Such a perspective is
further supported when acknowledging research that found more than 10.000 residents were
displaced in Amsterdam between 2008–2013 (cf. Huisman 2014a). Their struggle could have
been water to the mills of the SASH movement, but this was not the case. The decision of
the SASH6 movement (Stop Afbraak Sociale Huisvesting) to stop their mobilisation against
the demolition of social housing after 10 years (2002–2012) speaks for itself (cf. chapter 5.3).

SASH’s resignation in kind, therefore, responds to unilateral government action and privileged
treatment of (mortgage-based) home-owners, effectively frustrating the motivation for further
resistance mobilisations.
When addressing the demise of social housing as a desirable and shared social good, I further
need to add how the very practice of social housing was corrupted in the past. In this line, Dutch
social housing associations were involved in a range of scandals, building frauds, the Schiphol
disaster and Vestia mismanagement, which was “bad for the image of the entire sector, when
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directors ruin a housing association and get a golden handshake after all”, as AFWC housing
advisor Jeroen van der Veer (cf. Interview 2012) states. Similar scandals have also shaken
the German social housing system, which somewhat met the emerging neoliberal Zeitgeist–
that the public sector cannot provide good social housing management. Here, the labour union
owned Neue Heimat used to be the biggest social housing provider in Hamburg and the biggest
housing association in Europe (after the world wars). It collapsed due to fraud in 19827. When
divided – after bankruptcy in 1988 – more than 40.000 housing units in Hamburg were offered
to the housing association GWG, which later merged with the city-owned SAGA to form SAGA
GWG8 in 1999 (cf. Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2007).
After the Christian Democratic (CDU) era of 2001–2011, during which (social) housing
production basically came to halt in Hamburg, the subsequent struggle of tenants coping with
increasing housing costs can further be qualified with resignation. Today, more than 400.000
low-income households in Hamburg are formally entitled to social rented housing9, while
less than 100.000 of subsidised units exist, and 30% of which expire in 2017 (cf. FHH 2013a).
According to the head of the Hamburg tenant association Sigmund Chychla a maximum of 17%
of the city’s low-income households are served with social rented housing today.

7.

For a balanced housing market one would usually assume that supply exceeds demand by
3–4%. Given our housing stock of 920.000 units and the assumption of 4% we are lacking
36.800 units …From a real estate perspective, however, the housing market works well, if
demand is greater than supply (Interview Chychla 2013, translation tb).

According to Chychla, market proponents would usually double the number of affordable
housing units when including the Hamburg housing co-operatives, which also hold 130.000
units of rental housing. The housing co-ops, however, serve only 50–60% of their members today,
which implies respective waiting lists and a ban on accepting new members at the moment (cf.
Interview Chychla 2013). The city-owned housing corporation SAGA GWG also has a waiting
list of 30.000 people seeking affordable housing (ibid.). While such figures indicate the growing
struggle with increasing housing costs and resignation in degree (i.e. lowering expectations of
the good life but remain in place), on the one hand, they also explain contemporary resistance
movements in Hamburg to tackle market-led housing distribution, on the other.
To be clear, qualitative notions of struggle and resignation in degree are difficult to qualify in
this broader analysis. Such an approach would require an anthropologist and/or a psychological
perspective on inhabitants’ struggles in daily life, which I consider a fruitful field for critical
research in the future. Looking at the participation in recent local elections, nevertheless,
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provides an insight into a resignation perspective, where both cities – Hamburg 201510 (56.5%)
and Amsterdam 201411 (50.3%) – did not mobilise much more than half of the population to
participate in the elections and make their choice. For a closer perspective on resignation and
the intensity of struggle, I further think of the subtle notions in daily life, where people work
more than one job – or sleep less – to pay the bills; which is reflected in limited chances and
choices, cynical attitudes, the use of drugs and so on.
One soft indicator of qualitative struggle and resignation in degree is nevertheless evident
in both cities: the quality of life measured in square metres. After decades of individualisation,
increasing single households and increasing square metres per person this trend has come to
hold in Amsterdam. Here, statistics show a turning point in 2013, where the number of available
square metres per person no longer increased but decreased (cf. O+S Amsterdam 2014: 19).
For Hamburg I cannot rely on such quantitative data but rely on qualitative arguments that
low-income inhabitants increasingly share the space that is available to them with others
(cf. Interview Füllner 2013). In any case, to overcome resignation, options for resistance (i.e.
restoring self-confidence through activism) and relocation (i.e. struggling for the good life
elsewhere) still apply.

7. 3. Organising particular vs. comprehensive resistance over time
In my case studies I have argued that contemporary resistance against property-led urban renewal
takes the form of particular movements in Amsterdam (cf. chapter 5.4) and comprehensive
resistance in Hamburg (cf. chapter 6.3 and 6.4). In order to make my argument strong, in this
section I seek to put these(local) struggles for (local) recognition into a historical perspective.
For the Dutch case, I argue that the provocative squatter movements of the 1960s, 70s and
80s have mobilised comprehensive resistance movements and particularised thereafter. For
Hamburg, I would argue, this is rather the other way around.
This is to say that Amsterdam movements fundamentally opposed the normative foundation
of property-led housing distribution between 1976–1984 (cf. Mamadouh 1992) and succeeded
in impacting national legislation and institutionalised urban policies (i.e. legal recognition).
The close proximity of these movements’ claims towards democratic politics, however, has
faded away and particularised over time: the only one provoking conflict today is the national
government. In some sense, such an argument reflects the fact that former Provos (knowing how
to provoke) are part of state institutions today, while others provocatively engage with revanchist
politics today (cf. Aalbers 2010, Uitermark and Duyvendak 2008, Smith 1996). Here, I think of
national policies that favour the primacy of private property ownership, unequal treatment of
tenants (cf. FETPH 2012; see above), new Dutch Anti-Squat legislation in 2010 (see part two of
this analysis) or recent attempts to illegalise illegal refugees in 2014 (see next section).
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For the German context, I would draw upon historical movements and squatting waves of
the 1980s and 1990s (in Frankfurt, Berlin and Hamburg) leading to the Berlin line ordinance
(Berliner Linie) in 1980 (cf. Roth 1981). The Berlin line ordinance first aimed to pacify
(i.e. legalise) comprehensive struggles and was later re-interpreted to evict new squats within 24
hours (cf. Holm and Kuhn 2011). Since the establishment of the Berlin Line ordinance, which
was also adopted by other cities, I argue that more comprehensive squatting activism lost its
momentum and subsequently particularised not only in Berlin but in Hamburg also. The squats
of Rote Flora in Hamburg (1989), Autonomous Centre in Mülheim Ruhr (1996), New Yorck in
Berlin (2005) and Gängeviertel in Hamburg (2009) are some of the few examples of people
successfully squatting a building and negotiating conditions of use (cf. Buchholz 2007). Except
for the Flora in Hamburg, however, all other German squats, if not hidden (stealth squatting),
have been institutionalised and pay rent today. Contemporary squatter movements, therefore,
rely primarily on local recognition (from the neighbourhood, district or city) to allow for
deviations from the norm.

7.

Particular resistance in Amsterdam after 1985
Following my argument about particularised protest movements and civil squatting in
Amsterdam today, above all I wish to highlight how urban movements of the 1960s have
radicalised and politicised a wider a public. In 1965 the first Amsterdam squatters did not
imagine they would actually stay put (cf. Duivenvoorden 2000). Their activism was a response to
the lack of affordable housing provision, while speculative vacancy was evident and even more
demolition planned by city authorities. Since 1969, Draaisma and van Hoogstraten (1983) speak
of a gradual decrease of public housing management in favour of market distribution, which
has led to 60.000 people on waiting lists and 20.000 squatters in the early 1980s in Amsterdam.
“There was no waiting for radical reform propositions or revolution” (ibid: 410). Conflicting
interests escalated in 1979 at the Groote Keyser and later required tanks to evict squatters
at Vondelstraat in 1980, which may count as the turning point and split of the movement
(cf. Blom et al. 1980, Draaisma and van Hoogstraten 1983).
According to Mamadouh (1992), the Amsterdam squatter movement flourished
between 1976–1984 but lost greater social recognition (i.e. solidarity) during the violent
conflicts in the Staatsliedenbuurt. Near the end of 1984, Mamadouh (1992: 151) notes that
the Staatsliedenbuurt neighbourhood was not only completely autonomous but also completely
isolated. In the second half of the 1980s unemployment superseded the Amsterdam housing
shortage as public problem number one (ibid: 183), while the movement further particularised.
In the 1990s many squatters reframed their struggle for self-realisation with the foundation
of so-called “free spaces” (cf. Vrije Ruimte 2001). In 1999, the municipality’s breeding place
program become known for a responsive approach to recognise squatters for their cultural
contributions and legalised a number of squats (cf. Interview Schoufour 2010, Buchholz 2011).
With regard to these historical developments, I argue that the radical conflict lost its momentum
in the late 1980s, so from the 1990s onwards I would speak of civil squatting.
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Although Dutch civil squatting did not create greater conflict in the 1990s and 2000s it
still posed an ideological threat to advocates of universal private property rights. Despite two
decades of good experiences with civil squatting, conservative and liberal members (CDA,
VVD) of national parliament had lobbied for more than eight years to ban squatting by2010
(cf. Interview ten Hopen 2012). The debate was remarkable. Regardless of research (cf. Renooy
2008) and police representatives, who stated that violence is not the issue (cf. Buchholz 2011),
harsh critiques from the church council and state advisory board (Raad van State), who saw no
evidence of a problem, national policy makers pushed the Anti-Squat bill forward (cf. Buchholz
2009). The debate, therefore, revealed a divide of national and local interests, where all Dutch
cities aligned (including the coalition of Dutch municipalities, the city networks G 4 and G 30
and the overall association of Dutch municipalities, VNG) against the national government’s
plan and stressed that existing regulations were working. The Amsterdam squatter movement
commented on the divide between the cities and the national state in 2009 by asking: “When
will the state be the enemy of the people?”
In defence of good practice and civil squatting, Amsterdam activists did not consider radical
activism but published a white book featuring portraits of 80 squatted community projects in
20 cities (cf. Redactie Witboek 2009), produced two documentaries, collected 17.000 signatures
and held numerous public events. The outcome was an impressive demonstration of an
empowered civil society claiming recognition for squats as valuable assets of urban life. Aiming
at rational deliberation, democratic procedures and legal recognition of their struggle, however,
these movements faced a bizarre reluctance by the government coalition, which insisted on one
ideological argument: i.e. universal protection of private property rights. Amsterdam’s vice mayor
and alderman for housing Maarten van Poelgeest (cf. Interview 2010) explicitly acknowledged
that this was an ideological decision (cf. chapter 5). The movement later responded: “We don’t
squat because we are allowed to but because of social reasons” (cf. Interview Kevin 2013). In
summary, legal threats to civil squatting have impacted daily life practices of civil squatting in
Amsterdam (i.e. every Sunday) but particular squatting activism continues.

Comprehensive resistance in Hamburg since 2009
For a historical reconstruction of organised resistance in post-war Hamburg, I argue that
Hamburg has experienced particular – though disruptive – protest movements around
the St. Pauli waterfront at Hafenstraße in 1987, Park Fiction in 1995 and Bambule in 2001 but
comprehensive resistance movements only formed in 2009 (cf. chapter 6.4). For squatting, I
wish to highlight the 1989 occupation of the former Flora theatre (Rote Flora), since the Flora is
the only German squat to defend its squatted status in public today. The Flora is an exceptional
case as it radically challenges capitalist land use, while rejecting private property and demanding
the building to be deleted from zoning plans. Such fundamental opposition to private property
is unique in Germany and is made possible because of the disruptive potential of not only
German but European solidarity movements (ranging from autonomous centres in Berlin to
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Poznan etc.), who have the power to threaten (or damage)
the capitalist institution private property and its architecture.
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Considering the power of solidarity and resistance mobilisations, even Hamburg’s Christian
democrats (CDU) recognise that a big city like Hamburg should be able to tolerate Flora
values, even if they stand in stark contrast to the primacy of property-led urbanisation. This
is also to say that private property advocates are aware of an ideological conflict that does
not make a huge difference in the bigger picture of the overall city. Even further, inherent
contradictions of co-optation and gentrification pose an ambivalent picture for movements’
activism, where the subversive charm of the Flora attracts alternative people to an alternative
neighbourhood (Schanze) but where the subversive charm is nevertheless absorbed by an
upscale property market.
The limits of political activism opposing private property are further visible when looking at

7.

the time and energy it takes to defend the Flora and acknowledging the fact that Hamburg did
not see any successful squats after the Flora for 20 years. Only with the Gängeviertel art-squat
in 2009 a culturalised strategy turned out to be successful that included artists and aimed at
local recognition of Hamburg’s historical architecture (cf. chapter 6). In other words, only when
mobilising local recognition for the local context can ideological recognition of universal property
protection be overcome.
Since 2009, more and more self-confident urban movements have increasingly mobilised
for fundamental changes regarding property-led urban developments when calling upon
the Lefebvrian right to the city. Although the mobilisations have not found legal recognition –
but have resulted in dramatic, emergency-state-like situations (Gefahrengebiet) of police
repression – the housing question (and gentrification discourse) was pushed to the top of
the urban agenda in 2011. In this line, a series of changes can be identified: i.e. a new deal for
social housing (cf. Bündnis für das Wohnen 2011), the abolition of the highest bidder procedure
for real estate, the re-discovery of social mixing (Milieuschutz, Erhaltungssatzung) and rent
control (Mietpreisbremse) (cf. chapter 6.5).
At the same time, increasingly self-confident movements’ activists have further mobilised
for greater social recognition of squatting – confronting the public with frequent activism
(cf. chapter 6.4) – culminating in a call for international squatting days in Hamburg in 2014.
Instead of revolutionary claims, however, the activists have closely connected their call12 to
the local context of an upscale property market, approximately one million square metres vacant
office space (cf. Grossmann and Berger 2015) and tenants’ struggles for affordable housing.
Activist Lisbeth (Interview 2014) explains the call as follows:
The reasons for squatting are numerous and various: to protest against unaffordable and
increasing rent, to prevent a building from being torn down, out of the need for new
self-organised and non-commercial spaces; for living, as art studios, workshops, cultural
centres and many, many more.
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While such a statement reads more self-centred – which is to say from a leftist, middle class
perspective – the activists widen their claim for mobilising social recognition (i.e. solidarity) for
vulnerable groups in the city (cf. Interview Lisbeth 2014), when stating:
Many people sleep on the street, in parks, under bridges, in their friends’ livingrooms,
in gyms, in refugee accommodation or emergency shelters, and in highly overpriced
community rooms. Living prices are rising, urban districts are facing gentrification,
alternative places are in danger or – inspite of resistance – unfortunately lost. There are
enough reasons to move into abandoned houses or just not leave our flats.

In my reading, a close connection to tenants’ struggles or homelessness is crucial for activist
movements that aim to overcome the self-centred radicalism of autonomous urban movements.
Hence, I would indeed see the need to publicly politicise the limits of market distribution, stress
the dual character of property relations and raise awareness for (self-) achievement and (self-)
use of private property (cf. part two of this analysis and chapter 8). Such critical awareness and
activist connections to tenants’ struggles I see in Western and central parts of Hamburg and in
Amsterdam East. For Amsterdam East, KSU (Kraakspreekuur) activist Momo (Interview 2010)
has described “squatters as the post-modern syndrome that we in fact are”. Disconnecting from
“the illusion that we can change anything with direct action”, Momo nevertheless believes “that
we can motivate and educate people”. This is to say that a resistance perspective above all implies
local struggles for desirable values, commitment to spaces worth fighting for and solidarity of
the community. The alternative being: resignation and relocation.

7. 4. Relocation, residential mobility and displacement in cities
As outlined in chapter 4, a property-led housing career conceptualises relocation with
residential mobility and a life cycle which is ideally directed upwards and connects individual
achievements on the labour market (i.e. social mobility) to the housing market (i.e. residential
mobility). Liberal conceptions of a housing career, therefore, embrace the achievement principle
and the justice of earned deserts, which implies one settles where one can afford settling. When
looking at residential mobility and gentrification in advanced capitalist cities –seeking a good
life and a place to call home – for relocation, above all, this requires a motivation to move
(i.e. imagination of a good life elsewhere or resignation to realise subjective expectations of
a good life at certain places) and the means to do so. For the latter this primarily involves
the affordability (i.e. purchase power) and accessibility of alternative locations (i.e. freedom
of choice and freedom of movement). In this line, I connect social mobility to spatial mobility,
which is freedom of movement and which is limited.
To be sure, relocation is not a bad thing in itself, if the decision is taken voluntarily
(e.g. for career ambitions, better chances for self-realisation, love relationships etc.) and if
the means to do so exist (i.e. time, energy, access and affordability). More precisely, recognition
is achieved through inter-subjective relations and social institutions that constitute the making
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of a social order: the market (money and property), state (equal rights), society (social esteem
for personal achievements, solidarity), family and friends (love). Hence, I distinguish between
voluntary and forced relocation addressing a) the inner city gentrification discourse and (global)
city competition and b) international migration movements between cities and nation states,
i.e. the struggle of refugees seeking a good life in European cities, in my case Hamburg and
Amsterdam (see next section below).
Regarding relocation in cities, my case studies show different qualities of local struggles.
Amsterdam is a critical case that follows an ambivalent strategy, i.e. protecting inhabitants inside
the social housing system while restricting access for outsiders through the implementation
of waiting times in an upscale property market, which requires purchasing power to avoid
the waiting list and buy oneself in (cf. chapter 5). Hamburg, on the other hand, is more of
a paradigmatic case for property-led developments, recalling mayor Dohnanyi’s announcement
of a Hamburg corporation in 1983 that especially flourished in the CDU era of 2001–2011
(cf. chapter 6). In both cities, therefore, private property plays a crucial role in housing
distribution, while tenants struggle with relocation, since they do not own their home.
For the academic gentrification debate, relocation is closely related to forced displacement and
only recently more nuanced discussions were developed to grapple with motivations, conditions
and contexts of relocation processes. In a recent special issue on relocation, Kleinhans and
Kearns (2013) reviewed the academic literature on gentrification and conceptualised relocation
with respect to social change (and social adaptations to change over time), which is expressed
in particular places. Aiming to balance a polarised discussion of voluntary vs. forced relocation
(e.g. winners and losers) Kleinhans and Kearns (2013) highlight that the contemporary
gentrification literature involves primarily negative experiences with forced displacement by
the market and/or the state (cf. Newman and Wyly 2006), which would imply that relocation
is problematic in itself. Thinking of historical conflicts and nationalist, racist or religious blood
and soil claims, I argue this is not the case.
Emphasising social and residential changes over time, Kleinhans and Kearns (2013)
differentiate between context, process, outcome and compensation. Aiming at a more holistic
analysis of struggles with relocation, this differentiation is surely helpful and supports my
argument about local mis/recognition of local values (context) and ethical notions of social
change (process) regarding time, space, energy, technology and other resources (e.g. purchasing
power and access). The outcome, then, can be conceptualised with satisfaction (i.e. good life),
resignation (i.e. lowering expectations of the good life), resistance (i.e. mobilising solidarity
movements) or relocation (to leave the site of struggle and search for a good life elsewhere). In
any case, the quality of struggle should be differentiated with qualitative notions of a good life
in places, which is to say, whether recognition, resignation or resistance is evident in kind or
in degree.
Drawing upon cases in the US and the Netherlands, Kleinhans and Kearns’(2013) unfold
a rather optimistic argument that relocation is not dramatic. Overemphasising the Dutch
context, however, where assistance and compensation for relocation is evident (cf. Kleinhans
2003), I hesitate to share their optimism, since I would regard the Dutch experience as rather
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exceptional in the international picture. For the US case, the authors cite the work of Goetz
(2013) who made a case for improved living conditions and good quality housing (made
possible through housing vouchers) after relocating from run-down public housing. Here,
however, Goetz (2013: 242) presented a “paradox of relocation” when differentiating between
improved (new) housing standards vis-à-vis the (lost) attachment to place and communities of
value. With Lefebvre (1991) I would therefore point to the conceived inevitability of propertyled renewal and relocation that is perceived and lived with differently. In other words, the quality
of life does not necessarily relate to the quality of material housing standards but communities
of value (cf. Honneth 1995), which is a relational and normative issue. The improvements of
the public housing stock could have taken place in favour of the residents in place, which was
not the case.
Such a discussion would, therefore, support my argument that resignation in the field
of social (or public) housing is organised when frustrating future perspectives of a good life
through disinvestment, while recognition for relocation is actively facilitated. Accordingly, I
argue that recognition of private ownership vis-à-vis resignation (not to be able to afford it) are
not only organised (i.e. state facilitated) but focus on specific locations, e.g. central locations,
which can be used or exploited differently (cf. Interview Schubert 2013). At this point, one can
hardly escape the normative discussion of competing housing strategies: a) the economic value
(i.e. the land, location, property value) or b) the social value (i.e. the home of people).While
the economic perspective is dominant in the gamble around property values, property-led
displacement and capital accumulation, Kleinhans and Kearns (2013) nevertheless have a point
when they state that relocated households may adapt to change over time.
As indicated, social change and residential relocation can be state-facilitated to ease
the struggle and adapt to changes at particular places. Given the fact that Dutch urban renewal
requires 70% of inhabitants’ agreement anyway (cf. Interview van der Veer 2012) Dutch tenants
in the regulated rental segment are entitled to tenant protection and adequate compensation,
which implies comparable size, type and tenure. Tenants are entitled to reimbursement
of their relocation expenses and extra assistance. Most importantly, however, low-income
households who received rent subsidy in their previous home, “maintain their rights for
rent subsidy, even if the rent of the relocation dwelling is higher than the previous rent”
(Kleinhans 2003: 478). Although there is a limit to which rent subsidy is available, tenants inside
the system move on to a new apartment without paying a higher rent. Such a relational rent
subsidy system makes a crucial difference to the critique of displacement in urban renewal
discourses. The relational rent subsidy system, however, only serves low-income households
who qualify for rent subsidy in the first place (ibid.). Most households would pay increased rents.
The Dutch system, in short, may count as quite helpful to assist low-income households with
relocation (e.g. with relational subsides and compensation) but is rather exceptional in Europe.
While Dutch assistance with relocation works without greater conflict, the last two decades
in Germany provide a different picture. For recent Hamburg developments, for example, it is
crucial to note that gentrification developed without greater state intervention in the CDU
era 2001–2011. In this line, legal instruments to regulate market-led housing distribution,
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gentrification and relocation were not absent but rely on (lacking) political will (cf. Interview
Chychla 2013, chapter 6.5). For the property-led make-over of the red-light district, St. Pauli
planning authorities have for example only intervened with a preservation charter in 2012. With
a preservation charter (Erhaltungssatzung), planning authorities can protect the social mix of
inhabitants, especially vulnerable, low-income inhabitants according to §172 building code
(BauGB) (cf. Vogelpohl 2013). Preservation charters aim to prevent real estate speculation or
further privatisation, merging of apartments and luxury modernisation (FHH 2013a: 60). To
date Hamburg consists of seven neighbourhoods that have enacted such a preservation charter13.
The re-discovery of social cohesion, social housing and rent control (Mietpreisbremse) has been
crucial to the (re-)election of a social-democratic Senate in Hamburg 2011 (cf. Bündnis für das
Wohnen in Hamburg 2011).
While residential mobility (voluntary relocation) in central parts of the city is strictly limited
for moderate incomes, housing advisor Mezler (Interview 2013) has emphasised that forced
relocation in Hamburg does not take the form of direct but rather indirect displacement; which
is class-based and property-led. Similar to Amsterdam, the Hamburg housing market must be
considered stuck for moderate incomes, while it should have become clear that Hamburg does
not provide extensive social housing (cf. Interview Chychla 2013, Schubert 2013). Aiming to
balance the controversy around social recognition of housing (i.e. homes) with the property
discourse, the engagement of the International Building Exhibition (IBA) is remarkable when
addressing urban renewal and “improvement without displacement” in 2013. As indicated in
chapter 6, all of the former 1.700 inhabitants of the “Global Neighbourhood” (Weltquartier) in
Hamburg Wilhelmsburg were given the chance to return to their homes, while 84% made use of
the IBA offer; providing substitute apartments or preferential treatment and relocation was paid
for (cf. IBA Hamburg 2013: 6-7).
The IBA (2006–2013) therefore tackled the ignorance of the CDU Senate 2001–2011
to no longer neglect tenants’ struggles and indirect property-led displacement. In 2011 due
recognition of tenants’ struggles led to a legitimacy crisis of the CDU Senate. For the (re-)
elected Social Democrat Senate (SPD) the struggle for affordable housing was the central issue
in 2011, when promising new construction, rent-control and social cohesion. Local recognition
of such an agenda and first achievements have further renewed support for the social democrats
in 2015, when the old and new SPD mayor Scholz14 pointed at 36.000 construction permits
and new construction of more than 10.000 units in the period 2013–14 to tackle the housing
shortage of 40.000 units (cf. Interview Chychla 2013).
Struggling with upscale property values in central locations, (not only) real estate proponents
often widen the market picture and point to other locations in the city and the greater regional
or metropolitan housing market, where the quality of struggle is less intense. Here, BSU housing
advisor Mezler is clear that Hamburg’s metropolitan region covers more than four million people
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and relies on peripheral/suburban locations (i.e. the East and South) as well, where residents
commute to work (cf. Interview Mezler 2013). While such a property-led perspective – to settle
where one can afford settling – is at least honest, I miss such an argument in Amsterdam.
Though Amsterdam, too, relies on surrounding municipalities to accommodate lowerincome households in its metropolitan territory (e.g. Almere, Lelystad, Zaanstad etc.) an
explicit discourse to settle where one can afford settling is still absent. When confronting market
advocate and Anti-Squat proponent, Jan ten Hopen (cf. Interview 2012), with this question
the former Member of Parliament (CDA) avoided an answer but basically confirmed it with
a grin. Hence I would argue that Dutch property advocates still hesitate to publicly address
the relationship of social inequality and spatial segregation.
Recalling Kleinhans and Kearns’ (2013) argument that struggles with relocation relate to
social change and local context, I agree to conceptualise relocation as a dynamic phenomenon
of social change, where the spatial outcome has residential, social, psychological and economic
consequences (ibid: 166). For social adaptations over time, this is to say that subjective
expectations in decent housing derive from prior definitions of a system that conceptualises
housing as either a) commodity, achievement, investment or b) as common social good and
social right. Though social and legal recognition of desirable housing standards change over
time it is nevertheless inevitable to have a close look at the competing normative values that
struggle with one another. For an idea of justice and relocation, therefore, close attention should
be paid to lived experiences of locally recognised values at places that are either legally granted
and/or socially practiced. Close attention must also be paid to the habitus (i.e. socialisation
and education) of subjects at moments and places, which predetermine the quality of (local)
struggles for (local) recognition.
In other words, recognising Honneth’s (1995) project of inter-subjective struggles for
recognition, it makes a difference whether members of a new generation are confronted with
residential mobility and a property-led housing career, or whether members of older generations
who worked one job and lived one place all their life are similarly confronted. The latter is
expressed by 84-year old Han Wanders in Amsterdam North, who commented on the discourse
around a skewed-income ratio (Scheefwonen) and shifting legal recognition of Dutch housing
standards – from inhabitants (Bewoners) to housing consumers (Woonconsumenten) – to be
the cruellest joke of his life (cf. Interview Wanders 2013).
Enforcing property rights, relocation and especially eviction, the displacement of long-time
inhabitants raises ethical tensions with regard to justice in cities. In big German cities like
Berlin15, Cologne16 and Hamburg, forced evictions have led to increasingly popular solidarity
movements to tackle property-led displacement since 2013. Blocking the bailiff with a crowd of
supporters in January 2015 has for example raised awareness for the struggle of Heiko17, who is
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in his sixties and who lived in his apartment in Hamburg Wilhelmsburg for 15 years. Blocking
the bailiff with 200 supporters in January 2015 has raised public awareness and required just as
many police officers in riot gear to enforce the eviction. Although such resistance was symbolic
and unsuccessful, such solidarity activism is crucial to signal the lack of local social recognition
of legal property-led displacement. “The legal order is always subject to change, that’s why we
are here”, one of the supporters said.
Summing up, for a better understanding of relocation and the social composition of
communities, a local recognition perspective requires a close look at socio-economic conditions,
place-specific characteristics, the habitus of subjects (i.e. socialisation and education), the energy
to struggle (i.e. age), technology and other resources (i.e. access to affordable alternatives) to be

7.

able to relocate (i.e. freedom of choice and freedom of movement). The question of where to
belong, then, relates to desirable social constellations and “communities of value” (Honneth
1995: 122) or “communities of character” (Walzer 1983: 62) highlighting membership to be
a decisive sphere of justice.
For an adequate account of membership, I clearly acknowledge that we are members
of our time and space as well as we are members of social communities –be it the family,
the state, the church, political parties, social movements, cultural initiatives or other clubs
(cf. Walzer 1983, Smith 1994). What is important for a balanced discussion of relocation is
the crucial notion of (lacking) achievement to become a member of a community of value.
Hence, I wish to point to the distinction of earned membership (i.e. achievement) vs. inherited
membership (i.e. birth, blood and soil, property) to create social tension (not only) in
gentrified neighbourhoods.
To be clear, god-given or inherited membership to local communities – inherent to blood
and soil claims and private property – is morally problematic, since it violates the achievement
principle as a legitimating source. In this line, the lack of (or inherited) achievement of new
owner-occupiers violates the justice of earned deserts of residents (especially tenants), who have
not contributed to the quality of life and property value attached to the neighbourhood, which
is later sold on to the market. In other words, new community members would not only distort
the “first-come, first-serve basis” (Walzer 1983: 40) but moreover disrespect prior achievements
of communities in place when taking the valorisation of neighbourhoods for granted and buying
themselves in. Next to social characteristics such as class, ethnicity, religion, gender, sex, age and
other cultural distinctions of social constellations, I would therefore argue it is the lack of (or
inherited) achievement of newcomers, who seek to buy themselves in, that poses a competing
moral claim of the right to be there (i.e. market justice), exercised by purchase power and private
property. This, of course, is in conflict with the Lefebvrian (1996) idea of the Right to the City
and a new life. Even further Walzer (1983) reminds us:
In Leviathan, Hobbes argued that such people, if they cannot earn a living in their
own countries, have a right to move into ‘countries not sufficiently inhabited: where
nevertheless they are not to exterminate those they find there, but constrain them to
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inhabit closer together and not range a great deal of ground to snatch what they find’
(Hobbes cited in Walzer 1983: 46)

While Hobbes’ assumption reads as a defence of European colonisation, which can also be
applied to the contemporary colonisation of the lifeworld via private property in gentrification
processes, I will now widen the picture of inner city relocation and touch upon the international
dimension of historical struggles for recognition and global migration movements struggling
with a historically and territorially trapped nation state (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden 2010) in
Amsterdam and Hamburg.

7. 5. International migration movements and relocation beyond cities
While struggles around property-led displacement in advanced capitalist cities can be dramatic,
the greater context of global migration movements and struggles of refugees is even more
dramatic. In order to get a holistic or global picture of historical (local) struggles for (local)
recognition at the end of part one I therefore wish to widen my spatial discussion embracing
inter-national conflicts with normative values at places. In this line, I will address the struggle of
(illegal) refugees, who have made it to Amsterdam and Hamburg, and briefly discuss the role of
the state (legal misrecognition), church and civil society (local solidarity).
Following my argument in chapter 3 that (local) struggles for (local) recognition are not
limited to relocation within cities but also between cities and nation states, in this section I
re-read the motivation of migration movements as struggles for recognition, self-realisation and
a good life. Next to socio-economic status (i.e. class), I argue citizenship (i.e. membership) to
be central for the in/accessibility of equal rights, decent living conditions and adequate housing
(i.e. a place called home). This is to say, besides the inner dynamics of flexibility, mobility and
movements, which are crucial to relocation, universal struggles for recognition and the good
life are not limited to cities and do not stop at political borders. With regard to locally esteemed
values at places Henk van Houtum (2005: 674) for example reminds us of the thin line between
a social order and a political border, when addressing “practices of b/ordering and othering, of
fixing territorial (id)entities, of purification of access as well as scale transgressions”. All of which
bear the crucial questions about conceptions of the self and others raising moral questions of
justification (cf. Forst 2011) and therefore recognition (cf. Honneth 2011a).
While migrant workers inside the European Union may be able to rely on friends or family
for immediate local solidarity at a new place, illegal immigrants outside of the European Union
may not rely on such social ties (i.e. membership) (cf. Black 2003). Lacking legal recognition
(i.e. rights), working permits and access to social benefits (including housing allowances),
refugees often face imprisonment, deportation, tents or street life, says Ahmed from Somalia,
a member of the Amsterdam refugee church18 (cf. Interview Ahmed 2013).
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Due to social unrest, political upheaval and (civil) wars in North-Africa, the Middle East or
Ukraine, today many refugees have sought asylum, shelter and a better life in Europe. For an
international comparative perspective, Amnesty International19 2013 speaks of ca. 230 million

people living outside the country they were born, ca. 14 million were considered refugees, ca.
10 million are considered “stateless”, while ca. 33 million were forced to leave their home but

stay in their country (i.e. internally displaced). According to Amnesty, Europe is the preferred
destination of refugees before Asia and North America. Although German and Dutch legal
frameworks have severe difficulties in recognising refugees as new members of their society,
Amsterdam and Hamburg have both been confronted with illegal refugees, who do not hold
a European passport nor do they have the financial means to make a living in these cities but
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simply claim “We are here”. Hence, I wish to briefly address the “We are here” campaign of
Amsterdam based refugees, the so-called refugee church, and the Hamburg “Lampedusa group”.
In May 2012 a group of 400 immigrants of various nationalities from Africa (e.g. Somalia,
Sudan, Eritrea, Ethiopia) and the Middle East (Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan) found themselves in
a situation where they have already been in police detention in the province of Groningen.
The toleration of the small city Ter Apel, however, did not last long and the camp was evicted
for their own safety, the mayor stated (cf. Volkskrant, 25.05.2012). Though a judge declared
the eviction disproportionate and illegal, the next day the refugees went for the bigger stage,
greater attention and greater visibility in the political centres of The Hague and Amsterdam.
After camping in public space and later evicted by police forces, the refugees were provided
emergency accommodation in the Vondelbunker, which is home to Amsterdam’s activist artcollective ‘Gallery Schijnheilig’ and the Student Squatting Information Centre (SKSU). It was
more of a coincidence that SKSU and church activists came up with the same idea to squat
a vacant church in Amsterdam West, one of the activists said (cf. Interview Kevin 2013). After
the squat, the church was offered to the refugees, while faith-based groups organised the support
of the refugees. The former St. Jozef church in Bos en Lommer was now called refugee church
(De Vluchtkerk). In a statement on their website20, it said:

“The refugees of ‘we are here’ have organized to make illegal migrants visible. They confront

the Dutch State and social order with an asylum law that they are the victims of. This they can
demonstrate only, if they stay together in a group. Visibility is the only way to escape anonymity”.
The struggle of refugees seems an exemplary case for unsuccessful local struggles for
recognition– requiring relocation to get anywhere close to a good life or to stay alive. For
a property perspective and market-led housing distribution, the situation is bizarre, since we are
talking about people who have migrated to a place they cannot afford. The permission to stay
and make a living in the Netherlands or Germany is primarily regulated via legal (i.e. citizenship)
and economic status (i.e. purchase power). Beyond purchase power European citizenship would
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be required to qualify for legal rights and social benefits. If the refugees followed the rules of
the game – citizenship and purchase power – they would go elsewhere; but they do not. They
have come a long way and will not return without a greater struggle.
Talking to Ahmed and others in Amsterdam, none of them argued with an explicitly political
critique of the ruling order. The only distinction they make is between the local population and
the national government. Amsterdam refugees, for example, were grateful for local support by
the Turkish and Moroccan community in Bos en Lommer and thank god to be in Amsterdam.
Even further, Oumar (Interview 2013) from Guinea prays for the national government to re-think
their struggle. Such an attitude and gratitude goes hand-in-hand with the faith-based support
group, who stressed humanitarian values but respected the legal framework and agreement with
the owner. Rage is absent in this struggle: a hell of challenge for secular political activists.
In Hamburg the so-called Lampedusa group consisted of 300 illegal refugees in 2013 and also
found shelter by the church, which, however, was soon under pressure by the state authorities.
Aiming at registration and deportation to Italy, Hamburg authorities soon urged the church not
to grant church asylum. Even further, acknowledging an increase of church asylum by 500% in
one year (34 cases in 2014 and 400 in 2015)21 the state called for recognition of its legal context
and power, which may not be hollowed out by the church. This state approach was rejected by
the churches, fellow Christian parties and Hamburg civil society to be morally misguided.
For a recognition-based perspective, the deviating legal approach of the state, the charity
approach of the churches, solidarity of civil society and resolute activism of social movements
is remarkable. In Hamburg 2013 and 2014 several demonstrations mobilised more than 3.000
people each22 to the streets, while Flora activists even opted for militant activism, which made
the claim of the refugees hard to ignore. The largest demonstration mobilised 8.000 people
under the umbrella of Right to the City – Never mind the papers23 in early 2015. In an open
letter, the refugees agreed to provide personal information but still feared institutionalised
racism and deportation. Fighting for a right to stay, however, raises a dilemma for a territorially
trapped nation state, which is unable or unwilling to recognise the social nature of political
borders and spatial patterns of social struggles in the 21st century (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden 2010,
van Houtum 2005).
Drawing upon legal rights and citizenship, the state is primarily led and trapped by
an ahistorical container concept of space and its territorial borders (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden
2010). Denying the historical and social nature of political b/ordering (cf. van Houtum 2005)
assumes the state to be immune from further social change, and raises fundamental questions
of justification and legitimation for a democratic state. While Elden (2010) makes this claim
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strongly for history, Walzer (1983) has called the rule of citizens over non-citizens (or members
over strangers) an act of tyranny and speaks of “a source of embarrassment for liberals of
all stripes …[which] is to tacitly support the conservative view that existing boundaries and
restrictive membership are sacrosanct” (cited in van Houtum 2005: 678).
While formal state procedures conceptualise space as a static container –disconnected
from historical struggles and lived experiences–local responses have nevertheless led to greater
solidarity and protest waves in the streets of Hamburg in 2013 and subversive activism in
Amsterdam (i.e. squatting a church). Recalling Lefebvre’s (1991) relational production of space,
Honneth’s (1995) ethical notions to mutual recognition and D.M. Smith’s (1994: 294) moral
geography to not “do to distant others, what we would not do to ourselves” it is more than cynical
for a legal order not to be able or willing to recognise the struggle of others, especially if they
are no longer distant but present in daily life. Here, Walzer’s (1983, 2007) sphere of membership
(i.e. nationality, ethnicity, religion, class, gender, culture) is crucial to understand the exclusion
of others at places. It nevertheless raises moral questions of legitimisation–especially for a state
that seeks democratic legitimacy (cf. Habermas 1973, Forst 2011 and chapter 8).
While German authorities tried to ignore the refugees’ struggle for recognition and later
attacked the church for granting church asylum, the Dutch national government’s response was
similarly cynical when aiming to criminalise illegal immigrants with legislation. For the Social
Democrats (PvdA) as members of the right-liberal Rutte II administration, however, this
attempt at legal misrecognition turned out to be fatal in subsequent local elections in 2014.
Here, the Social Democrats lost significant support throughout the Netherlands and also lost
the local elections in Amsterdam after 60 years in power (since 1949). As a direct response
to such widespread local misrecognition, one day later the Social Democrats took back their
proposal to criminalise illegal refugees, which distorted Social Democratic values beyond
all recognition.
In this line, Thomas Spijkerboer, professor for migration policy at the Free University of
Amsterdam, has publicly advocated more pragmatism with immigration policies, which
the Dutch are famous for (cf. Kritzman-Amir and Spijkerboer 2013). The problem, however,
is a structural problem: how to deal with social inequality, uneven geographical developments
and increasing (illegal) migration that will contest the European social order and border over
time (cf. van Houtum and Pijpers 2007, Black 2003). For the German context it is important to
note that the Merkel administration recognised the historical situation of forced displacement
and large-scale refugee movements from the Middle East, when providing asylum to more
than one million refugees in 201524. At the same time, the government is confronted with
nationalist and racist resentment calling for closed borders or explicit limits of immigration.
The dilemma of liberal-democratic, capitalist urbanisation (i.e. to settle where one can afford
settling) is therefore hardly resolved but involves intensified conflict and continuous struggles
for recognition. This is also to recall David Harvey’s (1982, 2001) argument of a spatial fix (i.e.
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spatial expansion and temporal extension), where global capitalism is analysed to be unable to
solve internal contradictions that lead to frequent crisis but also shift the crisis geographically.
For the refugees in Amsterdam and Hamburg, the struggle therefore continues: “As long as
the problem is still there, we will stay here”25
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Conclusions
In this first part of my analysis I have made my argument strongly that universal struggles for
recognition are qualitative struggles in time and space, where the energy (and other resources)
to struggle predominantly rely on property, affordability, accessibility, membership and
the freedom of movement. In this sense, qualitative struggles for self-realisation at moments
and places may lead to qualitative recognition and a good life, on the one hand, or call for
resignation, resistance, relocation on the other. I have emphasised that recognition or frustration
of desired local values is actively facilitated and therefore organised by the state, market and civil
society. I have further emphasised that organising recognition of a property-led housing career
vis-à-vis organising resignation in the field of social rented housing are two sides of the same
coin. Due recognition of the spatial patterns of social struggles, however, highlight the crucial
role of voluntary and forced relocation.
With a recognition perspective, I have provided an in-depth reading of relocation struggles
in advanced capitalist cities and discussed global implications of inter/national city competition.
Widening the picture of inner city struggles for historical struggles for recognition, I have
discussed global migration movements and the struggle of refugees, who seek a good life in
Europe. I have emphasised the role of the state that is historically and territorially trapped with
an idea of container space; as well as departing local recognition and local solidarity movements
welcoming refugees in Amsterdam and Hamburg. With a strong focus on local recognition,
resignation, resistance and relocation I have discussed the role of property relations rather
implicitly. In part two of my analysis I will make the role of private property more explicit.
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For a critical theory of justice that aims to explain why we struggle and what we want,
throughout this work I have stressed the significance of private property rights as a central
institution to determine daily life struggles in capitalist cities. I have further raised the rather
provocative assumption that the right to the city can be bought. Acknowledging the reservations
of Lefebvrian Right to the City scholars to explicitly address the role of private property for
capitalist reproduction (cf. Marcuse et al. 2009, Brenner et al. 2012), in part two of my analysis
I therefore wish to open what Manuel Aalbers26 has called the “black box of private property
rights” and to carve out more explicitly the dualistic structure of social expectations in
private property.
Emphasising the dualistic structure of private property rights (cf. chapter 3.5), I will
focus on beneficial and problematic aspects inherent to property-led urbanisation. For this
reason, I differentiate three dualisms of property: a) exclusive use vs. speculative vacancy b)
the achievement of private property (through hard work) vs. inherited property and c) atomistic
self-interest vs. the greater social good. While a) emphasises moral expectations in the use of
property (tackling distributive accumulation and speculation) b) emphasises self-achievement,
self-use of property and contrasting ground lease arrangements c) emphasises collective use
and co-operative solutions (i.e. co-ops) building upon political decision-making structures
and membership. All of these three dualisms rely on moral expectations in private property
(cf. Heins 2009) and communities of value (cf. Honneth 1995) or membership
(cf. Walzer 1983, Smith 1994). All of which are evident in Amsterdam and Hamburg.
With Honneth (1995, 2011 [2014]) I have stressed the Hegelian notion of private property
as a civil right (i.e. a subjective freedom right) to protect the private realm against the state.
For my relocation discussion it shall further be interesting to see if property-led developments
enable residential mobility. As discussed in chapter 6, the Amsterdam discourse is centred on
the assumption that property-led housing distribution would benefit a more dynamic housing
market. In fact, various scholars (cf. Kleinhans 2003) have argued that private property does not
serve more residential mobility, while rental agreements would meet this aim. The latest Dutch
property report explicitly points at this dilemma (cf. DTZ Zadelhoff 2015a).
In what follows, I will address the contradictions underlying this dilemma with a closer look
on inherent values that are characteristic of property rights, which is most prominently expressed
by the Marxist dualism of the use/exchange value (cf. Harvey 2009). While the use-value of
things is usually desired, the exchange-value bears the power to distort the use-value beyond
recognition (i.e. commodification, alienation). The exchange value of property connects
to the scarcity of land, capital accumulation and real estate speculation and systematically
leaves a number of properties unused. Such speculative vacant property, I argue, is contested at
the local scale in daily life. Although both of my case studies show a small number of vacancies
for residential properties, the commercial property market reveals vacancy rates of more
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(Amsterdam) or less (Hamburg) than one million square metres in 2014 (cf. DTZ Zadelhoff
2015, Grossmann and Berger 2015). This overproduction of office space vs. lack of housing
production reflects a differing quality of recognition and regulation of housing standards in
contrast to the office market.
To be clear, both of my city case studies hold a relatively low owner-occupancy rate for
European cities: Amsterdam (35%) and Hamburg (23%). For the head of the Hamburg tenant
association Chychla (Interview 2013), the Hamburg owner-occupancy rate of 23% is in line with
other large German cities, where even middle class households have difficulties in acquiring
private home-ownership (cf. chapter 6). With regard to residential mobility, Chychla states,
many households prefer rental contracts over private property anyway.
Acknowledging the closer connection of a flexible labour market and a housing market
that aims to accommodate this flexibilisation, for Amsterdam, this requires a closer look and
the question: why is private property ownership promoted? The latest Dutch property report
“Blurring boundaries, clear contours” (DTZ Zadelhoff 2015) illustrates how this question is far
from resolved as it clearly recognises that “a rental home does not generate any value growth
for the tenant, but does offer flexibility instead” (ibid: 15). The report further acknowledges
that for young urban professionals, who are confronted with a flexible labour market, “buying
an affordable house in a decent neighbourhood is practically impossible” (ibid.). Increasing
flexibility in the labour market, therefore, poses a dilemma for a regulated housing market that
seeks to accommodate this flexibility. These concerns notwithstanding, the report identifies
Dutch housing regulations in the social rented sector and property prices that exclude precarious
households (who make less than 30.000, EUR per year) as constraints for property and flexibility
in Dutch cities. In this line, the report concludes that “municipalities must respond to this
dilemma” and “bind younger generations” (ibid: 16) through property incentives.
Such a policy recommendation supports my argument that recognition of a property-led
housing career is organised by the market and the state. It also reminds us of Friedrich Engel’s
Housing Question published in 188727. Here, Engels draws a connection between workers and
landownership, which not so much binds younger generations but which chains them to the spot
and prevents them from looking around for other employment. Put this way, Marxist scholars
have criticised the liberating effects of private property ownership: primarily emphasising
the disciplining of workers (cf. Harvey [1973] 2009, Ball 1976, Castells 1977, Kemeny 1980).
In the Urban Question, Castells (1977) has further argued that owner-occupation gives
workers a hand to engage with private property and that “chronic indebtedness ties individuals
into the job market and into society in general” (Castells 1977: 185). Others have emphasised
the achievement principle, of course, which should respond to hard work, enable social mobility
and benefit the development of a middle class (cf. Saunders 1978). As Kemeny (1980: 372)
notes, it is “clear that general ideological characteristics of owner-occupation are important
in contributing to an overall conservative ideology in capitalist societies”. It is not at all clear,
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however, “why heavily indebted mortgage-occupiers are any more ‘tied into the job market’
and enmeshed in capitalist relationships than rack-rented tenants” (ibid.). Here, I clearly agree
with Kemeny, who contests the quality of private home-ownership and later speaks of privately
owned slum housing (cf. Kemeny 2006). Similar to poor home-owners with heavy mortgages,
rack-rented tenants struggle just as much with a private property-led housing system, as
the Hamburg case shows (cf. chapter 6).
Housing as a common good or right, by contrast, would escape the idea of commodification
and competitive market distribution. This is why I am interested in both developments that
challenge and change the role of social rights in the provision of housing: a) privatisation (i.e.
promotion of private home-ownership) and b) deregulation of tenant protection (i.e. temporary
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contracting and Anti-Squat property guardianship). Both developments aim at the primacy of
private property rights and market-led distribution of housing – resulting in speculative real
estate bubbles and frequent crisis (cf. chapter 4).

7. 6. Mis/recognition of vacant property and conditions of use
For speculative vacancy, Hamburg and Amsterdam have both enacted urban regulations
that oblige property owners to report vacant properties to the planning authorities. Though
the protection of residential use (Wohnraumschutz) was abolished by the CDU Senate in
Hamburg in 2004 the Social Democrats have revived this instrument in 2011. This policy
demands that private property owners report any housing that has been vacant for more than
three months to Hamburg authorities (cf. Interview Chychla 2013). In Amsterdam a similar
legal procedure is evident, which requires owners to report vacant spaces after six months.
Beyond that it is important to note that Dutch squatting was considered a civil violation of
private property rights, if the property was not in use for one year (cf. Buchholz 2009). It is ironic
that the detection (and use) of vacant properties was achieved voluntarily in a civil manner by
squatters, while the Dutch squatting ban in 2010 requires a new bureaucratic effort to enable
that same effect, states former vice mayor and alderman for housing, Maarten van Poelgeest
(cf. Interview 2010).
Moral expectations in the use of private property are moreover evident in local social contexts
and legal legislation. Here, German constitutional law (i.e. article 1428) ties property owners to
social responsibility and the greater social good. Such formal legal commitment, however, has

hardly any consequences for owners in practice, who can rather rely on the Berlin line ordinance
to evict squatters within 24 hours (cf. Holm and Kuhn 2011) – instead of expecting a fine by local
authorities (lacking staff). In any case, I argue, to get a hold of vacant property, civil disobedience
of urban movements is crucial to raise awareness, detect and problematise vacant property in
cities. While such an approach has been characteristic of the Dutch framework for decades
(see Anti-Squat below) for the German discourse urban movements have only lately re-
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discovered the vacancy argument. Since vacancy is crucial for the recognition of use, I will
therefore touch upon the vacancy argument that is central to squatting and Anti-Squat
property guardianship.

Detecting vacancy
Economic reasons for not using vacant property are at least threefold. Firstly, the nominal book
value contributes to the overall value of the company, so renting out at a lower rate reduces
the book value of the entire company, which again affects credits by banks etc. Secondly,
vacancy can be deducted (to a certain degree) from income tax by the landlord. Thirdly, interim
or temporary uses pose administrative challenges to ensure safety regulations. This often
costs time, energy, expertise and money to meet semi-permanent or permanent legal housing
standards (cf. Interview Stüven 2013, Ziehl 2013).
Given these economic objectives, speculative vacancy would remain in place if not contested
by the local community and social actors (cf. Artkämper 1995). Here, interim use advocate
Ziehl (2013: 61) argues that the state could abolish tax benefits and even further introduce an
extra tax on vacant property, which would work against the ‘business as usual’ of speculative
new construction; especially in the less regulated and therefore more profitable office sector.
For civil society, on the other hand, this would imply a challenge to economic costs with social
and cultural costs for the local community, while recognition of civil squatting can be helpful
to increase pressure on owners – as the last two decades of the Dutch experience have shown.
Similar to German authorities, who lack the staff needed to enforce regulations on
speculative vacancies, after the squatting ban in the Netherlands only a handful of cities have
enacted local vacancy regulations that would monitor and punish vacancy according to new
Anti-Squat legislation (outlined below). Individual owners, on the other hand, usually deny
holding (speculative) vacancies. Even in Hamburg, city-owned, commercial real estate provider
Sprinkenhof denied possessing large scale vacancy rates (cf. Interview Vieten 2014), which is far
from being true, an IBA member confidentially stated. In this line, I conceptualise the detection
and monitoring of crucial importance for mis/recognition: to make vacancy visible. In contrast to
the Dutch situation, such a discourse is only recently developing in Germany with the help of
a new tool (i.e. vacancy detector) and online platform: www.leerstandsmelder.de.
Although Hamburg’s planning authority (BSU) would hold that there is basically
no vacancy in the residential market (cf. Interview Mezler 2013) the online vacancy
detector29 (leerstandsmelder.de) shows almost 1.000 vacant residential properties in

November 2015. Admittedly, this is not large-scale vacancy, recalling the fact that 4% of
the housing stock could be available to serve a balanced market and enable residential mobility
(cf. Interview Chychla 2013). Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the vacancy detector
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(www.leerstandsmelder.de) for its political dimension to detect vacancies and subject vacant
properties to social mis/recognition in the city.
Founded by the Hamburg art-squat initiative Gängeviertel in 2010 (cf. chapter 6.4),
the motivation for a vacancy detector targets the transparency of vacant properties for a public
discourse: i.e. speculative vacancies and possible options of (interim) use. First developed to
politicise Hamburg real estate speculation, the online platform has been extended to several
German cities since 2010. For a first Hamburg congress (Leergang) in March 2013 several
city initiatives from German speaking countries participated (i.e. Berlin, Bonn, Bremen,
Dortmund, Frankfurt, Basel, Vienna). Here, differing motivations were articulated ranging
from creating knowledge, awareness and consciousness for vacancy to impact political debates,
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provide the ground for activism (i.e. civil disobedience) and questioning the very institution
of private property ownership (cf. Leergang 2013). Given the differing motivations and
political implications, the meeting decided not to emphasise a common political motivation
(such as a manifesto) but leave it open to local groups and the local context. In summary,
the participants agreed that a map of vacant properties is political anyway (ibid.).
When discussing such an online platform and database with Dutch activists and student
squatters (SKSU) in Amsterdam, their response was brief and sceptical, since professional
Anti-Squat vacancy managers would exploit any collected vacancy data on their own terms. This
suspicion is supported by the fact that any Anti-Squat vacancy manager relies on a tool on their
website to detect and register vacant properties. Furthermore, market leader Camelot Europe
has started to co-operate with real estate information provider GeoTax30who has developed
a national vacancy monitoring system in 2012.

While the Dutch approach, therefore, consists of a commercial approach to detect vacancies,
the German discourse only recently unfolded (since 2010) when providing an open access
tool that holds a creative commons license and is open source. The vacancy argument and
monitoring, therefore, is approached quite differently in both cases, which is due to critical
local attention of limited affordable housing supply and vacant (office) space. For a comparable
perspective, it is rather ironic that companies like Camelot Germany would benefit from greater
social misrecognition of detected vacancies, while the research and mapping in Germany is not
done by GeoTax but the activist leerstandsmelder.de detecting vacancies voluntarily and for free.

7. 7. Legal and social mis/recognition of Dutch Anti-Squat
vacancy management
With a recognition perspective on vacant property, I argue, we can better understand
the activism that motivates squatters, on the one hand, and Anti-Squat property guardianship,
on the other. In other words, Anti-Squat makes use of the same argument – vacancy and use –

http://nl.cameloteurope.com/324/2/geotax-leegstandmonitor/geotax-en-camelot-bieden-gemeenten-uniekeleegstandmonitor.html, 11.11.15
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but answers the question of use differently. As an option for interim affordable housing, AntiSquat arrangements primarily draw upon contested housing markets when exploiting the lack of
affordable alternatives. The arrangement therefore recognises a shortage of affordable space in
respective housing markets, when including large-scale vacancy in the office market: providing
living space in non-homes. The affordability, however, comes at the expense of housing
standards and tenants’ rights. For a recognition perspective, a closer look on legal housing
standards would for example find that, in contrast to socially esteemed housing ideals, AntiSquat property guardianship31 clearly indicates that my home is somebody else’s castle.
Following my argument of property-led urbanisation, I conceptualise Anti-Squat as anew
phenomenon in the bottom segment of a property-led housing career. The question of what
is recognised as adequate, ethical, satisfactory or decent housing is central for a Western
European discussion about social and legal housing standards today. This question, however,
is answered differently in Hamburg, where planning authorities and tenants’ advocates insist
on the adequacy of existing housing regulations and tenants’ rights (cf. Interview Mezler
2013, Chychla 2013). Although both of my cases hold vacancy rates, Amsterdam (18%) and
Hamburg (6%), of more or less one million square metres of vacant office space in 2014 (cf. DTZ
Zadelhoff 2015: 8, Grossman & Berger 2015: 3) Hamburg planning authorities do not consider
neglecting or by-passing existing legal housing standards. While the Dutch approach takes
a non-dogmatic position on housing standards at first sight, however, I will stress the ideological
notions that serve private property protection in the name of Dutch vacancy management today
(cf. Buchholz 2009).
Given my introduction of the very phenomenon and a European overview in chapter 4 and
a closer look at the subjective perspective of Amsterdam struggles (cf. chapter 5.5), I will start
with a brief history of the first 35 years 1980–2015. In a second and third step I will address
the legal context and social mis/recognition of Anti-Squat. Fourthly, I will discuss first German
experiences with the Dutch model and explore similarities to the Leipzig model of property
guardianship, which consists of crucial differences. In the greater picture, I seek to support
my argument of increasing recognition of property values in the Western European housing
discourse and pay attention to the fact that, to date, no comprehensive academic analysis of
Anti-Squat property guardianship exists.

35 years of Dutch Anti-Squat: 1980–2015
The history and development of Anti-Squat can be conceptualised in three stages: a) the pioneering
period of Anti-Squat in the 1980s, b) the 1990s, when it became clear that property guardianship
was serious business and c) due to legal changes in 2010, when the squatting ban called for
an ideological recognition of private property rights and Anti-Squat lost its civil competitor:
squatting. In this latter stage the term vacancy management was introduced. Acknowledging
this interconnected (historical) relation, Fons Schrader, chairman of the Dutch vacancy
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managers’ branch organisation VLBN (Vereniging Leegstandbeheerders Nederland), embraces
both squatting and anti-squatting as “creative anticipations” to solve the question of affordable
housing provision (cf. Interview Schrader 2012).
In the early eighties, we did have the smart guys in fast cars, who bought 200 apartments
right from their car. And they kept them empty, because they wanted to speculate. At
the same time, huge numbers of people were looking for a box to live in. So, there was
tension in society. And I think, the early days of squatting was a creative anticipation of this
disturbance in the housing market. From the public perspective there was much sympathy
for squatting and rightfully so. This situation evolved over time with several court rulings
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and we meet this argument with reasonability today (Interview Schrader 2012).

Schrader was a student assistant to real estate agent, Eyk Backer, who may count as founder
of the property guardianship idea in Amsterdam in 1980. For a national perspective, three
companies have started to offer property protection services with the help of live-in guardians
in 1980. Next to Backer’s Zwerfkei (boulder) two other companies may count as early birds of
the early 1980s: the Temporary Residence Office (Bureau Tijdelijke Bewoning/ BTB) founded
in Amsterdam and the Home Protection Service (Huisoppasdient/ HOD), which was set up
in Groningen and later moved to Utrecht. In 1984 Schrader also set up his own company
Schrader & Schrader.
Eyk Backer was a real estate agent at the time, who was selling, buying and renting out real
estate. Then he got the creative idea of turning the problem upside down. He just looked in
his own neighbourhood, where his student friends were in desperate need of housing. And
he put them in (…) He went to a lawyer and created a contract for temporary occupancy.
This contained three basic elements: no money, limited time and that it must be kept clean
(Interview Schrader 2012).

While Anti-Squat started as a clear response to wide-spread squatting – and partly was
a paid job – in the early 1980s live-in guardians were primarily living for free. In this time
more than 60.000 people were registered on waiting lists for social housing and 20.000 squatters
active in Amsterdam (cf. Draaisma and van Hoogstraten 1983, Duivenvoorden 2000). Around
the 1990s, however, it became clear that property guardianship was serious business. “It evolved
from a creative anticipation into a business, so other companies stepped in, and we may speak
of a second wave”, Fons Schrader states. Even further he explains:
In the early days temporary users didn’t pay and didn’t get [rights]. When Ad-hoc was
established in The Hague [in 1990] they changed the concept of temporary agreements
for housing – due to a new interpretation of the Leegstandwet [vacancy legislation]. One
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of the statements here said that even for temporary use you should be able to ask a limited
amount of money. Ad-hoc was the first one to anticipate this and approached owners by
saying: ‘You don’t have to pay us anymore, we will collect money from the people that live
there’. That changed the concept (Interview Schrader 28.11.12).

Table 22: Historical developments and legal recognition of Anti-Squat in a time-line
1980
First Anti-squat agencies founded as response to
popular squatting
1981
National vacancy legislation
1989
New national legislation (and silent revolution) for
social housing
1990
‘Ad-hoc’ introduces payment by property guardians
1999
Precedent court case for tenant protection

First companies were Zwerfkei, BTB (Bureau Tijdelijke
Bewoning) and HOD (Huisoppasdienst); property
guardians were partly paid but mostly living for free
As response to protest movements and squatting
activism national parliament enacted a law that targets
unjustified vacancy
Memorandum ‚Housing in the Nineties’ (VROM 1989)
to deregulate and privatise the social housing sector

Den Haag based company ‘Ad-Hoc’ (est. 1990) changes
the concept and introduces user’s payments
Tal Rapoport real estate agency loses court case,
because payment was considered rent

2001

Camelot expansion to UK in 2002, Ireland 2006,
Camelot, first company to expand services to Belgium France 2007, Germany 2010; Ad-hoc expanded
services to UK in 2006 and Germany 2011
and Europe
2009
Branch association founded
2010
Squatting ban in NL
2010
KLB certificate installed
2010
Union of precarious residents founded
2012

VLBN (Vereniging Leegstandbeheerders Nederland) is
the branch association of selected vacancy managers
Vacancy legislation enacted that criminalises squatting
(regardless of the 1 year vacancy) but maintains focus
on vacancy (Wet ‘Kraken en Leegstand’)
The vacancy managers’ certificate KLB (Keurmerk
Leegstandbeheer) is an act of voluntary self-control to
ensure responsible entrepreneurship, health and safety
The BPW (Bond Precaire Woonvormen) criticises
Anti-Squat and supports residents with regard to
privacy, housing and tenants’ rights

Despite the squatting ban 2010 both aspects ‘squatting
Precedent Groningen court case in favour of squatters and vacancy’ are due to local context and recognition
of squatting and vacancy
own table (tb)
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The introduction of a user’s allowance (Bruikleen) that aims to keep a legal distance from
rental contracts is indeed the most controversial issue for legal and social recognition of AntiSquat. In this line, Anti-Squat property guardianship connects to speculative vacancy, while
the building is officially registered vacant and property guardians are treated as business cards of
the agency for potential customers (cf. Interview van Gestel 2010, de Vilder 2012). The vacancy
management logic basically implies that live-in property guardians are cheaper protection than
security patrol guards. In this logic affordable housing turns out to be a temporary side-effect
and seems like a job. In any case, market leader Camelot Europe usually stresses free market
provision, the freedom of contract and freedom of choice to sign a contract (cf. Interview
de Vilder 2012). For legal recognition, primarily two arguments deserve closer attention: a)
a legal definition of the very nature and service that is provided (in contrast to rent) and b)
the temporary nature (in contrast to hostels and hotels).

7.

Legal recognition
From a lawyer’s perspective, user’s allowances usually determine the exchange of goods other
than homes (cf. Otter 2010). If owners ask for a cost-based amount of money or equivalent
reward (that does not exceed his or her own costs) this may be labelled a user’s allowance (ibid.).
In other words, one would not speak of a rental car if someone is allowed to borrow a car and
pays for petrol only. Since vacancy managers ask for administration and service costs (approx.
150–235 Euro), which do not necessarily include utilities, the legal distinction towards rent is
not evident.
While the possibility of collecting rent-like payments from users results from market
distribution of housing (and greater demand for affordable housing than the market supplies)
the distinctive feature and difference to rent is highly contested. From a legal perspective,
a user’s allowance rather describes an exchange of goods as an “agreement between friends”
and is far older than modern rental agreements (cf. Hoof 2013: 40). To date, the user’s
allowance may represent the most flexible (interim) housing permit today. Accordingly,
Anti-Squat agencies operate in a legal grey area of housing regulations, which aim to avoid
tenants’ protection rights and therefore refuse to recognise their business as rental agreements.
In the course of the last five years, the Union of Precarious Dwellers (Bond Precaire Woonvormen,
BPW) has received several hundred complaints and found more than 50 rules in all of
the contracts that are in conflict with 20 different laws (i.e. privacy, domestic peace, right to
housing, human rights), BPW speaker Heijkamp states (cf. Interview Heijkamp 2012). For an
in-depth discussion of legal issues in national and international law the juridical discussion of
two BPW lawyers is more than helpful (cf. Hoof 2013, Otter 2010).
As precedent for the proximity to rent, the Amsterdam court case Tal Rapoport in 1999
may be important(cf. Schrader 2012, Otter 2010). Here, the property guardians went to court
claiming tenants’ rights for rent-like payments. The judge agreed and the real estate developers
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Tal Rapoport lost the case. This precedent, however, had no universal influence on legal
recognition or misrecognition of Anti-Squat developments. This is to say that several other
court cases have taken place (e.g. in Arnhem 2006, Amsterdam 2008, Rotterdam 2012 etc.)
which have highlighted the close proximity of user’s allowances towards rental agreements
(cf. Hoof 2013: 40-41) but still have not led to a national legislation regarding rent. In essence
the judges have nevertheless argued that rental contracts usually imply an owners’ provision
of goods and services, while in return users reward the owner’s provision through money-like
payments or even natural rewards (i.e. devoting time, energy or labour). For Anti-Squatters
both indicators apply. Anti-Squatters are caretakers, cleaners and guardians, they pay for
administrational purposes (up to 235 EUR32) and sometimes even pay utilities in addition.

Since it was increasingly difficult to legally justify user’s allowances – to be distinct from

rental agreements – some agencies changed their argument and focussed more on the temporary
nature of the contract. In subsequent court cases (e.g. Amsterdam 2007, 2012) the agencies
explicitly pointed to restricted temporary use: drawing upon regulations that define short-term
residency in case of 2nd homes, vacation residencies and hotels (cf. Hoof 2013: 44). Given such
an interpretation, the Dutch Supreme Court (Hooge Raad) has argued in 1999 that the answer
to the question of rent requires due recognition of the very nature of what is rented, the manner
of use and the intentions of the contractors (ibid: 43-44).
Crucial to the legal recognition of short-term contracts and decisions in court, however,
were local contexts, ethical standards of proportionality, reason and prudence. In this light, one
judge in The Hague ruled in 2008 that although rental conditions are evident, tenants’ protection
rights would unreasonably and disproportionately undermine the owner’s interest (ibid: 46). In
this sense, reasonability and proportionality of specific conflicts are central to local contexts and
the Hegelian notion of ethical life (Sittlichkeit). Needless to say that I read such a strong focus
on local context and ethical life in support of my argument that locally recognised (conflictive)
values determine questions of justice significantly.
To further increase legal recognition of the business a Dutch branch association
(Vereniging Leegstandbeheer Nederland, VLBN) has been set up in 2010, which serves as a “lobby
for politics” (Interview ten Hopen 2012). In addition to the branch association (VLBN) a KLB
quality standard (Keurmerk Leegstandbeheer, KLB) was installed to tackle a growing critique
of the business and ensure minimum safety and health standards as well as responsible
entrepreneurship (ibid.). Since 2010 Jan ten Hopen, former Member of Parliament and major
proponent of Dutch Anti-Squat legislation, serves as chairman for the KLB certificate. For
the new quality standard it needs to be noted, however, that only one third of an estimated 70
agencies actually holds a KLB certificate33 (cf. van Eijck and Naafs 2014).
32
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33
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In this context we can differentiate three groups of players in this market. First, the VLBN34
group with six members, which involves the bigger players of this market and serves as a lobby
for politics. The KLB group consists of 22 members (in January 2016) who care for a minimum
of self-developed quality standards. A third group keeps its distance from voluntary selfcontrol, enjoying the freedom of contract and the freedom of the market. This third group is
seen as a challenge for the image of Anti-Squat property guardianship as VLBN chairman Fons
Schrader (Interview 2012) explains:
[T]he third group we do not know. I always consider them the most dangerous group,
because these are the clever guys that want to earn easy money. They consider this an

7.

area where easy money can be made and this is the group where moral standards are not
defined.

Addressing the rather semi-legal status and lack of state regulation in this market, KLB
chairman Jan ten Hopen is eager to stress the process and progress of business standards in
this market. Next to responsible entrepreneurship and minimum health and safety standards,
however, ten Hopen (Interview 2012) is also eager to stress that this market is a market: “on
the market, you can do what you want”. With regard to possible state regulations he emphasises
the recognition mode of the market and society, when stating:
If an entrepreneur does not meet the norms of society, he is soon out of business. We
see more awareness and more progress towards good entrepreneurship …If necessary
the state would make a law and new legislation but in fact society makes the norms, society
has to work and live with these norms and perhaps this is stronger than state legislation
(Interview ten Hopen 2012).

In summary, therefore, the VLBN organises recognition of national policy makers, while
the KLB organises recognition of property owners –leaving social recognition to the market.
Both bodies keep rather distant from the user’s perspective, which is advocated by the union
of precarious dwellers (Bond Precaire Woonvormen, BPW). The national tenants’ union
(Woonbond) as well as the union of precarious dwellers (BPW), on the other hand, have been
organising resistance against further expansion of the Anti-Squat model since 2010.

Social mis/recognition
For a recognition-based user’s perspective – social recognition or misrecognition – first of all,
I acknowledge the fact that the figures for squatters and Anti-Squatters have been reversed
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rather silently in the last three decades. This is to say, what used to be 40.000 Dutch squatters in
the 1980s are more than 50.000 anti-squatters today (cf. Duivenvoorden 2000, Buchholz 2011,
2015). For Amsterdam, Jaap Draaisma (Interview 2013) estimated more than 20.000 property
guardians in 2013, while 20.000 used to be the estimate of Amsterdam squatters in the early
1980s (cf. Draaisma and van Hoogstraten 1983). While such figures may likewise indicate
qualitative degrees of recognition or resignation, above all, I argue, the reversed figures rather
express silent struggles with property-led housing distribution and frequent relocation, not
leading to open resistance but subversive practices today.
In any case, the Anti-Squat sector grows steadily and the agencies are quite careful with
their profiling: relying on young, flexible singles, students and artists (cf. chapter5.5), while
low income and a lack of alternatives for affordable housing may count as major motivations
to live as a live-in guardian. However, some property guardians (e.g. artists) may even hold
more than one contract – when living and working in different cities –, while property
guardianship provides them with the flexibility they were looking for. For flexible working
purposes (which would for example require a laptop only) user’s allowances surely create less
of a problem than for substantial housing purposes. As I have shown in chapter 5, the Zwerfkei
survey has further found that Amsterdam students use Anti-Squat arrangements to build
up waiting times to qualify for social rented housing. But even BPW speaker Abel Heijkamp
(Interview 2012) acknowledges:
Anti-Squat definitely is an alternative entry to a city on a short term and people are indeed
willing to downgrade their rights and to be submissive …[I]f you are a white middle class
kid with future prospects, you can think of a better future and you have a social network
that provides stability. But if you think of the economic situation right now, that perception
is going to fade. And after all you see a form of housing that does not include any social
rights any longer. That’s the dangerous thing.

Because of its close proximity to rental agreements, basic violations of privacy and tenants’
rights the national tenants’ union Woonbond35 has called for a boycott of Anti-Squat arrangements
in 201036. Even further, the freedom of contract and freedom of choice to sign such contracts –
as advocated by Camelot’s Bob de Vilder (cf. Interview 2012) – is utter mockery to BPW speaker
Heijkamp, who lobbies for the prohibition of Anti-Squat arrangements by law. For the KLB
quality certificate Heijkamp (2012) states: “Of course, you can call the increase of eviction time
from 14 to 28 days an improvement but the KLB is in place to protect the precarious status quo.
It’s to mask that”.

35

http://www.woonbond.nl/nieuws/2184, 15.02.15

http://bondprecairewoonvormen.nl/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/woonbondbrief-aan-verhuurders-boycotantikraak.pdf, 15.02.15
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The union of precarious dwellers (BPW) even went a step further when openly mobilising
for civil disobedience in 2012: changing the lock on the door. Such direct action aims at taking
back basic privacy rights, while privacy violations by the agency would be illegal anyway. For
a recognition perspective such protest activism is interesting to look at, since it demonstrates
the crucial role of recognition – to obey the conditions of the contract or not (cf. Heijkamp 2009).
Deviating or subversive practices, therefore, may hollow out the unfriendly user conditions
and enable basic user standards in daily life. Such subversive practices (e.g. smoking, partying,
guests over night and holidays without the consent of the agency etc.), I argue, may violate
the contract but – if not detected by the agency – can explain the persistence of this model in
daily life without greater resistance.

7.

While the profiling and control of the agencies serve obedience, on the one hand, subversive
practices on the other have nevertheless impacted the unsuccessful BPW resistance campaign37

“Inspections no more, change the lock at your door”. This is to say that the BPW campaign did
not find greater recognition, since only a handful of property guardians risked conflict with
the agency in 2012. The crucial point, therefore, involves qualitative degrees of recognition

or resignation, which take the form of obedience, while resistance rather takes the form of
subversion in daily life.

Social expectations and social responsibility
Users’ recognition or obedience of contract conditions is of course important to owners, who
seek control over their property – although it is used by others. Therefore agency inspections
and other sanctions (i.e. three warnings before termination, if not clean etc.) apply to keep
the property in representative shape (cf. Interview van Gestel 2010). While public ownership
makes a difference (see below) in light of civil disobedience especially private owners and bigger
real estate players are aware of a critical mass that may unionise and disrupt the idea of vacancy
management. Most agencies therefore pay cautious attention to the number of live-in guardians,
which leads to pseudo-use.
From the early 1980s until 2010 there has been an informal agreement between the state
(OM) and owners, or the agents on behalf of the owners, to occupy a building up to 60-70%
and if so, it would be considered in use 100%. If you only put in two people and squatters
go round, the judge would always say this is a pseudo-use, the building was not really in
use (Interview Schrader 2012).

For vacant property in the Netherlands this basically implies that real estate is officially
registered vacant – for official rent or sale – while live-in guardians are provided with sub-
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standard user’s conditions to use the building. This is to say, when investigating my question of
vacancy, use and pseudo-use, even Dutch real estate agent DTZ Zadelhoff – monitoring vacancy
and take-up of real estate – could not deny the presence of Anti-Squat users in vacant properties.
Such a picture is further supported by the fact that 18% of the Amsterdam office market was
registered vacant in 2014 (cf. DTZ Zadelhoff 2015), which could be a scandal but which is not.
In this line, vacant offices or non-homes of all sorts are likely to be in use, although registered
vacant. Hence, I would speak of pseudo-use more generally. Since Anti-Squat agencies do not
provide greater details of their business strategy (for competitive purposes) 18% vacant office
space may therefore provide an indicator as to the real existing scale of Amsterdam Anti-Squat
arrangements in interim or pseudo-use.
With regard to restrictive user conditions, pseudo-use and social responsibility, I argue that
public ownership nevertheless makes a difference to private ownership, since public institutions
(i.e. municipalities) are more likely to be committed to social user conditions, as the examples
of Urban Resort Amsterdam and CareX Groningen demonstrate. Both companies are part of
a handful of Dutch enterprises, who prioritise social and cultural values – stressing the fact
that they do not belong to the sector of vacancy managers, who follow a commercial real estate
strategy. Both companies have a squatter background and distance themselves from pseudo-use
and unfriendly user conditions. Here, CareX director Lenze Hofstee (Interview 2012) describes
his alternative approach as follows:
Our natural partners are real estate owners who have a social responsibility: government
institutions, housing companies, care organisations, schools, education institutions. Those
are our natural partners. And the natural partners of vacancy managers are real estate
developers and brokers, those kinds of ‘clubs’.

Urban Resort Amsterdam would basically share the CareX description but does not engage
in the Anti-Squat sector so much (which imposes one month notice for relocation) but organises
temporary rent (providing three months for relocation). Providing rental contracts for at least
three, mostly five years Urban Resort finds itself in the middle of the field of interim-use (cf.
Interview Draaisma 2013). The longer and fixed time frame is made possible, because Urban
Resort primarily works with owners who are committed to social responsibility, such as the city
of Amsterdam (e.g. the breeding place office), local districts, one of the universities or housing
associations. Anti-Squat contracts are the exception to his business profile, Draaisma states.
CareX on the other hand does work with user allowances: “We are not emphasising users’ rights,
we emphasise on the use of space. In rights you cannot live, but you can live in buildings. So, we
make these buildings accessible for people” (Interview Hofstee 2012).
Urban Resort thus aims at the gap between the free rental market and Anti-Squat
property guardianship, providing space for primarily cultural entrepreneurs who aim to
leave the precarious, experimental stage and seek more security and continuity to stay put.
Accordingly, the director reports that about 50% of his clients have previously used Anti-Squat
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arrangements (cf. Interview Draaisma 2013). With a special focus on users, Urban Resort
negotiates rental contracts that respond to the socio-economic situation (i.e. affordability) of
users. In such a context a publicly funded foundation pays more rent than a foundation working
with volunteers. In any case, this interim solution38 relies on sub-standards and rents below
market rates (ibid.). In fact, temporary rental arrangements are likely to be a future trend to
get away from Anti-Squat arrangements as KLB chairman Jan ten Hopen (2012) also confirms.

7. 8. German Experiences with the Dutch model and the contrasting
Leipzig model
In Germany Anti-Squat is still a new phenomenon that is struggling for recognition by owners,
planning authorities and users, and one which will “still take some years to develop”, Camelot
Germany Business Development Director Carsten Linde states in 2011 (cf. Interview Linde
2011). Similar to the Dutch case, market leader Camelot follows its entrepreneurial strategy
to “make space pay” via a user’s allowance or license fee (Überlassungsvereinbarung), as Linde
calls it, which started at 165 EUR in 2010 and rose to 185 EUR per month in 2015. For Linde
legal regulations are not necessarily limitations but challenges39. Even more important to him is
the mindset and acceptance of people.

7.

Regulations are not too bad. It just takes quite a lot of thought in developing a concept
that actually works. The way we have set it up has been checked by lawyers and planning
authorities and does not interfere with any kind of regulatory element. Having said that
there may still be things that we haven’t thought of so far and that we will encounter
when the concepts gets more widely known. A second difference to the Netherlands for
example is, I think, the mindset of people. Temporary living in a half empty building in
the Netherlands is generally more widely accepted and considered more common than it is
in Germany (Interview Linde 2011).

Target groups are “basically anybody who owns a building” (ibid.), which implies three main
targets: public owners, private owners and project developers/asset management companies.
According to Linde “the average German guardian is 25–35 years old, normally has some kind of
job or regular income [but] they can be students” (ibid.). To date, Camelot Germany holds three
offices: Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Berlin. As mentioned above, however, Camelot still struggles
for recognition for their interim solution and overall business approach. Except for Berlin,
where the municipal property fund (Liegenschaftsfond) engaged with a Camelot partnership,
the company’s services still rather rely on particular private owners.
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For Hamburg, the head of the tenants’ association is clear that Anti-Squat poses a threat to
rental laws: “From our perspective that is very problematic, a no-go, so to say. Public services
provided by the city aim at sufficient housing provision, which does not include to provide
space for legal tricks, where rental law does not apply” (Interview Chychla 2013, my translation
tb). Although Camelot is active in different parts of Germany the company has had difficulties
getting their feet on the ground in Hamburg. When investigating potential partners such as
the Hamburg owner’s association (cf. Interview Stüven 2013), the planning authority BSU
(cf. Interview Mezler 2013, Interview Kock 2013) and the municipally owned real estate fund
Sprinkenhof AG (cf. Interview Vieten 2014), none of them confirmed to know or have had
contact with Camelot. The tenant association, on the other hand, is aware of Camelot.
I know about a handful of properties and maybe 300 people using this option.
The Hamburg market is not comparable to Berlin. In Hamburg we don’t have much vacant
space. The question is, why they don’t offer their properties according to established
rental regulations and legislation that is in force? Because they don’t do that. Collecting
rent, regardless of tenant protection and tenants’ rights, poses a misappropriation
in kind, similar to renting out your apartment as a hotel (Interview Chychla 2013,
my translation tb).

Addressing housing needs (and needed housing) vacant office space is not an option for
adequate housing, BSU senior housing advisor Mezler (cf. Interview 2013) states. Transforming
offices into homes is more of a niche or exceptional situation, he states. Referring to a recent pilot
project40 of the federal ministry for housing and urban development (BBSR) exploring options
to transform vacant office space into housing, Mezler confirms that the BSU has examined
the potential for Hamburg and set up a fund for office transformations. This fund, however, was
rarely used, so it was put on hold, he says.
For residential space we do not systematically search for interim-solutions but focus
on explicitly residential solutions: how can we realize more housing? This includes
conversion and transformation. It’s always about residential space by definition and not
about non-home living situations. We are the housing unit of the planning authority. For
the accommodation of refugees, homeless or students in gyms we have other institutions,
social welfare and education authorities (Interview Mezler 2013).

For the greater German picture, it is indeed remarkable that sub-standard housing
conditions and interim use do not enjoy greater recognition by German planning authorities.

http://www.bbsr.bund.de/BBSR/DE/FP/ExWoSt/Studien/2013/UmwandlungNWG/UmwandlungNWG_node.
html;jsessionid=3302F4D19CE41E15B1971C2F705003CD.live1041, 01.03.15
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Here, The Power of Temporary Use (Oswalt et al. 2013) is clearly limited, subject to particular
local contexts and outsourced to architects (cf. Ziehl et al. 2012). Local exceptions involve
Berlin, Bremen and Leipzig, where interim use has been institutionalised to a stronger degree.

The Leipzig model of property guardianship
While the immigration of refugees in 2015 has changed perspectives and shifted recognition
of German housing standards to accommodate refugees it is striking to note, however, that
a German guardianship approach exists in the Eastern German city of Leipzig. Established
in 2004, the Leipzig approach of HausHalten e.V. at first sounds like a commercial approach
similar to Camelot, as it aims at “building preservation via occupancy” (HausHalten 2008: 5).

7.

I will not go into details but stress two distinctive elements that make it different to the Dutch
approach of property guardianship, which is: a) a different definition of the value of a building
(i.e. social expectations) and b) the role of the user and different conditions of use.
For HausHalten guardianship in Leipzig, above all, the value of the building is not addressed
as a commodity or property value but derives from its historical architectural quality and
social value for the neighbourhood. Here, it is central that HausHalten not only translates as
management but also as an act of maintaining the house. In contrast to contested housing markets
(discussed above), Leipzig suffered extensively from out-migration, decline and decay after
the German reunification in 1989 that left ca. 100.000 units vacant. In this light, the desperate city
basically faced large-scale demolition (Stadtumbau Ost) to deliver new incentives to the likewise
desperate market, owners and inhabitants (cf. Oswalt 2005). Differing social expectations in
the city, however, led the HausHalten initiative 2004 to re-direct the value perspective away
from property-led decision-making (demolition) to social values and new conditions of use.
The initiative received great social recognition for their proposal to save the buildings with
the help of live-in guardians, HausHalten speaker Hannes Lindemann (cf. Interview 2014) said.
Preserving abandoned historical buildings from a property logic (i.e. demolition) therefore
implies a normative strategy that is clearly distinct to Camelot’s vacancy management that
“makes space pay” in contested housing markets.
Nevertheless, HausHalten guardianship, too, involves a legal construction that reads like
an authorisation agreement (Überlassungsvereinbarung), which is distinct from rent and comes
close to an Anti-Squat user’s allowance. Similar to Urban Resort Amsterdam (see above),
the Leipzig approach works with five-year contracts “ensuring that any own efforts required
are counterbalanced by the appropriate benefits” (HausHalten 2008: 11). In fact, Lindemann
(cf. Interview 2014) emphasises the user to be in the centre of the concept. This is to say that
users apply with a concept and autonomously design and use the interior. “They readily accept
the very simple building standards and can hence afford a lot of space for little money” (ibid.).
Such user’s conditions signal a sharp contrast to Dutch model of property guardianship, where
guardians face a restrictive code of conduct and serve as business cards for potential customers.
Despair or confidence among owners and users, I argue, is therefore reflected in property
values and the conditions of use that come with it. In this context, unfavourable user
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conditions – characteristic to Dutch property guardianship (i.e. no parties, no children, no
smoking, no candles, no guests over night, no holiday without permission etc.) – can only
be reached in agreement with users, who are desperately searching for affordable housing in
contested housing markets, while affordability comes at the expense of housing standards and
tenants’ rights. In other words, commercial property guardianship that treats live-in guardians
as employees (security guard, caretaker, cleaner, business card) without payment, without legal
rights to stay put, does not involve a free choice to sign such contracts but exploits a contested
market situation. The cynicism of a free choice is even more evident, since an alternative
option to make use of vacant (office) space, civil squatting, has only recently been excluded by
Dutch law.
The exploitation of market conditions in the Dutch model (up to 235 EUR per month),
therefore, is not only contrasted by the Leipzig example but can further be demonstrated
by the not-for-profit approach of US house-sitting (cf. chapter 4.3). Even in Amsterdam we
may detect less commercial approaches to property guardianship, where artist Wayne Horse
(cf. Interview 2013) paid 36 EUR per month to housing association Ymere, which obviously was
not interested in the money but in the cultural values added to the property. While Leipzig is
less desperate today and property values have risen again, increasingly more owners get rid of
their guardians. In this line, more than half of the 20 projects have been returned to the owner
(cf. Interview Lindemann 2014). Fortunately, HausHalten guardianship is aware of property
dynamics and offers live-in guardians a perspective to stay put (Ausbauhaus) since 2012. In this
line, Lindemann is clear when he says: “With a strong focus on use and users we must not forget
that people want to live in the first place” (ibid.). Here, he refers to the fruitful co-operation with
the German tenement syndicate, which I will discuss below.

7. 9. Co-operative solutions of collective ownership:
The German tenement syndicate in Hamburg and Amsterdam’s Soweto
Recalling the dualistic structure of private property that is shot through with moral expectations
(cf. Heins 2009) I have so far stressed property-led developments and conditions of use that
are recognised differently in a local context. For a closer look at the conditions of use and
inhabitants’ perspectives for decent housing, I will now turn to the two other dimensions that
I consider crucial for an idea of distributive justice. This involves the notion of achievement
(which is lacking in the case of inherited property) and the greater social good (which aims to
tackle an atomistic self-interest) highlighting the role of communities of value and membership.
In this line, I discuss co-operative models of collective use and collective ownership that
make use of ground lease arrangements and discuss a co-op model (i.e. tenement syndicate),
which in fact is none. Here, the German tenement syndicate (Mietshäusersyndikat) and
Amsterdam’s Soweto make a difference to property-led developments as we know them,
when tackling the self-interest of resident members, by including political safeguards that are
non-resident members.
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For the issues around of the lack of achievement and inherited property, various scholars
have emphasised the division of ownership regarding the building and the land, which is known
as ground lease, and which Amsterdam is famous for (cf. Fainstein 2010, Uitermark 2009, Novy
and Mayer 2009, De Vrije Ruimte 2001). In contrast to private property rights, lease rights
divide the ownership of the building from the land, which qualifies for the use of property for
a lifetime but must be re-negotiated after for example 49 or 99 years. Regarding achievement and
hard work that may lead to private property as justice of earned deserts, most recently Piketty
(2014) has emphasised the lack of an achievement aspect, which is central to inherited property.
Similar to Honneth (2011 [2014]) who has criticised a hegemonic achievement principle
(that works for capital but less so for labour) Piketty, too, relies on Durkheim when he writes:

7.

“In 1893, Emile Durkheim predicted that modern democratic society would not put up for long
with the existence of inherited wealth and would ultimately see to it that ownership of property
ended at death” (Piketty 2014: 422).
Paying close attention to the achievement principle – as legitimating source for social
inequality and social mobility – ground lease arrangements should be seen as a great contender
of private property rights (cf. Fainstein 2010). Ground lease arrangements (in German
Erbpacht or Dutch Erfpacht) are likewise advocated to serve progressive land-use by the head
of the Hamburg tenants’ association (cf. Interview Chychla 2013) and the Amsterdam tenants’
association (cf. Interview van Perlo 2010). Lease rights also play a key role for co-operative
solutions and collective ownership. In what follows I will discuss the role of ground lease
arrangements rather implicitly focusing on collective ownership and co-operative conditions
of use in both cities.

Traditional Coop solutions in Hamburg and Amsterdam
In Hamburg ca. 200.000 inhabitants are members of 30 housing co-ops that hold almost
one-fifth (ca. 130.000 units) of the city’s housing stock. For the association of Hamburg co-ops
the sharing economy is not a new idea, since “sharing instead of owning, access instead of
private property ownership41” are central values that are characteristic to Hamburg co-ops for

more than 150 years. In 2014 Hamburg co-ops have invested a record amount of 524 million
Euro in the maintenance of the housing stock and new construction42. If profit is made it is
either re-invested or paid back to the members. Hamburg co-ops have reached a limit, however,
where great demand for affordable housing exceeds supply, which has led to not accepting new
members in 2012 (cf. Interview Chychla 2012). Nevertheless, some co-ops have engaged in new
construction of co-operative housing in the Eastern HafenCity.
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The Dutch co-op idea is basically as old as Dutch housing legislation established in 1901. In
Amsterdam basically half of the housing stock is still rented out by former “cooperative building
societies” (Draaisma and Hoogstraaten 1983: 407), which have been gradually transformed into
semi-private housing associations. “One of the last ones was Het Oosten, they merged with
AVV to Stadgenot and had no membership anymore”, Jeroen van der Veer, policy advisor of
the joint Amsterdam housing associations (AFWC) states (cf. Interview van der Veer 2012).
Increasing political pressure to re-organise Dutch housing distribution (cf. VROM 1989, 2000)
has therefore led small Amsterdam co-ops to merge and form eight grand housing associations
holding ca. 190.000 units today (cf. van der Veer 2012). The Dutch roll-back of co-operative
ownership of the 1990s signals the contrast of former co-operative building societies and
later semi-private transformation, which Uitermark (2009: 357) has commented with regard
to the former municipal housing association Ymere: “As a true Brutus, it now turns against
the movement that gave it its power”.
In light of state and market pressure on the membership model, only two Amsterdam
co-ops survived the pressure. One of them Eigen Hulp (Self-Help) resigned in 2012 selling its
co-operative housing stock to its members in favour of private property, says Samenwerking
director Paul Trumpie (cf. Interview 2015). For the 1908 founded Samenwerking43
(Working together) co-op director Trumpie speaks of a difficult situation today, where co-ops
are stuck with regard to the eight dominant housing corporations, limited supply of land and
financial means to invest in new co-operative housing. With more members (ca. 4.000) than
property (ca. 800 units) Samenwerking is unique in Amsterdam but stopped to accept new
members in 1995; purchasing its last building in 2008. Nevertheless, the Samenwerking model
has inspired two new co-op initiatives4445 in Amsterdam 2013 and serves as source of inspiration
for democratic re-structuring of Dutch housing corporations into housing co-operatives, which
would then again rely on membership (cf. Duivesteijn 2013).

The German tenement syndicate idea
Searching for alternative solutions in contested housing markets co-operative solutions make
a difference in the struggle for affordable housing since here the property is not subject to
the global market distribution but owned collectively by the members of the local co-operative
(co-op). While co-ops certainly engage with the property market, the role of commitment
to values (i.e. collective ownership) over time and the membership structure are crucial to
ensure long-term affordability of housing; especially when aiming to overcome the tendency of
a generational community project, where the property is brought back to the market in the end.
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In this line, I will discuss the commitment to co-operative ownership that effectively limits or
eliminates the re-sale of property via a distinctive membership model. Researching alternative
ownership models in Germany and the US, Sabine Horlitz (2012: 2) notes:
Over time, especially in gentrified areas when the market value of a co-operative’s share
has grown to a point where it is substantially higher than the formula-determined price,
the economic incentive can become very large for these members to change the co-op’s
bylaws in order to relax or even fully remove resale restrictions and to sell their shares for
market rate”

7.

Co-operative models that are aware of upscale property developments, which is
the distributive dimension of private property on the real estate market (i.e. exchange value)
and increase of property values over time, have therefore limited the distributive dimension of
property through restrictive re-sale formulas (or vetoes) when setting up a dualistic ownership
structure that a) separates the ownership of the building and the land (i.e. ground lease) or
b) have developed a membership structure, where residents and non-residents are members of
the organisation. For an international perspective, Horlitz (2012: 1) outlines non-speculative
ownership models that work to transform housing “from a commodity to a more or less
collectively owned social good”. Here, she discusses examples that have taken the form of
a Limited Equity Cooperative (LEC) or Community Land Trust (CLT) in the US or a Limited
Liability Company (LLC) in Germany.
As indicated, my interest in co-operative solutions is to explore alternative housing solutions
that make a change to property relations –explicitly recognising the distributive dimension
(i.e. exchange value) of property to be problematic –when setting up re-sale formulas that limit
or eliminate the re-sale option of property. The co-operative solutions of the German tenement
syndicate (Mietshäusersyndikat) in Hamburg and Amsterdam’s Soweto, however, are in fact
none (not in the sense of the previously described housing co-operatives). Aiming to prevent
the re-sale of the property –by its members to its members –the German tenement syndicate has
since 1992 researched the legal structure (risks and benefits) of co-operative models and finally
opted for the legal status of a limited liability company (LLC). In Amsterdam a similar search led
to the 2007 founded Amsterdam Soweto initiative that has opted for a similar status. Ironically,
however, the German tenement syndicate (Mietshäusersyndikat) was awarded the German
co-op prize as best co-operative in 2012 (cf. GdW 2012, Interview Weilert 2014).
Crucial to the membership structure of both models is that they rely on a dualistic structure
of members, who are residents and even more importantly members, who are not residents.
Here, Soweto chairwoman Carla Huisman explains the need and role of non-resident members
as political safeguards as follows:
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What is most controversial, is, that people living inside the house have less votes than people
outside the house. That seems undemocratic but given the experiences in Amsterdam we
wanted to make sure that people inside the houses would not be too strong to vote for their
self-interest. We wanted 49 to 51 but chose for 40 to 60 for practical reasons. This, however,
only applies in case of conflict to prevent a paid-up house from being sold on the free
market, or that the association is couped and the house taken over by larger interest groups,
be it from the left or right, Trotskyites or market liberals. We imagined a lot of worst-case
scenarios, since the membership is open to everyone (Interview Huisman 2014).

For the German case, the dualistic membership structure likewise implies that resident
members autonomously decide all matters that contribute to their quality of life. In case of an
intended re-sale of the property, however, the resident community relies on the agreement of
the (non-resident) syndicate, which holds a veto option (51:49 votes) for that particular matter.
This veto option eliminates the re-sale option of property and is the reason why the tenement
syndicate is called a syndicate: i.e. eliminating the distributive dimension of private property
and effectively withdrawing private property from the market (cf. Mietshäuser Syndikat 2013).
This legal twist is also the reason why the syndicate founders have not chosen a co-op
model but chose the legal status of a limited liability company (LLC), “a genuine capitalist
form of corporation …[which] makes sure that the house neither belongs to the tenants, nor to
the overall trust” (Horlitz 2012: 4). As indicated above, Amsterdam’s Soweto closely connects to
this dualistic membership structure and legal status of the syndicate idea.
We were somewhat inspired by the old building societies …We thought that an association
is a better idea, because we have more of a political structure. People living in their own
houses tend to think more in their own interest, so in our structure people from outside
serve as political safeguards for the wider collective. When legalized squats finish paying
their mortgages, they can basically reduce their rents to zero while more money could be
used for other projects (Interview Huisman 2014).

Such critical engagement with private property does not come as a surprise when recognising
the activist background of both initiatives. This is to say that the German tenement syndicate
and Amsterdam Soweto both hold a squatter background where they realised that the struggle
for housing is not ended through squatting. It responds to the fact that squatters can also be seen
as interim users, who would often “sleep with one eye open” (Interview Momo 2010) in light of
a possible eviction through the state or a goon squad of the property owner.
Property ownership used to be a “no-go or not politically correct” for progressive
movement activists for decades, Hamburg syndicate consultant Rolf Weilert points out
(cf. Interview Weilert 2014). Instead of reformist engagement with private property – as a central
institution of capitalist urbanisation – especially in the 1970s and 80s housing activists have
mobilised for fundamental opposition against private property ownership and partly promoted
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squatting as revolutionary activism (cf. Uitermark 2004a, 2004b, Pruijt 2003, AG Grauwacke
2004, De Vrije Ruimte 2001). The discussion around free spaces involves what Hakim Bey (2003)
has called a “temporary autonomous zone”, which stresses the temporary status and which has
led to frequent criticism about what free spaces are free from. For the more recent struggles in
Amsterdam this reads as follows:
We were engaged in urban struggles, renter’s rights, resistance against gentrification,
squatting and other things and found that resistance does not work. You can be positive
or cynical about it but resistance against urban renewal did not have any effect. Thus, we
thought that apart from critique and resistance we should engage in alternatives and build

7.

something up (Interview Huisman 2014).

While the dualistic membership structure of residents and non-residents
(i.e. political safeguards) makes sure that political ideals (i.e. affordable housing) are secured in
the long-run – withdrawing private property from market distribution – both initiatives have
struggled, however, to purchase reliable objects at an affordable price in the first place. Here,
Hamburg syndicate consultant Weilert (2014) clearly addresses the limits of an engagement
with the property market in central locations, where initiatives may either get “lucky”, when
relying on local contacts – enabling trust, special conditions and preferred treatment – or they
have to opt for peripheral locations, where land is less expensive.
Today, we have ca. 20 groups in Hamburg that are interested in new syndicate housing
projects. Affordable objects, however, are rare or no longer exist. Until recently we
still faced the principle of the highest bidder, where we basically had no chance …
The OMABA print collective, for instance, has made way for an upscale housing project
‘Prestigious Backyards’ (Fette Höfe), where 5.500 EUR per sqm are realized for a new built
condominium. OMABA has luckily found a close-by backyard, where an old merchant
disliked corporate retail chains and preferred local producers. That was good for us, of
course (Interview Weilert 2014, my translation tb).

While five from six Hamburg syndicate projects have managed to acquire property
in the Western central city (i.e. Altona), Weilert (2014) acknowledges a trend to move to
peripheral locations in the East (where the Eschenhof46 has been established in 2010) or the long
marginalised industrial South: “But even Wilhelmsburg has become expensive and the soil is
contaminated” (Interview Weilert 2014). Struggling with affordability in a contested property
market also meets the Amsterdam experience, where only one project has been established in
the East in 2014. Here, Soweto chairwoman summarises further efforts as follows:
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http://projekt-eschenhof.org/English/Concept, 22.01.15
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We started with Pretoriusstraat 28 in 2007 and have been busy with five other objects
in the East …but we could not afford the price and re-investment that was necessary ...
So, at the moment we are only working on the Pieter Nieuwlandstraat47, which is
plenty of work. We cannot and do not want to compete with commercial players that
calculate with market rates and returns they can achieve by selling to owner-occupiers
(Interview Huisman 2014).

As a pioneer project in the Netherlands, Soweto48 Amsterdam has extensively struggled for
the recognition of banks and private parties to finance ca. 400.000 EUR of investment. Even
ethical banks such as Triodos have hesitated to offer a mortgage deal at 5.5% interest, while
the co-operative Rabobank would not accept investment projects below one million Euro at
all (cf. Interview Kelk 2014). Due to good relations with the German tenement syndicate,
however, they managed to get a mortgage deal (2.9% interest) with the German GLS Bank49
(Gemeinschaftsbank für Leihen und Schenken), which has not invested in Dutch projects before.
The GLS Bank is an ethical bank, which has good experiences financing 93 syndicate projects
so far. In addition, 50% of the syndicate projects are covered by private loans that run at least 10
years. Syndicate consultant Weilert (2014) describes the financial mix of loans by the GLS and
private parties as follows:
Back in the days, direct loans were borrowed from the mother, which is partly still the case.
A lack of capital this has led to situations, where we could not accept new projects. Since
the collapse of Lehmann Brothers, however, money is flowing, because people realized
the syndicate as reliable investment that offers 2–3% interest in return for private loans.
The investment, therefore, does not only serve solidarity with tenants’ struggles but should
be seen as an investment. Instead of investing savings in a private pension fund I therefore
recommend to invest savings in the syndicate (Interview Weilert 2014, my translation tb).

Summing up, due recognition of the dualistic character of property, which critically focuses
on the exchange value of private property in favour of the use value, may benefit tenants’
struggles since it frees energy to struggle with various other struggles in daily life. Engaging with
property rights in daily life also recognises historical experiences and limits to central moral
imperatives (i.e. an ideal of economic man vs. socialist man) for an idea of justice. Instead, I
have argued to localise struggles for recognition, which are exercised by “communities of value”
(Honneth 1995: 122) and conditions of membership (cf. Walzer 1983, Smith 1994).
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for the Dutch context Soweto associates itself with the 1983 founded Gelderland housing co-op, http://www.
wbvg.nl/panden/, 24.01.15
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There are an infinite number of possible lives, shaped by an infinite number of possible
cultures, religions, political arrangements, geographical conditions and so on. A given
society is just if its substantive life is lived in a certain way – that is, in a way faithful to
the shared understandings of the members” (Walzer 2007: 341).

With regard to conditions of use, achievement and membership I have pointed to the dualistic
dimension of property relations that can make a difference in daily life. Despite the fact that
upscale property markets severely limit the chances to be able to buy in the first place, I argue
that subjective limitations (i.e. self-interest) play a crucial role, when not limiting one’s selfinterest in the gamble of future property value expectations. Here, the tenement syndicate
effectively excludes the profit perspective attached to the exchange value of private property. In
this line, Hamburg syndicate advocate Weilert stresses the solidarity perspective50:

7.

When the mortgage is paid back after 30 years usually profit sets in. In the syndicate this
is not the case. Here, the solidarity contribution is rising. Elsewhere rents are rising, while
they remain stable in the syndicate. The solidarity contribution starts at 10 cent per sqm
and rises over time (Interview Weilert 2014, my translation tb).

To be clear, the tenement syndicate is a clear indicator for a membership model that
is committed to values contrasting with the ‘business as usual’ of property and traditional
co-op models. The syndicate therefore makes a decisive difference to property-led housing
distribution as we know it but at the same time has its limits. Above all these limits include
the capability to buy at an affordable price in the first place. This is the main reason why
the syndicate is still a small-scale development with almost 100 properties that involve 2,500
resident members and 600 non-resident members in Germany, while Soweto is the first Dutch
project that serves 15 resident members and 100 non-resident members (political safeguards)
(cf. Interview Kelk 2014, Weilert 2014). Nevertheless, comparing the German tenement
syndicate with US Community Land Trusts and Limited Equity Co-ops Horlitz (2012: 5)
summarises progressive characteristics as follows:
[T]hey limit individual profit in order to ensure permanent affordability of their housing
stock and remove it from the speculative market. They ensure tenancy and democratize
the provision as well as the management of housing through different forms of resident
participation and enhance community control …They lock government and other
subsidies …and of prime importance, they provide housing on the principle of need,
not profitability.
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In total 160.000 EUR were available for solidarity support 2014 (cf. Interview Weilert 2014)
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From a tenants’ perspective – struggling for affordable housing – a crucial further question
is whether the syndicate option is as effective as traditional co-ops, efficient rent control or
other modes of social intervention: rent strikes, protests, squatting (cf. Horlitz 2012). While
the spectrum for decent housing activism therefore remains diverse I would nevertheless argue
that fundamental opposition to private property has lost its momentum, while due recognition
of the dualistic structure of property (i.e. community commitment for collective ownership)
seems timely. The greater co-op idea further supports Honneth’s (2011: 369) argument that
the capitalist market relies on social expectations (i.e. normative recognition relations), where
communities of value impact distributive justice.
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Conclusions
In part two of my analysis I have addressed the dualistic structure of private property explicitly
when concentrating on conditions of use and vacancy, Anti-Squat property guardianship and
co-operative solutions of collective ownership. With predominant attention on the use value
and users, I have pointed to the problematic notion of vacant property that plays a crucial
role for local social expectations in daily life. While squatters used to be a strong advocate
of this problematic relationship I have contextualised the market answer to vacant properties.
Here, Dutch Anti-Squat property guardianship makes use of the same argument but answers
the question differently. Nevertheless, Anti-Squat proponents address the recognition-mode of
the market and social process over time, which is decisive for this business strategy to prevail.
In light of limited alternatives (i.e. limited rent control, squatting ban) and in comparison with
a German example of guardianship, I have argued that we may speak of users that meet the required
flexibility-profile but may not speak of a free choice to sign such contracts. Local struggles with
property guardianship, however, have not yet led to comprehensive protest movement, which
would affect the legal procedure regarding free market distribution, the freedom of contract
and the future of tenants’ rights. In any case, I have argued that fundamental resistance against
private property as a central institution for capitalist urbanisation has lost its momentum, while
a critical engagement with the dualistic structure of property seems timely. For co-operative
solutions and collective ownership, I have addressed the question of membership, which above
all requires community commitment to shared values for alternative models to flourish.
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8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON
THE CYNICISM OF OUR TIME AND
THE GOOD LIFE IN WESTERN CITIES

Coming back to my research question, what we mean with rights to the city and how the right
to space, place and the city is recognised and justified (nationally/legally and locally/socially), with
such a research question I have aimed to balance liberal and egalitarian arguments: who has
a right to settle where, and why. For the liberal perspective one could therefore argue that rights
to the city can be bought and the means to do so lie in hard work and take the form of property
rights. Such an approach, however, would require choices, chances and an achievement principle
that indeed responds to hard work. I come back to this in section 8.1 below. The Lefebvrian idea
of the Right to the City, by contrast, envisions an idealist right that claims critical distance to
legal rights: especially private property rights (cf. chapter 3.5). Hence, my research question not
only confronts idealist reasoning with social reality – or legal issues with moral issues – but also
poses a normative invitation to both schools of thought.
With this in mind, I have further qualified my research question, if rights to the city can
be bought without greater conflict, which depends on the quality of conflict (i.e. degrees of
recognition, resignation, resistance) at specific places. Looking at property-led urbanisation in
Amsterdam and Hamburg I have shown how recognition, resignation and relocation is organised
over time, which results in particular resistance in Amsterdam and comprehensive resistance
in Hamburg. My answer, therefore, is a relational one that is centred on locally contested values
which involve social conflict, commitment to desirable values and the energy to struggle more
generally. Addressing the quality of local struggles at specific places in history and qualitative
degrees of recognition or resignation as two sides of the same coin, I have argued that any

option for satisfactory recognition relies on a normative and decentralised idea of the good
life. Alternative locations for possible relocation (to struggle for the good life elsewhere),
however, would require the affordability (i.e. purchase power) and accessibility (i.e. legal rights
and freedom of movement) of alternative locations, which are limited (cf. chapter 7.4 and 7.5).
Alternative options for a good life elsewhere, therefore, are at risk to remain theoretical or are
rather cynical in practice.
I am fully aware of the fact that my framework is quite complex when trying to make
a theoretical argument that involves differing theoretical traditions and differing priorities when
trying to a) make philosophers understand the relational role of space (and place) for generic
theory building (cf. Smith 1994, 2000) and b) to introduce Axel Honneth and the recognition
paradigm to contemporary critical urban theory (cf. Nicholls et al. 2013, Brenner et al.
2012, Soja 2010, Marcuse et al. 2009, Purcell 2008). I may not succeed to adequately address
the philosophical depth needed at all times but would hope that interested readers find some
inspiration in how to connect these various disciplines: i.e. critical social and urban theory,
social movement studies and housing research.
Next to my theoretical argument on the role of space for social recognition, I have further
argued to pay closer attention to property as driving force for urbanisation; stressing moral
expectations and the dual character of property rights. With such an approach I aim to embed
the recognition paradigm in urban studies, social movement studies and housing research
that have largely focused on property-led displacement as a relevant field of social conflict in
late capitalist cities. My analysis of the silent revolution in Dutch social housing, the ban of
civil squatting and the introduction of property guardianship may count as clear indicators of
a property-led agenda and the unfolding primacy of property rights. While qualitative degrees
of recognition, resignation and im/possibilities for relocation should complement a focus
on protest and resistance, my discussion has pointed to historical conflicts with propertyled housing distribution in Amsterdam and Hamburg. In the greater picture, therefore, my
theoretical contribution (developed in chapter 3) closely corresponds with part one of my
analysis in chapter 7, while the property-led housing discourse concerns the empirical chapters
and part two of chapter 7. Chapter 3 & 7 are central to my work.
Having said that, for concluding remarks I wish to return to the key thinkers that have
inspired this work (cf. Honneth 1995, 2011, Lefebvre 1991, 1996, Smith 1994, Purcell 2008,
Heins 2009) and transcend my empirical findings. Focussing the debate once more on
fundamental questions conditioning (local) struggles for (local) recognition and the good
life, I clearly value Honneth’s neo-idealist turn reframing the question of distributive justice
with the philosophy of recognition (cf. Zurn 2010, 2015). Giving social theory a hand, as
Celikates (2013) has put it, Honneth brings back the good life to contemporary critical theory
(cf. Fraser and Honneth 2003) and provides us with a crucial reference point of what we want
from life: recognition for who we are or want to be as human beings. At the same time it should
have become clear that my work embraces spatial relations and connects to contemporary
readings of critical urban theory, where Honneth did not play a role so far (cf. Brenner 2012).
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Honneth’s (1995) major achievement surely is to root the question of justice in
the individual mind of the subject and to stress the inter-subjective relationship of struggles
for recognition. Similarly, in his new book Freedom’s Right Honneth (2011 [2014]) the intersubjective relationship of freedom (i.e. social freedom) is central here, too. Hence, if we accept
that narrow conceptions of atomistic self-formation are misleading and recognise that interpersonal recognition relations are fundamental for self-formation (to develop self-confidence,
self-respect, self-esteem) I argue Honneth’s idea of inter-subjective struggles for recognition and
social freedom to be convincing.
Adding spatial thinking, my work not only suggests the intensity of local struggles to be
decisive for resignation and resistance (cf. chapter 7) but stresses the crucial role of relocation:
highlighting the un/freedom of choice and the un/freedom of movement. While social
movements (as agents for social change) are well conceptualised by Honneth (restoring
self-confidence with protest activism) space opens up a relational category to explain the quality
of intensifying struggles and migration movements in the city, between cities and beyond.
Relocation, therefore, primarily responds to the energy to struggle, chances for resistance
and the quality of resignation at a certain moment and place. Relocation further responds to
education – to imagine a good life elsewhere – and fundamentally requires the freedom of
movement and other resources (i.e. purchase power and solidarity), which are limited.
For critical urban theory, therefore, it is important to realise that the reproduction of social
relations is mediated through space and a mix of qualitative recognition and/or resignation
as well as possibilities for resistance and relocation. Harvey’s (1982, 2001) analysis of global
capitalism as a crisis prone system that does not solve its problem but shifts it geographically is
crucial here. In any case, local struggles for self-realisation and the good life are likely to remain
struggles, while the making of a social order is significantly conditioned by political b/orders
(cf. van Houtum 2005). Accordingly, limited choices and limited freedom of movement make
a crucial difference when struggling for a good life at places.
Having outlined (local) struggles for (local) recognition and decent housing in Hamburg
and Amsterdam – detailing the property-led implications for resignation, resistance, relocation
(cf. part one of chapter 7) – for my conclusions, above all, I value Honneth’s neo-idealist turn
for a critical theory of justice, since it enables us to confront the disengaged cynicism of our
time with a normative discourse on achievement, engagement and commitment to desirable
values (cf. Vice 2011). Hence, I wish to stress three things I consider central to local struggles
in late capitalist cities: (a) what we struggle with (i.e. hegemonic achievements, ideological
property rights and moral double standards); (b) what we want (i.e. self-realisation and a good
life, freedom of movement and a place to call home); and (c) how we get there (i.e. decentralised
concepts of the good life, co-operative practices and further democratisation).
Who is we? Regarding the subjective foundation – the I – of struggles for recognition, intersubjective relations and ideal community building have been central both to Hegel and Honneth.
While the former utterly idealised the state as a god-like moral institution, Honneth (1995: 60) is
well aware of this point of departure and instead insists on inter-subjective recognition relations
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to form “communities of value” (Honneth 1995: 122) that are distinct from the state. In contrast
to Hobbes’ state of nature and war of all against all “Hegel relocates the subject theoretically
into a social environment” (ibid: 40). Taking up Hegel’s criticism of Hobbes’ egocentric social
contract Honneth then systematically develops the moral grammar of social relations: to see
yourself in the other (bei sich selbst sein im anderen).
For the constitution of communities of value (i.e. family, friends and other social, cultural,
political or religious communities) commitment to shared social values and spatial scale
is crucial. In the macro-sociological and historical picture, German civil society has been
described for example by Anheier et al. (2000: 93) as a combination of Prussian-protestant
statism and Catholic paternalism, while Dutch society can be described as a Calvinist merchant’s
nation, where the national state was never able to disconnect from the rivalries within civil
society (i.e. Calvinist, Catholic, liberal, socialist) for ideological purposes (cf. de Rooy 2005).
Given the limits of such a broad or national account, the nation state is not only territorially
trapped (cf. Agnew 2010, Elden 2010) but above all represents an “imagined community”
(Anderson 2006) that frequently conflicts with competing local values and therefore inevitably
produces different forms of disrespect at places. Hence, I conceptualise inter-subjective
struggles for recognition – the We – with Honneth’s communities of value, which are family,
friends and other social constellations of shared values; enabling a sense of belonging, care,
solidarity and love. In a spatial sense this would then comprise regional, urban, district or
neighbourhood communities of shared values, the smallest entity being the home. In short,
I mostly value Honneth’s subjective account and inter-subjective outplay for a critical theory
of justice, where communities of value constitute the core of recognition relations one cannot
do without.

8. 1. What we struggle with
Given my discussion of primarily two competing philosophies of justice (cf. chapter 3),
which are both centred around social inequality and either stress the equality principle
(aiming for political justice, common social goods and rights) or the achievement principle
(aiming for market justice, social mobility and private property), in the following I will
concentrate on the historical achievement of the achievement principle. Here, I wish to
highlight the fundamental role of social expectations in the capitalist project that in the 18th
and 19th century re-directed social developments away from a patriarchal feudal society, while
stressing the value of labour power, private property and social mobility as core pillars and
promises of capitalist society (cf. Habermas 1973).
Honneth (2011 [2014]) basically welcomes the capitalist market for its functional recognition
mode of supply and demand but critically addresses the hegemonic achievement principle,
which mainly preserves the status quo for the ones who have had the fortune to acquire some
capital and property in the past. In his co-authored article with Martin Hartmann “paradoxes of
capitalism” (Hartmann and Honneth 2006) the authors are clear about the destructive potential
of neoliberal capitalism frustrating central values such as autonomy, equal chances, achievements
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and even romantic love. Focusing on the hegemonic achievement principle, Thomas Piketty’s
(2014) seminal study is even more clear about the selective mode of the achievement principle,
which works for capital but less so for labour. Even further, Piketty stresses the role of inherited
wealth, which lacks the central notion of (self-)achievement.
For a historical perspective in Western Europe it is therefore decisive to note that
for the post-war baby boom generation the achievement principle worked when indeed
responding to hard work – enabling social mobility – leading to a “rejuvenation of wealth”
(Piketty 2014: 396) and work ethics. For the baby boomers of the 1950s, the lack of inheritance
presented the “new normal” (ibid: 381) while in the greater picture one would need to
recognise this post-war social democratic era to be a historical exception. According to Piketty
the inheritance flow only shortly, but profoundly, collapsed due to the shocks of the world
wars (i.e. destruction of property, inflation, bankruptcy, expropriation etc.). In France, Germany
and UK the “rebound of inheritance” is still underway: accelerating in 1980–1990 (ibid: 425).
With the neoliberal reconfiguration of the 1980s, collective work ethics of the post-war era were
once again confronted with individualised achievements and responsibilities (cf. Piketty 2014,
Hartmann and Honneth 2006, Harvey 2005) and workfare not welfare (cf. Eick et al. 2003).
Looking closer at the achievement of the achievement principle today, Germany has
not only recovered from the war but leads the figures of economic inequality in Europe
(cf. DIW 2014, Verdi 2013). While income from labour has stagnated since 2000, profit for
capital has exceptionally accelerated, starting in 2003 (cf. Verdi 2013: 8). According to
the largest German labour union Verdi (2013), two thirds of German national wealth is owned
by the upper 10% of society, while 1% hold more than half of that wealth. At the same time,
half of the German population does not own any wealth at all (ibid.). The Dutch relationship
of economic inequality is quite similar. Here, the upper 10% of society own 61% of the national
wealth, from which the upper 2% own one third, while 60% of the Dutch population own 1% of
the national wealth (cf. van Bavel 2014, WRR 2014).
For a society seeking legitimacy for social and economic inequality via the achievement
principle, close attention of the working mode of the achievement principle is required; and to
acknowledge the empirical data of widening inequality, which comes with major disruptions or
with the impossibility of social immobility for the working poor. In this line, inherited wealth
violates the achievement principle, which was to justify inequality in light of social mobility
and the justice of earned deserts. Hence, Piketty (2014) and Honneth (2011 [2014]) both rely
on Durkheim, who emphasised equal chances and argued that the “ownership of property
[ideally] ends at death” (Piketty 2014: 422). Referring to Durkheim, therefore, both scholars
stress a fruitful point, when pointing at a hegemonic achievement principle that needs to be in
the centre of critique today.
Looking at the distribution of wealth and struggle with a property-led housing career, as
indicated above, for more than half of the German and Dutch population chances to get hold
of property are rather poor. At the same time, especially the Dutch case shows (in the fast
lane), how the state has exceptionally assisted individual households to get a mortgage. More
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than 80% of Dutch home-ownership is mortgage based: 20–30 % of which are under water
(cf. chapter 7.2). In the greater picture I would therefore focus on the work ethics
(i.e. achievement) that keep the system running and draw from Marxist criticism that
owner-occupancy also serves an instrumental reason, since owners do not go on strike
(cf. Castells 1977, Kemeny 1980). Analysing the historical inter-relation of labour and housing
markets – and the contemporary re-connection of the two (cf. Harloe 1995) – I have therefore
recalled Friedrich Engels’ Housing Question1, where potential property owners are chained to
the soil (preventing relocation with a mortgage) aimed at a better exploitation of their labour
power (cf. part two of chapter 7). In any case, I see violations of the achievement principle and
increasing cynicism of aloof market proponents when trying to justify the justice of earned
deserts with adequate chances, choices and democratic procedures.
In this line, especially tenants have experienced the consequences of a deregulated property
market (rising rents), where the struggle with relocation (property-led displacement) can
basically only be pacified with the ownership of the home. Housing as a social right is declining
all over Europe (cf. Priemus and Dieleman 2002); only in France can a legal right to housing
be claimed in court (cf. chapter 4.4). Social housing in Europe has been re-framed as residual
or last resort – close to charity – for members of society, who do not meet the requirements
of market distribution (cf. Whitehead and Scanlon 2007, 2008). With Smith (1994) I have
argued that social struggles with a property-led housing career (i.e. affordability) and relocation
(i.e. forced displacement and unfreedom of movement) are aptly understood as a struggle for
a place in this world, which is a place to call home.
Our place, and sense of geographical space or territory, merges imperceptibly with a broader
sense of identity, of who we are, of position in general scheme of things. Satisfaction
with all this is central to well-being. But place can also have repressive connotations
…For the most part, people come to life in an unchosen community, family or home, and
stay there unless they decide to move on. But some have a more disturbing experience
…evicted from their homes or have their communities broken up, in the interests of what
is held to be a wider social purpose (Smith 1994: 253)

With regard to wider social purposes, Smith (1994: 270) later equals market forces with
religious, racist, nationalist forces to rule over territory, space and place, where market forces,
too, require “an act of faith akin to religious devotion”. Thinking more fundamentally about
a moral right to a specific place in this world – to call home – I am aware of the complex and
competing claims for specific places that are shot through with differing political, economic,
religious or ethnic claims in history. Here, I do not see a superior argument that is capable of
deciding who has a fundamental right to settle where. For the capitalist project of property-
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led urbanisation, I would nevertheless point towards Purcell’s (2008) argument that private
property rights are claims not trumps, shot through with moral expectations (cf. Heins 2009)
and therefore require local social recognition and adequate communication.
Such an account follows my discussion of property-led urbanisation and struggles for
distributive justice in cities, where I have asked if the right to the city can be bought without
greater conflict. Such a question may seem provocative to Lefebvrian scholars but loses its
force in light of a hegemonic achievement principle and a global credit crisis, which resulted
from the mortgage market. While the state-bailout of the creditors suggested the end of free
market capitalism in 2008 it is striking to note that in his analysis of the legitimating forces
of capitalist reproduction Habermas already in 1973 asked why late capitalism still proceeds
with seeking legitimacy through democracy after all? The functional requirements of
reproducing the economic order by an administrative system can be just as well shifted to a
“conservative-authoritarian welfare state” or a “fascist state” mobilising recognition of their
followers (cf. Habermas 1973: 105). Looking at the EU crisis today, I would therefore think of
some echoes in European history.
Habermas’ (1973) answer to what Mouffe (2000) has called a “democratic paradox” reads
similar to Honneth’s argument that the system has produced a surplus validity (Geltungsüberhang)
of values (autonomy, equality, achievement and romantic love) that significantly produces
legitimacy of the system and cannot be easily divided or discarded (cf. Hartmann and Honneth
2006). To fall short of such expectations and an idea of social freedom (Honneth 2011 [2014])
would then result in a legitimation crisis of the system (cf. Habermas 1973).
Volker Heins (1990) has taken up Habermas’ (1973) notion of a “legitimation crisis” and
worked out the ideal relations between the public sphere and the state (see table 23). Here, model
one presents public critique (or protest) as a reminder to the state to re-focus on institutionalised
promises and values. The second model shows that if the state is ignorant of such critique this
may result in the public’s denial of legitimacy. No longer committed to prior (legitimating)
ideals, the state responds with cynicism, a crucial moment for a legitimation crisis.

8.

Table 23: Ideal relations between the public sphere and the state

Model 1
Model 2

Public sphere

State

Critique
Denial of legitimacy (crisis)

Institutionalised promise
Cynicism

Heins 1990: 115, my translation tb

For Honneth’s idealist reconstruction of historical developments – relying on secular moral
values, truth-apt assumptions, rational thought and conscious deliberation – it is striking to note,
however, that this line of idealist thought can be easily corrupted by moral double standards,
manipulation, delusion, cynicism, drugs and violence. In light of manipulative techniques that
contradict conscious thought and rational deliberation, I therefore want to highlight qualitative
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notions of moral resignation (i.e. modern cynicism), and the role of drugs, where subjects would
rely on the help of drugs to relocate their consciousness but remain in place. For a critical urban
theory that aims at explanatory power in daily life I would therefore want to at least mention
the role of drugs and sub - or unconscious behaviour to carry on with local struggles. I do not
wish to go into details here since the question of qualitative resignation is hard to detect from
a sociologist perspective but which would deserve more attention for future research.
For the housing discourse and property-led urbanisation, Anti-Squat property guardianship
is a good example of a cynical approach to housing distribution, which is at least twofold. Here, I
wish to recall Samantha Vice’ (2011) distinction of aloof and affected cynics (cf. chapter 2), who
may hold lighter or darker versions of cynicism.
A character will not count as cynical unless it is disengaged and distrustful or
contemptuous, and unless those attitudes are responses to a belief about human nature
or motivation. In short, cynicism on this account requires both a fairly complex stance
or attitude, and a belief about human nature. All three conditions can be held in a way
that is lighter or darker in tone and that is the result of more or less justifying experience
(ibid: 172, emphasis added tb).

As indicated in chapter 2, the distinction of aloof and affected cynics meets my picture of
vacancy managers (cf. Interview de Vilder 2012) and property guardians (cf. Interview Heijkamp
2012). Both have adopted a cynical stance towards decent housing conditions, although for
different reasons. While the vacancy management approach keeps distant to property-led
displacement (i.e. gentrification) and the social reality of unfriendly user conditions – relying
on the legal freedom of contract and theoretical freedom of choice to sign such contracts –,
property guardians, on the other hand, tend to turn bitter when struggling to live with such
conditions in daily life.
As I have argued in part 2 of chapter 7 Anti-Squat users are recognised as property guardians,
caretakers and cleaners serving as business cards for the agency, while the building is officially
registered vacant. In this sense, users are not only lacking adequate users’ or tenants’ rights but
they are treated as if they were not there. That is a new phenomenon of property-led housing
distribution and, I argue, is a cynical approach regarding users’ conditions that do not allow for
adequate use. Refusing to be recognised as either a rental agreement (which would come with
tenants’ rights) or as hotel-use, it is not clear what this model is about but the state and property
market make it possible. Disengaging with decent housing conditions for different reasons –
that is viewing housing as a commodity vs. social right –, I would therefore see a dilemma for
a moral discourse on property guardianship that is “destructive of, or contrary to, goods [such
as homes] that we reasonably value” (Vice 2011: 179).
For a rational discourse, Bent Flyvbjerg (1998) has further pointed to an impoverished
rationality of power and an incomplete unfolding power of rationality. In a somewhat
reconciliatory move, Flyvbjerg, reminds us of the long way democracy and rationality have
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come and stresses the fairly young stage of that process when still tackling privilege, kinship
and religion in the 21st century. While Flyvbjerg’s (1998) critique of Habermas’ communicative
idealism (struggling with power relations) remains valid I would nevertheless argue that
Honneth (2007) is able to avoid that trap, when conceptualising recognition as a grand category
of social relations – referring to powerful social hierarchies with ideological recognition
(cf. chapter 3.2). In this line, I think, Honneth (2003) may indeed succeed to put Habermas
back on his feet – developing a critical theory of justice (i.e. recognition), where the intersubjective moment of communication (i.e. social interaction) relies on mutual recognition
(cf. Deranty 2009).

8. 2. What we want
Regarding a hegemonic achievement principle that distorts the justice of earned deserts I
wish to further address the liberal premise freedom of choice, where critical scholars speak of
a pseudo or meta-choice (cf. Zizek 2005, Varoufakis 2003). Struggling with affordable housing,
such a pseudo-choice is evident for the Anti-Squat model that capitalises on limited affordable
housing supply – and therefore limited choice – in contested housing markets (cf. chapter 7.7).
Even further, regardless of egalitarian claims for political justice (i.e. the expansion of political
and social rights), the liberal discourse around freedom and achievements would indeed need
to respond to its prior premises. For the freedom of choice this would imply the freedom to
turn a pressing offer down and involve a “substantive right to ‘say no’” (Varoufakis 2003: 467).
With regard to the ongoing project of rationalisation and democratisation, this is also to value
Mouffe’s (2000) idea of dissolving antagonism with agonism, which is to not oppose one another
as enemies but opponents, and where democratic procedures would allow for respectful dissent.
For the greater dimension of what we want I wish to closely stick to Honneth’s naked, thin or
weak idea of the moral good, which aims to avoid a universal morality of the good. Confronting
people with a centralised idea of the moral good was, and is, equally problematic for an ideal of
socialist man in the state socialist experiences of the 20th century as it is for the homo economicus,
which assumes an impoverished ideal of (economic) man as one dimensional man (cf. Marcuse
1970). As an ideal for social development, I basically accept Honneth’s (1995: 130) theoretical
premise and longing for a “life free from pain” but, in contrast to his assessment, I would be
more careful not to be too optimistic about the historical achievements of Western civilisation
and the global picture today.
To get a stronger hold of what we want from life it needs to be noted that actually only
a few scholars have taken on the challenge of outlining the good life for an urban discourse,
which is an outline of the good city (cf. Friedmann 2000, Amin 2006). While Ash Amin’s (2006)
essay consists of a negative reconstruction of “polluted, unhealthy, tiring, overwhelming,
confusing, alienating” (ibid: 1011) global cities that are in need of repair, relatedness, rights and
re-enchantment, John Friedmann (2000) has engaged with a positive reconstruction of a good
city – in defence of utopian thinking. Here, Friedmann (2000: 468) advocates a “solid material
base” founded on common social goods such as adequate housing, healthcare, education etc.
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but goes beyond materialist claims for distributive justice (cf. Fraser 2003). Similar to Honneth
(1995, 2003), Friedmann (2000) advocates autonomy, equality, achievement and solidarity along
with a passionate commitment to human flourishing, political rights, democratic procedures
and equal chances – aiming for universal emancipation (ibid: 464). Recalling Susan Fainstein’s
(2010) categories of a just city (i.e. equity, democracy and diversity) it is further interesting to
note that Friedmann (2000) values diversity in cities as a characteristic “by-product” of capitalist
urbanisation and international migration movements searching for a good life in cities.
Throughout history, city populations have grown primarily through migration, and
migrants come from many parts. Some don’t speak the dominant language of the city;
others practice different religions; still others follow folkways that are strange to the city.
They come to the city for its promise of a more liberated, fulfilling life, and also perhaps,
as refugees, escaping from the danger of physical harm. They do not come to the city to be
regimented, to be molded according to a single concept of correct living. Nor do they seek
diversity as such. Rather, they want to live by their own lights as undisturbed as possible,
so that diversity appears as simply a by-product (Friedmann 2000: 468).

In this line, Friedmann comes close to Honneth’s (2011 [2014]) idea of social freedom
and Lefebvre’s (1991: 391ff.) category of differential space, which can be best experienced in
large cities. Thinking of desirable conditions for the good life in good cities I would therefore
stress the freedom of choice and freedom of movement to find communities of shared values.
Aiming to avoid a superior morality, however, I suggest a decentralised, localised perspective
of freedom and justice, where inhabitants know best what is good for them (the smallest entity
being the home). At home the good life is disconnected from an emancipatory interest and
may follow orthodox economics, religion, political ideals or cultural practices of whatever kind.
The emancipatory process is part of a greater social project, which is better experienced at
a greater scale, in public, where people realise social differences and develop a sense of respect
for diverse modes of human flourishing. Not for nothing people value and experience greater
social freedom in big cities, where social differences are more likely to find local recognition. In
this line, qualitative (local) struggles for (local) recognition may enter a process of up-scaling –
determined by socialisation, education and imagination – to reach out for greater recognition:
respecting differences in others.
To be sure, on the bottom line of what we want I welcome Honneth’s three-dimensional
struggle for recognition (i.e. love, rights, solidarity) for self-realisation and a good life. Next to
a legal recognition of rights (i.e. civil, political and social rights), market recognition of goods
and services (supply and demand) and social recognition of esteemed values (social esteem
for achievements, solidarity) I clearly value the idea of romantic love as the moral core of
recognition relationships. Here, Hartmann and Honneth (2006: 42) idealise “romantic love” as
a “utopian vanishing point that allowed members of society increasingly subject to economic
pressures to preserve the vision of an emotional transcendence of day-to-day instrumentalism”.
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Next to market and state recognition I would, therefore, argue that subjects are likely to continue
their (local) struggle for (local) recognition and relocate, if possible, as long as they have found
sufficient social recognition for who they are or want to be. This centrally involves social esteem
for achievements, legal respect for equal rights and the grand motivation for struggles for
recognition: love relationships (i.e. friends and family).
This said, I nevertheless do not wish to idealise locally recognised values, since local protest
movements can likewise be historically progressive or regressive. Paying close attention to
the local trap (cf. Purcell 2006), I therefore point to local Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY) initiatives
that may take the form of nationalist, racist, orthodox economic or religious movements – clearly
disconnected from a greater social discourse or emancipatory interest. NIMBY initiatives would
usually hold that they do not oppose greater infrastructural, environmental or social needs
(e.g. transport routes, wind farms, accommodation of refugees) in themselves but just not in
my backyard. The normativity of competing local claims, however, is further demonstrated by
Not In My Name (NION) initiatives, such as in Hamburg 2009 (cf. chapter 6.3). Here, the local
NION initiative opposed the economic co-optation and instrumentalisation of local values
(i.e. local creativity) for global city marketing purposes, while indeed addressing the greater
social good (i.e. the right to the city for all).

8.

8. 3. How we get there
Addressing the question of how to achieve a good life at places is a qualitative question
of subjective needs and desires which responds to social, cultural and aesthetic
preferences – and communities of value (shaped by socialisation and education) – but certainly
involves common social needs: housing, healthcare, education and so on (cf. Marcuse 2009,
Dellenbaugh et al. 2015). It is further a question of time, space, energy (cf. Lefebvre 1991),
technology and other requirements (i.e. legal rights, purchase power, solidarity and freedom of
movement) conditioning the commitment to local struggle and the energy to struggle.
Realising the historical dimension of (local) struggles for (local) recognition that have
produced differential spaces in global history is to realise local conflicts and social struggle
to be inevitable for plural social relations – especially capitalist social relations. While Piketty
(2014) and others point to the shocks of the world-wars in recent history – shaking ideological
recognition of an established social order and establishing a new one – I wish to recall Honneth’s
(2003: 255) argument that recognition of established values (or a ruling moral) can disappear at
any moment (cf. chapter 3); the financial collapse of the mortgage market in 2008 was a case in
point. For historical progress to come about, social struggle and social movements are inevitable
as they show commitment to struggle in public and mobilise solidarity for socially esteemed
values. “[P]olitical forces which are in fact social forces” as Lefebvre (1996: 163) put it:
They exist or not. They manifest and express themselves or not. They speak or do not
speak. It is up to them to indicate social needs, to influence existing institutions, to open
the horizon and lay claims to a future which will be their oeuvre. If the inhabitants of
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various categories and strata allow themselves to be manoeuvred and manipulated,
displaced anywhere under the pretext of social mobility, if they accept the conditions of an
exploitation more refined and extensive than before, too bad for them.

For global resistance movements, however, I am sceptical about the relational or relativist
role of space that prevents supra-local solidarity: not do to distant others what you would
not do to yourself (cf. Smith 1994). Here, I would indeed argue that global social movements
are not much more than the sum of local movements struggling for local recognition: even
with a common cause. The intensity of local struggles and the possibility of relocation are
crucial here.
While hegemonic achievements can be tackled through a progressive tax system on inherited
wealth, as Piketty (2014) suggests, for the current European austerity agenda this would require
to rethink the future reliance on hysterical financial markets and greater obsession with
economic values (and moral debt) of the neoliberal era. To break with economic reasoning
that pre-conditions the freedom of choice, democratic procedures and social life is to re-direct
ideological recognition from economic values (and costs) towards social and cultural values
(and costs).
To put it bluntly, the discipline of economics has yet to get over its childish passion
for mathematics and for purely theoretical and often highly ideological speculation, at
the expense of historical research and collaboration with other social sciences. Economists
are all too often preoccupied with petty mathematical problems of interest only to
themselves. This obsession with mathematics is an easy way of acquiring the appearance of
scientificity without having to answer the far more complex questions posed by the world
we live in (Piketty 2014: 32).

While such an insight would require greater efforts for democratisation (cf. Purcell 2008)
for the housing struggle, which is the struggle for a place in this world to call home, critical
attention must be paid to ideological property rights. As discussed in part two of chapter 7,
such critical attention would require due recognition of the dualistic character of property
manifested in three dualisms: (a) the use and exchange value; (b) building and the land; and (c)
residents and non-residents. While (a) aims to condition exclusive use and misuse of speculative
vacancy (b) emphasises self-achievement and self-use, which does not require the ownership of
land but users’ rights (tenants’ and lease rights) and (c) aims to tackle an atomistic self-interest
with co-operative forms of collective ownership and the greater social good. For an adequate
concept of the self, however, it is crucial not to confuse an atomistic or egocentric self-interest
(which is characteristic of self-righteous, rather isolated subjects) with Honneth’s (1995) project
of inter-subjective self-formation, which significantly relies on others.
If we would target a hollowed-out hegemonic achievement principle and seek to re-connect
it to historical ideals of (self-)achievement – indeed enabling the justice of earned deserts
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(i.e. social and spatial mobility) through hard work – we may end a cynical discourse around
market justice, inherited wealth and sky-rocketing property values, that has been disconnected
from (self-)achievement. Similar to achievement, the issue of use should be more centred on
self-use, since self-achievement and self-use would usually find the respect of others in daily life.
For 30 years (1980–2010) Dutch legal legislation provided new residents with a good deal
of options: buying, renting, squatting and anti-squatting. Private property was closely tied to
social expectations of use – or self-use – while squatting was a civil issue to the state. Such
practice served international recognition and migration to search for a good life in Amsterdam.
“You may not always agree”, said social-democrat Martien Kuitenbrouwer (PvdA Amsterdam
West, Interview 2010) “but it is power and counter power. So, I think that is very healthy in
a democracy such as Amsterdam”. With the squatting ban of 2010 such pragmatic policies
have been rolled-back (cf. Buchholz 2009) when rolling-out ideological property protection
that resembles an international ‘business as usual’ (cf. Brenner and Theodore 2002). If Dutch
cities aim at continuous international recognition for progressive local developments that
make a difference to the global ‘business as usual’, the latest legal shifts would be a point for
reconsideration indeed.
While the (waiting) time argument (i.e. inhabitance) still survives in Amsterdam today –
basically occupying half of the housing market – I have nevertheless analysed Amsterdam to
be a case of resignation (and particular resistance). Here, insiders stay put and passively hold
on to their social rental contracts while not substantially contesting the property-led remake of
the city. Aiming at a more fundamental critique of property-led housing distribution, Hamburg
movements, on the other hand, have mobilised comprehensive resistance, setting up a Right to
the City Alliance in 2009. Although the Lefebvrian Right to the City remains a cry in Hamburg,
too, the commitment of local inhabitants’ movements was hard to ignore and led the (local) state
to re-discover rent control with national implications for large German cities (Mietpreisbremse).
Struggling with a property-led housing career and market distribution, both cities, therefore,
reveal critical points in time where inhabitants would resign, resist or relocate.
For a recognition-based analysis that focuses on achievement and use, it is further inevitable
to recognise that market distribution of housing requires people that can afford to pay the price.
In light of a financial (mortgage) industry and a “rebound of inheritance” (Piketty 2014: 425)
significant amounts of capital are available that seek investments in real estate worldwide but
may leave the property unused (if not tied to social expectations and conditions of use). In this
line, a property-led housing career may seem glamorous and desirable, if possible, to travel
the world and have several places to call home, if there was not the question, how the possession
of several properties was achieved and how it is used.
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Who can ignore that the Olympians of the new bourgeois aristocracy no longer inhabit.
They go from grand hotel to grand hotel, or from castle to castle ... They are everywhere
and nowhere. That is how they fascinate people immersed into everyday life. They
transcend everyday life, possess nature and leave it up the cops to contrive culture
(Lefebvre 1996: 159).
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For a recognition-based analysis, it would indeed be striking to break with the fascination
of multiple possessions – and a lifestyle of being everywhere and nowhere, owning more than
one can use – and re-connect the achievement principle to lived experiences of self-achievement
and self-use. This is to say that petit property owners (i.e. owner-occupiers) or middle class
households simply do not have the same interest in property protection through the state as
commercial real estate developers, who do not aim at the use-value or self-use of property.
Usually it is the lack of self-achievement and self-use that have led to disrespect and the re-use
by others in need, if vacant. In other words, squatting would not apply if the property was in use.
To be clear, I do not wish to glorify squatting for itself but point to the unfolding of ideological
property rights that aim to escape local social expectations of self-achievement and self-use.
Not for nothing, the self-use argument of owners usually trumps tenants’ protection rights
in Amsterdam and Hamburg (although this might be a subject to instrumental reason). For
a pragmatic solution in contested housing markets self-used property prevents squatting, which
does not require a squatting ban but some care and responsibility of the owner of the property.
Civil squatting and Anti-Squat property guardianship, in short, would therefore highlight social
expectations in the use of property, as the more recent history of the Netherlands has shown.
Both instruments would appeal to an ideal of autonomy to make choices: empowering users in
need of space, on the one hand, and reminding owners to make use of property themselves, or
rent it out at a reasonable price on the other.
This is also to say that flexibilisations of housing distribution or temporary solutions are
not a bad thing in themselves, if the flexibility benefits use and achievement. Contemporary
Anti-Squat contracts, however, are not worth the paper they are written on, when cynically
speaking of a freedom of choice and refusing to be recognised as rental contracts. Restricting
conditions of interim-use for an interim-price, while the property is still on the market, not
only treats users as business cards, it distorts the idea of rent and housing rights beyond all
recognition. Nevertheless, even advocates of this model emphasise market, state and social
recognition. For users, this foremost implies the struggle with relocation, resignation or
recognition in degree, while resistance may take the form of subversive practices. In the end,
subversive violations of the contract can frankly go so far that Anti-Squat property guardians
become squatters again.
Next to self-use and self-achievement as basic principles to find respect by others, I have
further outlined alternative co-op solutions to tackle self-interest (cf. chapter 7.9). While cooperative frameworks more generally allow for democratic decision-making of all residentmembers, alternative community trust models (i.e. the German tenement syndicate and
Amsterdam Soweto) make a change from resident-member co-op models, when working with
political safeguards that are non-residents. Here, the German tenement syndicate has made
the cynicism of our time productive when opting for the legal framework of an ordinary capitalist
institution (Limited Liability Company) that allows for the veto of one company associate to
make the resale of the property an impossible thing. Connecting a subversive strategy to given
legal legislation the syndicate therefore escapes the fetish of commodified housing and alienated
ownership and effectively withdraws private property from the market (cf. Horlitz 2012).
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Avoiding further frustration in democratic procedures by economic imperatives, however,
is the greatest challenge for social movements in late capitalism. In any case, neoliberal
restructuring efforts at the end of the social democratic era (cf. Hartmann and Honneth 2006)
hardly mark the end of history but should be understood as a greater project of historical struggles
for democratisation (cf. Purcell 2008). While a Hamburg referendum voted to re-collectivise
the city’s energy supply in 2013, only recently another referendum, the Altona manifest, was
successful in its aims to empower the districts of the city with more direct democracy. Ironically,
the opposite process is taking place in Amsterdam, where the central city seeks to weaken
the autonomy of the districts for more central control. While Hamburg inhabitants increasingly
resist market distribution of common social goods (such as energy and housing) the formerly
known just city Amsterdam slowly fades away to be “just a nice city” (Uitermark 2009) today.
Summing up, I fully want to devote my last lines to the cynicism of our time, which is not
limited to housing distribution, of course, but targets any idealist reasoning. Here, I clearly
welcome Honneth’s neo-idealist turn – stimulating a critical theory of justice – to be helpful
for confronting moral double standards, tackling cynicism and the alienation from goods,
services and fellow people altogether (cf. Jaeggi 2014). A cynical attitude is part of the struggles
around resignation and resistance, when subjects discard any notion of idealist commitment
and instead continue to reproduce their daily struggle with a bitter smile. As indicated above,
idealist theory building can easily be corrupted by moral double standards, manipulation,
delusion etc. in social practice. For conscious accounts and rational thought it is, thus, decisive
to be aware of subjects who distance themselves from the intensifying struggle when making use
of the imagination (books, music, god), subversion, the role of humour and the help of drugs: to
relocate the consciousness but remain in place.
In contrast to irony, cynicism clearly escapes humour, when it turns bitter. Cynicism is
not only unacceptable for political elites, who risk a legitimation crisis of the political system
(cf. Habermas 1973, Heins 1990) but also intellectuals, who let them get away with it. With
a closer look at the habitus of subjects – conditioned by socialisation, education and imagination
– above all education paves the way to imagine alternatives and a good life (elsewhere). Hence
I would want to reiterate the role academics can play in social progress when critically focusing
on prior ideals (or promises) of the system, addressing the greater social good and historical
challenge: committing themselves to the legacy of enlightenment and emancipation.
If the hegemonic achievement principle remains uncontested – working for capital but less
so for labour, serving endless struggle, self-exploitation and social suffering – the justice of
earned deserts will remain the cynical construction that it is today: not leading to social or
spatial mobility but exhaustion, a life full of struggle and pain. While Honneth is not naïve in
his critical examination of the hollowed-out achievement principle and the social conflicts that
derive from there – describing them as paradoxes, absurd, pathological and so on – I would
still want to go one step further when calling upon academics to address emancipatory ideals
in public. Similar to the role of artists and other intellectuals, who would show commitment
to (local) struggles for (local) recognition in daily life, committed academics should realise
the limits of their performance inside the academy and no longer remain silent or cynical.

8.
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If we take Honneth’s (1995, 2014) philosophical claim seriously that self-formation (i.e.
self-confidence, self-respect and self-esteem) cannot be achieved alone but instead relies on
interpersonal recognition relations, we would need to depart from the neoliberal paradigm of
an atomistic self (that can lead to isolation). We would need to depart from egocentric ideas
of individual freedom and realise more fully the inter-subjective moment of social freedom.
The history of struggles for recognition is certainly unfinished, while the trigger would be to
show commitment to historical struggles and emancipatory values; providing ourselves with
space to realise ourselves through others and finding communities of shared values. In any
case, (local) struggles for (local) recognition and the good life in cities rely on ethical notions,
where communities of shared values know best what is good for them and when to resign, resist
or relocate. Such an account requires mutual recognition of desirable values, a social idea of
freedom, the freedom of choice and freedom of movement.
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Amsterdam interviewees (59)
Institutional (10)
Maarten van Poelgeest // vice mayor for housing, Amsterdam 04.02.2010
Martien Kuitenbrouwer // Amsterdam West/ PvDA, Amsterdam 06.02.2010
Joost Okkinga // Amsterdam West/ VVD, Amsterdam 06.02.2010
Jaap Schoufour // head of breeding places, Amsterdam 03.02.2010
Stephen Deul // tenant organization (HA), Amsterdam 04.02.2010
Bastiaan van Perlo // tenant organization Amsterdam, Amsterdam 26.01.2010
Jeroen van der Veer // amsterdam federation of housing corporations, Amsterdam 23.03.2012
Sandra Bouwmeester, Ymere Noord, Amsterdam 21.03.2013
2 Police representatives, Amsterdam 08.03.2010

Professional (10)
Joost van Gestel // CEO Camelot Europe, Amsterdam 26.04.2010
Bas van Engeland // Camelot facility coordinator Randstad, Amsterdam 26.04.2010
Bob de Vilder // marketing manager Camelot Europe, 09.11.2012 (by email)
Fons Schrader // VLBN chairman , Amsterdam 10.12.2012
Jan ten Hopen, former member of parliament and KLB chairman, The Hague 26.11.2012
Jaap Draaisma // urban resort, Amsterdam 05.07.2013
Maarten de Wolff, creative start-up Beehive, Amsterdam 19.02.2010
Bart de Groot, creative start-up Beehive, Amsterdam 19.02.2010
Arnold van Maanen // cultural entrepreneur ‘de Hallen’, Amsterdam 06.02.2010
Jan Dietvorst // Paradiso Amsterdam, Amsterdam 09.02.2010

Academics (8)
Prof. Dr. Jamie Peck, University of Vancouver, Amsterdam 26.07.2009
Prof. Dr. Zef Hemel, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam 08.10.2011
Dr. Virginie Mamadouh, University of Amsterdam AISSR (Amsterdam supervisor 2009/10)
Dr. Justus Uitermark // Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam, Amsterdam 20.11.2012
Dr. Heike Pethe, University of Amsterdam AISSR, Amsterdam 13.10.2009
Dr. Manuel Aalbers, University of Amsterdam AISSR,Amsterdam 15.10.2009
Dr. Sebastian Dembski, University of Amsterdam AISSR, Amsterdam 25.09.2013
Dr. Sebastian Olma, the think tank, Amsterdam 14.04.2013

Residents/ activists (31)
Carla Huisman, chairwoman of Soweto housing association, Groningen 05.02.2014
Stephen Kelk, board member of Soweto housing association, Amsterdam 06.09.2014
Abel Heijkamp, Bond Precaire Woonvormen (BPW), Groningen 04.03.2012
Paul Trumpie, director of Samenwerking Co-op, Amsterdam 02.03.2015
Tobias Müller, Journalist, Amsterdam 11.04.2012
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Gabriëlle Kitseroo, anti-squatter (by email) 04.07.2013
Javier Murrugarren, dancer and perfomer, Amsterdam 01.07.2009
Vera Korman, artist, Amsterdam 21.02.2010
Wayne Horse, artist, Amsterdam 22.03.2013
Bart Stuart, artist, NDSM Amsterdam 19.07.2009
Wilma Kramer, Spijtelaantje resident, Amsterdam 23.09.2010
Tijana, squatter ‘de Hallen’, Amsterdam 05.02.2010
Jasper Schneider, activist and photographer, Amsterdam 08.03.2010
Arie van Wijngaarden, project coordinator, Amsterdam 27.06.2014
Malthe Stiggard,artist and anti-squatter, Amsterdam 08.01.2010
Momo,squatting activist KSU East, Amsterdam 08.03.2010
Koert, activist, Speculation Research Collective/ SPOK, Amsterdam 27.01.2010
Lonneke van der Velden, Schijnheilig art squat collective, Amsterdam 25.01.2010
Niels de Groot, Schijnheilig art squat collective, Amsterdam 25.01.2010
Ernst van den Hemel, Schijnheilig art squat collective, Amsterdam 23.06.2011
Alexander Krone, artist, and squatter, Amsterdam 11.02.2010
Wessel, student squatter and SKSU activist, Amsterdam 13.01.2010
Kevin, SKSU activist, Amsterdam 04.07.2013
Wil van Zijl, IBW-N Amsterdam, (by email) 17.02.2012
Han Wanders, van der Pek resident, Amsterdam Noord 22.03.2013
Jos de Rooij, van der Pek resident, Amsterdam Noord 22.03.2013
Suzie, Badhuis squatter, Amsterdam Noord, 29.08.2012
Kees, Plantage Doklaan resident, Amsterdam 08.07.2011
Jasper Overweg, Nieuwmarkt resident, Amsterdam 25.06.2013
Oumar Berete, refugee, Vluchtkerk Amsterdam 14.03.2013
Ahmed Aden, refugee, Vluchtkerk Amsterdam 14.03.2013

Hamburg interviewees (30)
Institutional (5)
Johannes Mezler, BSU Hamburg, Hamburg 15.11.2013
Matthias Kock, BSU Hamburg, Hamburg 15.11.2013
Siegmund Chychla, Mieterverein zu Hamburg, Hamburg 14.11.2013
Rene Reckschwardt, IBA project coordinator, Hamburg 18.12.2013
Jost Vitt, IBA project manager, Hamburg 18.12.2013

Professional (4)
Lars Vieten, Marketing consultant Sprinkenhof AG, (by email) 25.02.2014
Karsten Linde, Camelot Deutschland, Düsseldorf 22.02.2011
Heinrich Stüven, Grundeigentümerverband, Hamburg 14.11.2013
Rolf Weilert, management consultant, Mietshäusersyndikat, Hamburg 05.03.2014
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Academics (4)
Prof. Dr. Dirk Schubert, HafenCity University (HCU), Hamburg 18.12.2013
Dr. Anne Vogelpohl, University of Hamburg, Hamburg 21.02.2014
Dr. Peter Birke, University of Hamburg, Hamburg 22.06.2010
Ben Pohl, HCU, Hamburg 06.09.2014

Residents/ activists (17)
Christoph Schäfer, artist and activist, Hamburg 13.11.2013
Margit Czenki, filmmaker and activist, Hamburg 13.11.2013
Ted Gaier, musician and activist, Cologne 19.05.2010
Steffen Jörg, GWA St. Pauli, Hamburg 15.11.2013
Jonas Füllner, homelessness activist Hinz&Kunzt, Hamburg 09.05.2013
Lisbeth, squatter, Hamburg 05.03.2014
Anke Schwarz, activist, Hamburg 09.05.2013
Michael Ziehl, Gängeviertel & leerstandsmelder.de, Hamburg 27.03.2014
Hannah Kowalski, Gängeviertel, Hamburg 14.07.2010
Kerstin Esser, Insel Pension Wilhelmsburg, Hamburg 04.03.2014
Jörg von Prondzinski, AKU Wilhelmsburg, (by email) 13.11.2013
Marc Wegner, Altona resident, Hamburg 21.12.2013
Jennifer Roberge-Renaud, teacher, Hamburg 20.12.2013
Matthias Weber, checkdisout city talk, Hamburg Kunstverein, Hamburg 07.09.2011
Julian Petrin, nexthamburg, Hamburg Kunstverein, Hamburg 07.09.2011
Jerome Gerull, photographer, Hamburg 14.05.2014
Rosh Zeeba, artist, Hamburg 26.08.2014

Additional (11)
Prof. Dr. Bert van den Brink, Faculty of Philosophy, Utrecht University, Utrecht 19.04.2013
Prof. Dr. Benjamin Davy, Faculty of Spatial Planning, TU Dortmund, Dortmund 05.07.2010
Dr. Titus Stahl, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Groningen, Groningen 16.10.2015
Lenze Hofstee, CEO Carex Groningen, Groningen 24.10.2012
Hannes Lindemann, property guardianship Haushalten e.V. Leipzig, Leipzig 13.03.2014
Daniel Schnier, ZZZ Bremen, Bremen 16.10.2013
Sjoerd Otter, lawyer and BPW activist, Groningen 05.03.2012
Jasper, student organizer, Kritische Studenten Utrecht, Utrecht 10.11.2011
Knut Unger, Habitat International activist and tenant advisor, Wuppertal, 20.02.2012
Marcus Voelker, Green party housing referent, Düsseldorf 26.01.2011
Antonia Frey, chairwoman of the Düsseldorf housing council, Düsseldorf 20.02.2011
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In dit werk worden de Duitse idealistische filosofie en de kritische theorie van de Frankfurter
Schule uiteen gezet. Het doel is om de valkuilen van sociale conflicten en een rechtvaardige en
eerlijke verdeling van waarden en rechten in steden in een context van het laat-kapitalistisme
beter te begrijpen. Deze kwestie van een eerlijke en rechtvaardige verdeling is diep geworteld
in historisch materialisme. Daarbinnen wordt ze doorgaans negatief uitgelegd en legt zij als
vanzelfsprekend onrecht bloot. Deze focus op onrecht laat echter te beperkt ruimte om het
uitblijven van revolutionaire verandering en vooral de aanhoudende stabiliteit van sociale
relaties binnen het kapitalisme te verklaren.
Door subjecten als objecten te conceptualiseren toont materialistische sociale analyse
weinig interesse in de vraag hoe een intersubjectief perspectief tot een beter begrip kan
leiden van waardengemeenschappen, zelfrealisatie en geluk. De filosoof Axel Honneth die is
verbonden aan het gedachtengoed van de Frankfurter Schule, hanteert juist een intersubjectief
perspectief om deze fenomenen te begrijpen. Hij gaat daarbij verder op de weg die Rousseau,
Kant maar vooral Hegel al insloegen en zoekt daarbij naar een positief antwoord op de vraag hoe
een rechtvaardige en eerlijke verdeling van waarden en rechten tot stand kan komen. Honneth
stelt daarbij de vraag hoe een verdeling tot stand kan komen van wat we als mensen in het leven
willen: rechtvaardigheid, solidariteit, liefde. In plaats van onrecht te benadrukken wordt door
de visie van Honneth een paradigma van sociale erkenning gevormd binnen de hedendaagse
sociale filosofie en kritische theorie.
Hedendaags academisch onderzoek heeft in toenemende mate aandacht voor erkenning in
sociale relaties. In dit academisch onderzoek is Honneth’s (1995) Struggle for recognition een
belangrijke mijlpaal, juist voor kritische sociale theoretici die geïnteresseerd zijn in de morele
opmaak van sociale conflicten. Vooral Zurn (2010, 2015) legt dit goed uit in een uitvoerige
introductie op het oeuvre van Honneth en het sociale erkenningsparadigma. Opvallend is dat
binnen Honneth’s kritische theorie ruimtelijke implicaties van het sociale erkenningsparadigma
geen plaats vinden. Het is een omissie in de kritische theorie en idealistische filosofie die mede
aanleiding vormt voor dit werk, waarin het werk van Honneth nadrukkelijk wordt geplaatst
binnen de urbane kritische theorie en haar aandacht voor rechtvaardigheid.
Dit werk stelt dat waar de intersubjectieve strijd voor sociale erkenning nadrukkelijk
een kwalitatief en normatief onderdeel is van historische sociale strijd, de ruimtelijke
wetenschapper zich juist dient af te vragen waar sociale erkenning vandaan komt. Door Honneth
te verbinden aan Henri Lefebvre’s (1991) (social) production of (social) space – in relatie tot tijd,
ruimte, energie en technologie – ontstaat een onderscheidend beeld van de kwalitatieve strijd
die in het dagelijks leven plaatsvindt en die in de eerste plaats vooral de rol van (local) struggles
for (local) recognition zou moeten benadrukken.
In dit werk wordt uitgegaan van de gedachte dat zonder aandacht voor tijd en ruimte, het
werk van Honneth vooral een intellectuele oefening over het verloop van de geschiedenis blijft.
Juist omdat de ruimtelijke implicaties van sociale relaties zo fundamenteel zijn, benadrukt
dit werk de lokale manifestatie van de strijd voor sociale erkenning die door Honneth wordt
besproken. Sterker nog, juist doordat de nadruk hier ligt op ruimte, plaats, en eigendom als de
drijvende krachten achter de lokale strijd voor lokale sociale erkenning in de kapitalistische
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stad, wordt hier gesproken van property-led urbanization. Door Honneth’s filosofie van sociale
erkenning niet alleen in de geschiedenis te plaatsen maar juist te positioneren in een specifieke
plaats en ruimte, wordt een onderscheid helder in twee manieren waarop sociale erkenning
en ‘de strijd om te wonen’ (de strijd om woonrechten) kan worden geaccommodeerd. Enerzijds
gaat het bij deze strijd om competitief tot stand gekomen individuele prestaties as principiële
basis voor het recht tot wonen en anderzijds juist om het perspectief waarbinnen wonen als
een collectief en egalitair recht wordt beschouwd. Beide principes volgen een verschillende
logica aangaande rechtvaardigheid. Vooral in het West-Europa van na de oorlog is huisvesting
gereguleerd op een manier die het midden houdt tussen deze twee principes, die ook wel als
distributive strategies zijn te beschouwen. De erkenning van woonrechten wordt daardoor op
uiteenlopende wijze geformaliseerd, variërend van eigendomsrecht, huurrecht, pachtrecht,
coöperatieve vormen van woonrecht en kraken. Ondertussen is sprake van een herkenbare
strijd om sociale erkenning en betaalbaar wonen in veel steden. Waar deze strijd niet uitmond
in een oplossing van de strijd door een gedeelde sociale erkenning van het recht op betaalbaar
wonen, zijn er consequenties die uiteen lopen van relocatie van mensen in de ruimte, het verzet
van individuen en groepen tegen de status quo, of resignatie, waarbij individuen of groepen bij
gebrek aan sociale erkenning zich neerleggen bij de status quo.
De centrale onderzoeksvragen in dit werk volgen rechtstreeks uit het ter plekke te
contextualiseren van de lokale strijd voor sociale erkenning, zelfrealisatie en ook betaalbare
en degelijke huisvesting. Het gaat om de vragen: hoe wordt in theorie en praktijk het recht tot
ruimte, plaats en de stad erkend en gerechtvaardigd in een nationale, wettelijke en sociale context?
In welke mate kan het ‘recht tot de stad’ (‘Right to the City’) worden gekocht en verkocht zonder
het ontstaan van een breder sociaal conflict? In welke mate is het kopen of verkopen van het ‘recht
tot de stad’ cynisch?
Voor het juist duiden van de eigenschappen van de lokale strijd om sociale erkenning stelt dit
werk dat het cruciaal is deze strijd als lokaal geconditioneerd te zien. Ofwel, om juist te duiden
hoe relocatie, verzet en resignatie zich lokaal manifesteren, dienen zij te worden verbonden met
lokale condities: worden ze in de lokale strijd om sociale erkenning juist gestructureerd, beperkt,
bestreden, genegeerd of door andere vraagstukken vervangen? Op basis van een vergelijkende
analyse in Hamburg en Amsterdam wordt in dit werk de conditionering van plaatselijke strijd
om sociale erkenning onderzocht in de context van de creatieve global city.
In zowel Hamburg als Amsterdam zijn het vooral huurders die worden beperkt in hun
‘recht tot stad’ door het bestaan van ideologisch eigendomsrecht. Hamburg vormt daarbij een
voorbeeld van een stad waar sprake is van het ontstaan van verzet, waarbij een sociale strijd wordt
gevoerd om het recht tot betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte wordt gevoerd in een context van
leegstand en een markt die eigendomsrechten probeert de beschermen. Deze strijd in Hamburg
is nog maar beperkt onderzocht, waarmee dit werk een belangrijke contributie levert aan het
beter begrijpen van een zichtbaar sociaal conflict in een voorname Europese stad en tevens
een basis vormt om bestaande experimenten in de Duitse woningmarkt te vangen. Amsterdam
levert een opvallend contrast met Hamburg. Traditioneel wordt Amsterdam gezien als een ‘just
city’, waarin de sociale strijd om betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte wordt vormgegeven met
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aandacht voor rechtvaardigheid en solidariteit. Uit dit werk blijkt echter dat dit traditionele
beeld op zijn minst moet worden bijgesteld. Door sterk oplopende huizenprijzen en een
afname van betaalbare huurwoningen in de stad lijkt er in Amsterdam alle reden te zijn voor
het herdefiniëren en intensiveren van de sociale strijd om betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte.
Deze herdefiniëring vindt echter niet plaats in de vorm van verzet, maar vooral in de vorm
van relocatie en het ontwikkelen van een nieuwe woonvorm: de anti-kraak. Daarmee biedt de
casus Amsterdam een boeiende introductie tot een historie van meer dan 30 jaar waarin antikraak als woonvorm is vormgegeven, maar ook hoe Amsterdam niet langer lijkt te passen in het
traditionele beeld van de just city.
Anti-kraak wordt in dit werk nadrukkelijk uitgewerkt als een opvallend contrasterende
woonvorm ten opzichte van haar voorloper: het kraken. Kraken is van oudsher een radicale
reactie op de strijd van huurders om betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte. Ze is nadrukkelijk een
poging om het ideologisch eigendomsrecht te bestrijden met het egalitaire recht om te wonen.
Kraken is daarmee niet alleen een woonvorm, maar ook een voorname strategie om het recht
om woonruimte te huren gestalte te geven. Opvallend is dat we daartegenover nu zien dat het
kraken wordt geherdefinieerd en juist wordt verbonden met het ideologische eigendomsrecht.
De Nederlandse uitvinding van anti-kraak pandbeveiliging is daarmee een nieuwe woonvorm
die wellicht een even zo radicale reactie is op de strijd van huurders om betaalbare en degelijke
woonruimte als het kraken. Ze is echter nadrukkelijk verschillend. Anti-kraak is niet zozeer een
strategie om het kraken te faciliteren teneinde woonruimte te creëren voor hen die deze moeilijk
of niet kunnen bereiken in een stedelijke context. Veel meer is zij een strategie om panden
bezet te houden met als objectief het veiligstellen van het eigendom van de eigenaar van deze
panden. Daarbij is weliswaar sprake van contracten die recht geven tot het verblijven in deze
panden die lijken op huurovereenkomsten, maar anti-kraak wordt juist actief gepropageerd als
een woonvorm die niet als huur gezien moet worden. Ook al lijkt anti-kraak dus sterk op huren,
de ontkenning van huurrecht voor tijdelijk gebruik/bewoning maakt anti-kraak dus veel meer
dan alleen een antwoord op het fenomeen kraken. Door gericht te zijn op het veiligstellen van
eigendom, kan anti-kraak geconceptualiseerd worden als een tegenovergestelde beweging op
het recht tot huren ten opzichte van kraken. Ze kan daarbij de toekomst van het huurrecht
significant veranderen. De vraag is nu in hoeverre deze door eigendomsrecht ingegeven
implicaties van anti-kraak werkelijk algemeen aanvaard worden en ook leiden tot landelijke en
juridische erkenning van zowel anti-kraak als de daarmee samenhangende vraag wat anti-kraak
doet met het recht op betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte en uiteindelijk het ‘recht tot de stad’.
Daarmee raakt ze de hoofdvraag van dit werk.
Gekeken naar vrijwillige en gedwongen relocatie worden de grenzen van residentiele
mobiliteit besproken in de context van beide steden met nadruk op keuzevrijheid en (sociale)
bewegingsvrijheid. Bewegingsvrijheid wordt daarbij als een ruimtelijke uitdrukking van sociale
vrijheid begrepen. Dit sluit aan bij Honneth’s laatste boek Freedom’s Right, waarin een morele
discussie wordt gevoerd over intersubjectieve rechten met betrekking tot vrijheden. Enerzijds
vraag de zoektocht naar een plaats om te leven en om deze plaats ook als thuis te kunnen benoemen
om toegang tot de gewenste locatie (het recht er te mogen zijn). Anderzijds vraagt deze zoektocht
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ook om de betaalbaarheid van deze plaats (de koopkracht en dus de mogelijkheid er te kunnen
zijn). Toegankelijkheid en betaalbaarheid zijn vanzelfsprekend beperkt. Beide vragen dan ook
om een sociaal commitment om toegankelijkheid en betaalbaarheid te bediscussiëren in relatie
tot maatschappelijke rechten en plichten. Tevens vragen beide om energie van uiteenlopende
partijen om de maatschappelijke strijd en discussie om deze rechten aan te gaan. Het doel van
deze strijd en discussie is om te komen tot een maatschappelijk gedragen besef van wat kan
worden beschouwd als ‘het goede leven’ en hoe onze maatschappelijke normen en wettelijke
kaders het recht tot het goede leven vormgeven. Het ‘goede leven’ laat zich daarbij moeilijk
door centraal moreel gezag definiëren (kerk, staat, huizenmarkt). Veel meer lijkt deze definitie
en de daaraan verbonden vertaling in maatschappelijke normen en wettelijke kaders te volgen
uit democratische processen en discussies over politieke rechten. Het gaat om processen en
discussies die diep geworteld zijn in lokale maatschappelijke processen en sociale gedragingen
en juist daar ook hun oorsprong en manifestatie vinden. Verschil tussen sociale groepen en
denkbeelden vormen daarbij een basis voor het komen tot wederzijds begrip van zowel
de onderlinge verschillen als hoe hier in de vorm van maatschappelijke normen en wettelijke
kaders mee om te gaan. Juist daar waar verschillen groot zijn, met name in grote steden, worden
sociale vrijheden ook het meest bediscussieerd en tevens gerealiseerd. Juist daarom richt
dit werk zich op grote steden in de vorm van Hamburg en Amsterdam met nadruk op hoe
de sociale strijd om betaalbare en degelijke woonruimte lokaal is geconditioneerd.
Dit werk gaat echter verder dan conceptualiseren van de sociale strijd om betaalbare en
degelijke woonruimte als een ruimtelijke fenomeen die lokaal is geconditioneerd. Deze sociale
strijd wordt ook verbonden met een zoektocht naar sociale verandering. Wat betreft de kritische
theorie van Honneth kan ‘het goede leven’ het best worden begrepen als ‘leven zonder pijn’
(life free from pain), die tot stand komt door een continue strijd voor sociale erkenning waarbij
factoren als klasse, etniciteit, gender en seksualiteit allen deze strijd beïnvloeden. Deze strijd
om het goede leven heeft niet alleen morele implicaties voor de wijze waarop de samenleving
omgaat met verschillen, maar ze heeft ook grote politieke implicaties en moet deze ook hebben.
De conclusie is daarbij dat de sociale strijd om erkenning en de daarbij optredende sociale
conflicten een continue strijd is, geworteld in de historie en het lokale leven van alle dag. Juist
door deze strijd te positioneren in het leven van alle dag in Hamburg en Amsterdam wil dit werk
laten zien dat deze strijd geen definitief of absoluut antwoord behoeft. In plaats daarvan gaat het
om een continue strijd die kan worden beschouwd als een zoektocht naar sociale vooruitgang en
die, zo wordt hier beargumenteerd, erom vraagt dat we elkaar voldoende ruimte laten om verder
te experimenteren op de weg naar emancipatoire sociale veranderingen.
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